
International Registration designating India 

Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4275943    01/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1338943]
ACTIV'INSIDE

12 ZA Commerciale du Lapin F-33750 BEYCHAC ET CAILLAU France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Raw materials intended for being incorporated in the composition of cosmetic products, food products, food supplements, 
namely active ingredients of natural origin, active ingredients derived from plants, active ingredients derived from 
microorganisms.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4277056    01/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1374776]
ACTIV'INSIDE

12 ZA Commerciale du Lapin F-33750 BEYCHAC ET CAILLAU France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products derived from plants; chemical products derived from plants intended for the pharmaceutical industry, 
against anxiety, depression, fatigue, for emotional balance and for well-being; raw materials intended for incorporation in 
the composition of cosmetic product preparations; chemical products for use in the food industry; proteins, antioxidants, 
polyphenols, vitamins, minerals, all used in manufacturing operations; active molecules, excipients and mixtures thereof 
for the manufacture of food supplements; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of pharmaceutical products; 
active ingredients of natural origin; active ingredients derived from plants intended for the manufacture of food 
supplements, pharmaceutical and cosmetic products for morale and emotional balance.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

Priority claimed from 31/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 101 260 ;Germany 

4293258    25/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487129]
HÜTTENES-ALBERTUS Chemische Werke Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung

Wiesenstraße 23 40549 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products for the foundry industry, in particular additives for the use in foundries for the production of moulds, 
cores and/or feeders; binding agents for the use in foundries for the production of moulds, cores and/or feeders; 
polyurethane-based artificial resin binders for the use in foundries for the production of moulds, cores d/or feeders; 
binding agent comprising at least one phenolic resin component and/or at least one isocyanate component for binding 
moulds, cores and/or feeders in the foundry industry; unprocessed artificial resins, in particular artificial and synthetic 
resins as binding agents and additives for moulding sands in the foundry industry and/or for ore sands in the foundry 
industry.
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Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 730137 ;Switzerland 

4296637    30/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486653]
Givaudan SA

Chemin de la Parfumerie 5 CH-1214 Vernier-Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products used for the manufacture of perfumes, cosmetics, shampoos, soaps, deodorants for personal use; 
chemical products used for the manufacture of compositions intended for perfumery, compositions intended for 
cosmetics, compositions intended for shampoos, compositions intended for soaps, compositions intended for deodorants 
for personal use.
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4299083    01/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487191]
COMPO EXPERT GmbH

Krögerweg 10 48155 Münster Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fertilizers.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 101 267 ;Germany 

4299110    25/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487216]
HÜTTENES-ALBERTUS Chemische Werke Gesellschaft mit beschränkter Haftung

Wiesenstraße 23-64 40549 Düsseldorf Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products for the foundry industry, in particular additives for the use in foundries for the production of moulds, 
cores and/or feeders; binding agents for the use in foundries for the production of moulds, cores and/or feeders; 
polyurethane-based artificial resin binders for the use in foundries for the production of moulds, cores d/or feeders; 
binding agent comprising at least one phenolic resin component and/or at least one isocyanate component for binding 
moulds, cores and/or feeders in the foundry industry; unprocessed artificial resins, in particular artificial and synthetic 
resins as binding agents and additives for moulding sands in the foundry industry and/or for ore sands in the foundry 
industry.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 1 
 

 

4303074    10/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487517]
Chevron Phillips Chemical Company, L.P.

10001 Six Pines Drive The Woodlands TX 77380 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Unprocessed synthetic resins and plastics in pellet form sold as raw materials for further manufacture, namely, alpha-
olefins; aromatic chemicals for use in the manufacture of nylon, solvents, adhesives, clothing, rubber, gasoline, tires,cars, 
boats, coatings, asphalt, film, countertops, medical equipment, food containers, automotive parts, explosives,artificial 
sweeteners, detergents, octane enhancer, paints,and polyurethane foam; chemical additives for fuel treatment;chemical 
additives for use with internal combustion engine fuels; chemical engine treatments and additives for engine oils, gasoline 
and diesel fuels, transmission fluids and cooling systems; chemical gasoline additive; chemical odorant to be added to 
natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas, and other combustible gases to warn the consumer of leaks in gaslines, and cooking 
and heating appliances; solvent type processing compositions for use in the manufacture of nylon,namely, cyclohexane 
and benzene; chemical for use in the manufacture of plastics, namely, ethylene and olefinic chemicals; chemicals for use 
in the drilling industry, namely,drilling fluids, drilling fluid additives, drilling fluid modifiers, and drilling mud; extenders for 
clays used in drilling muds; high purity hydrocarbons and solvents for use in the manufacture of nylon, solvents, 
adhesives, clothing, rubber, gasoline, tires,cars, boats, coatings, asphalt, film, countertops, medical equipment, food 
containers, automotive parts, explosives,artificial sweeteners, detergents, octane enhancer, paints,and polyurethane foam; 
chemicals for use in the mining industry, namely, mining chemicals and mineral flotation agents; chemicals for use in the 
manufacture of paints, rubber,adhesives, plastic bottles, clothing, namely, hydrocarbons, and mixed xylenes; octane 
booster fuel additive; polymer beads for use in manufacturing, namely, olefin polymers for use in plastic molding, 
extrusion, film forming and blending operations;chemicals for use in the manufacture of synthetic lubricants,detergents, 
oil additives, polyethylene, namely, normal alpha olefins (NAO); plastic molding compounds for use in plastic extrusion 
operations; plastic molding compounds for use in the manufacture of plastic sheets and films; polymers of olefins in 
plastic form for use in manufacturing; thermoplastics, namely,thermosetting plastic refractory materials. 
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2019; Application No. : 4518920 ;France 

4303278    16/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487618]
GIVAUDAN SA, Société Anonyme de droit suisse

Chemin de la Parfumerie 5 CH-1214 Vernier Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Chemical products used for the manufacture of perfumes and fragrances, perfuming and aromatic preparations; chemical 
products for use in industry also containing fragrant or aromatic substances of natural or synthetic origin; chemicals used 
in the manufacture of compositions of perfume, cosmetics, soaps, detergents, oral care, toothpaste, mouthwashes, dental 
floss, deodorants for personal use and deodorants other than for personal use; chemical products used for the 
manufacture of foodstuffs and beverages also containing fragrant or aromatic substances of natural or synthetic origin; 
chemicals used in the manufacture of chewing gum also containing natural or synthetic perfuming or flavoring 
substances.
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4283270    23/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484608]
WANG BO

ROOM 701, BLOCK A1, LONGYUAN BUILDING, NO. 551 TIANHE ROAD, TIANHE DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU 100070 
GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Printers' pastes [ink]; printing compositions [ink]; printing ink; toner for printers and photocopiers; ink for printers and 
photocopiers; ink cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; toner cartridges, filled, for word processor; toner 
cartridges, filled, for laser printers; toner cartridges, filled, for inkjet printers; toner for copiers.
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Priority claimed from 13/05/2019; Application No. : 1395592 ;Benelux 

4293398    02/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487120]
SPGPrints B.V.

Raamstraat 3 NL-5831 AT Boxmeer Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Printing ink; leather inks; inks for engraving; ink [toner] for photocopiers; typographic ink; inks for use in silk screen 
printing; ink for dying and coloring textile; ink toners (cartridges) for computers and printers; ink toners (cartridges) for 
laser printers; ink toners (cartridges) for inkjet printers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4261178    19/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1254319]
LABORATORIO EXPERTISSE INTERNACIONAL, S.L.

Av. Benidorm, 19 E-03540 Alicante Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; 
soaps; perfumery products, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
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4272818    18/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482903]
TOUCHBEAUTY BEAUTY & HEALTH (SHENZHEN) CO., LTD

7/F, MARINA BAY CENTRE A, SOUTH OF XINGHUA ROAD, BAO’AN CENTRE AREA, XIN’AN STREET, BAO’AN DISTRICT 
518000 SHENZHEN China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Air fragrancing preparations; leather preservatives [polishes] / preservatives for leather [polishes]; cleansing milk for toilet 
purposes; abrasives; ethereal oils / essential oils; cosmetic preparations for skin care; breath freshening strips; incense; 
laundry preparations; colorants for toilet purposes.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 88491370 ;United States of America 

4275822    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484166]
Colgate-Palmolive Company

300 Park Avenue New York NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dentifrices; toothpaste; tooth gel.
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Priority claimed from 08/02/2019; Application No. : 018021173 ;European Union 

4280507    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1473251]
Natanel Bigger
Flat 13 Northways, College Crescent London NW3 5DR United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Shower preparations; scented body spray; perfumery; hand gels; conditioners in the form of sprays for the scalp; 
topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes; bath and shower preparations; beauty masks; skin care preparations; creamy 
face powder; hydrating masks; aftershave creams; eau de parfum; solid perfumes; shower and bath gel; washing creams; 
moist wipes for cosmetic purposes; soap; aromatics for perfumes; cosmetics for use on the skin; shampoos; fragrances; 
pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; hair conditioners; make-up; after-shave preparations; pores tightening mask packs used 
as cosmetics; lip balms [non-medicated]; serums for cosmetic purposes; lip cosmetics; body mist; aromatics for 
fragrances; eau de cologne; liquid perfumes; body massage oils; SPF sun block sprays; extracts of perfumes; body 
sprays [non-medicated]; cosmetic creams and lotions; anti-aging skincare preparations; perfumed creams; natural 
cosmetics; pomades for cosmetic purposes; skin, eye and nail care preparations; hand washes; after-shave lotions; 
deodorants and antiperspirants; skin cleaning and freshening sprays; hair preparations and treatments; toilet water; 
facial peel preparations for cosmetic use; cosmetic preparations for bath and shower; perfumery, essential oils; bath 
preparations; cosmetic sun-protecting preparations; body and facial oils; shower and bath foam; body gels; shaving 
preparations; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; perfumes; beauty serums; aromatherapy creams; soaps and gels; 
body deodorants [perfumery]; natural perfumery; lip cream; dry shampoos; anti-ageing serum; sunscreen preparations; 
body oil spray; hair and body wash; toothpaste; anti-aging moisturizers; lipsticks; scented body lotions and creams; face 
and body masks.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 3 
 

 

4280823    31/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485012]
ANHUI GREAT NATION ESSENTIAL OILS CO., LTD

NO.37 XinYang Road, FuYang Development District, FuYang City 230000 Anhui Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Laundry preparations; soap; perfumery; cosmetics; dentifrices; stain removers; shoe polish; abrasive cloth; incense; pet 
shampoos.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 88491387 ;United States of America 

4282187    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485282]
Colgate-Palmolive Company

300 Park Avenue New York NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dentifrices; toothpaste; tooth gel.
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Priority claimed from 19/06/2019; Application No. : 1971836 ;Canada 

4284350    18/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485104]
ESTEE LAUDER COSMETICS LTD.

161 Commander Blvd. Agincourt ON M1S3K9 Canada

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetic ingredient complex sold as a component ingredient in non-medicated skin care preparations; non-medicated 
skin care preparations.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 88491378 ;United States of America 

4286864    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485355]
Colgate-Palmolive Company

300 Park Avenue New York NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dentifrices; toothpaste; tooth gel.
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4286865    30/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485358]
Colazoo Inc.

B1F, 21-10, Dosan-daero 30-gil, Gangnam-gu Seoul 06049 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; functional cosmetics being anti-ageing skin care preparations; eye makeup (cosmetics); eye make-up; 
cosmetic preparations for skin care; make-up for the face and body; cosmetics using natural substances; lipsticks; blush; 
eye shadow; make-up foundations; make-up removing preparations; cosmetic preparations for the hair; hair coloring and 
hair decolorant preparations; nail polish; perfume; cosmetic facial masks; soaps for personal use; dentifrices; essential 
oils.
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4293499    31/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1423080]
PARK, Sangjae

403-1402, 16, Sindorim-ro, Guro-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dentifrices; cosmetics.
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4296972    26/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486487]
SENSALIA, S.L.

Ctra. de Vallveric 85, Edificio Vallveric, Local no.8, planta 2ª E-08304 Mataró Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; 
(abrasive preparations), soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; expressly excluding wet 
wipes.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2019; Application No. : 4533572 ;France 

4299280    24/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487335]
KENZO

18 rue Vivienne F-75002 Paris France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Toilet soaps; perfumes; eau de parfum; eau de Cologne; eau de toilette; cosmetic products for personal use; make-up 
products; essential oils for personal use; face and body milks, lotions, creams, emulsions, gels for cosmetic use; 
deodorants for personal use.
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4299283    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487350]
HM COSMETICS ADAM WOLNICKI

ul. Stoczniowców 3 PL-30-709 Kraków Poland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Foot care cosmetics; soap for foot perspiration; depilatory preparations; deodorants for the feet.
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Priority claimed from 04/07/2019; Application No. : 4020190103327 ;Republic of Korea 

4300636    26/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487851]
Lee Hwa Gyung

(Sillim-dong, Ezervision21 APT.) 604, 90, Nambusunhwan-ro 166-gil, Gwanak-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Functional cosmetics; cosmetics; polishing preparations; laundry preparations; toiletry preparations; essential oils; oils 
for perfumes and scents; soaps for household use; cleaning preparations; diffuser aromatics; pre-moistened cleansing 
tissues; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; cosmetics for use on the skin; skin conditioners; cosmetic preparations for 
skin care and skin treatment; skin care lotions; perfumes.
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Priority claimed from 26/10/2018; Application No. : 017973122 ;European Union 

4301105    26/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487958]
Oriflame Cosmetics AG

c/o Oriflame Global Management AG, Bleicheplatz 3 CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated conditioning and care preparations for application to the hair, scalp, skin and nails; shampoos; hair 
conditioner; soaps; perfumes; perfumery; eau de cologne; toilet waters; essential and herbal oils; cosmetics; make-up; 
make-up preparations; lipsticks; nail varnishes; nail varnish removers; eyeliner; mascara; non-medicated toilet 
preparations; hair lotions; hair sprays and hair gels; preparations for use in the bath or shower; bath and shower oils, gels, 
creams and foams; face and body masks; face and body scrubs; facial washes; skin cleansers and hydrators; skin toners; 
skin moisturizers; blemish creams and blemish gels; deodorants; antiperspirants; preparations for use before shaving and 
after shaving; shaving soaps; shaving creams; shaving gels; after-shave preparations; pre-shave preparations; talcum 
powders; toiletries; dentifrices; toothpastes; foot care preparations (non-medicated).
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Priority claimed from 26/10/2018; Application No. : 017973120 ;European Union 

4301212    25/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1488020]
Oriflame Cosmetics AG

c/o Oriflame Global Management AG, Bleicheplatz 3 CH-8200 Schaffhausen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Non-medicated conditioning and care preparations for application to the hair, scalp, skin and nails; shampoos; hair 
conditioner; soaps; perfumes; perfumery; eau de cologne; toilet waters; essential and herbal oils; cosmetics; make-up; 
make-up preparations; lipsticks; nail varnishes; nail varnish removers; eyeliner; mascara; non-medicated toilet 
preparations; hair lotions; hair sprays and hair gels; preparations for use in the bath or shower; bath and shower oils, gels, 
creams and foams; face and body masks; face and body scrubs; facial washes; skin cleansers and hydrators; skin toners; 
skin moisturizers; blemish creams and blemish gels; deodorants; antiperspirants; preparations for use before shaving and 
after shaving; shaving soaps; shaving creams; shaving gels; after-shave preparations; pre-shave preparations; talcum 
powders; toiletries; dentifrices; toothpastes; foot care preparations (non-medicated).
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Priority claimed from 06/02/2019; Application No. : 4522754 ;France 

4301248    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487351]
LABORATOIRES MAJORELLE

12 RUE DE BERRI F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetic soaps; soaps for personal use; facial soaps; cosmetics; cosmetic oils for the skin; cosmetic facial lotions; face 
and body milks for cosmetic use; cosmetic creams for skin care; skin cleansers; skin cleansing foams.
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4302173    26/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1394278]
SENSALIA, S.L.

Ctra. de Vallveric 85, Edificio Vallveric, Local no.8, planta 2ª E-08304 Mataró Spain

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive preparations; 
(abrasive preparations), soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.
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4302181    10/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1413787]
CHATEAU BERGER COSMETIQUES

333 Corniche Kennedy F-13007 Marseille France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cosmetics, cosmetic creams, perfumes, eau de toilette, eau de parfum, essential oils, soaps, cleansing milk, face milk and 
lotions for cosmetic use, wipes impregnated with skin lotions and cream for use in cosmetics; emulsions, lotions, liquids, 
solutions, toilet milks, shower gel, body milk, gels and oils for skin care (for the face, body, hands, feet, neck), essential 
oils and aromatic extracts; cosmetic skin care preparations; cosmetic masks; cosmetic products with lifting effect; 
cosmetic hair care and maintenance products; cosmetic products for removing skin pigmentation marks; cosmetics to 
reduce wrinkles and fine lines, anti-aging cosmetics; cosmetic products for skin lightening; skin whitening creams; 
cosmetic products for unifying skin tone; skin toning products; cosmetic preparations for lip care, lipstick, foundation, 
tinted creams, mascaras, eye shadows, cosmetic pencils, make-up, make-up powder, make-up removing products in the 
form of lotions, bath salts for non-medical use, perfumed water, perfumed body milk, depilatory preparations and creams; 
pre-shave and after-shave lotions, hair preparations for non-medical use, cleansing and scented preparations, scented and 
fragrant products.
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4303065    25/06/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487491]
Chrome Hearts LLC

915 N. Mansfield Hollywood CA 90038 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Fragrances, namely, perfume, eau de parfum, eau de toilette, eau de cologne, essential oil roller, solid perfume, body oil, 
body cream, bath gel, shower gel, shaving preparations; cosmetics, namely, facial concealers, compacts; nail polish.
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4272795    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482862]
SHANGHAI SENDI LUBRICATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

BUILDING 2, NO. 2699, GAOSHI ROAD, HUATING TOWN, JIADING DISTRICT SHANGHAI China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Lubricants; lubricating oil; cutting fluids; lubricating grease; motor oil; heat transfer oil; gear oils; emulsified oils; sewing 
machine oils; cutting oils.
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4185705    24/01/2019

[International Registration No. : 1467915]
KAWASAKI INSTITUTE OF INDUSTRIAL PROMOTION

66-20, Horikawa-cho, Saiwai-ku, Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa 212-0013 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Medicines for human purposes; reagent paper for medical purposes.
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4271339    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482252]
Afif Hadj

PO BOX 2321 IVANHOE EAST VIC 3079 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Vitamins.
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4275865    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484201]
GW Research Limited

Sovereign House, Vision Park, Chivers Way, Histon Cambridge CB24 9BZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations and substances; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the 
treatment of epilepsy, paediatric epilepsy, oncology, psychiatric disorders, type II diabetes, inflammation, cancer pain, MS 
spasticity and neonatal hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy; herbs for medicinal purposes; medicinal herbs; medicinal oils; 
medicinal infusions; pure extracts of medicinal plants and herbs; foodstuffs for medicinal purposes; herb teas for 
medicinal purposes.
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Priority claimed from 12/07/2019; Application No. : 4020190108510 ;Republic of Korea 

4280486    15/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484561]
OSSTEMIMPLANT CO., LTD.

8F, World Merdiang 2 Cha, 123, Gasan digital 2-ro, Geumcheon-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Desensitizer for dental purposes; topical tooth cream with calcium phosphate and fluoride; tooth remineralizing agent 
(pharmaceutical preparations); dental fluoride varnish (pharmaceutical preparations).
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 2019362 ;Australia 

4283220    19/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484629]
EXOPHARM LIMITED

13 Fuchsia St BLACKBURN VIC 3130 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cellular function activating agents for medical purposes; therapeutic pharmaceutical for the treatment of wounds, skin 
conditions, orthopaedic conditions including sarcopenia, osteoarthritis and tendinopathy, degenerative eye disease 
including age related macular degeneration, age related conditions, neurodegenerative disease, depression, bleeding, 
trauma, stroke, heart disease.
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Priority claimed from 27/06/2019; Application No. : 2019361 ;Australia 

4283289    19/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484628]
EXOPHARM LIMITED

13 Fuchsia St BLACKBURN VIC 3130 Australia

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Cellular function activating agents for medical purposes; therapeutic pharmaceutical for the treatment of wounds, skin 
conditions, orthopaedic conditions including sarcopenia, osteoarthritis and tendinopathy, degenerative eye disease 
including age related macular degeneration, age related conditions, neurodegenerative disease, depression, bleeding, 
trauma, stroke, heart disease.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2019; Application No. : 4020190009938 ;Republic of Korea 

4293992    16/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487061]
CnPharm Co., Ltd.

B-455, 52, Ewhayeodae-gil, Seodaemun-gu Seoul 03760 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products for treating respiratory diseases and asthma; mixed vitamin preparations; preparations for the 
treatment of burns; disinfectants for chemical toilets; chemotherapeutics; preparations for treatment of hepatitis; 
preparations for treating colds; preparations for the treatment of hyperlipidemia; preparations for the treatment of 
hypercholesteremia; pharmaceutical preparations for treating hypertension; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment 
of osteoporosis; preparations for the treatment of osteoporosis; injectable pharmaceuticals for treatment of anaphylactic 
reactions; pharmaceutical preparations for treating halitosis; nausea treatment preparations; antiulcerants; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of musculoskeletal disorders; preparations for the treatment of muscle 
fatigue; pharmaceutical preparations for treating chloasma; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of diseases of 
the endocrine system; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of eye diseases and conditions; pharmaceutical 
preparations for treating metabolic disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for treating peripheral nervous system 
disorders; pharmaceutical preparations; pharmaceutical agents affecting sensory organs; thyroid and para-thyroid 
hormone preparations; tonics [medicines]; oral contraceptive pills; antiemetics; local anesthetics; bronchodilating 
preparations; anti-cough drops; androgen preparations; pituitary hormone preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for 
treating diabetes; pharmaceutical agents affecting metabolism; vaccines against flu; chilblain preparations; 
pharmaceutical preparations for headache; anaesthetics; pharmaceutical agents affecting peripheral nervous system; 
pharmaceutical preparations for immunity adjustment; nutritive substances for microorganisms; pharmaceutical for the 
treatment of erectile dysfunction; pharmaceutical preparations for urogenital organs; vitamin preparations; pharmaceutical 
products for the treatment of bone diseases; anti-inflammatory and antipyretic preparations; pharmaceutical agents 
affecting digestive organs; cardiovascular pharmaceutical preparations; nervines; ophthalmic preparations; allergy 
medications; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; medicines for the treatment of gastrointestinal diseases; mineral 
injection preparations for medical purposes; antioxidants for medical purposes; haematogen; pharmaceutical preparations 
for tumor treatment; multivitamin preparations; suppositories; pharmaceutical preparations acting on the central nervous 
system; pharmaceutical preparations for diagnosis; sedatives; analgesics; vaginal washes; pharmaceutical preparations 
for treating asthma; medicines for dental purposes; haemorrhoid preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for inhalation 
for the treatment of pulmonary hypertension; vaccines against pneumococcal infections; dermatological pharmaceutical 
products; contraceptive preparations; antihypertensives; anti-uric preparations; anti-diabetic pharmaceuticals; 
pharmaceutical preparations for anus; antibiotic preparations; antibiotics; anti-cancer preparations; anti-cancer treatment 
supplements; antidepressants; anticoagulants; antineoplastics; anti-dermoinfectives; antidotes; antipyretic analgesics; 
febrifuges; vasoconstrictors; hypoglycemic agents; blood thinners; pharmaceutical preparations for respiratory organs; 
respiratory stimulants; inhaled pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of respiratory diseases and disorders; 
dandruff (pharmaceutical preparations for treating); pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of rhinitis; 
pharmaceutical products for the treatment of bone diseases; radioactive pharmaceutical preparations for in vivo 
diagnostics or therapeutic use; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cells; medicines for treating intestinal 
disorders cardiovascular treatment preparations; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of kidney diseases; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of disorders of the metabolic system; pharmaceutical preparations for 
treating allergies; pharmaceutical preparations and compositions for the treatment and prevention of cancer; 
biopharmaceuticals for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical products for the treatment of cancer; pharmaceutical 
preparations for the treatment of inflammatory disorders; pharmaceutical preparations and substances for the treatment of 
gastro-intestinal diseases; medicated mouth treatment preparations transdermal patches for medical treatment; 
pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of auto-immune diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of 
infectious diseases; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of gout; drug delivery agents; drug delivery agents 
consisting of compounds that facilitate delivery of a wide range of pharmaceuticals; drug delivery agents in the form of 
powders that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals; drug delivery 
agents in the form of tablets that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals; 
drug delivery agents in the form of capsules that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of 
pharmaceuticals; drug delivery agents that facilitate the delivery of pharmaceutical preparations drug delivery agents in 
the form of dissolvable films that facilitate the delivery of pharmaceutical preparations; delivery agents in the form of 
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dissolvable films that facilitate the delivery of nutritional supplements; drug delivery agents in the form of coatings for 
tablets that facilitate the delivery of pharmaceutical preparations; delivery agents in the form of coatings for tablets that 
facilitate the delivery of nutritional supplements.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 11/03/2019; Application No. : 728950 ;Switzerland 

4299276    25/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487325]
CROSS PHARM SA

Quai des Bergues 23 CH-1201 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical products.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

4302075    01/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487529]
Advicenne

2 rue Briçonnet F-30000 Nimes France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietary supplements and dietetic preparations; diagnostic preparations and materials; live organs and tissues for surgical 
purpose; medical dressings and plasters for application on the skin; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; adhesives for 
affixing prostheses; alcohol for pharmaceutical purposes; amino acid preparations for medical purposes; animal dips 
[preparations]; amino acid preparations for veterinary use; animal semen for artificial insemination; animal sperm; 
antibiotics for fish; antibiotic food supplements for animals; antipyretic preparations; arsenic detoxification agents for 
medical purposes; attractants for pet animals; bacterial poisons; bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; 
bacterial preparations for veterinary purposes; bacterial preparations for medical purposes; bacteriological preparations 
for medical purposes; bacteriological preparations for veterinary purposes; bark extract for veterinary use; bark powder 
for medical use; bark extract for medical use; cachets for medicinal purposes; by-products of the processing of cereals for 
medical purposes; breath-freshening chewing gum for medicinal purposes; breath refreshers for medical purposes; bone 
growth media consisting of biological materials for medical purposes; bone cements for surgical purposes; bone cements 
for orthopaedic purposes; bone cement for surgical and orthopaedic purposes; bone cement for medical purposes; blood 
substitutes; blood protein fractions; blood plasma; blood for medical purposes; blood components; biological tissue 
cultures for veterinary purposes; biological tissue cultures for medical purposes; biological preparations for veterinary 
purposes; biological preparations for medical purposes; biological indicators for monitoring sterilization processes for 
medical or veterinary purposes; biochemical preparations for veterinary use; biochemical preparations for medical use; 
benzol detoxification agents for medical purposes; bath salts for medical purposes; bath preparations for medical 
purposes; bark powder for veterinary use; cord blood; cooling sprays for medical purposes; contraceptive sponges; 
contraceptive foams; collodion for pharmaceutical purposes; collagen for medical purposes; chromatographic supports 
for medical use; chlorine detoxification agents for medical purposes; chemical preparations for veterinary purposes; 
chemical preparations for medical purposes; chemical contraceptives; chemical contraceptive sponges; cement for animal 
hooves; cellulose ethers for pharmaceutical purposes; cellulose esters for pharmaceutical purposes; cellular function 
activating agents for medical purposes; caustic pencils; castor oil as a coating for pharmaceuticals; cardiovascular agents 
for medical purposes; capsules sold empty for pharmaceuticals; capsules for medicines; cantharides preparations for 
veterinary use; cachets for pharmaceutical purposes; cantharides preparations for medical use; gases and gas mixtures 
for medical imaging use; gas mixtures for medical use; fodder additives for medical purposes; first-aid boxes, filled; first 
aid kits for domestic use; feeding stimulants for animals; feed supplements for veterinary use; eye drops; enzymes for 
veterinary purposes; enzymes for medical purposes; enzyme preparations for veterinary purposes; enzyme preparations 
for medical purposes; enema preparations; ear candles for therapeutic purposes; drug delivery agents that facilitate the 
delivery of pharmaceutical preparations; drug delivery agents in the form of edible wafers for wrapping powdered 
pharmaceuticals; drug delivery agents in the form of dissolvable films that facilitate the delivery of pharmaceutical 
preparations; drug delivery agents in the form of coatings for tablets that facilitate the delivery of pharmaceutical 
preparations; douching preparations for medical purposes; dog lotions for veterinary purposes; diagnostic 
radiopharmaceutical preparations; dextrins for pharmaceutical use; crystals for therapeutic purposes; corn remedies; cord 
blood for medical purposes; medical preparations; medical adhesives for binding wounds; medical adhesives for binding 
internal tissue; materials for surgical casts; marine antifoulants; lubricants for surgical purposes; lubricants for medical 
use; lotions for veterinary purposes; living cells for veterinary use; leeches for medical purposes; isotopes for medical 
purposes; intravenous fluids used for rehydration, nutrition and the delivery of pharmaceutical preparations; injectable 
dermal filler; impregnated medicated wipes; hydrogen peroxide for medical purposes; herbal sore skin ointments for pets; 
herbal anti-itch ointments for pets; haemostatic pencils; haemoglobin; greases for veterinary purposes; greases for 
medical purposes; greases for medical or veterinary purposes; gravel as a digestive aid for birds; gelatine for medical 
purposes; gases for medical purposes; nucleic acid sequences for medical and veterinary purposes; mud for baths; mixed 
biological preparations for medical purposes; mineral waters for medical purposes; mineral water salts; mineral 
preparations for medical purposes; mineral food preparations for medical purposes; milking grease; milk sugar for 
medical purposes [lactose]; microbicides; menthol vapor bath preparations for babies; methionine preparations; 
medicines for veterinary purposes; medicinal mud; medicinal healthcare preparations; medicinal clay preparations; 
medicinal alcohol; medicated toiletry preparations; medicated shampoos for pets; medicated shampoos; medicated eye-
washes; medicated dry shampoos; medicated baby oils; medicated after-shave lotions; medicated additives for animal 
foods; radiotherapeutic hormones; radioactive substances for medical purposes; radioactive elements for medical use; 
radio-isotope markers for therapeutic or diagnostic use; radiation sickness treating agents; preparations of trace elements 
for human and animal use; preparations for use in naturopathy; pre-filled syringes for medical purposes; portable first-aid 
kits; pheromones; pharmaceutical preparations for veterinary use; pharmaceutical preparations for animals; petroleum 
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jelly for medical or veterinary purposes; pearl powder for medical purposes; paracetamol preparations for oral 
administration; paracetamol preparations for intravenous administration; paracetamol modified release preparations; 
panthenol preparations for medical use; pain relief medication for veterinary purposes; oxygen baths; organotherapeutics; 
oral vaccine preparations; oral rehydration salts; oiled paper for medical purposes; nutritional supplements for veterinary 
use; therapeutic preparations for the bath; teat dips for dairy cows; surgical glues; surgical cements; stem cells for 
veterinary purposes; stem cells for medical purposes; solvents for removing adhesive plasters; solidified gases for 
medical purposes; solid oxygen for medical use; semen for artificial insemination; sealed radioactive substances for 
medical use; sea water for medicinal bathing; scrubs [preparations] for medical use; sanitary preparations for veterinary 
use; sandalwood oil for medical, pharmaceutical and veterinary purposes; salts for mineral water baths; rubbing alcohol; 
repellents for dogs; rehydration preparations; reconstituted cells for medical treatments for skin care; reconstituted cells 
for clinical treatments for skin care; reagents for use in veterinary genetic testing; reagents for use in medical genetic 
testing; reagents for medical use; radium for medical purposes; yeast for medical, veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes; 
yeast extracts for medical, veterinary or pharmaceutical purposes; veterinary preparations and substances; veterinary 
preparations; vascular grafts [living tissue]; vaccines for human use; vaccines; urease for medical purposes; udder 
creams for agricultural use; tryptophane preparations; trypsins for medical purposes; trichomycin preparations; trace 
element preparations for use by animals; trace element preparations for human use; tobacco-free cigarettes for medical 
purposes; thermal water.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/01/2019; Application No. : 4517732 ;France 

4302225    16/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487397]
GUERBET

15 rue des Vanesses F-93420 VILLEPINTE France

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Contrast products used in the field of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 16/07/2019; Application No. : 734390 ;Switzerland 

4302251    02/08/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487447]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG

Schwarzwaldallee 215 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, nematicides.

6465



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 26/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-064803 ;Japan 

4303861    23/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487593]
STEPWORLD CO., LTD.

1-1-39 Hiroo, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 150-0012 Japan

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dietary supplements; nutritional supplements; herbal supplements; dietary supplemental drinks; dietary supplement drink 
mixes; pharmaceutical preparations; dietary supplements for animals.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4299093    25/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487203]
Arnold Umformtechnik GmbH & Co. KG

Carl-Arnold-Str. 25 74670 Forchtenberg Germany

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for railway 
tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and tubes of 
metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 6 
 

 

4303119    13/05/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487744]
ALTUS NZ LIMITED

Fletcher House, 810 Great South Road, Penrose Auckland 1061 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Metal building and fabrication materials; building materials and components primarily of metal, including windows and 
doors; building materials and components primarily of metal, including joinery, parts and components; small items of 
metal hardware; aluminium building products including aluminium joinery, aluminium extrusions of all shapes, aluminium 
frames, aluminium sheeting, aluminium, plate, aluminium coil, aluminium windows and doors; articles of metal for use in 
joinery; window joinery; door joinery; metal screen door latches; metal entrance door sets comprised of, doors, door 
handles, locks and hinges; metal door knockers; metal window catches; metal window hardware; metal hinges for doors; 
transportable buildings of metal; common metals and their alloys; aluminium sheeting, aluminium coils; metal barricades; 
metal guardrails; metal barrier systems for roadways; metal scaffolding; metal tunnels; metal grates; metal fences; metal 
walls; metal posts, guards and fences for retaining earthworks; metal retaining wall systems and parts therefore; goods of 
common metal not included in other classes; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4271349    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1482287]
HENAN PROVINCE IMPORT & EXPORT CO.,LTD

FLOOR 9 A BUILDING, NO.99 DAXUE ROAD, ERQI DISTRICT, ZHENGZHOU 215000 HENAN China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Mixing machines; concrete mixers [machines]; beating machines; stone-working machines; diggers [machines]; bitumen 
making machines; road making machines; belts for conveyors.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4275154    24/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484060]
HEZE GOFEE MOTOR CO.,LTD

NORTH OF WEIYI RD., ANXING TOWN, MUDAN DISTRICT, HEZE 274000 SHANDONG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Alternators; stators [parts of machines]; motors, other than for land vehicles; control cables for machines, engines or 
motors; blowing machines or fans for the compression, sucking and carrying of grain; blowing machines for the 
compression, sucking and carrying of grain; suction machines for industrial purposes; machine wheelwork; gears, other 
than for land vehicles; bearings [parts of machines].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4280487    23/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484562]
SHIYAN SONGLIN INDUSTRY & TRADING CO., LTD.

NO.1148, FUQIAO AREA, AUTO PARTS CENTER, SHIYAN 100045 HUBEI China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Dynamos; generators of electricity; cylinder heads for engines; cooling radiators for motor vehicle engines; piston for 
motor vehicle engines; cylinders for motors and engines; oil filters for motors and engines; oil pumps for land vehicles; 
water pumps for land vehicles; oil pumps for motor vehicle engines; crank shafts for motor vehicle engines; camshafts for 
vehicle engines.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4284259    24/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1484695]
ZHONGSHAN DEDIAN ELECTRICAL TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.

FOURTH FLOOR, NO.11 SHENGPING ROAD, BOGONG COMMUNITY, DONGFENG TOWN, ZHONGSHAN CITY 
GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Mixing machines; crushers for kitchen use, electric; blenders, electric; fruit presses, electric, for household purposes; 
food processors [electric]; dishwashers; spin driers [not heated]; washing machines; kitchen machines, electric.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4286542    18/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485680]
MASALTA ENGINEERING CO.,LTD.

No.20 Dalian Road, Baohe Industrial Park 230001 Hefei China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Mixing machines; road rollers; concrete mixers [machines]; mechanical shovels; excavators; road making machines; rams 
[machines]; concrete vibrators; stone working machines; rammers [machines].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4293453    18/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1486238]
BAOTENG MACHINE CO., LTD.

3-4 Floor Build. 2 Huixin Industrial Park, Daxing Road, The Third Industrial Zone, Yangwu, Dalingshan Town, Dongguan Guangdong 
China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Woodworking machines; engraving machines; glass working machines; diggers [machines]; metalworking machines; 
centrifugal pumps; lubricating pumps; lubricators [parts of machines].
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

4299170    19/04/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487266]
YUHUAN PACI HYDRAULICS CO., LTD

XINYUAN VILLAGE, DAMAIYU STREET, YUHUAN ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Lathes [machine tools]; holding devices for machine tools; hydraulic pumps; valves [parts of machines]; hydraulic valves; 
hydraulic components being machine parts (excluding vehicle hydraulic systems); pneumatic components being machine 
parts; pistons [parts of machines or engines]; hydraulic-operated power tools; machine transmission components.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2019; Application No. : 1392628 ;Benelux 

4302219    05/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1487363]
Arendse Management en Beheer B.V.

Beursplein 37 NL-3011 AA Rotterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Machine parts in the form of stands for machines.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 8 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/07/2019; Application No. : 88504343 ;United States of America 

4275764    12/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1483940]
National Nail Corp.

2964 Clydon SW Grand Rapids MI 49519 United States of America

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Hand tools, namely, tools for straightening and holding boards in place.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 8 
 

 

4286945    31/07/2019

[International Registration No. : 1485440]
Yu Chaodeng

No. 88, Luomugou Formation, Longtan Village, Jiaocun Town, Gao County, Yibin City Sichuan Province China

Proposed to be Used

IR DIVISION
Abrading instruments [hand instruments]; pickhammers; spanners [hand tools]; hand tools, hand-operated; pliers; 
screwdrivers, non-electric; lifting jacks, hand-operated; tweezers; ratchets [hand tools]; knives.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 28/03/2019; Application No. : 88360451 ;United States of America 

4174564    02/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465855]
HCL America Inc.
330 Potrero Avenue Sunnyvale CA 94085 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software, namely, a group of software products and each product individually relating to 
computer aided software engineering (CASE); downloadable computer programs used by geographically remote teams or 
users to develop other computer programs; downloadable computer software, namely, version control management 
software for maintaining file level digital asset management in a single repository; application lifecycle management 
software used to coordinate and manage all software development activities, namely, requirements management, system 
design, software configuration management, change management, test management, defect management, release 
management and portfolio management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 07/09/2018; Application No. : UK00003336944 ;United Kingdom 

4175471    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465696]
De Beers UK Limited
20 Carlton House Terrace London SW1Y 5AN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automated screening instrumentation, all relating to the screening, grading, identification, authentication, observation, 
weighing, measuring, testing, checking, cleaning, analysis, sorting, inspection, evaluation, inscription, verification 
including parcel verification and certification of diamonds including set diamonds, diamond melee, jewellery, precious and 
semi-precious stones; electrical and electronic machines, apparatus and instruments all relating to the screening, grading, 
identification, authentication, observation, weighing, measuring, testing, checking, cleaning, analysis, sorting, inspection, 
evaluation, inscription, verification including parcel verification and certification of diamonds including set diamonds, 
diamond melee, jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones.

6480



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 28/03/2019; Application No. : 88360453 ;United States of America 

4181779    02/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466452]
HCL America Inc.
330 Potrero Avenue Sunnyvale CA 94085 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software for computer-aided software design and engineering and manuals packaged as a unit; 
downloadable computer programs for others, namely, change management software, workflow and process management 
software; downloadable computer software for use in customer relationship management (CRM); downloadable computer 
software, namely, software for monitoring programming issues, bug tracking and application life-cycle management.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4262146    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481674]
Enuma, Inc.
2600 9th Street Berkeley CA 94710 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Children's educational software.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4270525    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483030]
TESLA ELEC TECHNOLOGY COMPANY LIMITED
Room 401, N Building, No.17, Chuangxin Industrial Park, Xintian Community, Guanhu Street, Longhua District, Shenzhen Guangdong 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic video multiplexer; digital signal processors; computer monitors; video monitors; sound transmitting apparatus; 
audio switching apparatus; cables for electronic transmission; cables and fibres for the transmission of sounds and 
images; USB cables; electrical communication machines and instruments; video surveillance apparatus; audio and video 
receivers; cables for optical signal transmission; video screens; computer peripheral devices; wireless transmitters and 
receivers; computer network switches; combination video players and recorders; devices for playing sound and image 
carriers; devices for recording sound and image carriers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000020461 ;Italy 

4271451    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482345]
P&M APPLAUDART SOCIETA' A RESPONSABILITA' LIMITATA
Via Galvani 38 I-01100 VITERBO (VT) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Applications for smartphones and mobile telephones; downloadable applications for mobile phones; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer software; social software; software for social networking; reputation management 
software; application software for social networking services via Internet; computer software platforms for social 
networking services; application software; computer software platforms; computer software for business purposes; 
business management software; data processing programs; computer software for application and database integration; 
computer software for database management; software for online messaging; computer software downloaded from the 
Internet; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer database servers; data 
communications software; computer software to enable the searching of data; computer software for controlling and 
managing access server applications; computer programs for accessing and using the Internet; computer programs for 
network management; computer programmes for use in telecommunications; games software; education software; 
computer telephony software; interactive multimedia computer programs; databases (electronic); electronic bulletin 
boards; computer networks; computer hardware; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable graphics for 
mobile phones; downloadable music files; smartwatches; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable 
publications; electronic publications recorded on computer media; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact 
discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; audio recordings; audio visual recordings; video recordings; compact disc 
players; information technology and audiovisual equipment; optical discs; pre-recorded videos; blank magnetic data 
carriers; sound recording discs; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; audio- and 
video-receivers; data storage devices; talking books; compact disc cases; DVD cases; bags adapted for laptops; cell 
phone covers; cell phone straps.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2019; Application No. : 302019000020459 ;Italy 

4272793    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482854]
P&M APPLAUDART SOCIETA' A RESPONSABILITA' LIMITATA
Via Galvani 38 I-01100 VITERBO (VT) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Applications for smartphones and mobile telephones; downloadable applications for mobile phones; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer software; social software; software for social networking; reputation management 
software; application software for social networking services via Internet; computer software platforms for social 
networking services; application software; computer software platforms; computer software for business purposes; 
business management software; data processing programs; computer software for application and database integration; 
computer software for database management; software for online messaging; computer software downloaded from the 
Internet; computer software for creating searchable databases of information and data; computer database servers; data 
communications software; computer software to enable the searching of data; computer software for controlling and 
managing access server applications; computer programs for accessing and using the Internet; computer programs for 
network management; computer programmes for use in telecommunications; games software; education software; 
computer telephony software; interactive multimedia computer programs; databases (electronic); electronic bulletin 
boards; computer networks; computer hardware; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable graphics for 
mobile phones; downloadable music files; smartwatches; electronic publications, downloadable; downloadable 
publications; electronic publications recorded on computer media; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact 
discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; audio recordings; audio visual recordings; video recordings; compact disc 
players; information technology and audiovisual equipment; optical discs; pre-recorded videos; blank magnetic data 
carriers; sound recording discs; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; audio- and 
video-receivers; data storage devices; talking books; compact disc cases; DVD cases; bags adapted for laptops; cell 
phone covers; cell phone straps.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4272817    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482901]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Light emitting diode (LED) displays; blank USB flash drives; blank flash memory cards; digital door locks; digital signage 
display panels; semiconductors; battery chargers; video projectors; solid state drives; audio speakers; audio equipment; 
sensors [measurement apparatus], other than for medical use; rechargeable electric batteries; cameras; computers; 
computer monitors; computer software; tablet computers; televisions; headphones; ear buds; portable computers.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4272833    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482954]
SHANDONG BINZHOU HENGSHUN NET INDUSTRY CO., LTD
RESIDENCE OF LIZHUANG TOWN, HUIMIN COUNTY, BINZHOU CITY SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Protection devices for personal use against accidents; nets for protection against accidents; life nets; safety nets; life 
belts; restraints (safety -), other than for vehicle seats and sports equipment.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4272842    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482995]
SHENZHEN MILESEEY TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
6F, BUILDING 9, ZHONGGUAN HONGHUALING INDUSTRIAL, SOUTH PARK II, 1213 LIUXIAN AVE., TAOYUAN STREET, 
NANSHAN DISTRICT 518000 SHENZHEN GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software applications, downloadable; quantity indicators; measuring implement; metering device; measuring 
apparatus; telemeters; surveying apparatus and instruments; precision measuring apparatus; marine depth finders.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4273968    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483430]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD. BANTIAN, LONGGANG DISTRICT SHENZHEN China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Portable media players; cameras [photography]; smart glasses (data processing); covers for smartphones; driving 
recorder; set-top box; wearable computers; laptop computers; sleeves for laptops; headphones; mobile power 
(rechargeable battery); wearable activity trackers; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; virtual reality headsets; 
downloadable graphics for mobile phones; telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; wearable video display 
monitors; modems; notebook computers; network communication equipment; camcorders; digital photo frames; smart 
watch (data processing); cases for smartphones; audio interfaces; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; smartphones; 
cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeakers; headsets; chargers for electric batteries; batteries, electric; selfie sticks [hand-
held monopods]; USB cable; smart ring (data processing); protective films adapted for smartphones; self-timer for mobile 
phones; security surveillance robots; selfie lenses; computer programs, recorded; computer software applications, 
downloadable; tablet computers; microphones; sound transmitting apparatus.

6489



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4277036    02/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1449683]
Pushh Fitness Pty Ltd
10-14 Alfred Ave. Beverley SA 5009 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programs (downloadable software); computer programs, recorded; computer software applications 
(downloadable); downloadable image files; electronic publications (downloadable); video recordings; downloadable 
software applications (apps); computer software downloaded from the Internet.

6490



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 06/03/2019; Application No. : 88327617 ;United States of America 

4280845    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484436]
KOMBEA CORPORATION
3400 North Ashton Bvld. Suite 470 Lehi UT 84043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Downloadable computer software for process adherence, call security and call center compliance.

6491



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4283230    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484694]
Xiamen Yunhu Software Development Co.,Ltd
Room 503, No. 88, 2nd lane of jinhu, Huli District, Xiamen City 361000 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Remote control devices; electronic anti-theft devices; burglar alarms; sound alarms; smart watches (data processing); 
computer programs (downloadable software); electronic signal transmitters; radio equipments; wearable motion trackers; 
alarms; radio pagers; global positioning system (GPS) equipments; downloadable computer applications; signal 
transponder.

6492



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 37411960 ;China 

4283292    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484576]
SHENZHEN LENKENG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
3F & 4F West, Jinguangxia Culture & Tech Park, No. 3 Guangxia Road, Shangmeilin, Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Digital photo frames; electric door bells; wearable activity trackers; wearable computers; encoded identification bracelets, 
magnetic; identity cards, magnetic; record players; switches, electric; electronic pens [visual display units]; electronic 
interactive whiteboards; digital bathroom scales; integrated circuits; pedometers; interactive touch screen terminals; 
connected bracelets [measuring instruments]; electronic tags for goods; video printers; digital signs; wrist-mounted 
smartphones; wireless routers; cabinets for loudspeakers; LCD projectors; memories for use with computers.

6493



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4286609    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485504]
KPR Singapore Pte Ltd
5008 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 5, 05-13 Techplace II Singapore 569874 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Articles of footwear for protection against accidents; articles of footwear for protection against injury; foot protectors for 
protection against accident or injury; footwear for protection against accident; footwear for protection against fire; 
footwear for protection against injury; industrial boots for protection against accident; industrial boots for protection 
against injury; outdoor boots for protection against accident or injury; protective footwear for the prevention of accident or 
injury; protective shoes for protection against accident or injury; rubber shoes for protection against accident or injury; 
safety boots for use in industry for protection against accident or injury; safety footwear for protection against accident or 
injury; shoes for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; working shoes for protection against accident or injury.

6494



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 29/03/2019; Application No. : 4538636 ;France 

4286649    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485917]
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC INDUSTRIES SAS
35 rue Joseph Monier F-92500 RUEIL-MALMAISON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cutouts; switches; resetting devices.

6495



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 88272297 ;United States of America 

4286781    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485831]
PerkinElmer Health Sciences, Inc.
940 Winter Street Waltham MA 02451 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Recorded and downloadable computer software for medical services, namely, medical diagnostic software and medical 
testing software for medical laboratory data management, input and output reports managements, calibration, 
measurement optimization, quality control, result interpretation, devices, systems, data integration, patient follow-up care 
workflow generation, and patient record keeping, tracking, recording, collecting, monitoring, analyzing and reporting 
medical data obtained related to newborn, fetal, and maternal screenings, and newborn, fetal, and maternal health; 
recorded and downloadable computer software for real-time monitoring and analysis of medical laboratory devices and 
systems, medical diagnostic and scientific analysis of genetic sequences and genomic data, storage, retrieval, and 
processing of mass spectrometry data, fluorescence analysis of analytes and hormones, analysis of immunoassays; 
computer interface boards and external interface units for laboratory use.

6496



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4286873    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485368]
Xiao Jie Technology (Shenzhen) Co., Ltd.
(SHENZHEN QIANHAI BUSINESS SECRETARY CO.,LTD.) Room 201, Building A, No.1, Qianwanyi Road, Qianhaishengang 
Corporation District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Audio- and video-receivers; cabinets for loudspeakers; headphones; portable media players; television apparatus; set-top 
boxes; video monitors; transparency projection apparatus; camcorders; wearable activity trackers.

6497



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4293416    15/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487123]
Obshchestvo s ogranichennoy otvetstvennostyu "MIRTEK"
ul. Dovatortsev, 33A RU-355037 Stavropol Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Remote control apparatus; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; electric apparatus for commutation; 
scales; wire connectors [electricity]; distribution boxes [electricity]; modems; computer software, recorded; limiters 
[electricity]; transmitters [telecommunication]; printed circuit boards; converters, electric; telerupters; measuring 
apparatus; measuring devices, electric; regulating apparatus, electric; precision measuring apparatus; computer 
programs, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; distribution consoles [electricity]; control panels 
[electricity]; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; radios; voltage surge protectors; light dimmers [regulators], electric; 
relays, electric; meters; electric loss indicators; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; data 
processing apparatus; couplers [data processing equipment]; anti-interference devices [electricity]; readers [data 
processing equipment]; switchboards; distribution boards [electricity].

6498



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 01/04/2019; Application No. : 018043581 ;European Union 

4296575    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486594]
SPM Instrument AB
Box 504 SE-645 25 STRÄNGNÄS Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wireless vibration sensor.

6499



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4296596    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486619]
traddictiv pte. ltd.
23 New Industrial Road, 04-08 Solstice Business Center Singapore 536209 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer programs, recorded; computer operating programs, recorded; computer software, recorded; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; computer software platforms, 
recorded or downloadable; electronic publications, downloadable.

6500



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 018014658 ;European Union 

4296609    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486626]
KATKO OY
Karhunkierros 6 FI-01640 Vantaa Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin 
operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus.

6501



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 018014667 ;European Union 

4296620    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486634]
KATKO OY
Karhunkierros 6 FI-01640 Vantaa Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin 
operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus.

6502



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 018014664 ;European Union 

4296621    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486635]
KATKO OY
Karhunkierros 6 FI-01640 Vantaa Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin 
operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus.

6503



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 018014656 ;European Union 

4296624    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486640]
KATKO OY
Karhunkierros 6 FI-01640 Vantaa Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin 
operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus.

6504



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 26/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-63424 ;Japan 

4299178    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487273]
Toshiba Mitsubishi-Electric Industrial Systems Corporation
3-1-1 Kyobashi, Chuo-ku Tokyo 104-0031 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Inverters for rechargeable battery.

6505



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 018014669 ;European Union 

4299218    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487302]
KATKO OY
Karhunkierros 6 FI-01640 Vantaa Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin 
operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; 
fire-extinguishing apparatus.

6506



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4301029    08/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487885]
Dongguan Lantun Energy Limited
No. 2 Jingsheng Road, Waijing Industrial Park, Dongcheng District, Dongguan City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer peripheral devices; pens (electronic -) [visual display units]; cases for smartphones; wearable activity trackers; 
sound recording apparatus; audio speakers; headphones; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; material for electricity 
mains; electric plugs; theft prevention installations, electric; eyeglasses; chargers for electric batteries; batteries, electric; 
chronographs [time recording apparatus]; luminous sign; measuring apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; fire 
extinguishing apparatus; protection devices for personal use against accidents.

6507



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

4301051    21/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487923]
Guangdong Welland Technology Co.,Ltd
No. 85, Zhongshan Private Technology Park, Donghe North, Shiqi District, Zhongshan City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Ruler; measuring tool; counter; scales; weighing instrument; scale.

6508



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 36113390 ;China 

4302074    21/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487470]
GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD.
No. 18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang'an, Dongguan Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; notebook computers; electronic publications, 
downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; computer game software, recorded; computer game software, 
downloadable; USB flash drives; tablet computers; smartglasses; smartwatches; interactive touch screen terminals; 
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart rings; smartphone software applications, downloadable; personal digital 
assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; wearable computers; virtual reality game 
software; LCD monitors; computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; light emitting diode 
displays; USB card readers; pedometers; apparatus to check franking; counterfeit coin detectors; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; dictating machines; face recognition devices; punched card machines for offices; bathroom scales; 
rules [measuring instruments]; signs, luminous; transmitters of electronic signals; intercommunication apparatus; 
telephone apparatus; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones; cell phones; network 
communication equipment; wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; 
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for use with smartphones; stands adapted for mobile 
phones; GPS navigation device; electronic devices used to locate lost articles employing the global positioning system or 
cellular communication networks; in-car telephone handset cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable media 
players; electronic book readers; earphones; virtual reality headsets; wearable video display monitors; HD (high definition) 
televisions; DMB (digital multimedia broadcasting) televisions; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; selfie lenses; 
measuring apparatus; audiovisual teaching apparatus; wires, electric; USB cables; semi-conductors; electronic chips; 
electric plugs; video screens; remote control apparatus; optical fibres [light conducting filaments]; heat regulating 
apparatus; lightning conductors; electrolysers; fire extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; 
protection devices for personal use against accidents; theft prevention installations, electric; eyeglasses; batteries, 
electric; rechargeable batteries; wireless chargers; USB chargers; chargers for electronic cigarettes; animated cartoons; 
optical apparatus and instruments; gesture recognition software; biometric retinal scanners; ear pads for headphones.

6509



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : 36121691 ;China 

4302257    21/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487477]
GUANGDONG OPPO MOBILE TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP., LTD.
No. 18 Haibin Road, Wusha, Chang'an, Dongguan Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer software, recorded; notebook computers; electronic publications, 
downloadable; computer programs, downloadable; computer game software, recorded; computer game software, 
downloadable; USB flash drives; tablet computers; smartglasses; smartwatches; interactive touch screen terminals; 
humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; smart rings; smartphone software applications, downloadable; personal digital 
assistants [PDAs]; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; wearable computers; virtual reality game 
software; LCD Monitors; computer game software downloadable from a global computer network; light emitting diode 
displays; USB card readers; pedometers; apparatus to check franking; counterfeit coin detectors; mechanisms for coin-
operated apparatus; dictating machines; face recognition devices; punched card machines for offices; bathroom scales; 
rules [measuring instruments]; signs, luminous; transmitters of electronic signals; intercommunication apparatus; 
telephone apparatus; global positioning system [GPS] apparatus; smartphones; mobile telephones; cell phones; network 
communication equipment; wearable activity trackers; cases for smartphones; protective films adapted for smartphones; 
telecommunication apparatus in the form of jewellery; selfie sticks for use with smartphones; stands adapted for mobile 
phones; GPS navigation device; electronic devices used to locate lost articles employing the global positioning system or 
cellular communication networks; in-car telephone handset cradles; sound transmitting apparatus; portable media 
players; electronic book readers; earphones; virtual reality headsets; wearable video display monitors; HD (high definition) 
televisions; DMB (digital multimedia broadcasting) televisions; selfie sticks [hand-held monopods]; selfie lenses; 
measuring apparatus; audiovisual teaching apparatus; wires, electric; USB cables; semi-conductors; electronic chips; 
electric plugs; video screens; remote control apparatus; optical fibres [light conducting filaments]; heat regulating 
apparatus; lightning conductors; electrolysers; fire extinguishers; radiological apparatus for industrial purposes; 
protection devices for personal use against accidents; theft prevention installations, electric; eyeglasses; batteries, 
electric; rechargeable batteries; wireless chargers; USB chargers; chargers for electronic cigarettes; animated cartoons; 
optical apparatus and instruments; gesture recognition software; biometric retinal scanners; ear pads for headphones.

6510



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 06/05/2019; Application No. : 37978987 ;China 

4302265    13/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487633]
Shenzhen Xinyuan Ecommerce Co., Ltd
No.888, 5/F, Building C, Minle Industrial Zone, Meiban Avenue Minzhi St., Longhua New Dist, Shenzhen City 518000 Guangdong 
Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Protective films adapted for smartphones; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; protective films adapted for 
computer screens; bathroom scales; covers for smartphones; loudspeakers; headphones; selfie sticks [hand-held 
monopods]; time switches, automatic; chargers for electric batteries.

6511



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4303066    23/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487502]
BAIDU ONLINE NETWORK TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CO., LTD.
3/F Baidu campus, No.10, Shangdi 10th street, Haidian district Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Network communication equipment; portable telephones; audio books; portable media players; USB flash drives; 
computer peripheral devices; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer game software; downloadable ring 
tones for mobile phones; data processing apparatus; eyeglasses; cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeakers; megaphones; 
microphones; sound recording carriers; horns for loudspeakers; humanoid robots with artificial intelligence; wearable 
activity trackers; audio signal processors.

6512



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 9 
 

 

4303080    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487739]
Glasssix technology (Beijing) co., LTD
No. 101, 1st Floor, Building 21, No. 130, Liangjiadian, Haidian District 100095 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chip (integrated circuit); electronic chip; remote control device; dimmer (electrical); sensor; control panel (electrical); 
stereoscopic instruments; integrated circuit; alarm.

6513



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 10 
 

3711787    13/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1381110]
MAXX ORTHOPEDICS, INC.
531 Plymouth Road, Suite 526 Plymouth Meeting PA 19462 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 091,WEST 
BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Orthopedic joint implants; medical and surgical instrumentation used in orthopedic transplant and implant surgery.

6514



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 10 
 

4286578    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485556]
Mecuris GmbH
Lindwurmstraße 11 80337 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Orthotic inserts for footwear; foot orthoses; artificial limbs; orthopaedic hip prostheses; prosthesis shafts; orthopaedic 
supports for feet; medical prostheses.

6515



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 018016940 ;European Union 

4299217    15/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487296]
BTL Industries
8 Tzar Kaloyan str BG-1000 Sofia Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical and aesthetic apparatus and instruments, in particular apparatus and instruments generating electrical, magnetic, 
electromagnetic, mechanical or thermal therapeutic energy; medical and aesthetic apparatus and instruments, in particular 
apparatus and instruments for body shaping, fat removal, circumference reduction, skin tightening, cellulite reduction, 
skin rejuvenation, wrinkle reduction, scar reduction, stretch mark reduction; aesthetic massage apparatus, in particular 
apparatus for lymphatic drainage and increasing the circulation of bodily fluids; physical therapy apparatus, in particular 
apparatus for treating pain and preventing muscle cramps; aesthetic massage apparatus; gynaecological and urological 
apparatus and instruments; dental equipment; rehabilitation apparatus (body -) for medical purposes; physical therapy 
equipment; physiotherapy and rehabilitation equipment; beds specially made for medical purposes; contraceptive 
devices; artificial limbs; orthopedic articles; suture materials.

6516



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 10 
 

4304472    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487694]
WANG JIN
ROOM 1101, BUILDING 10, LANE 8, QINZHOU SOUTH ROAD, XUHUI DISTRICT 510000 SHANGHAI CITY China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dental burs; dental apparatus and instruments; dental apparatus, electric; orthodontic appliances.

6517



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 11 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/11/2014; Application No. : 86452435 ;United States of America 

3036195    02/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1247445]
ADVANCED LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES, LLC
7905 Cochran Road, Suite 300 Glenwillow OH 44139 US

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lighting products, namely, light bulbs and lighting fixtures.

6518



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 11 
 

4268891    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483172]
ShenZhen Hunsdon Water Purifying Equipment CO.,Ltd
101,102,103,201,202 ,203,301, 302,303,401,501,601, Building A, Youlitong Technology Industrial Park, No. 56, Qingsong Road, Da 
Industrial Zone Pingshan District China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Water filtering apparatus; water purifying apparatus and machines; water purification installations; water softening 
apparatus; water softening apparatus and installations; water sterilizers; sterilizers; filters for drinking water; water filters.

6519



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 11 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 37402726 ;China 

4280798    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484936]
SHENZHEN LENKENG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
3F & 4F West, Jinguangxia Culture & Tech Park, No. 3 Guangxia Road, Shangmeilin, Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Lamps; electric lamps; coffee machines, electric; kettles, electric; electric fans for personal use; electric torches; cooking 
utensils, electric; cooking stoves; air conditioning installations; hair driers.

6520



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 11 
 

4299253    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487310]
GUANGDONG BORDAR TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD
ROOM BCD, 9 FLOOR, NO.13 EAST HUAYUAN ROAD, CHANCHENG DISTRICT, FOSHAN CITY 528010 GUANGDONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair drier; kettles, electric; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; fans [air-conditioning]; gas burners; bread toasters; hot 
plates; cooking utensils, electric; induction cooker.

6521



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 11 
 

4300652    02/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487866]
TEKA INDUSTRIAL, S.A.
Cajo, 17 E-39011 Santander (Cantabria) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gas and electric ranges; induction cookers; combined stoves; cooking stoves; ovens; sinks; ventilation hoods; electric 
lamps; heating apparatus; steam generating apparatus; cooking apparatus and installations; refrigerating apparatus; 
personal heating and drying implements; drying installations; apparatus for ventilating; water supply installations; 
sanitary installations.

6522



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 03/12/2018; Application No. : 88214680 ;United States of America 

4303770    13/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487540]
JMATEK Limited
Suite 808A, Tower A, Manulife Financial Centre, 223-231 Wai Yip St., Kwun Tong, Kowloon Hong Kong China
JMA NORTH AMERICA, LLC
One International Blvd., Suite 906 Mahwah NJ 07495 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dehumidifiers; evaporative air cooling units; air conditioners; portable air conditioners; dehumidifier accessories, namely, 
air filters, drainage tubes and protective covers for dehumidifiers; accessories for evaporative air cooling units for 
domestic and industrial use, namely, air filters, valves for air conditioners, fans for air conditioning apparatus, water 
pumps, electric cooling pads not for medical purposes, cold air blowers, and protective covers for evaporative air cooling 
units for domestic and industrial use; accessories for air conditioners, namely, air filters, air diffusers for air conditioners, 
valves for air conditioners, cooling evaporators, fans for air conditioning apparatus, protective covers for air conditioners; 
lighting fixtures; water purifiers for household and commercial purposes; water dispensers in the nature of water 
fountains; water coolers; air diffusers for humidifiers and dehumidifiers; air purifiers and structural parts therefor; electric 
space heaters; electric heaters for domestic and industrial use; ceiling fans; ventilating fans for domestic and industrial 
use.

6523



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 12 
 

4265289    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1481897]
Shandong Linglong Tyre Co., Ltd.
No. 777 Jinlong Road, Zhaoyuan City 265400 Shangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Inner tubes for pneumatic tires; tires for vehicle wheels; casings for pneumatic tires; treads for retreading tires; airplane 
tires; pneumatic tires; automobile tires; tyres, solid, for vehicle wheels.

6524



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 12 
 

 

4275913    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484299]
GAOMI TONGCHUANG VALVE CORE CO., LTD.
NO.1908 FENGHUANG STREET (WEST), LIQUAN STREET, GAOMI CITY, WEIFANG CITY SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Repair outfits for inner tubes; vehicle tires; valves for vehicle tires; balance weights for vehicle wheels; motorcycle 
wheels; automobile tires; inner tubes for automobile tires; strollers; tires for bicycles and cycles; tires for bicycles and 
tricycles.

6525



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 12 
 

4282219    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1406733]
Kawasaki Jukogyo Kabushiki Kaisha (doing business as Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd.)
1-1, Higashikawasaki-Cho 3-Chome, Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi Hyogo 650-8670 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-electric prime movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; machine elements for land vehicles; AC motors or 
DC motors for land vehicles, not including their parts; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings; 
motorcycles; scooters; mopeds.

6526



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 12 
 

 

4299187    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487231]
Karine Evelyne Dubois
Jumeirah Village Triangle, District 3, Townhouse 12B, Dubai Dubai

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pneumatic tires.

6527



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 14 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 37411980 ;China 

4280797    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484935]
SHENZHEN LENKENG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
3F & 4F West, Jinguangxia Culture & Tech Park, No. 3 Guangxia Road, Shangmeilin, Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clocks; wristwatches; clocks and watches, electric; watches; alarm clocks; watch bands; chronographs [watches]; 
chronometrical instruments; clock cases; watch cases [parts of watches].

6528



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 14 
 

4286978    13/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486156]
Leysen Jewellery Inc
No. 19 Hua Shen Avenue, Yu Hua Tai District, Nanjing Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chains [jewelry]; jewelry; earrings; emeralds; rings [jewelry]; precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; watches; 
jewelry boxes.

6529



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : 4521297 ;France 

4302256    10/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487463]
LOUIS VUITTON MALLETIER
2 rue du Pont-Neuf F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith included in this class; jewelry, 
jewelry boxes, jewelry cases, precious and semi-precious stones; pearls; bracelets (jewelry); brooches (jewelry); 
necklaces (jewelry); chains (jewelry); medals (jewelry); pendants (jewelry); earrings (jewelry); rings (jewelry); tie pins; cuff 
links; key rings; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal.

6530



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 15 
 

4280824    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484979]
Australis Music Group Pty Ltd
PO Box 601 Alexandria NSW 1435 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Musical instruments, including synthesizers, keyboards, acoustic and electric guitars, guitar pedals; stringed instruments; 
percussion instruments, woodwind instruments, brasswind instruments; parts and accessories for the aforementioned 
goods in class 15.

6531



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 17 
 

 

4275166    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484076]
TAICANG GUANLIAN POLYMERIC MATERIAL CO., LTD
SAN’GANG VILLAGE, LUDU TOWN, TAICANG CITY, SUZHOU CITY 215400 JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; acrylic resins, semi-processed; rubber, raw or semi-worked; gaskets; threads of 
rubber, other than for textile use; synthetic resins, semi-processed; rubber material for recapping tyres; dielectrics 
[insulators]; insulators for cables; padding materials of rubber or plastics.

6532



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 17 
 

Priority claimed from 19/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-086136 ;Japan 

4301072    24/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487937]
ZEON CORPORATION
1-6-2 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8246 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Synthetic rubber.

6533



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 18 
 

4275941    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1309345]
Rollink Smart Products Ltd.
8 Hamada Street Herzelia Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Suitcases; luggage; trunks and travelling bags.

6534



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 18 
 

4295437    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486301]
Sun Jianjun
No. 0146, Student Agricultural to Non-agricultural Garden, Xihua County Henan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Imitation leather; music cases; leather cord; trimmings of leather for furniture; backpacks; bags; umbrellas; 
canes; clothing for pets.

6535



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 18 
 

 

4301191    24/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488009]
JRSK, Inc.
82 Mercer Street New York NY 10012 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Umbrellas; pet carriers; luggage inserts; luggage inserts, namely, packing cubes; backpacks; toiletry bags; beach bags; 
briefcases; handbags; shoulder bags; tote bags; wallets; pouches; card cases; reusable shopping bags; trunks; baby 
carriers; baby pouch carriers; make up bags; jewelry bags of textile material [empty]; shoe bags for travel; garment bags 
for travel; luggage tags; duffel bags; weekend bags; luggage and suitcases.

6536



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 19 
 

4284268    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484997]
Beijing Allied Rongda Engineering Material Co. Ltd.
No.9, Longyun Road, Beifang Industrial Area, Huai rou District 101400 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Concrete; mortar for building; grout; cement; cement for furnaces; cement for blast furnaces; concrete building elements; 
bricks; fire clay [fired refractory material]; grog [fired refractory material]; fireproof cement coatings; refractory 
construction materials, not of metal; reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building; building materials, not of metal / 
construction materials, not of metal; coatings [building materials].

6537



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 19 
 

 

4300659    13/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487877]
LULI GROUP CO., LTD.
RESIDENT GOVERNMENT OF HOU ZHEN, SHOUGUANG CITY SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Plywood; manufactured timber; veneers; scantlings [carpentry]; fiberboard; resin compound boards for use as building 
materials; veneer wood; floor boards.

6538



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 20 
 

4291321    15/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486168]
Maform Korlátolt Felelosségu Társaság
Hauszmann Alajos utca 2 H-1116 Budapest Hungary

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Convertible chairs.

6539



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 20 
 

Priority claimed from 12/06/2019; Application No. : 2019-82971 ;Japan 

4301034    21/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487888]
NIPPON CLOSURES CO., LTD.
18-1, Higashi-Gotanda 2-chome, Shinagawa-ku TOKYO 141-8640 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bottle closures of plastic; container closures of plastic.

6540



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 21 
 

4300654    08/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487876]
HANPAK LIMITED
Jamestown House, Ballybrittas County Laois Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paper cups; cardboard cups; plastic cups; disposable cups; disposable paper cups; disposable plastic cups; disposable 
coffee cups; disposable tea cups; disposable drinking cups; disposable cups for food products; biodegradable cups; 
disposable biodegradable cups; compostable cups; disposable compostable cups; cups made of plastics; biodegradable 
paper pulp-based cups; cups of paper or plastic; sippy cups; feeding cups; feeding cups for children.

6541



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 23 
 

4293469    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486267]
Amann & Söhne GmbH & Co. KG
Hauptstr. 1 74357 Bönnigheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Threads and yarns.

6542



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 24 
 

4302030    08/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488191]
SW4 Designs Ltd
c/o Bevan & Buckland LLP, Langdon House, Langdon Road Swansea SA1 8QY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bed blankets; bed clothes; bed covers; bed linen; bed quilts; bed sheets; bed spreads; bed valances; bedroom textile 
fabrics; blanket throws; blankets; coverlets [bedspreads]; covers for cushions; covers for duvets; covers for mattresses; 
covers for pillows; covers [loose] for furniture; curtain fabrics; curtain holders of textile materials; curtain holders (textile-
); curtain linings; curtains; curtains for showers; fabrics; fabrics for textile use; face towels; flannel; furnishing covers for 
household use; household linen; mattress covers; mattress protectors; pillowcases; sleeping bag liners; table linen.

6543



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2019; Application No. : 4551509 ;France 

4280807    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484948]
H&G
23 rue du Roule F-75001 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; footwear.

6544



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 25 
 

4284356    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485114]
The Polo/Lauren Company L.P.
650 Madison Avenue, New York 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing for men, women and children, footwear, headgear for wear.

6545



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 08/07/2019; Application No. : 2019303 ;Australia 

4286602    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485476]
Fitbeat Australia Pty Ltd
3 Dudley Rd ROSE BAY NSW 2029 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Apparel (clothing, footwear, headgear).

6546



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 25 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/03/2019; Application No. : 88352133 ;United States of America 

4286605    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485483]
Bone, Roderick
12411 W Fielding Circle, Apt. 5223 Playa Vista CA 90094 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coats; Footwear; Hats; Hoodies; Jackets; Leggings; Shirts; Shorts; Sleepwear; Socks; Sweatpants; Sweatshirts; 
Underwear.

6547



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 018028741 ;European Union 

4286793    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485782]
Printful Latvia, AS
Ojara Vaciesa iela 6B LV-1004 Riga Latvia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headwear.

6548



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 25 
 

4293449    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486233]
Fujian haoshou duds co., LTD
Gaohu Yinglin Jinjiang City 362200 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; layettes [clothing]; shoes; football boots; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; neckties; leather belts [clothing]; 
clothing for children.

6549



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 28/02/2019; Application No. : 018028742 ;European Union 

4299145    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487225]
Printful Latvia, AS
Ojara Vaciesa iela 6B LV-1004 Riga Latvia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headwear.

6550



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 25 
 

Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 002 037 ;Germany 

4299190    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487241]
Tom Tailor GmbH
Garstedter Weg 14 22453 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing, footwear, headgear; evening wear; epaulet shirts; workwear; ball gowns and dresses; bikinis; brassieres; 
bathing trunks; swimming costumes; berets; bodies [clothing]; boxer shorts; bath robes; bodices (lingerie); women's 
blouses; dresses; gowns; mittens; articles of clothing for leisure wear; belts (clothing); clothing for gymnastics; 
galoshes; gaiters; denim pants; jackets [clothing]; gloves (clothing); scarves; shirts; pants (am.); chemisettes [shirt 
fronts]; ankle boots; boots; slipper; garters; girdles; hot pants; headgear; corsets; hoods (clothing); masquerade wear; 
trouser straps; underwear; dressing gowns; jackets; caps [headwear]; cap peaks; nighties; rain suits; socks; shawls; 
veils [clothing]; head scarves; sweaters; slips; polo shirts; parkas; pelerines; peep-toe sandals; pullovers; slipovers; 
combinations [clothing]; outdoor clothing; skirts; stockings; sleepsuits; sports shoes; aprons (clothing); shoes; lace 
boots; footwear uppers; sandals; spaghetti strap tops; ski wear; ski boots; sportswear; tights; knitwear [clothing]; 
slippers; tee-shirts; togas; singlets; knitwear (clothing); gym suits; theatrical costumes; uniforms; topcoats; waistcoats; 
linen clothing; leggings; thong sandals; hooded pullovers; suits; suspenders; neckties; sport coats; dinner jackets; 
clothing for children; bibs, not of paper.

6551



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 25 
 

4301077    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487945]
SUZHOU SANMO CLOTHING CO.,LTD.
ROOM 2705, BLD B, CITY LIFE SQUARE, PINGLONG ROAD 251, SUZHOU JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; skirts; children's clothes; baby bodysuits.

6552



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 25 
 

4302245    28/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487435]
WENZHOU YUANBIAO SHOES CO., LTD.
XIANJIANG INDUSTRIAL ZONE, RUIAN CITY 325217 ZHEJIANG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; children's clothing; layettes [clothing]; swimsuits; rain coat; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; scarfs; 
belts [clothing].

6553



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 28 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2019; Application No. : 37418540 ;China 

4280774    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484879]
SHENZHEN LENKENG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
3F & 4F West, Jinguangxia Culture & Tech Park, No. 3 Guangxia Road, Shangmeilin, Futian District, Shenzhen Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Controllers for game consoles; joysticks for video games; toys; drones [toys]; toy robots; remote-controlled toy vehicles; 
body-training apparatus; body-building apparatus; smart toys; toy cameras.

6554



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 28 
 

4283217    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484717]
Cai Xian
Room 704, Building 3, Yixin Garden, Dezheng Road, South of City, Fengxiang Street, Chenghai District, Shantou Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Games; intelligent toys; drones [toys]; building blocks [toys]; chess games; playing balls; body-training apparatus; 
archery implements; swimming pools [play articles]; toys.

6555



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 28 
 

4286558    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485625]
ZHEJIANG KINPLAY CO., LTD.
No. 9, Baofeng Road, Yidong Industrial Park, Yiwu City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Swings; slides [playthings]; dolls' houses; parallel bars; gym bench; rocking horses; building blocks [toys]; swimming 
pools [play articles]; toys.

6556



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : 2019-040202 ;Japan 

4300637    20/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487857]
People Co., Ltd.
2-15-5, Higashinihonbashi, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-0004 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toys; educational toys; toy building blocks capable of interconnection; infant development toys.

6557



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 27/02/2019; Application No. : 1391112 ;Benelux 

4300801    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488137]
LUXILON INDUSTRIES, naamloze vennootschap
Vosveld 11 B-2110 Wijnegem

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Synthetic strings for use with rackets; strings (natural -) for use with rackets; strings for rackets for tennis, badminton, 
squash and racket ball.

6558



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 10/01/2019; Application No. : 2019-004116 ;Japan 

4301080    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487946]
TAMASU CO., LTD.
1-7-1 Asagaya Minami, Suginami-ku Tokyo 166-0004 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Table tennis paddles; table tennis rackets; rubber sheets for use as impact surface of table tennis rackets; table tennis 
paddle cases; table tennis tables.

6559



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 28 
 

4302040    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488200]
Chenghai Baoli Toys Factory
1/F, WEST ER HENG, QUJIAN ROAD, FENGXIN GANGKOU INDUSTRIAL PARK, FENGXIANG STREET, CHENGHAI, 
SHANTOU GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Toys; toy pistols; building blocks [toys]; dolls' houses; spinning tops [toys]; action toy; toy vehicles; jigsaw puzzles; 
radio-controlled toy vehicles; intelligent toys.

6560



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 13/07/2018; Application No. : VA 2018 01566 ;Denmark 

4174543    10/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466054]
DANISH CROWN A/S
Marsvej 43 DK-8960 Randers SØ Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA
Used Since :21/12/2016

IR DIVISION
Meat, fish, poultry and game, including fresh, frozen and preserved products made from pork, beef, fish, poultry and 
game, sausages, charcuterie; bacon; gut for making sausages; meat extracts, edible oils and fats, prepared dishes 
consisting principally of meat, eggs, vegetables; soups, food made from meat, meat jellies, preparations for making soup; 
preserved, frozen, dried and prepared fruits and vegetables; jellies, jam, compotes; eggs; milk and dairy products.

6561



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 16/01/2019; Application No. : 018010790 ;European Union 

4272756    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482754]
PONTEDERA AGRO, S.A.
Avda. de la ESTACION, S/N E-44510 LA PUEBLA DE HIJAR, TERUEL Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Processed almonds; prepared almonds; processed nuts.

6562



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 29 
 

4293487    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1397802]
Hrossbakh Viktor Serhiiovych
vul. Komarova, 2, korp.A, kv.24 Odesa 65080 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coconut butter; olives, preserved; olive oil for food; palm oil for food; palm kernel oil for food; colza oil for food; oils for 
food; corn oil for food; sesame oil for food; linseed oil for culinary purposes; sunflower oil for food.

6563



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 29 
 

4301324    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1217288]
CHEMREZ TECHNOLOGIES, INC.
65 Industria St., Bagumbayan Quezon City Philippines

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Edible oil.

6564



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 30 
 

4280815    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484969]
Henan Unike Food Co., Ltd.
Northwest Corner of the Intersection of Jingsan Road and Linying Avenue, Industrial Cluster, Linying County, Luohe City 462000 
Henan Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Coffee; tea; tea-based beverages; candy; honey; cereal-based snack food; pastries; bread; flour and preparations made 
from cereals; cereal preparations.

6565



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 302018000041842 ;Italy 

4301995    19/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488187]
PIOVESANA BISCOTTI S.p.A.
Via Bragadan snc I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Biscuits; cookies; petit-beurre biscuits; wafers; cereal-based snack food; rice-based snack food; bread 
substitutes; crackers; waffles; breadsticks; gluten-free crackers; gluten-free biscuits; rusks; cakes; sweets; buns; 
chocolate; pastries; bread rolls; pizzas; pralines; caramels [candy]; chewing gum; confectionery; pasta; high-protein 
cereal bars; ice cream; rice; sugar; honey; coffee; artificial coffee; tea; cocoa; flour; flour-based foods; cereal 
preparations; bread; yeast.

6566



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 32 
 

 

4286980    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486157]
Heineken Brouwerijen B.V.
Tweede Weteringplantsoen 21 Amsterdam NL-1017 ZD Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beers.

6567



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 32 
 

4293402    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1276570]
NEW ZEALAND BEER LIMITED
27 Puke Road, RD 1 Kumeu 0891 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beer.

6568



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 32 
 

4299257    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487316]
LAMACE PTY LTD
PO BOX 8233 GRIFFITH EAST NSW 2680 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-alcoholic carbonated drinks.

6569



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 33 
 

 

4277035    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1408405]
Montoscar Enterprises Limited
115, Becklow Road London W12 9HH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcohol beverages.

6570



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 33 
 

4277059    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1469083]
united spirits brands aps
Alkmaar Alle 8 DK-2791 Dragoer Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer).

6571



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 33 
 

 

4277060    07/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472845]
united spirits brands aps
Alkmaar Alle 8 DK-2791 Dragoer Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beer).

6572



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 33 
 

4282217    08/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1304828]
Peter Lehmann Wines Pty Limited
Off Para Road TANUNDA SA 5352 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wine.

6573



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 05/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003372715 ;United Kingdom 

4284347    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485101]
Chivas Holdings (IP) Limited
111-113 Renfrew Road, Paisley Renfrewshire PA3 4DY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers and wines).

6574



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 33 
 

4303160    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487672]
Callington Mill Distillery Pty Ltd
99 High Street, Oatlands Tasmania 7120 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Blended whisky; bourbon whisky; malt whisky; whisky.

6575



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 34 
 

4269504    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482462]
SHENZHEN SKE TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.
NO.1, 10/F, BLOCK C, NANBIANTOU SCIENCE PARK, NO.1 TIANYANG 2ND ROAD, DONGFANG COMMUNITY, 
SONGGANG STREET, BAO’AN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN CITY 518000 GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; herbs for smoking; electronic cigarettes; lighters for 
smokers; ashtrays for smokers; oral vaporizers for smokers; cigarette filters; liquid solutions for use in electronic 
cigarettes; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes.

6576



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 34 
 

4275879    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483323]
SHENZHEN WOODY VAPES TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
BLOCK 1, SHAPUYANGYONG INDUSTRY PARK, SONGGANG, BAO’AN DISTRICT, SHENZHEN 518000 GUANGDONG 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco; oral vaporizers for smokers; matches; lighters for smokers; flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in 
electronic cigarettes; flavourings, other than essential oils, for tobacco; electronic cigarettes; liquid solutions for use in 
electronic cigarettes; humidors.

6577



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 34 
 

 

4284353    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485110]
10405205 CANADA INC.
17860 106A Ave NW, Unit 100 Edmonton AB T5S1V3 Canada

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic cigarettes.

6578



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 35 
 

4268018    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1427291]
SAWCE PTY LTD
L18, 530 Collins St MELBOURNE VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
The bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of goods, enabling buyers to conveniently view and purchase 
those goods and interact with sellers, namely, provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods; sales 
promotions for others, in the form of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; advertising 
services.

6579



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 35 
 

4271452    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482354]
BEIJING LIANZHONGXINBANG TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
508, 5F, Bldg 5, No. 6 Antai Street, Konggang Community, Shunyi District Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Book-keeping.

6580



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 35 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/02/2019; Application No. : 18769 ;Leichtenstein 

4304420    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487605]
Orderfox AG
Industriering 3 FL-9491 Ruggell Liechtenstein

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; commercial intermediation services; 
provision of commercial and business contact information via the Internet; provision of commercial and business contact 
information; arranging of potential orders, for others, for the provision of services; negotiation of potential commercial 
transactions for third parties; arranging potential commercial transactions, for others, via on-line marketplaces; provision 
of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; business inquiries; commercial information 
agencies; human resources management; personnel placement; provision and rental of advertising space and publicity 
material; provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and services; all aforesaid services relating to placement 
of commercial orders and procurement of contracts for treatment of materials and for producing, treating, measuring and 
testing components, and for operating and providing of machines and machine tools, machining centers, lathes for 
metalworking, milling cutters (machine tools), milling machines, lasers for material treatment and of measuring and 
testing machines and instruments, and all aforesaid services relating to availability and utilization of the aforesaid 
machines and instruments.

6581



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 23/04/2019; Application No. : m 2019 09740 ;Ukraine 

4304477    25/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487722]
Deftech Global Ltd
Villa 2, 20B Street, Community 153, PO Box 31484 Ras Al Khaimah

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Administration of consumer loyalty programs; negotiation of business contracts for others; demonstration of goods; 
marketing research; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; organization of 
exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; rental of advertising space; procurement services for others 
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; commercial intermediation services; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; rental of advertising time on communication media; advertising; pay per click 
advertising; online advertising on a computer network; sales promotion for others; the bringing together for the benefit of 
others, of the variety of goods [excluding the transport thereof], in particular grocery and non-grocery goods, enabling 
customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods in retail stores, wholesale outlets, through vending machines, 
mail order catalogues or by means of electronic media, for example, through web sites or television shopping 
programmes.

6582



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 06/09/2018; Application No. : 88107051 ;United States of America 

4154887    01/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461235]
THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
420 Fifth Avenue New York NY 100182702 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Making grants and loans in the fields of global health, basic survival safeguards, client and environmental issues, 
urbanization, social and economic security, education, media, arts and culture, community development, human rights, 
peace and social justice; providing educational scholarships and online information about scholarships in the fields of 
global health, basic survival safeguards, client and environmental issues, urbanization, social and economic security, 
education, media, arts and culture, community development, human rights, peace and social justice; providing 
information and advice regarding grants and grant making including, by means of digital media and a website.

6583



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 36 
 

4282161    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484472]
Shanghai Noah Investment Management Co., Ltd.
Room 3094, Building 23, No. 1142 Kongjiang Road, Yangpu District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance brokerage; mortgage banking; financial sponsorship; loans [financing]; financial management; stock exchange 
quotations; stock brokerage services; equity capital investment; automobile lease financing; art appraisal; charitable fund 
raising; trusteeship; capital investment; financial information; futures exchange services; surety services; banking; 
financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; financing services; debt advisory services; investment of funds; real 
estate appraisal; real estate management; securities brokerage, real estate brokerage; lending against security.

6584



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 36 
 

4296650    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486674]
traddictiv pte. ltd.
23 New Industrial Road, 04-08 Solstice Business Center Singapore 536209 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Capital investment; financial management; financial analysis; financial consultancy; financial information; providing 
financial information via a web site; mutual funds; provident fund services; savings bank services; securities brokerage; 
stock exchange quotations; stock brokerage services; stocks and bonds brokerage.

6585



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 36 
 

4301997    23/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487489]
TAIKANG INSURANCE GROUP INC.
8-9TH FLOOR, TAIKANG LIFE BLDG., NO.156 FU XING MEN NEI ST., XICHENG DIST. 100031 BEIJING China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Surety services; insurance underwriting; insurance information; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real 
estate]; rental of real estate; brokerage; charitable fund raising; trusteeship; lending against security; art appraisal; stamp 
appraisal; numismatic appraisal; antique appraisal; jewelry appraisal; jewellery appraisal; bail-bonding.

6586



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 36 
 

 

4302244    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487433]
AUTOMOBILES CITROËN
7 rue Henri Sainte-Claire Déville F-92500 RUEIL-MALMAISON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance services; banking and financial services, lending, credit and lease-purchasing services particularly for the 
purchase of new and second-hand vehicles; vehicle insurance underwriting; life insurance underwriting; accident 
insurance underwriting; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy, information and advice; services provided using 
credit cards and other electronic means of payment for buying fuels and lubricants and for carrying out vehicle 
maintenance and repair; financial services in the field of lease-purchasing and rental of vehicles; financial loans for 
vehicle repair; guarantee (surety) services for vehicles; financial appraisals relating to land vehicle fleets and car fleets.

6587



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 36 
 

 

Priority claimed from 05/07/2019; Application No. : 4565296 ;France 

4303060    08/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487486]
AUTOMOBILES CITROËN
7 rue Henri Sainte-Claire Déville F-92500 RUEIL-MALMAISON France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Insurance services; banking and financial services, lending, credit and lease-purchasing services particularly for the 
purchase of new and second-hand vehicles; vehicle insurance underwriting; life insurance underwriting; accident 
insurance underwriting; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy, information and advice; services provided using 
credit cards and other electronic means of payment for buying fuels and lubricants and for carrying out vehicle 
maintenance and repair; financial services in the field of lease-purchasing and rental of vehicles; financial loans for 
vehicle repair; guarantee (surety) services for vehicles; financial appraisals relating to land vehicle fleets and car fleets.

6588



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 39 
 

4293996    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487012]
Frederik C.K. De Preter
Grotstraat 37 B-2400 Mol

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Transport services; brokerage (transport -); transport brokerage; ship transport; transport reservation; air transport; 
airline transport; railway transport; marine transport; passenger transport; reservation (transport -); transportation 
logistics; transportation services; air transportation; transportation information; information (transportation -); 
arrangement of transport; arranging of transport; transport by land; transport by sea; transport by ship; ship transport 
services; road transport services; transport by water; transport by air; air transport services; transport information 
service; information on transport; booking of transport; transport by road; transport by rail; rail transport services; 
railway transport services; marine transport services; arrangement of transportation; transportation by land; services for 
transportation; transportation reservation services; transportation by road; transportation by air; air transportation 
services; airline transportation services; transportation by rail; arranging of air transport; reservation of rail transport; 
motor vehicle transport services; transport by inland water; transport and delivery of goods; brokerage services relating 
to transport; services for chartering railway transport; arranging of transport and travel; providing transport and travel 
information; consultancy services relating to transportation; chartering of vehicles for transportation; provision of 
information relating to transport; providing information relating to air transport; reservation services for transportation by 
air; reservation services for transportation by land; advisory services relating to road transportation; services for 
arranging transportation by water; services for the arranging of transportation; services for arranging transportation by 
rail; services for arranging transportation by air; reservation services for transportation by boat; services for arranging 
transportation by road; reservation services for transportation by sea; reservation and booking services for 
transportation; booking of transportation via a website; consultancy in the field of air transport; booking of transport via 
global computer networks; arranging transport services by land, sea and air; arranging transportation by land, sea, and 
air; services for the provision of information relating to rail transport; arrangements for transportation by land, sea and 
air; transport and storage; transportation and storage; security storage services [transport]; packaging articles for 
transportation; packing articles for transportation; transport and storage of goods; storage of goods for transportation; 
transportation and storage of goods; storage of cargo before transportation; storage of cargo after transportation; 
packaging clothing articles for transportation; collection, transport and delivery of palletised goods; temporary storage of 
deliveries; hire of rail transport; hire of road transport; rental of means of transportation; rental services related to 
transportation and storage.

6589



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 40 
 

4280810    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484956]
Epicentre Trading Pty Ltd
32 Borthwick Ave MURARRIE QLD 4172 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Customised printing of images and text onto a variety of goods; digital printing; printing.

6590



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 40 
 

4280812    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484962]
SUZHOU HUANAN PRINTING CO., LTD
NO.90 XIANFU EAST ROAD, ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ZONE, TAICANG CITY, SUZHOU CITY 205400 JIANGSU 
PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Offset printing; pattern printing; lithographic printing; printing; silkscreen printing; color separation services.

6591



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 40 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2019; Application No. : 88280377 ;United States of America 

4283306    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484382]
Ology Bioservices, Inc.
13200 NW Nano Ct Alachua FL 32615 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biomanufacturing for others, namely, manufacturing of vaccines, vectors, other vaccine candidates, and proteins using 
biological organisms in the manufacturing process.

6592



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 40 
 

4302011    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487357]
Epicentre Trading Pty Ltd
32 Borthwick Ave MURARRIE QLD 4172 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Customised printing of images and text onto a variety of goods; digital printing; printing.

6593



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 41 
 

4268031    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1371199]
Hoopy Limited
c/o Columb and Gosling, Blount House, Hall Park Way Telford, Shropshire TF3 4NQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Arranging, planning, organising and conducting conferences, educational conferences, meetings, seminars, educational 
seminars, workshops, festivals, exhibitions and events; arranging, planning, organising and conducting conferences, 
educational conferences, meetings, seminars, educational seminars, workshops, festivals, exhibitions and events relating 
to computer software development and design; preparation and production of audio and visual presentations for 
conferences, educational conferences, meetings, seminars, educational seminars, workshops, festivals, exhibitions and 
events; production, presentation and provision of blogs, webinars, podcasts, vodcasts and news feeds; information, 
advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid services, including such services provided online from the 
Internet, intranets and other computer networks.

6594



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 41 
 

4280457    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485337]
GUANGZHOU HUADUO NETWORK TECHNOLOGY COMPANY LIMITED
24/F TOWER B-1, WANDA PLAZA, 79 WANBO 2ND RD., PANYU DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; games equipment rental; television 
entertainment; disc jockey services; entertainer services; radio entertainment; providing amusement arcade services; 
entertainment services; game services provided on-line from a computer network; organization of competitions 
[education or entertainment]; film production, other than advertising films; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; 
karaoke services; providing television programmes, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; providing films, 
not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; production of radio and television programmes; providing on-line 
music, not downloadable; songwriting; presentation of variety shows; club services [entertainment or education].

6595



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 41 
 

4295401    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486754]
Bund der freien Waldorfschulen e.V.
Wagenburgstraße 6 70184 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
School, boarding school and nursery school services, namely education, instruction and teaching of children and 
adolescents; training of kindergarten teachers and teachers; adult training, instruction and training for apprentices; 
leisure services for children.

6596



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 42 
 

Priority claimed from 15/06/2017; Application No. : 87490229 ;United States of America 

3763994    11/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1389965]
BIOMERIEUX INC
. 100 Rodolphe Street Durham NC 27712 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 
091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Laboratory analysis in the fields of healthcare, food industry, veterinary, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals; laboratory analysis 
in the field of in-vitro diagnostic, microbiology, epidemiology; medical research; biological research; chemical research; 
consulting services in the fields of biotechnology, pharmaceutical research and development, laboratory testing and 
diagnostics.

6597



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 43 
 

 

4282165    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485223]
Catering Union Co., Ltd.
4F, No.5, Wugong 5th Road, Xinzhuang District 242, New Taipei City Taiwan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Food and drink catering; café services; cafeteria services; canteen services; hotel services; snack-bar services; bar 
services; washoku restaurant services.

6598



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 45 
 

 

Priority claimed from 14/03/2019; Application No. : 88340648 ;United States of America 

4284245    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484787]
Keeleg Tech, Inc.
201 Spear St 1100 San Francisco CA 94105 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Legal document preparation services.

6599



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/09/2013; Application No. : MI2013C008200 ;Italy 

2696866    14/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1188661]
CENTRO STYLE S.P.A.
Via G.D. Martinengo, 7 I-21040 VEDANO OLONA (VA) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 
091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Preparations for cleaning, polishing and degreasing spectacles and lenses.

Cl.5;Eye moistening solutions and creams, eye drops, artificial tears and preparations for the treatment of eye 
inflammations and minor allergic conditions, sterile ophthalmic saline solutions, preparations in solution or tablet form 
for the cleaning, disinfecting, neutralizing, moistening, protection and care of contact lenses.

Cl.8;Pliers, screwdrivers, and tools for the use in the optical and photographic sectors.

Cl.9;Optical apparatus and instruments, their parts and accessories; photographic instruments, their parts and 
accessories; spectacles, sunglasses, their parts and accessories; lenses, optical lenses, magnifiers, their parts and 
accessories; contact lenses, their parts and accessories; contact lenses cases and accessories thereof; eyeglasses 
frames; eyeglasses cases; eyeglasses cords and chains; swim goggles; divers" masks; goggles for sport; protective 
eyeglasses; measuring instruments.

Cl.24;Microfiber fabric, handkerchiefs of textile for cleaning lenses.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retail and wholesale services for 
the sale of cleaning preparations, eye moistening solutions and creams, eye drops, artificial tears and preparations for the 
treatment of eye inflammations and minor allergic conditions, sterile ophthalmic saline solutions, preparations in solution 
or tablet form for the cleaning, disinfecting, neutralizing, moistening, protection and care of contact lenses, pliers, 
screwdrivers, and tools for the use in the optical and photographic sectors, optical apparatus and instruments, their parts 
and accessories, photographic instruments, their parts and accessories, spectacles, sunglasses, their parts and 
accessories, lenses, optical lenses, magnifiers, their parts and accessories, contact lenses, their parts and accessories, 
contact lenses cases and accessories thereof, eyeglasses frames, eyeglasses cases, eyeglasses cords and chains, swim 
goggles, divers" masks; goggles for sport; protective eyeglasses, measuring instruments, microfiber fabric, 
handkerchiefs of textile for cleaning lenses.

6600



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 08/05/2013; Application No. : 2013715648 ;Russian Federation 

2696922    07/11/2013
[International Registration No. : 1188038]
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY "NEARMEDIC PHARMA"
ul. Koroleva, 4, office 402 RU-249030 Obninsk, Kaluzhskaya oblast Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 
091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals.

6601



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 03/05/2013; Application No. : 302013003036.2/12 ;Germany 

2697340    31/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1187776]
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Petuelring 130 80809 Munich Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
GLOBSYN CRYSTALS,TOWER 1,2ND FLOOR,BLOCK EP,PLOT NO.11 & 12,SALT LAKE,SECTOR V,KOLKATA 700 
091,WEST BENGAL,INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1239076, 1240513, 1493467, 1493468, 1497996, 1497997, 1497998, 1559582, 1711594, 1879689, 1879690, 1879691, 2021300, 2145168

IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Motor vehicles and parts thereof, included in this class.

Cl.35;Retail services in relation to motor vehicles, parts and accessories for motor vehicles.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of motor vehicles.

6602



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 25/04/2013; Application No. : 2013-031262 ;Japan 

2697989    09/10/2013
[International Registration No. : 1185374]
FUJIFILM CORPORATION
26-30, Nishiazabu 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 106-8620 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Unexposed photographic films; unexposed photographic papers.

Cl.9;Photographic cameras; digital cameras; photo printers; computer programs [downloadable software].

6603



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 29/07/2013; Application No. : 13/4023090 ;France 

2735794    03/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1200373]
SOMFY ACTIVITES SA
50 avenue du Nouveau Monde F-74300 CLUSES FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Pamphlets, instruction manuals and handbooks, on electronic media concerning home automation.

Cl.35;Subscription to computer and home automation databases; subscription to a database server; subscription to a 
support service for the commissioning of home automation products; customer loyalty program services, namely the 
arranging of commercial customer loyalty operations; commercial information and advice for consumers (consumer 
advice shop); services for organizing, operating and supervising loyalty and incentive schemes, namely promotional and 
advertising operations with a view to developing customer loyalty.

Cl.37;Information for the installation and repair of home automation applications for automating the home.

Cl.38;Services for providing access to computer and/or telecommunication sites and portals in the field of electrical 
installation equipment, electrical installations, apparatus, equipment, systems and installations for lighting, electrical 
control, signaling, monitoring, alarm, access control, home automation; provision of discussion forums on the Internet 
regarding home automation.

Cl.41;Provision of on-line publications in connection with home and building automation.

6604



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 03/06/2013; Application No. : 134009349 ;France 

2736316    03/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1200059]
EXEL INDUSTRIES
54 rue Marcel Paul F-51200 EPERNAY FR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Large instruments and equipment for agricultural, viticultural and horticultural uses, namely portable, towed or 
automotive spraying units, harvesting and soil-eliminating equipment for beets (diggers, soil eliminators, leaf strippers, 
crushing machines, cutting dividers, hoeing machines), equipment for protecting vegetables from parasites, spraying 
machines, pumps (parts of machines), spray nozzles, booms for spraying machines, motors and engines (other than for 
land vehicles), transmission couplings and belts (other than for land vehicles); painting machines, spray guns and pumps 
for applying paint, mastics and other thick products, industrial material and equipment for painting and varnishing 
workshops (namely, pneumatic tools for painting, particularly pneumatic spray guns), pneumatic tools for painting 
particularly pneumatic spray guns, sanding machines, polishers and components or parts of such tools, air compressors 
and parts of compressed-air installations, piston compressors, fixed workshop compressors, mobile and portable, tools 
for painting workshops for pneumatic, hydraulic projection or for electrostatic application of liquid paint or of powder or 
of similar products; surface coating apparatus and installations (machine parts); painting machines; distributors 
(machines) for liquid, powdery or fibrous materials; apparatus and installations for painting, powder coating, enameling, 
flocking, automatic electrostatic paint sprayers; automatic spray heads and automatic sprayers for paint for use in 
electrostatic enameling; automatic spray guns for electrostatic powdering; collectors for powdery and fibrous products; 
powder distributing tanks; electrostatic generators; high-voltage generators; accessories (machine parts) for electrostatic 
generators; accessories (machine parts) for high-voltage generators; automation apparatus (machines) for the industrial 
production of surface coatings; distributing tanks for liquid (paint); product changing units for industrial (liquid or 
powder) painting or flocking installations.

Cl.8;Small instruments for agriculture, spare parts and accessories, namely: hand-operated tools and instruments, 
hand-operated agricultural instruments, hand-operated hand-held gardening tools, applicators or sprayers for 
insecticides, fungicides, herbicides or other chemical, biological or phytosanitary products; spray guns (hand tools), 
nozzles for hand-held spray guns, spray guns for paint, hand-operated hand tools and implements for treating surfaces 
before painting, various abrasive wheels and sanders; hand-held spray guns for electrostatic painting; hand-held spray 
guns for electrostatic enameling; hand-held spray guns for electrostatic powder-coating; hand-held spray guns for liquid 
paint or varnish.

Cl.9;Scientific measuring, signaling and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments 
for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; magnetic recording media; 
software (recorded programs); computer peripherals; electric batteries; detectors; integrated circuit cards [smart cards]; 
software for regulation of spraying parameters and control of sprayers; electric or electronic apparatus for regulation of 
spraying parameters and control of sprayers, whether remote or not, particular by computer, by communication network 
(the Internet), by telecommunication network; sprayer control interfaces, namely remote controls, keyboards and screens; 
servers used for receiving and transmitting commands remotely as well as for data storage operations.

6605



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 30/07/2013; Application No. : 012025681 ;European Union 

2751247    16/12/2013
[International Registration No. : 1203831]
EURODRILL GMBH
Industriestraße 5 57489 Drolshagen Germany

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Construction machines; drives, in particular hydraulic rotary drives for drilling equipment for drilling earth and 
rock; hydraulic hammers; drilling apparatus, in particular for special civil engineering, anchor drilling, micropile drilling, 
directional drilling, capping drilling, exploratory drilling, well boring, thermal drilling, inner hole boring, airlift drilling, for 
high-pressure injection and soil nailing; double-headed drilling equipment; crushers.

Cl.37;Maintenance and repair of construction machines, in particular of drilling equipment; building project 
management services, namely conducting of building projects, in particular specialist civil engineering.

Cl.42;Construction drafting and development of construction machines, in particular of drilling equipment.

6606



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 01/04/2014; Application No. : MI2014C003326 ;Italy 

2838482    16/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1212634]
CANDIANI S.P.A.
Via Arese, 85 I-20020 ROBECCHETTO CON INDUNO (MI) Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included on other classes; fabrics for clothings; denim textiles; bed covers and 
table covers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; jeans and clothing of denim.

6607



Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 99 
 

 

2916724    31/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1230692]
"DOCTOR WEB", LTD.
korp. 12A, vl. 2, 3-ya ul. Yamskogo polya RU-125124 Moscow Russian Federation

Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.
32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA - 700 010.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Intercommunication apparatus; blueprint apparatus; telephone apparatus; telephone transmitters; facsimile 
machines; magnetic tape units for computers; video cassettes; video telephones; video screens; viewfinders, 
photographic; floppy discs; sound recording discs; disks, magnetic; optical discs; circular slide rules; disk drives for 
computers; juke boxes for computers; interfaces for computers; electronic pens [visual display units]; video game 
cartridges; encoded magnetic cards; electronic agendas; compact discs (read-only memory); magnetic encoders; 
compact discs (audio-video); computers; notebook computers; magnetic tapes; videotapes; mouse (computer 
peripheral); microprocessors; modems; monitors (computer hardware); sound recording carriers; magnetic data media; 
optical data media; electronic pocket translators; printers for use with computers; computer programs, recorded; 
computer game programs; computer programs (downloadable software); processors (central processing units); scanners 
(data processing equipment); smart cards; video recorders; sound reproduction apparatus; tape recorders; data 
processing apparatus; computer peripheral devices; chips (integrated circuits).

Cl.42;Computer systems analysis; recovery of computer data; technical project studies; installation of computer 
software; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; updating of computer software; 
maintenance of computer software; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; data conversion 
of computer programs and data (not physical conversion); computer system design; computer rental; rental of computer 
software; hosting computer sites (web sites); duplication of computer programs; computer software design; creating and 
maintaining web sites for others; computer programming.
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Priority claimed from 08/07/2014; Application No. : 013062542 ;European Union 

3043200    19/12/2014
[International Registration No. : 1248221]
INTERIOR'S
144 Boulevard Jules Durand F-76600 Le Havre France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
MILLENIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON- 122002.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Candles.

Cl.6;Knobs (of metal); handles of metal; ironwork goods; art objects of metal; boxes of metal; placards of metal; 
signboards of metal; figurines of metal; statues and statuettes of metal; busts of metal.

Cl.20;Display boards; furniture items; head-rests (furniture); cupboards; art objects of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; art 
objects; chests; benches (furniture); cradles; bookcases; bookcase shelves; bookshelves; bedsteads of wood; boards 
and panels of wood for walls and furniture; boxes of wood or plastic; bottle racks; sideboards; dinner wagons (furniture); 
office furniture; desks; busts of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; costume stands; picture frames and moldings for picture 
frames; cases of wood or plastic; settees; filing cabinets; stag antlers; chairs (seats); high chairs for children; easy 
chairs; carts (furniture); domestic fire screens; coat hangers; wax figures; shelves for filing cabinets (furniture); 
keyboards for hanging keys; toy chests; trunks, chests (furniture); chests of drawers; counters (tables); shells; seashells; 
bedding (except linen); cushions; knife handles, not of metal; tea carts; carts for computers [furniture]; fixed dispensers 
for napkins; divans; cabinet work; ladders of wood or plastics; placards of wood or plastics; signboards of wood or 
plastic; work benches; racks; armchairs; index cabinets (furniture); statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; flower-pot 
pedestals; chests for food; bed fittings; furniture fittings; mirrors; garment covers (storage); flower-stands (furniture); 
newspaper display stands; picture frame brackets; beds; book rests; lecterns; non-luminous house numbers; knife 
handles; step stools, baskets not of metal; furniture; furniture of metal; mirrors (looking glasses); mobiles (objects for 
decoration); school furniture; moldings for picture frames; straw mattresses; baskets, not of metal; umbrella stands; 
screens (furniture); clothes hooks not of metal; curtain tie-backs; table tops; coat stands (furniture); coat hooks; 
magazine racks; doors for furniture; display stands; standing desks; racks (shelves); seats; seats of metal; sofas; statues 
and statuettes of wood, wax, plaster or plastic; tables; draughtsman"s tables; dressing tables; tables of metal; shelves for 
storage; stools; plate racks; showcases (furniture); computer furniture; TV furniture and hi-fi systems; frames for 
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photographs; stands for photographs; photograph holders; chair cushions; painted panels made of wood; baskets of 
wicker; side tables; night tables; bedside stands; ottomans; end tables; vertical mirrors; gueridons (tables); nested 
tables; bed canopies; curtain holders not of textile materials; table centerpieces of wood; key hooks or baskets not of 
metal; signboards of wood with fabric arrangements; cushion fillings of foam; corner units; silent valets; coffee tables; 
buffet bases; headboards for beds; semainiers (seven-drawer chests); bonnetières (furniture); bureaux dos d"âne (saddle-
shaped desks); furniture with washbasins; knobs (handles not of metal); rocking chairs; bonheurs-du-jour (writing desks); 
assembly elements for bookcases; furniture for notaries; writing cabinets; haberdashery furniture; wardrobes; file 
cabinets; bar counters (furniture); furniture for footwear; entrance furniture; butcher"s block furniture; backsplashes for 
butcher"s block furniture; room centerpiece furniture; corner furniture units; dishwasher furniture; oven furniture; sink 
furniture; worktops; spinners and angle spinners for furniture; tea carts; bathroom furniture; dressing tables; cheval 
mirrors; mattresses; mattress bases; mattress stands; painting frames of wood; resin frames for paintings; door handles 
(of porcelain); ornamental wall hangings of wood; pleated blinds; blinds of textile; decorative mobiles.

Cl.21;Plates not of precious metal; glass jars [carboys]; cookie jars; lunch boxes; bread bins; soap boxes; tea caddies, 
not of precious metal; boxes for dispensing paper towels; boxes of glass; bowls; demijohns; candy boxes not of precious 
metal; pitchers; perfume burners; busts of china terracotta or glass; serving trays not of precious metal; decanters; lazy 
Susans (kitchenware); stew-pans; fruit cups; knife rests for the table; dish covers; pot lids; pitchers; jugs not of precious 
metal; kitchen containers not of precious metal; kitchen utensils not of precious metal; cutting boards for the kitchen; 
coasters not of paper and other than table linen; trivets (table utensils); toilet paper dispensers; soap dispensers; basins; 
enameled glass, of porcelain or of glass; glasses; spice sets; figurines (statuettes) of porcelain, terracotta or glass; flasks 
not of precious metal; flower pots and holders for flowers; cheese-dish covers; cake molds; ice buckets; ice molds; cups 
of paper or of plastic materials or of non-precious metal; cups, baskets not of metal; drinking flasks for travelers; grill 
supports; insulating flasks; gardening gloves; bowls [basins]; clothes pegs; furniture dusters; crumb trays; paper plates; 
porcelain ware; sponge holders; soap holders; towel holders not of precious metal; flower-pot covers not of paper; 
pottery; drinking vessels; salad bowls, not of precious metal; napkin rings not of precious metal; epergnes (not of 
precious metal); cups and saucers not of precious metal; tableware not of precious metal; vases not of precious metal; 
painted glassware; trays; enameled pots; candle holders (candlesticks); display racks for cakes; pots; drinking glasses; 
champagne flutes; teapots; serving dishes; butter-dish covers; cake covers; covers for foodstuffs; enameled busts; 
candlesticks; kitchen and oven gloves; glass bowls; ornamental wall hangings of porcelain; pitchers; ramekins; tart 
dishes; pie dishes; casseroles; mini-cookers; gratin dishes; cake dishes; salt cellars; pepper pots; mustard pots; infusion 
pots; pots; door signs of porcelain; mobile decorative door signs; glass containers for verrines; coffee boxes; sugar 
boxes; buckets; cutlery trays; vases; indoor aquariums; spice boxes; candle holders; glassware; dishes.

Cl.24;Table runners; covers for cushions; bed blankets; bed covers; sheets [textile]; covers [loose] for furniture; bed 
linen; household linen; table linen not of paper; bath linen; diapered linen; fabric for furniture; oil cloths and tablecloths; 
lap robes; table mats and table napkins of textile materials; tablecloths of textile; paintings on fabric; curtains; net 
curtains (curtains); chair covers; valances; kitchen rags; duvet covers; storage media with pockets on painted fabric; 
pillowcases; comforters [bedding]; eiderdowns [quilts]; quilts.

Cl.42;Interior design services; design of interior decor.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1922 ,   07/10/2019           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2019; Application No. : 018011218 ;European Union 

4154870    21/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1461223]
RELIFE S.R.L.
Via dei Sette Santi, 3 I-50131 Firenze Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps for personal use; perfumery; essential oils; cosmetics; soothing cosmetic formulations; sun care 
preparations [cosmetics]; skin cleansers; skin moisturizers; skin cleansing lotions; skin masks [cosmetics]; skin 
whitening preparations; skin exfoliants; non-medicated skin serums; cosmetic skin care lotions; wrinkle removing skin 
care preparations; cosmetic moisturizers; topical skin sprays for cosmetic purposes; blemish balm creams; cleansing 
creams [cosmetic]; cosmetic creams for dry skin; cosmetics for the treatment of dry skin; cosmetic preparations for dry 
skin during pregnancy; cosmetics for dermatological use; cleansing lotions; cleansing oils; cosmetic preparations for 
baths; shower and bath foam; non-medicated bath oils; facial cleansers; body cleaning and beauty care preparations; hair 
preparations and treatments; bath oil; body oils for cosmetic use; cosmetic oils for the epidermis.

Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; medical and sanitary preparations particularly curative cosmetics for medical purposes; topical 
formulations for the treatment of dermatitis; pharmaceutical preparations for treating sunburn; medicated rash lotions; 
dermatological pharmaceutical products; creams for dermatological use; gel for dermatological use; antimicrobials for 
dermatological use; medicinal creams for skin care; skin tonics [medicated]; medicated skin lotions; medicated skin care 
lotions; pharmaceutical preparations for skin care; exfoliants [prepared] for medical purposes; emollients for medical 
purposes; cold cream for medical use; topical gels for medical and therapeutic purposes; medicated preparations for skin 
treatment; pharmaceutical preparations for treating skin disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for treating dry skin; 
creams for dermatological use; gels for dermatological use; pharmaceutical preparations for use in dermatology; 
cleansing solutions for medical use; acne cleansers [pharmaceutical preparations]; medicated and sanitising soaps and  
detergents; anti-bacterial face washes (medicated -); scalp treatments (medicated -); medicinal oils.
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4174559    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465797]
UNITED INDUSTRIES CORPORATION
1 Rider Trail Plaza Drive Earth City MO 63045 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INVENTURE IP
G-13, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, NIZAMUDDIN WEST, NEW DELHI-110013

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Fertilizers.

Cl.5;Insecticide; herbicides, fungicides, pesticides and rodenticides for commercial use and domestic/household use.

Cl.8;Hand operated sprayers, spreaders and other application devices for dispensing pesticides, fungicides, herbicides, 
insecticides and other chemicals; manually operated hand tools, namely, extension poles with a trigger mechanism on a 
handle end for remotely actuating an attached trigger initiated device for use with a hand operated sprayer for 
insecticides, pesticides, fungicides, and herbicides.
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Priority claimed from 07/09/2018; Application No. : UK00003336952 ;United Kingdom 

4176677    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1465426]
De Beers UK Limited
20 Carlton House Terrace London SW1Y 5AN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Educational and instructional services, namely, the arranging and conducting of training, seminars, workshops, 
conferences, presentations including cinema presentations and symposiums including the provision of on-site and 
distance courses, classes and labs and the distribution of course materials in connection therewith; organizing and 
conducting of exhibitions for educational purposes; the publication of texts, illustrations, books including handbooks, 
manuals, journals, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, reports, newsletters, printed charts, printed tables and posters in 
all forms including electronic and digital; provision of on-line non-downloadable electronic publications including texts, 
illustrations, books including handbooks, manuals, journals, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, reports, newsletters, 
printed charts, printed tables and posters; digital video, audio and multimedia publishing services; publication of 
electronic software applications; publication of online journals, namely, blogs and other social media; organization and 
conducting of entertainment and cultural events; all the aforementioned in the field of jewellery and imitation jewellery, 
precious and semi-precious stones, diamond verification instruments, horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design, technical research, development and testing of computer hardware, software, scientific and laboratory 
instruments all relating to the screening, grading, identification, authentication, observation, weighing, measuring, 
testing, checking, cleaning, analysis, sorting, inspection, evaluation, inscription, verification including parcel verification 
and certification of diamonds including set diamonds, diamond melee, jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; 
material testing and examining apparatus and instruments all relating to the screening, grading, identification, 
authentication, observation, weighing, measuring, testing, checking, cleaning, analysis, sorting, inspection, evaluation, 
inscription, verification including parcel verification and certification of diamonds including set diamonds, diamond 
melee, jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; gemmological services, namely, the screening, grading, 
identification, authentication, observation, weighing, measuring, testing, checking, cleaning, analysis, sorting, inspection, 
evaluation, inscription, verification including parcel verification and certification of diamonds including set diamonds, 
diamond melee, jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; quality management services, namely, quality evaluation 
and analysis, quality assurance, and quality control in the field of diamonds, jewellery, precious and semi-precious 
stones; technical consultancy and advisory services in the name of computer hardware, software, scientific and 
laboratory instruments all relating to the screening, grading, identification, authentication, observation, weighing, 
measuring, testing, checking, cleaning, analysis, sorting, inspection, evaluation, inscription, verification including parcel 
verification and certification of diamonds including set diamonds, diamond melee, jewellery, precious and semi-precious 
stones.
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Priority claimed from 07/09/2018; Application No. : UK00003336966 ;United Kingdom 

4179172    07/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466299]
De Beers UK Limited
20 Carlton House Terrace London SW1Y 5AN United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Educational and instructional services, namely, the arranging and conducting of training, seminars, workshops, 
conferences, presentations including cinema presentations and symposiums including the provision of on-site and 
distance courses, classes and labs and the distribution of course materials in connection therewith; organizing and 
conducting of exhibitions for educational purposes; the publication of texts, illustrations, books including handbooks, 
manuals, journals, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, reports, newsletters, printed charts, printed tables and posters in 
all forms including electronic and digital; provision of on-line non-downloadable electronic publications including texts, 
illustrations, books including handbooks, manuals, journals, newspapers, periodicals, magazines, reports, newsletters, 
printed charts, printed tables and posters; digital video, audio and multimedia publishing services; publication of 
electronic software applications; publication of online journals, namely, blogs and other social media; organization and 
conducting of entertainment and cultural events; all the aforementioned in the field of jewellery and imitation jewellery, 
precious and semi-precious stones, diamond verification instruments, horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design, technical research, development and testing of computer hardware, software, scientific and laboratory 
instruments all relating to the screening, grading, identification, authentication, observation, weighing, measuring, 
testing, checking, cleaning, analysis, sorting, inspection, evaluation, inscription, verification including parcel verification 
and certification of diamonds including set diamonds, diamond melee, jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; 
material testing and examining apparatus and instruments all relating to the screening, grading, identification, 
authentication, observation, weighing, measuring, testing, checking, cleaning, analysis, sorting, inspection, evaluation, 
inscription, verification including parcel verification and certification of diamonds including set diamonds, diamond 
melee, jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; gemmological services, namely, the screening, grading, 
identification, authentication, observation, weighing, measuring, testing, checking, cleaning, analysis, sorting, inspection, 
evaluation, inscription, verification including parcel verification and certification of diamonds including set diamonds, 
diamond melee, jewellery, precious and semi-precious stones; quality management services, namely, quality evaluation 
and analysis, quality assurance, and quality control in the field of diamonds, jewellery, precious and semi-precious 
stones; technical consultancy and advisory services in the name of computer hardware, software, scientific and 
laboratory instruments all relating to the screening, grading, identification, authentication, observation, weighing, 
measuring, testing, checking, cleaning, analysis, sorting, inspection, evaluation, inscription, verification including parcel 
verification and certification of diamonds including set diamonds, diamond melee, jewellery, precious and semi-precious 
stones.
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Priority claimed from 27/09/2018; Application No. : 88133900 ;United States of America 

4179195    27/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466534]
Meso Scale Diagnostics, LLC.
1601 Research Boulevard Rockville MD 20850 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Biological assays and kits, namely, arrays for simultaneous, multiple detection of biological analytes and for use in 
the fields of biological and diagnostic testing for industrial, scientific and/or research use; reagents for scientific and 
medical research use; reagent kits for scientific and medical research use comprising biological reagents used to detect 
and measure biological analytes for use in the fields of biological and diagnostic testing for industrial, scientific and/or 
research use.

Cl.5;Biological assays and kits, namely, arrays for simultaneous, multiple detection of biological analytes and for use in 
the fields of biological and diagnostic testing for medical and/or veterinary use; diagnostic reagents for medicinal use; 
reagent kits for diagnostic medical purposes comprising biological reagents used to detect and measure biological 
analytes for use in the fields of biological and diagnostic testing for medical and/or veterinary use.

Cl.9;Biological, biochemical and chemical analyzers for assays, selection, screening, testing, imaging, 
electrochemiluminescence and diagnostics of biological, biochemical and chemical samples; multi-well plates that can be 
used in chemical or biological analysis using electrochemiluminescence for scientific, laboratory or medical research 
use; cartridges for use in chemical or biological analysis using electrochemiluminescence for scientific, laboratory or 
medical research use.

Cl.42;Research and development in the fields of assays, selection, screening, testing, imaging and diagnostics using 
electrochemiluminescence.
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4181741    20/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1466848]
XIAOMI INC.
FLOOR 13, RAINBOW CITY SHOPPING MALL II OF CHINA RESOURCES, NO. 68, QINGHE MIDDLE STREET, HAIDIAN 
DISTRICT 100028 BEIJING China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software applications, downloadable; quantity indicators; measuring instruments; transducer; 
eyeglasses; video screens; computer peripheral devices; Global Positioning System [GPS] apparatus; electronic 
sounding device with books; animated cartoons; cameras [photography]; remote control apparatus; chips [integrated 
circuits]; theft prevention installations, electric; chargers for electric batteries; cash registers; encryption computer 
software; computer operating software; operating management software for portable magnetic and electronic cards; 
downloadable mobile applications; currency recognition machine; photocopiers; scales with body mass analyzers; 
electronic scale for kitchen; signal lanterns; materials for electricity mains [wires, cables]; selfie sticks for use with 
smartphones; protection devices for personal use against accidents; slides [photography]; smartphones.

Cl.36;Financing services; loans [financing]; instalment loans; providing financial information via a web site; insurance 
information; financial customs brokerage services; surety services; real estate agency services; fiduciary service; lending 
against security.
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4183175    25/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466279]
JIANGYIN EICHITOO GARMENTS CO., LTD.
NO.168 HAIXING ROAD, GUSHAN TOWN, JIANGYIN CITY JIANGSU PROVINCE China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; face recognition devices; facsimile machines; weighing machines; measures; cameras [photography]; 
microscopes; cables, electric; remote control apparatus; bells [warning devices]; eyeglasses.

Cl.14;Boxes of precious metal; bracelets [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; necklaces [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; earrings; rings 
[jewellery, jewelry (Am.)]; cuff links; clocks; wristwatches.

Cl.18;Pocket wallets; shopping bags; bags; key cases; furniture coverings of leather; reins for guiding children; 
umbrellas; canes; harness fittings.

Cl.35;Advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; commercial administration of 
the licensing of the goods and services of others; marketing; personnel recruitment; relocation services for businesses; 
photocopying services; accounting; rental of vending machines; sponsorship search; retail services for pharmaceutical, 
veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies.
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Priority claimed from 15/05/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 105 343 ;Germany 

4189471    07/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467283]
HNC HEALTHY NUTRITION COMPANY GMBH
Senefelderstr. 44 51469 Bergisch Gladbach DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part II, New Delhi 110049, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Protein dietary supplements; protein supplements for humans; dietary food supplements in the form of ready-to-
eat protein bars, not for medical purposes.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils; household or kitchen containers; shakers; cocktail shakers; drinking bottles; 
drinking vessels; bottles; flasks; vacuum bottles; sports bottles; water bottles comprising a water filter; insulated water 
bottles; insulated sports bottles; mugs; insulated drinking mugs; insulated coffee mugs; insulated tea mugs; travel mugs; 
vacuum mugs; hydration systems, consisting of a drink reservoir, a drinking tube and a mouthpiece; dish containers in 
the form of rucksacks; mugs to go; fruit cups (dishes).

Cl.29;Processed fruit; dried fruit; prepared fruit; preserved fruit; frozen fruit; cooked fruit; fruit salads; fruit snacks; fruit 
bars; fruit purée; fruit pulp; fruit chips; fruit pastes; fruit powders; fruit jellies; prepared fruit arrangements; fruit peel; fruit 
desserts; fruit concentrates; snack bars, consisting wholly or predominantly of fruit, fruit concentrates or dried fruit; 
processed vegetables; dried vegetables; prepared vegetables; preserved vegetables; frozen vegetables; cooked 
vegetables; vegetable snacks; vegetable bars; vegetable purée; vegetable pulp; vegetable crisps; vegetable pastes; 
vegetable powders; vegetable jellies; prepared vegetable arrangements; vegetable concentrates; snack bars, consisting 
wholly or predominantly of vegetables, vegetable concentrates or dried vegetables; milk and milk products; milk-based, 
whey, yoghurt-based, buttermilk-based, kefir-based or mixed milk beverages, milk predominating, including with fruit and 
vegetables, singly or in combination; yoghurt; kefir (milk beverage); fat-containing mixtures for bread slices; vegetable-
based spreads; spreads consisting predominantly of eggs; fat-containing spreads; fruit-based spreads; vegetable-based 
spreads; marmalade; marmalade preparations; albumin and protein milk; eggs, milk and milk products; dietetic food, not 
adapted for medical use, based on meat, fish, eggs and milk with added proteins, hydrolysates, vital substances, vitamins 
and minerals, singly or in combination, in particular for sports nutrition, including the aforesaid goods in the form of 
powders, granulates, tablets, capsules, pastes, bars and in liquid form; prepared nuts; seaweed extracts for food; protein 
milk powder for nutritional purposes; protein milk in powder form for food purposes containing raising agents; nut-based 
spreads; dietetic food, in particular for sports people, based on eggs, milk, meat and nuts with added proteins, 
carbohydrates, hydrolysates, vital substances, vitamins and minerals, singly or in combination, in liquid form, not for 
medical purposes; spreads based on nuts; nut-based spreads containing protein.

Cl.30;Porridge; muesli; muesli desserts; muesli and energy bars; cereal-based bars; muesli-based snack food; cereal-
based snack food; preparations made from cereals; foodstuffs based on oats, cereals, rice, flour and sugar containing 
carbohydrates; cereal preparations; dietetic food, not adapted for medical use, based on cereals containing 
carbohydrates with added hydrolysates, vital substances, vitamins and minerals, singly or in combination, in particular 
for sports nutrition, including the aforesaid goods in the form of powders, granulates, tablets, capsules, pastes, bars and 
in liquid form; seaweed (condiment); coffee-containing, tea-containing, cocoa-containing and/or chocolate-containing 
beverage powders, optionally with added milk, including being packaged in individual portions, in particular in capsule 
form or pad form; tea; tea mixtures; tea-based beverages; chilled tea-based beverages; iced tea; fruit tea; infusions, not 
medicinal; fruit coulis (sauces); fructose; fruit bread; ice; ice cream; edible ices; iced sweets; iced confectionery; ice 
cream preparations; coffee; coffee mixtures; coffee-based beverages; iced coffee; chilled coffee-based beverages; frozen 
yoghurt; chocolate; chocolate mixtures; chocolate-based beverages; drinking chocolate; cocoa and substitutes therefor; 
cocoa mixtures; cocoa-based beverages; chilled cocoa-based beverages; sweet spreads (honey); honey; chocolate-based 
spreads; spreads based on chocolate with added nuts; syrup, in particular syrups for making foodstuffs; treacle; 
preparations for making coffee-based beverages and tea-based and cocoa-based beverages, in particular chilled coffee-
based beverages, iced coffee, tea-based beverages, in particular chilled tea-based beverages, iced tea, fruit tea-based 
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beverages, in particular chilled fruit tea-based beverages, cocoa beverages, in particular chilled cocoa-based beverages, 
drinking chocolate, caffeinated, tea-containing and cocoa-containing beverages, in particular chilled drinking chocolate, 
all of the aforesaid in the form of single use beverage capsules; preparations for making coffee-based beverages, and tea-
based and cocoa-based beverages, in particular chilled coffee-based beverages, iced coffee, tea-based beverages, in 
particular chilled tea-based beverages, iced tea, fruit tea-based beverages, in particular chilled fruit tea-based beverages, 
cocoa-based beverages, in particular chilled cocoa-based beverages, drinking chocolate, caffeinated, tea-containing and 
cocoa-containing beverages, in particular chilled drinking chocolate, all of the aforesaid in the form of single-use 
beverage concentrate capsules; spreads based on nougat; chocolate-based and/or nougat-based spreads containing 
protein; dietetic food, in particular for sports people, based on oats and cereals containing carbohydrate preparations for 
food with added proteins, hydrolysates, vital substances, vitamins and minerals, singly or in combination, in liquid form.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic cocktails; non-alcoholic fruit beverages; non-alcoholic vegetable beverages; juices, in particular 
fruit juices and vegetable juices; fruit nectars; smoothies; smoothies enriched with cereals; concentrates for making soft 
drinks; syrups for making beverages; beverages flavoured with herbs and herb preparations; non-alcoholic carbonated 
beverages; non-alcoholic non-carbonated beverages; soda water; flavoured and unflavoured sparkling water; flavoured 
and unflavoured still water; bitter non-alcoholic beverages; energy drinks; sports beverages; isotonic beverages; non-
alcoholic sparkling fruit juice beverages; beers; beer cocktails; protein-enriched beverages; whey beverages; syrups for 
beverages; syrups for making beverages; preparations for making non-alcoholic beverages in the form of beverage 
capsules; preparations for making non-alcoholic carbonated beverages, sodas, flavoured still water, flavoured and 
unflavoured sparkling water, bitter beverages, energy drinks, sports beverages, isotonic beverages, spritzers, juices, in 
particular fruit juices, vegetable juices or fruit and vegetable juices, smoothies, fruit nectars, beers, beer cocktails, 
protein-enriched beverages, whey beverages, all of the aforesaid in the form of beverage capsules; preparations for 
making non-alcoholic beverages in the form of single- use beverage concentrate capsules; preparations for making non-
alcoholic carbonated beverages, sodas, flavoured and unflavoured sparkling water, flavoured and unflavoured still water, 
bitter beverages, energy drinks, sports beverages, isotonic beverages, spritzers, juices, in particular fruit juices, 
vegetable juices or fruit and vegetable juices, smoothies, fruit nectars, beers, beer cocktails, protein-enriched beverages, 
whey beverages, all of the aforesaid in the form of single-use beverage concentrate capsules; powder for making 
beverages; dietetic beverages, not for medical purposes; isotonic beverage powder for making non-alcoholic beverages, 
not for medical purposes; powder for making isotonic beverages, beverages and sports beverages containing 
electrolytes, effervescent pastilles for making beverages with electrolyte content; powder for making non-alcoholic 
isotonic beverages in the form of carbohydrate-electrolyte solutions; powder for making high-protein beverages 
containing, sweeteners, vitamins, minerals and creatine, either singly or in a combination of two or more of the aforesaid 
ingredients; non-alcoholic beverages containing sweeteners, vitamins, minerals and creatine, either singly or in a 
combination of two or more of the aforesaid ingredients.
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Priority claimed from 14/05/2018; Application No. : 87920703 ;United States of America 

4190365    09/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1467359]
MIKU INC.
10 Woodbridge Center Drive Woodbridge NJ 07095 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video person monitors (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); video baby monitors; video nursery monitors; video room monitors; stands, namely, sleep monitor stands; 
electric plugs; software application for monitoring, analyzing, and reporting of motions and vital signs of a person, 
including breathing, heart rate and body temperature, and/or environmental factors, including room temperature; software 
application for analyzing data and preparing sleep reports and analytics of a person"s sleep patterns; software 
application for video monitoring and video recording of a person; software application for playing audio remotely; 
software application for receiving and transmitting voice commands; software for controlling and communicating with 
video monitor; mobile monitoring system comprised primarily of video monitor, operating software, communication 
systems comprised of computer hardware and software for the transmission of data between two points, and computers 
and mobile phones.

Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring video baby monitors, stands, and electric plugs.

Cl.42;Software as a service services, featuring software for monitoring, analyzing, and reporting of motions and vital 
signs of a person, including breathing, heart rate and body temperature, and/or environmental factors, including room 
temperature; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for analyzing data and preparing sleep reports and 
analytics of a person"s sleep patterns; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for video monitoring and 
video recording of a person; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for playing audio remotely; 
software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for receiving and transmitting voice commands.
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4261108    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1476302]
FYTA Company B.V.
Veerweg 12 NL-5145 NS Waalwijk Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; cleaning and fragrancing preparations; ethereal oils; aromatics.

Cl.5;Medicines for animals; medicines for human purposes; food supplements; absorbent articles for personal hygiene; 
medicinal healthcare preparations; antibacterial pharmaceuticals; disinfectants and antiseptics; sanitary preparations for 
medical purposes; diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; pharmaceuticals and natural remedies; dressings, 
medical; adhesive tapes for medical purposes.

Cl.32;Beer; non-alcoholic beverages; mineral and aerated waters; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other 
non-alcoholic preparations for making beverages.
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4261113    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1466483]
KYORAKU CO., LTD.
598-1, Tatsumae-cho, Nakadachiuri-sagaru, Karasumadori, Kamigyo-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 602-0912 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Solar panels for the production of electricity; platform for solar panels for the production of electricity; floating 
platform for solar panels for the production of electricity; electromagnetic measuring detectors; electric conductors; 
electrodes.

Cl.19;Building materials, not of metal; plastic materials for building and construction; synthetic building materials; 
plastic materials for use in the construction of floating structures; prefabricated floating structures, not of metal.
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4261128    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1412073]
Dreimaster Modevertrieb GmbH
Osterfeldstr. 12-14 22529 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Goods in precious metals and their alloys or coated therewith, namely decorative objects, boxes and jewelry 
boxes; jewellery (including costume jewellery) namely rings, keyrings, buckles for watchstraps, earrings, cufflinks, 
bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie pins, ornamental pins, medallions; horological and chronometric 
instruments, namely watchstraps, wristwatches, clocks, small clocks, alarm clocks, cases for horological instruments.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather and goods included in this class; bags of leather cloth, leather and leather-type 
materials (included in this class); purses, rucksacks, trunks, holdalls, umbrellas, briefcases, wallets, document cases 
(included in this class), cosmetic purses and vanity cases.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular women's and men's outerclothing, blouses, costumes, dresses, skirts, jackets, trousers, 
shirts, pullovers, neckties, coats, scarves, gloves, stockings, undergarments, T-shirts, polo shirts, sportswear, swimwear, 
leather clothing, headgear, shoes, boots, belts.
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4261149    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1319004]
FAST Fashion Brands GmbH
Wichelmannweg 23 22041 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Imitation leather, as well as goods from leather and imitation leather, namely, all-purpose carrying bags, shoulder 
bags, handbags, evening bags, bags for sports, schoolbags, children's shoulder bags, belt bags, suitcases, hat boxes of 
leather, attaché cases, garment bags, bags, neck pouches, toilet bags, shoe bags, sports bags, school bags, small leather 
goods, namely, wallets incorporating identification card holders; bags and pouches made of leather, imitation leather or 
synthetic materials, included in this class; purses, backpacks, suitcases, travelling bags, umbrellas, briefcases, wallets, 
college briefcases (as far as included in this class), cosmetic bags and cosmetic purses sold empty.

Cl.25;Articles of clothing, in particular ladies' wear and man's clothing, blouses, costumes, clothes, skirts, jackets, 
trousers, shirts, pullovers, ties, coats, scarfs, gloves, socks, underwear, t-shirts, polo shirts, sports clothing, bathing 
suits, leather clothing, headgear, shoes, boots, belts.
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4261152    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1317941]
FAST Fashion Brands GmbH
Hufnerstrasse 20 22083 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses.

Cl.14;Imagination jewellery, namely rings, keyrings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms [jewellery, jewelry (Am.)], 
brooches, chains, necklaces, tiepins, pins, medallions.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather as well as goods from leather and imitation leather, namely shoulder bags, 
handbags, evening bags, sports bags, beach bags, school satchels, shoulder straps, bags for children, hipsacks, 
suitcases, hatboxes, attaché cases, travel garment covers, packsacks, bags, leather pouches, toiletry bags, hosiery bags, 
shoe bags, sports packs, school backpacks, small leather goods, namely card cases [note cases], identity card cases, 
bags made of textile, leather and/or materials similar to leather, as far as included in this class; backpacks, suitcases, 
travelling bags, umbrellas, briefcases, wallets, briefcases without a handle (as far as included in this class), cosmetic 
bags [sold empty] and vanity cases, not fitted.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular women's outerclothing and outerclothing for men, blouses, costumes, dresses, skirts, 
jackets, trousers, shirts, pullovers, ties, coats, neck scarfs [mufflers], gloves, stockings, t-shirts, polo shirts, sportswear, 
leather clothing, headgear for wear, shoes, boots, belts; all above-mentioned goods except underwear, foundation 
garments and swim wear.
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4261155    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1317724]
FAST Fashion Brands GmbH
Hufnerstrasse 20 22083 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses.

Cl.14;Imitation jewellery, namely rings, keyrings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, 
tie pins, pins, medallions.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather as well as goods from leather and imitations of leather, namely shopping bags, 
cross-body bags, shoulder bags, handbags, evening bags, sports bags, beach bags, school satchels, shoulder straps, 
hipsacks, suitcases, hatboxes, attaché cases, travel garment covers, bags, neck pouches, toiletry bags, shoe bags for 
travel, sports packs, school backpacks; small leather goods, namely card cases [note cases], identity card cases; bags 
made of textile, leather and materials similar to leather, included in this class; wallets; rucksacks; suitcases; travelling 
bags; umbrellas; attaché cases; pocket wallets; college briefcases (included in this class); cosmetic bags and vanity 
cases, not fitted.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular women's and men's outerclothing; blouses; costumes; dresses; skirts; jackets; trousers; 
shirts; pullovers; ties; coats; neck scarfs [mufflers]; gloves; stockings; underwear; t-shirts; polo shirts; sports clothing; 
bathing suits; leather clothing; headgear; shoes; boots; belts.
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4261158    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1317723]
FAST Fashion Brands GmbH
Hufnerstrasse 20 22083 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses.

Cl.14;Imitation jewellery, namely rings, keyrings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, 
tie pins, pins, medallions.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather as well as goods from leather and imitations of leather, namely shopping bags, 
cross-body bags, shoulder bags, handbags, evening bags, sports bags, beach bags, school satchels, shoulder straps, 
hipsacks, suitcases, hatboxes, attaché cases, travel garment covers, bags, neck pouches, toiletry bags, shoe bags for 
travel, sports packs, school backpacks; small leather goods, namely card cases [note cases], identity card cases; bags 
made of textile, leather and materials similar to leather, included in this class; wallets; rucksacks; suitcases; travelling 
bags; umbrellas; attaché cases; pocket wallets; college briefcases (included in this class); cosmetic bags and vanity 
cases, not fitted.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular women's and men's outerclothing; blouses; costumes; dresses; skirts; jackets; trousers; 
shirts; pullovers; ties; coats; neck scarfs [mufflers]; gloves; stockings; underwear; t-shirts; polo shirts; sports clothing; 
bathing suits; leather clothing; headgear; shoes; boots; belts.
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4261165    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1317631]
FAST Fashion Brands GmbH
Wichelmannweg 23 22041 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses.

Cl.14;Imagination jewellery, namely rings, keyrings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, watch chain followers, brooches, 
chains, necklaces, tie pins, pins, medallions.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather as well as goods from leather and imitation leather, namely leisure pockets; all 
purpose carrying bags; casual bags; shoulder pockets; handbags; evening bags; sports bags; beach bags; schoolbags; 
sling bags for carrying infants; belt pockets; suitcases; hat suitcases; attaché suitcases; attaché cases; canvas bags or 
garment bags; bags; neck pouches; clutch bags; toilet bags; envelopes and pouches for packaging; shoe bags; sports 
bags; school bags; small leather goods, namely leather pouches; garment pouches; pocket wallets; identity card cases 
(leatherware); leather and materials similar to leather, included in this class; purses; backpacks; suitcases; textile 
shopping bags; travel bags; umbrellas; briefcases; wallets; college briefcases (included in this class); cosmetics bags 
and suitcases.

Cl.25;Clothing pieces, in particular ladies' wear and men's clothing; blouses; costumes; clothes; skirts; jackets; 
trousers; shirts; pullovers; ties; coats; scarfs; gloves; socks; underwear; t-shirts; polo shirts; sports clothing; bathing 
suits; leather clothing; headgear; shoes; boots; belts.
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4261195    14/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1204127]
VAYYAR IMAGING LTD.
3 Avraham Giron Street, POB. 325 5621717 Yehud Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for scanning anomalies in different materials; apparatus for scanning of foreign objects, dielectric 
materials, detection of security breaches and fraudulent properties of materials; laboratory equipment, namely, RF (radio 
frequency) test and measurement instruments for generating, receiving and analyzing RF signals; electronic imaging 
sensors; imaging systems which allow for scanning of foreign objects and dielectric materials; imaging devices for 
personal and industrial use to detect objects inside different materials and for non-destructive testing; calibration devices 
for calibrating scientific tests and measurement instruments, medical imaging devices and apparatus for testing chemical 
samples, biological samples and fluids; analog voltage and current multimeters; apparatus and equipment for testing 
power, voltage, current, impedance, inductance, capacitance, and resistance meters; electronic frequency counters; wire 
based and wireless based communications equipment testers; cell-site radio frequency (RF) testers; 3D and 2D RF (radio 
frequency) based scanning devices to allow scanning of objects and creating digital images and models; chemical and 
biological analytical systems and equipment; computer software for use in connection with test equipment; computer 
software for use in connection with imaging sensors and system for different applications; all included in class 09.

Cl.10;Breast scanning device for the early detection of cancer.
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4267977    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1475075]
Patent Seekers Ltd
6 Cedar Court, Hazell Drive Newport NP10 8FY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software (downloadable) to enable access to, browsing and searching of on-line databases in the field of 
intellectual property; electronic databases in the field of intellectual property.

Cl.42;Hosting and maintaining (keeping up to date) of software for on-line searchable databases in the field of 
intellectual property; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to enable access to, browsing and 
searching of on-line databases in the field of intellectual property; software as a service (SaaS) in the field of intellectual 
property; providing a search engine for obtaining data in relation to patents.

Cl.45;Providing information in the field of intellectual property, including via the Internet and via databases.
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4267994    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1445702]
Schroders Plc
1 London Wall Place London EC2Y 5AU United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software, including downloadable computer application software, for accessing and displaying 
information relating to financial and investment services, asset management, financial appraisals and analysis, financial 
modelling and market research and analysis; computer software, including downloadable computer application software, 
for the import, management and analysis of data; computer software, including downloadable computer application 
software, for use in connection with the recording of legal, financial, business and other economic transactions in 
databases, including blockchain databases; electronic publications provided on-line or over a communications network 
or the Internet; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines, newsletters, reports and information 
sheets in the field of financial management, financial analysis, financial information, investment management, investment 
banking and asset management.

Cl.35;Advertising; business consultancy and management services; business administration; business information 
services; office functions; organisation, operation and supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; advertising services 
provided via the Internet; production of television and radio advertisements; organising trade fairs; opinion polling; 
provision of business information; computer assisted business information and business research services; 
accountancy; data processing; market research and market analysis services; information, advisory and consultancy 
services relating to all of the aforesaid.

Cl.36;Financial services; asset management services; investment management services; real estate investment 
management services; financial services relating to private equity funds of funds; mutual fund services; financial services 
relating to funds of hedge funds; unit trust services; investment trust services; banking; private banking services; life 
assurance services; providing investment advice; asset and investment administration services; financial management 
services, financial analysis services, financial information services; corporate finance services; treasury funding 
services; trading in the money and foreign exchange markets; brokerage services; executor and trustee services; 
financial services relating to emerging market debt; financial services relating to commodities and agricultural funds; 
issuing of shares, fund awards and tokens of value in relation to bonus and loyalty schemes; management, research, 
information, consultancy and advice relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; chat room services; portal services; providing user access to the Internet; 
transmission of news relating to financial investments and asset management; provision of access to data relating to the 
financial and investment markets; communication and transmission of data and information by computer and electronic 
mail; data communications services; computer communication services; telecommunication of information (including 
web pages), computer programs and data; electronic mail services; provision of telecommunications access links to 
computer databases and the Internet; communications services for settling financial transactions; provision of 
connectivity to financial markets systems and financial trading systems; provision of access to data related to financial 
markets, financial trading systems, asset management and financial investments; electronic transmission of securities 
and financial information for others; providing access to a global computer network for the purpose of trading in stocks 
and other financial securities; electronic transmission of securities and financial information for others; providing access 
to computerized databases and computer networks; providing access to integrated databases and lists of financial 
information relating to securities and investment; electronic transmission of information, documents, and data for others 
in the nature of information relating to financial investments, asset management and trading; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Research, development and programming of computer software for use in financial and investment services, 
asset management, financial appraisals and analysis, financial modelling and market research and analysis; 
implementation of computer programs in networks; development of computer software for the import, management and 
analysis of data; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable computer software to enable the recording of legal, financial, business and other economic transactions in 
databases, including in blockchain databases; the provision of databases for the recording of legal, financial, and 
business and other economic transactions; platform as a service (PAAS); platform as a service (PAAS) featuring 
computer software platforms for cloud computing; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms 
for data collection, data analytics, data storage, data mining and data security; software as a service (SaaS); electronic 
data storage; IT security, protection and restoration; consultancy in the field of computer security; carrying out technical 
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data analysis; analysis of large data sets; creation of digital watermarks; data encoding services; providing search 
engines for retrieving data via communications networks; data backup; services in the field of data encryption and 
decryption; conversion of data from and to different digital or electronic formats; computer programming services for the 
security of electronic data; computer security services to protect against illegal network access; maintaining databases; 
hosting of databases; database design and development; rental of computer database software; data mining; information, 
advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.
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4268888    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1224318]
XXXLutz Marken GmbH
Römerstr. 39 A-4600 Wels Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Grills (cooking appliances).

Cl.20;Furniture for kitchens; furniture units for kitchens; height adjustable kitchen furniture; kitchen furniture sold 
complete.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils.
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4268918    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483131]
JICKOBI PTY. LTD. as the Trustee For The Chadwick Family Trust
PO BOX 197 ELWOOD VIC 3184 Australia
SAMEL AUSTRALIA PTY. LTD. as the Trustee For The Samel Family Trust
PO BOX 197 ELWOOD VIC 3184 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetic preparations for skin care; skin care lotions (cosmetic); skin care oils (cosmetic); skin care preparations 
(cosmetic); skin care products (cosmetic); sun skin care products (cosmetics); baby bath preparations (non-medicated); 
baby body milks; baby lotions; baby oil; baby shampoo; cosmetic products for skin care; non-medicated baby care 
products; cosmetic skin care products; essences for skin care; non-medicated products for skin care; non-medicated 
skin care beauty products; non-medicated skin care products; powders for skin care (not for medical use); skin care 
creams (cosmetic).

Cl.24;Apparel fabrics.
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4271346    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482269]
BESIONIA (Shanghai) Trading Co., Ltd.
Room B-22, Building 22, No.2500, Siping Road, Yangpu District 510000 Shanghai City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals; jewelry; silver jewelry; jewelry boxes; rings [jewelry]; wristwatches; jewellery charms; earrings; 
necklaces [jewelry].

Cl.18;Leather, unworked or semi-worked; pocket wallets; umbrellas; imitation leather; briefcases; walking sticks; fur; 
bags for sports; handbags; leather straps.

Cl.25;Clothing; hats; leather belts [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; hosiery; waterproof clothing; masquerade costumes; 
gloves [clothing]; shoes; neckties.
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4271440    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482313]
BESIONIA (Shanghai) Trading Co., Ltd.
Room B-22, Building 22, No.2500, Siping Road, Yangpu District 510000 Shanghai City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals; jewelry; silver jewelry; jewelry boxes; rings [jewelry]; wristwatches; jewellery charms; earrings; 
necklaces [jewelry].

Cl.18;Leather, unworked or semi-worked; pocket wallets; umbrellas; imitation leather; briefcases; walking sticks; fur; 
bags for sports; handbags; leather straps.

Cl.25;Clothing; hats; leather belts [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; hosiery; waterproof clothing; masquerade costumes; 
gloves [clothing]; shoes; neckties.
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4272840    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1482994]
KERUYUN TECHNOLOGY (BEIJING) CO., LTD.
ROOM 8E, 8TH FL., XINZHONG MANSION, NO. 2, XINZHONG WEST STREET DONGCHENG DISTRICT, BEIJING 100044 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cash registers.

Cl.35;Business management of hotels; providing business information via a web site; on-line advertising on a 
computer network; administration of consumer loyalty programs; sales promotion for others; advertising; providing 
advertising space for goods and services on web site; business management assistance; presentation of goods on 
communication media for retail purposes; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services.

Cl.38;Internet broadcast services; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; communications 
by fiber [fibre] optic networks; computer aided transmission of messages and images; communications by computer 
terminals; streaming of data; transmission of digital files; providing access to databases; providing online forums; 
providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services.

Cl.42;Electronic data storage; data conversion of computer programs and data [not physical conversion]; updating of 
computer software; computer software design; consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; 
platform as a service [PaaS]; development of driver and operating system software; software as a service [SaaS]; 
providing search engines for the internet; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others 
[information technology services].
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4273979    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483467]
SHENZHEN LEVETOP TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
A612, HUAFENG HEAD-OFFICE ECONOMY BUILDING, NO. 288, XIXIANG AVENUE, LABOR COMMUNITY, BAOAN 
DISTRICT SHENZHEN GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motors, electric, other than for land vehicles; starters for motors and engines; aeroplane engines; driving motors, 
other than for land vehicles; anti-pollution devices for motors and engines; fans for motors and engines; aeronautical 
engines; motors, other than for land vehicles/engines, other than for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms, other than 
for land vehicles; speed governors for machines, engines and motors.

Cl.12;Civilian drones; air vehicles; aeroplanes; amphibious airplanes; seaplanes; parachutes; aircraft; aeronautical 
apparatus, machines and appliances; remote control vehicles, other than toys; suspension shock absorbers for vehicles.

Cl.28;Drones [toys]; toys; toy vehicles; controllers for toys; toy models; toy figures; gyroscopes and flight stabilizers 
for model aircraft; dolls' feeding bottles; stationary exercise bicycles; quoits.
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4275120    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484002]
KINHANYAN TECHNOLOGY (DALIAN) HOLDING CO., LTD.
Room 212, No. 10 Aixian Street, Qixianling, High-Tech Industrial Zone, Dalian Liaoning Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Moulds [parts of machines]; chucks [parts of machines]; machine tools; metalworking machines; grinding 
machines; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; industrial robots; finishing machines.

Cl.9;Computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer operating programs, recorded; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; computer software, recorded; computer software applications, downloadable; computer 
software platforms, recorded or downloadable; downloadable mobile phone software applications; data processing 
apparatus; computer peripheral devices; computer memory devices.
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4275869    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483349]
SHANGHAI WORLD-PRO IMPORT & EXPORT CO., LTD.
Rm. 01, Unit B, 5F, Building 26, No. 1000, Jinhai Rd., Pilot Free Trade Zone (Shanghai), Pudong New Area Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Compressed air machines; agricultural implements other than hand-operated; chain saws; washing apparatus; 
hand-held tools, other than hand-operated; electric welding apparatus; mowing and reaping machines; woodworking 
machines; metalworking machines; pumps [machines]; concrete mixers [machines]; elevating apparatus; agricultural 
machines; dynamos.

Cl.8;Bits [hand tools]; cutting tools [hand tools]; saws [hand tools]; wrenches [hand tools]; agricultural implements, 
hand-operated; lifting jacks, hand-operated; abrading instruments [hand instruments]; hand tools; garden tools, hand-
operated; scraping tools [hand tools].
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4277269    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1483355]
Shenzhen Hetai Culture Development Co., Ltd.
15F, Block B, CMEC Plaza, No.1028, Buji Road, Dongxiao Sub-District, Luohu District, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Weighing scale; cabinets for loudspeakers; earphones; electronic chip cards; bicycle helmets; spectacle cases; 
battery chargers; interactive touch screen terminals; dust masks; personal digital assistants [PDAs]; eyeglasses; 
recorded computer game programs; downloadable applications for use with mobile devices; animated cartoons; 
computer software applications, downloadable.

Cl.25;Shirts; clothing; hats; scarves; sports jerseys; outerclothing; tee-shirts; shoes; masquerade costumes; ready-
made clothing.

Cl.28;Toy figures; smart toys; stuffed toys; plush toys; ring games; toy models; toys; teddy bears; scale model kits 
[toys]; plush toys with attached comfort blanket.

Cl.35;Advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; provision of business 
information and advice; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; providing 
business information via a web site; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; publicity; sales promotion for 
others; online advertising on a computer network; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for 
other businesses].
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4280477    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484495]
GUANGZHOU HAIKE ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
3-4F, NO.613, TAINAN ROAD, TAISHI INDUSTRIAL ZONE, DONGCHONG TOWN, NANSHA DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU 
GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Babies' bottles; body rehabilitation apparatus for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments; eye 
massage apparatus; massage apparatus; surgical mask; dental apparatus and instruments; esthetic massage apparatus; 
vibromassage apparatus; physiotherapy apparatus.

Cl.11;Water purifying apparatus and machines; air sterilisers; air purifying apparatus and machines; air-conditioning 
installations; air filtering installations; germicidal lamps for purifying air; toilets [water-closets]; wash-hand basins [parts 
of sanitary installations]; water purification installations; purification installations for sewage.
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4280706    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484370]
Köchel, Matthias
Kitzbühler Str. 61 71522 Backnang Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Application software; pressure measuring apparatus; sound measuring apparatus.

Cl.42;Design and development of computers and computer software; engineering.
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4280745    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484855]
SWORK (SUZHOU) TOOLS TECH CO., LTD.
2ND FLOOR OF BUILDING 2 , NO. 99 OF YANSONG RD., YUSHAN TOWN, KUNSHAN CITY 215399 JIANGSU China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Lawnmowers, machines; saw blades, parts of machine; engraving machines; electric marble cutters; electric rotary 
hammers; metalworking machines; electric machines and apparatus for polishing; cutting machines; electric chain saws; 
electric reciprocating saws; brushes, parts of machines; drilling bits for machine; hand-held tools, other than hand-
operated; pneumatic nail guns; spray-paint machines; stators, parts of machines; motors, other than for land vehicles; 
pumps, machines; air compressors; machine wheelwork; electric welding apparatus; electric cleaning machines & 
apparatus for garbage disposal.

Cl.8;Emery grinding wheels; hand-operated agricultural implements; hand-operated garden tools; hand-operated hand 
tools; bits, hand tools; cutting tools, hand tools; manicure sets; perforating tools, hand tools; graving tools, hand tools; 
saw blades, hand tools.
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4280777    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484881]
GUANGZHOU HAIKE ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
3-4F, NO.613, TAINAN ROAD, TAISHI INDUSTRIAL ZONE, DONGCHONG TOWN, NANSHA DISTRICT, GUANGZHOU 
GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Surgical mask; babies' bottles.

Cl.11;Germicidal lamps for purifying air.
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4280794    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484929]
Shanghai Hi-Road Food Technology Co., Ltd.
No.666 Jindou Road, Jinhui Town, Fengxian District 200041 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Fruit peel; powdered eggs; cream [dairy products]; edible fats; freeze-dried vegetables; cocoa butter for food; 
nut-based spreads; tomato paste; vegetable-based cream; fruit jellies.

Cl.30;Chocolate-based spreads; chocolate; cocoa; cakes; bread; flour; ice cream; sauces [condiments]; condiments; 
flavourings, other than essential oils, for cakes.
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Priority claimed from 18/01/2019; Application No. : 88267272 ;United States of America 

4282158    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484529]
Hyperfine Research, Inc.
530 Old Whitfield Street Guilford CT 06437 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for medical imaging and for use with medical imaging equipment, namely, 
downloadable computer software for analyzing, processing, and displaying images on medical imaging machines.

Cl.10;Medical devices and apparatus for medical imaging in the field of diagnostics and treatment; medical diagnostic 
imaging apparatus incorporating software.
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4282211    24/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1271187]
FAST Fashion Brands GmbH
Wichelmannweg 23 22041 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Goods made of precious metals, alloys thereof or plated therewith, namely boxes; jewellery (including costume 
jewellery), namely, rings, keyrings, buckles, earrings, cufflinks, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie-pins, 
ornamental novelty pins, medallions; horological and chronometric instruments, namely, watchstraps, wristwatches, 
clocks, small clocks, alarm clocks, cases for horological instruments.

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; bags of cloth, leather and leather type materials (included in this class), purses, 
rucksacks, trunks, holdalls, umbrellas, briefcases, wallets, document cases (included in this class), cosmetic purses and 
vanity cases.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular women's and men's outerclothing, blouses, costumes, dresses, skirts, jackets, trousers, 
shirts, pullovers, neckties, coats, scarves, gloves, stockings, undergarments, T-shirts, polo shirts, sportswear, swimwear, 
leather clothing, headgear, shoes, boots, belts.
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4282216    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1291180]
TOYOBO CO., LTD.
2-8, Dojima Hama 2-Chome, Kita-ku, Osaka-shi Osaka 530-8230 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Plastic fibers, not for use in textiles; chemical fiber, not for textile use; threads of plastic fibers, not for use in 
textiles; rubber thread and covered rubber yarn, not for textile use; chemical fiber yarn and thread, not for textile use; 
insulators; rock wool; slag wool; synthetic resins [semi-finished products]; semi-processed plastics; semi-processed 
plastic substances; rubber [raw or semi-worked]; soundproofing materials of rock wool (not for building purposes]; 
insulating gloves; rubber cords and laces; plastic sheeting for agricultural purposes; synthetic fiber filaments for use in 
the manufacture of nets for building, ropes, fishing nets, kite strings and fishing lines; synthetic fiber filaments, not for 
use in textiles. 

Cl.22;Plastic fibers [fibres] for textile use; raw fibrous textile; chemical fibers for textile use; raw textile fibers; netting 
[not of metal or asbestos]; nets; fishing nets; ropes; string; thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding; padding 
materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; cotton waddings for clothes; cotton batting for futon; awnings of 
synthetic materials; awnings of textile; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, for packaging; industrial packaging 
containers of textile; tents; tarpaulins; tents [not for camping]; synthetic fiber filaments for textile use; polyethylene 
filaments for textile use; synthetic fiber and filaments for use in the manufacture of textile material, woven fabrics, thread 
and yarn; synthetic fiber filaments for use in the manufacture of gloves for protection against accidents, safety gloves, 
insulating gloves, gloves for medical purposes, gloves for household purposes, gardening gloves, gloves for working and 
car washing mitts.

Cl.23;Plastic thread and yarn for textile use; thread; yarn.

Cl.28;Kite reels; kite strings; kites; toys; dolls; fishing lines; fishing tackle; games; nets for sports; guts for rackets; 
machines for physical exercises; sports equipment.
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4282246    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1442088]
Streamsure Solutions Limited
Sg House, 6 St. Cross Road Winchester, Hampshire SO23 9HX United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Telecommunications services; electronic transmission of data, messages, graphics, images and information; 
peer-to-peer photo sharing services, namely, electronic transmission of digital photo files among internet users; 
providing access to computer, electronic and online databases; providing online forums for communication on topics of 
general interest; providing online communications links which transfer web site users to other local and global web 
pages; providing online chat rooms and electronic bulletin boards; broadcasting services over computer or other 
communication networks namely, uploading, downloading, accessing, posting, displaying, tagging, blogging, streaming, 
linking, sharing or otherwise electronically transmitting data, text, information, messages, images, graphics, photographic 
images, video, audio and audiovisual content; photo-sharing and data sharing services, namely, electronic transmission 
of digital photo files, videos, audio visual content and data among internet and mobile device users; transmission of 
messages among computer users with varied common interests to assist these groups in coordinating group meetings 
and activities via a website on the Internet; providing access to computer databases in the fields of social networking, 
social introduction and dating; location-based transmission of information.

Cl.45;Dating services; internet-based social networking, introduction and dating services; administering personality 
and physical attractiveness testing and creating personality and physical attractiveness profiles of others, as parts of 
matchmaking and personal introduction services.
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Priority claimed from 26/02/2019; Application No. : 88317180 ;United States of America 

4283307    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484530]
Jacobs Engineering Group Inc.
1999 Bryan Street, Suite 1200 Dallas TX 75201 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Consulting services in the field of sustainable and socially responsible business practices.

Cl.42;Consulting in the field of sustainable and socially responsible engineering and architecture.
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Priority claimed from 21/01/2019; Application No. : 88269341 ;United States of America 

4284260    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484696]
Kyocera International, Inc.
8611 Balboa Ave. San Diego CA 92123 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Semiconductors; semiconductor chips; semiconductor devices; integrated circuit modules; chip carriers, namely, 
semiconductor chip housings.

Cl.17;Ceramic substrates for electrical or thermal insulation used in the manufacture of semiconductors, 
semiconductor chips, semiconductor devices, integrated circuit modules, and chip carriers, namely, semiconductor chip 
housings.
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4284269    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1484998]
VivaChek Biotech (Hangzhou) Co., Ltd.
Level 2, Block 2, 146 East Chaofeng Road, Yuhang Economy Development Zone, Hangzhou Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Diagnostic preparations, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; test paper, chemical; reagent paper, other 
than for medical or veterinary purposes; sensitized paper.

Cl.5;Diagnostic preparations for veterinary purposes; diagnostic biomarker reagents for medical purposes; diagnostic 
preparations for medical purposes; reagent paper for medical purposes; reagent paper for veterinary purposes.

Cl.10;Hypodermic syringes; arterial blood pressure measuring apparatus; blood testing apparatus; testing apparatus 
for medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments; cases fitted for medical instruments; diagnostic apparatus for 
medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 88274211 ;United States of America 

4286544    15/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485703]
Xsphera Biosciences Incorporated
26 Everett Avenue Winchester MA 01890 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Medical research into the efficacy of pharmaceuticals in treating the diseases of individual patients; medical 
research into the mechanisms of action of pharmaceuticals.

Cl.44;Medical testing for diagnostic or treatment purposes; consultation with doctors regarding treatment plans for 
individual patients.
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Priority claimed from 16/01/2019; Application No. : 88264360 ;United States of America 

4286571    15/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485658]
DiNoci Natural Foods, LLC
P.O. Box 18764 Boulder CO 80308 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Yogurt; yogurt substitute; almond-based yogurt; dairy-free yogurt; almond milk; almond milk-based beverages.

Cl.30;Almond-based ice cream substitute; almond-based frozen custard; almond-based frozen dessert; ice cream 
substitute; dairy-free ice cream substitute; dairy-free frozen custard; dairy-free frozen dessert.
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Priority claimed from 22/01/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 100 813 ;Germany 

4286579    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485557]
CINOGY GmbH
Max-Näder-Strasse 15 37115 Duderstadt Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals; medical preparations; veterinary preparations.

Cl.10;Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments, in particular for reducing germs and healing wounds.

Cl.21;Cosmetic utensils for body and beauty care.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings and animals.
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4286590    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485576]
Tickmill UK Ltd
1 Fore Street London EC2Y 9DT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; office functions; commercial information and commercial advice for 
consumers [consumer advice shop]; professional business consultancy; economic forecasting; business surveys; 
retailing and wholesaling of gold and silver.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs, monetary affairs and real estate affairs; stocks and bonds brokerage; clearing, 
financial; clearing, financial; electronic transfer of funds; financial analysis; financial information; financial consulting; 
financial management; financing services; fund investments; financing (loan) business; brokerage; banking; telebanking; 
foreign currency exchange services; electronic transfer of funds; pawnbrokerage; securities brokerage; stock exchange 
quotation and listing services.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; tuition; tuition; correspondence 
courses; arranging and conducting of seminars; workshops (arranging and conducting of -) [training].
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Priority claimed from 11/06/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 013 884 ;Germany 

4286638    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485902]
FIFTY2 Technology GmbH
Tullastraße 80 79108 Freiburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, namely computer application software for fluid mechanics, solid state and structure simulation as well as 
their visualization; computer application software for flow simulation.

Cl.42;Software as a service [SaaS] for software applications for fluid mechanics, solid state and structure simulation 
and their visualization; online provision of non-downloadable software for fluid mechanics, solid state and structure 
simulation and their visualization; software as a service [SaaS] for software applications for flow simulation; platform as a 
service [PaaS] with computer software platforms for software applications for flow simulation.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 1985178 ;Australia 

4286766    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485864]
JBX Pty Ltd
PO Box 3268 Parramatta NSW 2124 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cosmetics; deodorants and antiperspirants for personal use; essences for skin care; facial care products 
(cosmetics); after-shave creams and lotions; fragrance preparations; hair products; hand care preparations; hand cream; 
incense; joss sticks; cosmetic preparations for skin care; liquid soaps; make-up; perfumes; essential oils; toiletries in this 
class; baby lotions; baby oil; non-medicated creams, lotions and balms; non-medicated mouth rinses, mouth washes and 
mouth sprays; potpourri; beauty care preparations and products; room fragrances; air fragrancing preparations; sprays 
for use on the body; skin care preparations and products; body care preparations and products; body scrubs; bubble 
bath preparations; soap and soap products, including cosmetic soaps; bath essences, bath foams, bath gels and bath 
oils (all non-medicated).

Cl.5;Dietary supplements, nutritional supplements, nutritional meal replacements, and dietetic substances for medicinal 
use; foodstuffs for infants; infants' foods; milk foods for infants; powdered milk foods for infants; preparations for food 
for human consumption for infants; baby food; sanitary preparations for personal hygiene, other than toiletries; 
medicated baby care products; medicated nutritional creams; vitamins, vitamin tablets, vitamin powders, vitamin 
preparations and vitamin supplements; medicinal food supplements for nutritional purposes; milk powder for nutritional 
purposes for babies; mineral preparations for use as nutritional additives to foodstuffs for humans; medicated creams, 
lotions and balms; medicated skin care preparations; medicated mouth rinses, mouth washes and mouth sprays; 
nutrition products namely powdered nutritional supplement drink mix; nutritionally fortified foods in this class; dried milk 
powder being food for babies; milk powder for babies; milk powder for foodstuffs for babies; lactose free infant's formula; 
dietary supplements for infants; dried milk being food for infants; food for infants.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; eyewear; digital products in this class for educational 
purposes; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; compact discs, dvds and other digital recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing blocks; 
educational materials in this class; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, 
except furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists and drawing materials; paintbrushes; 
instructional and teaching materials.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins and hides; luggage and carrying bags; umbrellas and parasols; 
walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; collars, leashes and clothing for animals.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; containers, not of metal, for storage or transport; unworked or semi-worked 
bone, horn, whalebone or mother-of-pearl; shells; meerschaum; yellow amber.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; cookware and tableware, except forks, knives and spoons; combs 
and sponges; brushes, except paint brushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; unworked or semi-
worked glass, except building glass; glassware, porcelain and earthenware.

Cl.23;Yarns and threads, for textile use.

Cl.24;Textiles and substitutes for textiles.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.26;Lace, braid and embroidery, and haberdashery ribbons and bows; buttons; artificial flowers; hair decorations.
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Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings, not of 
textile.

Cl.28;Games, toys and playthings; video game apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for christmas 
trees; educational toys and playthings.

Cl.29;Dairy products, milk, milk-based products, powdered milk, cream, cream products, cheese, cheese products, 
butter, butter products, yoghurt and yoghurt products; vegetable products in this class, including cooked vegetables, 
preserved vegetables, dried vegetables, tinned vegetables, frozen vegetables and processed vegetables; nuts and nut 
products in this class, including prepared nuts, processed nuts, roasted nuts and salted nuts; snack foods in this class, 
being fruit bars, nut bars, fruit and nut bars, fruit-based snacks, vegetable-based snacks and nut-based snacks; edible 
oils including vegetable oils; goats milk, goats milk cheese and yoghurt made from goats milk; fortified foods in this class 
being milk, yoghurt, cheese and other dairy products fortified with nutrients; meat, poultry, game and fish; preserved, 
dried, frozen and cooked meat, poultry, game and fish; meat products in this class, including beef jerky, ham, bacon, 
sausages, smallgoods, salamis, meat extracts; poultry products in this class, including poultry sausages, poultry 
smallgoods and poultry extracts; fish products in this class, including fish extracts; kebabs; pates; fruit products in this 
class, including cooked fruits, preserved fruits, dried fruits, tinned fruits, frozen fruits and processed fruits.

Cl.30;Coffee, tea, cocoa and artificial coffee; mustard; vinegar, sauces (condiments); spices; ice; fortified foods in this 
class being confectionery fortified with nutrients; rice; tapioca and sago; flour and preparations made from cereals; 
bread, pastry and confectionery; edible ices; sugar, honey, treacle; yeast, baking-powder; salt.

Cl.32;Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; retailing and wholesaling services.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry services.
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Priority claimed from 26/04/2019; Application No. : 2005232 ;Australia 

4286894    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1485388]
Phytologic Holdings Pty Ltd
1-7 Doody St Alexandria NSW 2015 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Herb tea-based beverages not for medical purposes; non-medicated tea based beverages; non-medicated tea 
beverages; tea-based beverages.

Cl.32;Aerated beverages (non-alcoholic); non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee; non-alcoholic beverages 
flavored with tea; alcohol-free beverages; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with coffee; non-alcoholic beverages 
flavoured with tea; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; non-alcoholic preparations 
for making beverages; vegetable extracts (beverages); vegetable juice concentrates (beverages); fruit beverages; 
vegetable juices (beverages); water (beverage) other than for medical use; waters (beverages); beverages consisting of a 
blend of fruit and vegetable juices; beverages made from fruit concentrates; coconut juice (beverages); coconut water 
(beverages); electrolyte replacement beverages for general and sports purposes; extracts of vegetables (beverages); 
flavoured water beverages; fruit concentrates for making beverages; fruit juice beverages; fruit juice beverages that 
contain multi vitamins; fruit juice extracts (beverages or for making beverages); fruit juice extracts for use as a beverage; 
lemon juice (beverage); non-alcoholic beverages.
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4286956    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486147]
SHENZHEN LEVETOP TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD.
23C, Haiyi Pavilion, Huijing Garden, No. 10, Kexing Road, Yuehai Street, Nanshan District, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motors, electric, other than for land vehicles; motors, other than for land vehicles; aeroplane engines; anti-pollution 
devices for motors and engines; aeronautical engines; speed governors for machines, engines and motors; driving 
motors, other than for land vehicles; starters for motors and engines; propulsion mechanisms, other than for land 
vehicles; fans for motors and engines.

Cl.12;Air vehicles; parachutes; aeroplanes; remote control vehicles, other than toys; seaplanes; aircraft; suspension 
shock absorbers for vehicles; civilian drones; amphibious airplanes; aeronautical apparatus, machines and appliances.
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4287014    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486088]
TOTAL RAFFINAGE FRANCE
2 place Jean Millier La Défense 6 F-92400 Courbevoie France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines in the field of refining of petroleum, hydrocarbons, atmospheric residues; machines for loading chemical 
products for use in industry; machines for loading catalysts.

Cl.39;Transport and storage services; catalyst loading services.

Cl.40;Processing of petroleum products; refining of petroleum, hydrocarbons, atmospheric residues.

Cl.42;Consulting and technical assistance services relating to the refining of petroleum, hydrocarbons, atmospheric 
residues; expertise and consulting of engineers in processing of petroleum products; expertise and advice of engineers 
in loading catalysts; engineering works and consultancy in the field of industry.
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Priority claimed from 09/11/2018; Application No. : 1967793 ;Australia 

4289664    05/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486033]
Beam Mobility Holdings Pte. Ltd.
C/o Holding Redlich, GPO BOX 2154 MELBOURNE VIC 3001 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Electric personal mobility vehicles; electric vehicles; non-motorised vehicles; non-motorised personal mobility 
vehicles; electric mobility vehicles; electric mobility scooters; electric scooters; non-motorised scooters; non-motorised 
personal scooters; non-motorised mobility scooters; non-motorised mobility vehicles.

Cl.39;Hire of electric personal mobility vehicles, non-motorised personal mobility vehicles, electric mobility vehicles, 
electric mobility scooters, electric scooters, non-motorised scooters, non-motorised personal scooters, non-motorised 
mobility scooters, non-motorised mobility vehicles, electric vehicles, non-motorised vehicles; parking facilities for electric 
scooters and vehicles, non-motorised scooters and vehicles (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – 
Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); storage services for electric scooters and vehicles, non-motorised scooters 
and vehicles; location services for electric scooters and vehicles, non-motorised scooters and vehicles (terms too vague 
in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing information, including 
by electronic means about all of the aforesaid services; rental of electric personal mobility vehicles, non-motorised 
personal mobility vehicles, electric mobility vehicles, electric mobility scooters, electric scooters, non-motorised 
scooters, non-motorised personal scooters, non-motorised mobility scooters, non-motorised mobility vehicles, electric 
vehicles, non-motorised vehicles; transportation services including the hire and rental of electric scooters and vehicles, 
non-motorised scooters and vehicles; management and control services including the hire and rental of electric scooters 
and vehicles, non-motorised scooters and vehicles (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 
(2) (b) of the Common Regulations); arrangement of the hire and rental of electric scooters and vehicles, non-motorised 
scooters and vehicles; booking of the hire and rental of electric scooters and vehicles, non-motorised scooters and 
vehicles; booking agency services for the hire and rental of electric scooters and vehicles, non-motorised scooters and 
vehicles; delivery of electric scooters and vehicles, non-motorised scooters and vehicles; parking services for electric 
scooters and vehicles, non-motorised scooters and vehicles.
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Priority claimed from 07/02/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 101 635 ;Germany 

4293343    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487076]
Vollmer Werke Maschinenfabrik GmbH
Ehinger Straße 34 88400 Biberach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; software packages; downloadable software; application simulation software; cooperation software 
platforms [software]; electromechanical software; mechanical engineering software; manufacturing engineering software; 
predictive maintenance software; stored or downloadable software platforms; software for monitoring, controlling, and 
executing operations in the physical world.

Cl.37;Advice on the maintenance and repair of mechanical and electrical equipment; overhaul of machinery; assembly 
of machinery [installation work]; retrofitting of machinery; conversion of machinery.

Cl.42;Customer-specific software adaptation; technical support in the software area; software as a service [SaaS]; 
maintenance and updating of software; quality testing; quality control; quality evaluation; process monitoring for quality 
assurance; testing services for quality control of industrial devices.
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Priority claimed from 21/05/2019; Application No. : UK00003401041 ;United Kingdom 

4293345    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487078]
Marshall Amplification Plc
Denbigh Road, Bletchley Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus; sound amplifying apparatus; electric and electronic effects units for 
musical instruments; electric and electronic musical effects equipment; sound processors; guitar effects processors; 
audio time delay units; audio effects apparatus; volume control pedals; electronic effect pedals for use with sound 
amplifiers; electrical and electronic audio apparatus and instruments; receivers (audio- and video-); juke boxes [musical]; 
sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; record players; sound transmitting 
apparatus; sound recording apparatus; sound reproduction apparatus; megaphones; electrical and electronic apparatus 
and instruments, all for audio amplification, for the graphic equalisation of sound signal frequencies, for mixing sound 
tones, altering sound tones, or effecting echo, delay and other effects; sound recording carriers; audio speakers for 
automobiles; mobile phone speakers; sound amplifiers; microphones, headphones; loudspeakers; horn-type speakers, 
loudspeaker cabinets; cases for loudspeakers; amplifiers for sound reproducing equipment and for use with musical 
instruments; amplifiers complete with loudspeakers and cabinets; valve and digital guitar amplifiers; sound reverberation 
units; sound mixing, processing and synthesizing apparatus; sound mixers; sound-mixer units; cabinets for 
loudspeakers; megaphones; acoustic pickup; loudspeakers; amplifiers; microphones; time delay reverberator; radios; 
wireless transmitters; transmitters of electronic signals; transmitters [telecommunications]; MP3 players; record players; 
portable media players; portable and handheld digital electronic devices for recording, organizing, transmitting and 
processing audio, data and video files and electronic accessories therefore; personal stereos; docking stations; stands 
for MP3 players; stereo amplifier and speaker base stations; stereos; car stereos; vehicle stereos; DVD players; CD, DVD 
and MP3 cases; computer games; interactive DVD games; computer game programs; computer software for recording 
sound; computer software, recorded; electronic tuners; amplifier tuners; apparatus for controlling amplifiers; regulating 
apparatus, electric; remote control apparatus; computer software; computer software for tuning instruments; computer 
software for controlling amplifiers; computer software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and 
transmitting apparatus; interactive computer software; audio playback software; application software; application 
software for sound recording, manipulating, amplifying, reproducing and transmitting apparatus; computer programs 
[downloadable software]; computer software applications, downloadable; computer programmes [programs], recorded; 
audio processing apparatus; data processing apparatus; speakers; speakers [audio equipment]; audio speakers; loud 
speakers; monitor speakers; audio speakers for home; speakers for record players; speaker enclosures; audio speaker 
enclosures; cabinets for loudspeakers; speaker switches; switches, electric; record players; software to control and 
improve audio equipment and sound quality; firmware; computer firmware; computer hardware; apparatus for the 
processing of sounds; downloadable musical sound recordings; sound data file; downloadable music files; data 
transmitting apparatus; software for remote diagnostics; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; 
telecommunications devices; transmitting sets [telecommunication]; hand-held computers; laptop computers; computer 
cases; bags adapted for laptops; mobile phones; mobile telephones; mobile phone cases; telephone sheath; mobile 
phone accessories; computer software for communicating with users of hand-held computers; sunglasses; eyeglasses; 
eyeglass frames; eyeglass cases; sunglass cases; spectacle cases; spectacles [optics]; spectacle glasses; mouse mats; 
mouse pad; magnets, refrigerator magnets; magnets; calculators; pocket calculators; wireless telephones; wireless 
communication apparatus; wireless telephony apparatus; wireless headsets for smartphones; wireless transmitters and 
receivers; two-way wireless communication systems; wireless high frequency transmission instruments; cordless 
telephones; radiotelephony sets; radios; radios (vehicle-); software to control and improve audio equipment and sound 
quality; audio playback software; interactive computer software; computer software for communication with users of 
hand-held computers; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound; foot pedals and foot 
switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; foot switches and effects 
pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; foot switches and effects pedals for use with musical instruments, 
sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic effects pedals for use with musical instruments; 
sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, all being electronic effects pedals for use with musical instruments; 
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music cassettes; music tapes; music recordings; musical recordings; downloadable digital music; prerecorded music 
videos; portable music players; music-composition software; digital music players; downloadable music files; musical 
video recordings; musical sound recordings; prerecorded music audio tapes; prerecorded music compact discs; optical 
discs featuring music; compact discs featuring music; audio tapes featuring music; phonograph records featuring music; 
prerecorded non-musical videotapes; downloadable musical sound recordings; covers for music storage devices; cases 
for music storage devices; prerecorded audio tapes featuring music; downloadable video recordings featuring music; 
prerecorded video cassettes featuring music; pre-recorded DVDs featuring music; prerecorded video tapes featuring 
music; series of musical sound recordings; prerecorded non-musical audio tapes; carrying cases for digital music 
players; carrying cases for portable music players; digital music downloadable from the Internet; docking stations for 
digital music players; digital music downloadable from the internet; computer programs for processing digital music files; 
laser discs for use in storing music; computer software for processing digital music files; musical recordings in the form 
of discs; digital music [downloadable] provided from MP3 internet websites; computer software for creating and editing 
music and sounds; digital music [downloadable] provided from MP3 internet web sites; downloadable digital music 
provided from MP3 Internet web sites; digital music [downloadable] provided from mp3 web sites on the internet; digital 
music downloadable provided from a computer database or the internet; machine readable computer programs for use in 
the reproduction of music; integrated circuit memory cards for use in playing electronic musical instruments; electronic 
publications; downloadable publications; electronic publications recorded on computer media; audio apparatus; audio 
books; audio compact discs; binders for CDs; cases adapted for CD players; cases adapted for DVD players; cases 
adapted for mobile phones; cases for compact discs; cases for MP3 players; cases for spectacles; cases for 
smartphones; cases for mobile phones; cases for sunglasses; cases for telephones; CD storage wallets; cleaning 
apparatus for sound recording discs; compact discs; compact discs [audio-video]; computer software for mobile phones; 
covers for MP3 players; downloadable image files; downloadable movies; DVD cases; portable media players; recording 
apparatus; recording discs; tape recorders; tape players; volume control pedals; electronic effect pedals for use with 
sound amplifiers; computer software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods; 
sound effects pedals for musical instruments.

Cl.15;Instruments (musical -); musical accessories; musical instruments; acoustic bass guitars; acoustic basses; 
acoustic guitars; bass guitars; bass drumsticks; bass drum sticks; bass drums; basses [musical instruments]; brass 
instruments; carrying cases for musical instruments; cases adapted for musical instruments; cases for musical 
instruments; computer controlled musical instruments; devices for tuning musical instruments; drum machines; drum 
pedals; drum pedals [musical instruments]; drum sticks; drum practice pads; drumheads; drums; drums [musical 
instrument]; drums [musical instruments]; drumsticks; electric and electronic musical instruments; electric bass guitars; 
electric basses; electric guitars; electric keyboards [musical instruments]; electric musical instruments; electric pianos; 
electrical musical instruments; electronic apparatus for synthesising music [musical instrument]; electronic automatically 
controlled rhythm machines; electronic background music machines; electronic drums; electronic keyboards [musical 
instruments]; electronic musical synthesizers; electronic musical instruments; electronic musical instrument tuners; 
electronic musical apparatus for practice; electronic musical apparatus and instruments; electronic musical apparatus for 
accompaniment; electronic musical apparatus for instruction; guitar armrests; guitar picks; guitar saddles; guitar 
shoulder straps; guitar straps; guitar strings incorporating steel; guitar strings; guitar strings made from steel; guitar 
toggle switch tips; guitar tuning cranks; guitars; keyboard instruments; music boxes; music stands; music synthesizers; 
music stands adapted for use with musical instruments; musical boxes; musical instrument cases; musical instrument 
stands; musical instruments controlled by computer; musical instruments in the nature of steel drums; musical 
instruments incorporating apparatus for modifying audio signals; musical instruments incorporating arrangements for 
modifying audio signals; musical instruments incorporating apparatus for producing audio signals; musical instruments 
incorporating arrangements for producing audio signals; percussion instruments; picks for stringed instruments; picks 
for stringed musical instruments; string instruments; stands (music -); woodwind instruments.

Cl.28;Action toys; fairground and playground apparatus; Christmas tree decorations and artificial Christmas trees; 
sporting articles and equipment; toys, games, playthings and novelties; collectible toy figures; fantasy character toys; 
plastic character toys; rubber character toys; toy human characters; toy figurines; modeled plastic toy figurines; billiard 
equipment; board games; games relating to fictional characters; bowling apparatus and machinery; cases for play 
accessories; cases for playing cards; cases for tennis balls; cases for toy vehicles; cards (playing -); cards [games]; card 
games; children's multiple activity toys; children's toys; children's playthings; toy model hobby craft kits; darts; dice; 
electronic games; fluffy toys; games; gymnastic and sporting articles; hunting decoys, lures, tackle, game calls, bows, 
arrows, blinds and scent camouflage; fishing equipment; indoor fitness apparatus; inflatable toys; jigsaw puzzles; magic 
tricks; mechanical games; mechanical toys; music box toys; musical games; musical toys; noisemakers [toys]; pet toys; 
practical jokes [novelties]; puzzles; stress relief exercise balls; stuffed toys; swimming equipment in the nature of swim 
floats; video game apparatus.
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4293462    06/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486259]
JIANGMEN XINHUI XINBAOTANG DRIED ORANGE PEEL CO.,LTD.
120-124, NO.11 QIAOGUANG NORTH ROAD, HUICHENG, XINHUI DISTRICT, JIANGMEN 529000 GUANGDONG China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Crystallized fruits / frosted fruits; fruit-based snack food; potato flakes; fruit, preserved; raisins; jams; fruit peel.

Cl.30;Tea; tea-based beverages; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes; cocoa-based beverages; condiments.

Cl.32;Protein-enriched sports beverages; non-alcoholic beverages; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; smoothies; aperitifs, 
non-alcoholic; beer; waters [beverages]; non-alcoholic beverages flavoured with tea.
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4293479    22/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1348495]
Procaffè S.p.a.
Via Tiziano Vecellio, n.73 I-32100 Belluno Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Coffee flavorings; coffee-based beverages; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; coffee.

Cl.43;Cafeteria services; bar services; snack-bar services.
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Priority claimed from 16/01/2019; Application No. : 018010357 ;European Union 

4293986    15/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487024]
McPhy Energy Italia Società a Responsabilità Limitata
Via Ayrton Senna 22 I-56028 San Miniato Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and plants for generation of gas; machines and plants for production of hydrogen and oxygen by 
electrolysis.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, repair of machines and plants for generation of gas; installation, maintenance and 
repair of machines and plants for production of hydrogen and oxygen by electrolysis.

Cl.42;Design of machines and plants for generation of gas; design of machines and plants for production of hydrogen 
and oxygen by electrolysis.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 88283034 ;United States of America 

4293990    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487049]
Griffith Foods International Inc.
One Griffith Center Alsip IL 60803 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Food ingredients, namely, yeast and breading mixes used as ingredients in processing food products; food 
ingredients, namely, chili extracts used as food flavoring not being essential oils, chili powders, chili seasoning, honey, 
turmeric, sage, white pepper, and black pepper; spices; food flavorings, other than essential oils; food seasonings; food 
flavor enhancers.

Cl.35;Market research in the food industry; consumer testing in the nature of consumer taste and food usage surveys; 
business consulting for others in the food industry.

Cl.42;Design and development of food products for others in the field of new food product formulation using sensory-
related data; customizing food formulations for others, namely, customized design, development, and testing services for 
others in the field of new food product formulations; developing food flavorings for others; design and development of 
food products, namely, product formulation and sensory evaluation being scientific analysis of human responses to 
foods; food certification, namely, analysis and evaluation of the food products of others to determine conformity with 
certification standards.
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4294186    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486897]
United Fashion Sales GmbH
Osterfeldstraße 12-14 22529 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sunglasses.

Cl.14;Imitation jewellery, namely rings, keyrings, earrings, cufflinks, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie 
pins, pins, medallions.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather as well as goods from leather and imitations of leather, namely shopping bags, 
cross-body bags, shoulder bags, handbags, evening bags, sports bags, beach bags, school satchels, shoulder straps, 
hipsacks, suitcases, hat boxes, attaché cases, travel garment covers, bags, neck pouches, toiletry bags, shoe bags for 
travel, sports packs, school backpacks; small leather goods, namely, card cases [notecases], identity card cases; bags 
made of textile, leather and materials similar to leather, included in this class; wallets; rucksacks; suitcases; travelling 
bags; umbrellas; attaché cases; pocket wallets; college briefcases (included in this class); cosmetic bags and vanity 
cases, not fitted.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular, women's and men's outer clothing; blouses; costumes; dresses; skirts; jackets; trousers; 
shirts; pullovers; ties; coats; neck scarfs [mufflers]; gloves; stockings; underwear; t-shirts; polo shirts; sports clothing; 
bathing suits; leather clothing; headgear; shoes; boots; belts.
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4294368    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486760]
QDOOZ Limited
21 Navigation Business Village, Navigation Way Preston, Lancashire PR2 2YP United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer, application and downloadable software for mobile devices, personal computers and tablets; computer 
software applications for mobile devices, personal computers and tablets; computer software applications for use in the 
field of education, training, personal and professional developments, coaching, social networking and mentoring.

Cl.41;Education and training; personal development training and courses; development of educational courses; life 
coaching (training); mentoring being education and training services.

Cl.45;Online social networking services accessible by means of downloadable mobile applications in the field of 
education, training, personal and professional developments, coaching, social networking and mentoring.
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2019; Application No. : 018036080 ;European Union 

4294410    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486709]
TYPEFORM, S.L.
Carrer de Bac de Roda, 163 E-08018 BARCELONA Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, interactive computer software, work stations (computer apparatus and devices), computer 
equipment relating to telecommunications, computer interfaces, computer networks and servers, computer systems; 
mobile applications; software and applications for mobile devices; application software for cloud computing services; 
downloadable mobile applications.

Cl.35;Surveys for commercial purposes, public opinion polling, marketing studies and opinion polling, advertising, 
provision of advice on marketing, provision of space on web sites for advertising goods and services, provision of 
advertising space by means of electronic means and global computer networks; provision of business statistics via 
computer; provision of statistical information relating to companies; provision of information relating to companies; 
provision of marketing reports; assistance to marketing; computer databases (compilation of information into); data 
search in computer files for third parties; marketing campaigns; market campaigns; compilation of computer databases; 
compilation of data in computer databases; composing advertisements for use as web pages; business consultancy 
relating to advertising; business consultancy relating to marketing; database management; market analysis reports; 
market reports and studies; interpretation of market research data; data collection; processing and data processing; 
compilation of data in computer databases; compilation and systemization of business databases; public opinion poll 
design; preparation of public opinion polling; Market opinion poll studies; conducting market research based on opinion 
polling; administrative services for the operation of surveys; corporate communication services.

Cl.42;Software as a service SaaS; Preparation, design and development of computer software, maintenance and 
updating of computer software, maintenance of computer software, modification of computer programs, advisory 
services relating to computer programs, consultancy services relating to computer systems based on computing, 
preparation of computer databases, preparation and updating of homepages for computer networks, writing of computer 
software; writing and updating of computer programs; comparative analysis studies of the efficiency and performance of 
computer systems; conversion of data and computer programs; design and conducting of surveys.
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Priority claimed from 25/06/2019; Application No. : 1398020 ;Benelux 

4295335    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486976]
GAUDER & Co SA
Rue de la Révision 93 Chênée (Liège) B-4032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools for processing and transforming metals and plastics; mechanical reels for flexible 
hoses; mechanical cable winders and unwinders; reels (machine parts); bobbins for weaving looms; rolling mills; electric 
welding apparatus and machines; capstans; extruders [machines]; cylinders for extrusion [parts of machines]; hoppers 
for extrusion [parts of machines]; presses [machines for industrial use]; compressors [machines]; steamrollers; braiding 
machines; packaging machines; drawing machines; mixers [machines]; cylinders for machines.

Cl.37;Installing, repair and maintenancing of extruders, industrial machines, industrial machine tools, as well as 
technical and scientific laboratory apparatus and equipment.

Cl.42;Engineering services; industrial analysis and industrial research for testing, modernizing and designing 
machines for industrial purposes; industrial design services.
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4295442    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486473]
Zelios Canada Holdings Corp.
2400, 525-8 Avenue SW Calgary AB T2P1G1 Canada

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Hemp fibers.

Cl.29;Edible oil, namely, hemp oil.
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4295458    30/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486492]
Zelios Canada Holdings Corp.
2400, 525-8 Avenue SW Calgary AB T2P1G1 Canada

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.22;Hemp fibers.

Cl.29;Edible oil, namely, hemp oil.
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Priority claimed from 22/01/2019; Application No. : 018012557 ;European Union 

4296578    19/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486595]
Juustoportti Food Oy
Meijeritie 3 FI-61600 Jalasjärvi Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Oat-based beverages (milk substitute).

Cl.30;Tea-based beverages, coffee-based beverages.

Cl.32;Oat-based beverages (not being milk substitutes), smoothies, juices, soft drinks, non-alcoholic beverages.
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Priority claimed from 24/01/2019; Application No. : 018013981 ;European Union 

4296603    23/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1486620]
Arjo IP Holding Aktiebolag
Hans Michelsensgatan 10 SE-211 20 Malmö Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Beds specially made for medical purposes; mattresses for medical use; alternating pressure mattresses for 
medical use; anti-pressure sore mattresses; support mattresses for medical use; mattresses for hospital patient trolleys; 
support mattresses for preventing pressure sores; examination couches specially made for medical use; patient 
stretchers; tables for use in the treatment of patients; stretchers [for patient transport].

Cl.20;Lockers; cots for babies; bedside tables; bedside cabinets.
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Priority claimed from 19/12/2018; Application No. : AM 52623/2018 ;Austria 

4298721    17/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487170]
ZKW Group GmbH
Rottenhauser Straße 8 A-3250 Wieselburg Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic controllers and controllers for motor vehicle lighting apparatus and for motor vehicle headlights; 
devices for headlight adjustment; apparatus for adjusting the headlight of a motor vehicle; power supply modules for 
motor vehicle headlights; electronic converters for powering automotive lighting; fiber optics; optical cables; fiber optics 
and optical cables for motor vehicle headlights; lenses and lens systems for headlights; lenses and lens systems for 
motor vehicle headlights; control devices for controlling headlights; control devices for controlling motor vehicle 
headlights; control devices for automatic control of headlights as a function of environmental parameters; control devices 
for automatic control of motor vehicle headlights as a function of environmental parameters; control devices for 
controlling light sources, in particular leds, in headlights; control devices for controlling light sources, in particular leds, 
in motor vehicle headlights; headlight levelers for headlights; headlight levelers for motor vehicle headlights; light signals 
for motor vehicles, in particular headlight flashers.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus for motor vehicles, namely headlights and lights; headlights; high and low beam headlights; 
auxiliary headlights; fog and reversing lights; headlight mirrors; headlights, high and low beam headlights, auxiliary 
headlights, fog and reversing lights and headlight mirrors for motor vehicles; lights for motor vehicles; ceiling lights, wall 
lights, reading lights, trunk lights, engine compartment lights, glove box lights, indicator lights and entry lights, position 
lights, marker lights, parking lights, tail lights, brake lights, number plate lights and rear fog lights, decorative lights; 
ceiling lights, wall lights, reading lights, trunk lights, engine compartment lights, glove box lights, indicator lights and 
entry lights, position lights, marker lights, parking lights, tail lights, brake lights, number plate lights and rear fog lights, 
decorative lights for motor vehicles; xenon headlights; led headlights; laser headlights; bend lighting headlights; xenon 
headlights for motor vehicles; led headlights for motor vehicles; laser headlights for motor vehicles; bend lighting 
headlights for motor vehicles; headlights with controllable light distribution; motor vehicle headlights with controllable 
light distribution; infrared headlights; infrared motor vehicle headlights; reflectors for motor vehicle headlights; light 
modules for headlights; light modules for motor vehicle headlights; high and low beam modules for motor vehicle 
headlights; heat sinks being parts of motor vehicle headlights.

Cl.12;Motor vehicles; electromechanical drives being parts of motor vehicles, namely for headlight adjustment; 
electromechanical drives being parts of motor vehicles, namely for motor vehicle headlight adjustment.
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Priority claimed from 08/02/2019; Application No. : 88294126 ;United States of America 

4299062    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487178]
AdRoll, Inc.
2nd Floor 2300 Harrison Street San Francisco CA 94110 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising and advertisement services; internet advertising and internet marketing services; advertising and 
marketing services for mobile computing devices and mobile telephones; banner and display advertising; preparing video 
advertising; email advertising services for others; advertising targeting and retargeting services, namely, using data and 
analytic tools to deliver personalized advertisements to consumers and businesses based on internet browsing habits, 
consumption habits, and other data; advertising and marketing services offered to businesses, namely, using data and 
background technology to help businesses orchestrate sales strategies, optimize sales cycles, and help sales teams 
identify potential revenue and sales opportunities; media planning, namely, advising clients regarding advertising 
strategies on the internet, on mobile computing devices, and on mobile telephones; design and implementation of 
advertising on the internet, mobile computing devices, and mobile telephones; business management consultation 
relating to sales, advertising and marketing services for social media, internet search engines, inquiry marketing, internet 
marketing, blogs and other forms of passive, shareable, or viral communications channels; providing business data and 
other analytic information relating to commercial sales, marketing, advertising, advertising retargeting, and advertising 
campaigns; dissemination of advertising for others via an online communications network on the internet; providing 
advertising information about consumer internet usage and consumer web browsing for sales, marketing and advertising 
purposes; advertising and marketing services utilizing customer relationship management, demographic information, 
firmographic information, and other datasets for optimizing sales, advertising and marketing campaigns; design of 
advertising materials, implementation, and dissemination of coordinated advertising and marketing campaigns across 
computers, mobile computing devices, and mobile telephones.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services, namely, transmission of advertising communications and other marketing 
materials via digital communications networks; providing telecommunications connections to internet websites for 
advertising and marketing; providing access to computer databases for tracking internet usage and consumer web 
browsing habits.
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Cl.42;Providing online non-downloadable computer software to enable the creation, tracking, and servicing of 
advertising and marketing materials and campaigns via the internet; providing online non-downloadable computer 
programs relating to advertising, marketing, and promotion, namely, software for creating and disseminating advertising, 
marketing, and promotional materials; providing online non-downloadable computer programs for use in placing 
advertisements and launching marketing campaigns based on consumer habits, web browsing data, and economic 
trends; providing online non-downloadable software for use in generating online advertising and marketing campaigns; 
providing online non-downloadable computer programs in the form of website landing pages and dashboards to enable 
customers to control and track advertising and marketing campaigns, and for reporting data relating to the performance 
of online advertising and marketing campaigns.
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4299079    23/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487187]
ShenZhen QianHai PurMagnete Technology Co., Ltd.
Room 201, Block A, No. 1, Qian Wan Road 1, Qian Hai Hongkong & Shen Zheng Cooperation Zone Shen Zhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Silver arts and crafts; chains [jewelry]; pins of precious metal; semi-precious stones; earrings; jewelry cases; 
charms [jewelry]; key ring [charms, short charm]; bracelets [jewelry]; wrist watches.

Cl.35;Publicity; relocation services for businesses; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others; computer databases (systemization of information into -); personnel management consulting; 
providing business information via a web site; sales promotion [for others]; book-keeping; sponsorship search; retail or 
wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies.
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4299102    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487206]
Aliaxis Group
Avenue Arnaud Fraiteur 15-23 B-1050 Bruxelles

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Installations, apparatus and devices for lighting, heating, refrigerating, ventilating, irrigation, sanitary purposes, 
hot or cold water supply, drainage of wastewater and sewage; their parts and accessories not included in other classes.

Cl.17;Rubber and products made thereof not included in other classes; fire-protection sleeves; plastics in extruded 
form for use in manufacture; flexible pipes not of metal; seals and connections not of metal for pipes; their parts and 
accessories not included in other classes.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic) of plastic; roofing materials (non-metallic -), cladding panels (non-metallic -), 
folding doors, not of metal, channels of non-metallic materials for transmitting air for ventilation, rigid profiles for building 
constructions (non-metallic -); pipes, not of metal, with or without fluid pressure; non-metallic rigid pipes for building; 
sanitation pipes, irrigation or drainage gutters, not of metal, gutters and drain pipes, water pipes, all not of metal; their 
parts and accessories not included in other classes.

Cl.35;Assistance in running or managing a commercial venture, assistance in the business management or commercial 
functions of an industrial or commercial company; advertising; all these services in connection with all kinds of building 
materials, installations and apparatus for heating, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, pipes, conduits, 
drains, seals, parts, components and accessories of those products.
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4299114    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487219]
Robert Bosch GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Platz 1 70839 Gerlingen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and computer software.

Cl.44;Medical services.
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4299189    03/10/2018
[International Registration No. : 1487234]
VAV TEKNOLOJI BILISIM SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI
Kemalpasa OSB Mahallesi, Izmir Kemalpasa, Asfalti Caddesi, No. 34 Kemalpasa-Izmir Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Elevators, escalators and cranes; machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in agriculture and animal 
breeding, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for processing cereals, fruits, vegetables and food; beverage 
preparation machines, electromechanical; beverage processing machines; engines and motors, other than for land 
vehicles, parts and fittings therefor, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for engines and motors, brakes other than for 
vehicles, brake linings for engines, crankshafts, transmission gears for machines, cylinders for engines, pistons for 
engines, turbines, not for land vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, air and fuel filters for land vehicle engines, 
exhausts for land vehicle engines, exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, engine cylinders for land vehicles, engine 
cylinder heads for land vehicles, pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors for land vehicles, fuel conversion 
apparatus for land vehicle engines, injectors for land vehicle engines, fuel economisers for land vehicle engines, pumps 
for land vehicle engines, valves for land vehicle engines, starters for motors and engines, dynamos for land vehicle 
engines, sparking plugs for land vehicle engines; bearings (parts of machines), roller or ball bearings; machines for 
mounting and detaching tires; alternators, current generators, electric generators, current generators operated with solar 
energy; painting machines, automatic spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic punching machines and 
guns, electric adhesive tape dispensers (machines), electric guns for compressed gas or liquid spraying machines, 
electric hand drills, electric hand saws, electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, compressed air machines, 
compressors (machines), vehicle washing installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with the abovementioned 
functions; electric and gas-operated welding apparatus, electric arc welding apparatus, electric soldering apparatus, 
electric arc cutting apparatus, electrodes for welding machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned 
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functions; printing machines; packaging machines, filling, plugging and sealing machines, labellers (machines), sorting 
machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions, electric packing machines for plugging and 
sealing of plastics; machines for textile processing, sewing machines, industrial robots (machines) with the 
abovementioned functions; pumps [machines], self-regulating fuel pumps; electric kitchen machines for chopping, 
grinding, crushing, mixing and mincing foodstuff, washing machines, laundry washing machines, dishwashers, spin 
driers (not heated), electric cleaning machines for cleaning floors, carpets or floorings, vacuum cleaners and parts 
thereof.

Cl.9;Measurement apparatus and equipment including those for scientific, nautical, topographic, meteorologic, 
industrial and laboratory purposes, thermometers, not for medical purposes, barometers, ammeters, voltmeters, 
hygrometers, testing apparatus not for medical purposes, telescopes, periscopes, directional compasses, speed 
indicators, laboratory apparatus, microscopes, magnifying glasses, binoculars, stills, ovens and furnaces for laboratory 
experiments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, cameras, photographic cameras, 
television apparatus, video recorders, CD and DVD players and recorders, MP 3 players, computers, desktop computers, 
tablet computers, wearable activity trackers, microphones, loudspeakers, earphones, telecommunications apparatus, 
apparatus for the reproduction of sound or images, computer peripheral devices, cell phones, covers for cell phones, 
telephone apparatus, computer printers, scanners [data processing equipment], photocopiers; magnetic and optical data 
carriers and computer software and programmes recorded thereto, downloadable and recordable electronic publications, 
encoded magnetic and optic cards; prerecorded motion picture films; prerecorded music videos; antennas, satellite 
antennas, amplifiers for antennas, parts of the aforementioned goods; ticket dispensers, automatic teller machines (ATM); 
electronic components used in the electronic parts of machines and apparatus, semi-conductors, electronic circuits, 
integrated circuits, chips [integrated circuits], diodes, transistors [electronic], magnetic heads for electronic apparatus, 
electronic locks, photocells, remote control apparatus for opening and closing doors, optical sensors; counters and 
quantity indicators for measuring the quantity of consumption, automatic time switches; clothing for protection against 
accidents, irradiation and fire, safety vests and life-saving apparatus and equipment; eyeglasses, sunglasses, optical 
lenses and cases, containers, parts and components thereof; apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, 
accumulating or controlling electricity, electric plugs, junction boxes [electricity], electric switches, circuit breakers, 
fuses, lighting ballasts, battery starter cables, electrical circuit boards, electric resistances, electric sockets, transformers 
[electricity], electrical adapters, battery chargers, electric doorbells, electric and electronic cables, batteries, electric 
accumulators; solar panels for production of electricity; alarms and anti-theft alarms, other than for vehicles, electric 
bells; signalling apparatus and instruments, luminous or mechanical signs for traffic use; fire extinguishing apparatus, 
fire engines, fire hose and fire hose nozzles; radar apparatus, sonars, night vision apparatus and instruments; decorative 
magnets.
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Priority claimed from 07/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 026 508 ;Germany 

4299211    07/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487281]
DMG MORI Sales and Service Holding AG
Sulzer Allee 70 CH-8404 Winterthur Switzerland
DMG MORI Co., Ltd.
106 Kitakoriyama-cho, Yamatoriyama-shi Nara 639-1160 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Drill cooling apparatus [parts of machines]; heat sinks for use in machines; linking mechanisms [parts of 
machines]; radial feeders [machines]; oil separators; oil filters [machine parts]; anti-pollution devices for motors and 
engines; filters for machines; loaders [conveyors]; automatic conveyor installations; spiral conveyors [machines]; grabs 
[parts of machines]; robots for feeding workpieces; robots for transferring workpieces; industrial robot tentering 
machines; robots with articulated arms for manipulating workpieces; robots for handling rods; robotic mechanisms for 
conveying; robots for machine tools; robots [machines]; metal cutting tools [machines]; tools for machine tools; dies for 
machine tools; sockets [parts for machines]; tools [parts of machines]; workpiece slide tables [parts of machines]; 
machine guides [parts of machines]; rotating centres [machines]; tables for machines; workpiece carriers [parts of 
machines]; workpiece carriers [machines]; handling machines, automatic [manipulators]; clamping tools for holding piece 
parts during machining; tensioning pieces being parts of machines; tensioning heads being parts of machines; tighteners 
[machines]; holding devices for machine tools; machine tool holders; tool bits for machines; chucks [parts of machines]; 
pallet changing devices for machine tools; adapters being parts of machine tools; clamping devices being parts of 
machine tools; workpiece clamping attachments [parts of machines]; clamping devices for use with machine tools; work 
clamps for machine tools; driving devices for machines; drive mechanisms for machine tools; electric drives being 
machine tools; spindles for machine tools; parts of machine tools; machine tools.

Cl.9;Sensors for use with machine tools; measuring apparatus; measuring sensors; measuring instruments; measuring 
devices, electric; digital panel meters; digital measuring apparatus; cameras [photography]; signalling lamps; 
transformers [electricity]; computer software; CAD-CAM software; computer-aided design (CAD) software.

Cl.42;Development of computer software for computer aided design / computer aided manufacturing [CAD/CAM]; 
computer software design; engineering services relating to machine tool design; technological studies relating to 
machine tools; quality control testing services for industrial machinery; quality assurance consultancy; consultancy 
services relating to quality control; quality testing of products for certification purposes; testing services for the 
certification of quality or standards; quality control for others; quality control; quality control testing; quality checking; 
certification [quality control]; testing, authentication and quality control; quality assessment.
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4299212    14/01/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487284]
SHANDONG BINZOU REFRACTORIES TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.
2 BUILDINGS ON THE WEST SIDE OF THE 309 NATIONAL ROAD, LINCHI TOWN STATIONS, ZOUPING COUNTY, 
BINZHOU CITY 256500 SHANDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Protective gases for welding; agglutinants for concrete; damp-proofing chemicals, except paints, for masonry; fire 
extinguishing compositions; fireproofing preparations; adhesives for wall tiles; adhesives for industrial purposes; 
welding chemicals; chemical preparations to prevent mildew; industrial chemicals.

Cl.17;Asbestos safety curtains; non-conducting materials for retaining heat; compositions to prevent the radiation of 
heat; boiler composition to prevent the radiation of heat; substances for insulating buildings against moisture; insulating 
refractory materials; asbestos; soundproofing materials; electrical insulating materials; padding materials of rubber or 
plastics.

Cl.19;Bricks; tiles, not of metal, for building; grog [fired refractory material]; fireproof cement coatings; floor tiles, not 
of metal; refractory construction materials, not of metal; silicon sand fireclay; refractory furnace linings, namely, 
porcelain plate for electric furnace; slabs, not of metal, for building.
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4299220    04/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487305]
ORALDENT LIMITED
6 Nene Road, Bicton Industrial Estate Kimbolton, Cambridgeshire PE28 0LF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Mouth washes; mouth washes, not for medical purposes; non-medicated mouth washes; teeth cleaning 
(preparations for -); preparations for cleaning teeth; preparations for cleaning the teeth; non-medicated mouthwashes; 
oral hygiene preparations; toothpaste; toothpastes; tooth powder; tooth paste; tooth powders; tooth care preparations; 
tooth cleaning preparations; non-medicated toothpaste; dental rinses for non-medical purposes; dental rinses, non 
medicated; non-medicated dental rinse; non-medicated dentifrices; dentifrices and mouthwashes; mouthwash; 
mouthwashes; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes.

Cl.5;Medicated mouth washes; mouth washes for medical purposes; mouth rinses for medical use; anticavity mouth 
rinses for medical purposes; medicated brush-on oral care gels; dental rinse; medicated dental rinses; medicated anti-
cavity dental rinses; pharmaceutical preparations for dental use; dental preparations and articles, and medicated 
dentifrices; antibacterial mouthwashes; anticavity mouthwash; antimicrobial mouthwashes; antiseptic mouthwashes; 
antiseptic mouthwashes for rinsing; medical mouthwashes; medicated anti-cavity mouthwashes; medicated mouthwash; 
medicated mouthwashes; mouthwashes for medical purposes; mouthwashes [gargles] for medical purposes; medicated 
oral care gels.

Cl.21;Electric and non-electric toothbrushes; electric toothbrushes; electric toothbrushes; electrical toothbrushes; 
manual toothbrushes; non-electric toothbrushes; toothbrushes; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, electric; toothbrushes [non-
electric]; periodontal irrigators [electric] for personal use (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - Rule 
13.2.b) of the Common Regulations); periodontal irrigators [non-electric] for personal use (term considered too vague by 
the International Bureau - Rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2019; Application No. : 09303/2019 ;Switzerland 

4299292    26/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487777]
Lonza Ltd.
Lonzastrasse CH-3930 Visp Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.40;Custom manufacturing of microbiome-based medicines for biotechnology and for the pharmaceutical industry on 
request and according to third-party specifications.

Cl.42;Product design services for development, manufacture, formulation and encapsulation of medicines for 
biotechnology and for the pharmaceutical industry.
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Priority claimed from 21/02/2019; Application No. : 733298 ;Switzerland 

4299295    05/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487781]
Hexagon Technology Center GmbH
Heinrich-Wild-Strasse 201 CH-9435 Heerbrugg Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software platform in the field of manufacturing in the nature of a mobile application, featuring software solutions 
for database management that integrates IoT devices and creates data flows with advanced analytical data, and enables 
the resulting applications to run on any end-user computing device including mobile telephones and tablets.

Cl.42;Platform as a service (PAAS) in the field of manufacturing, featuring cloud technology solutions for database 
management that integrates IoT devices and creates data flows with advanced analytical data, and enables the resulting 
applications to run on any end-user computing device including mobile telephones and tablets.
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Priority claimed from 05/02/2019; Application No. : 018018843 ;European Union 

4299298    26/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487787]
CHECKMARX LTD.
2 JABOTINKSY STREET 5250501 Ramat Gan Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for analyzing source code; downloadable software for detecting and mitigating 
vulnerabilities in software code; downloadable software for detecting and reporting vulnerabilities in software code; 
downloadable electronic publications in the nature of white papers, research papers, and case studies in the field of 
application security.

Cl.41;Computer education training, namely, educational and training services in the field of operation and maintenance 
of application security software; educational and training services, namely, providing courses, seminars and instruction 
in the nature of information technology lessons in the field of application security principles and methodology; 
educational and training services, namely, providing on-line training courses featuring e- learning lessons, quizzes and 
learning modules in the field of application security software; educational and training services, namely, providing non-
downloadable webinars and videos in the field of application security.

Cl.42;Consulting services in the field of application security; research and development services in the field of 
application security; software as a service (SAAS), namely, providing an on-line non-downloadable software platform for 
use in application security testing and for detecting, reporting and remediating vulnerabilities in software; software as a 
service (SAAS), namely, providing an on-line non-downloadable software for use as an e-learning platform in the field of 
application security; cloud computing services featuring software and databases for use in application security; 
consulting services in the field of detecting vulnerabilities in software code and describing mitigation techniques; 
technical support services, namely, troubleshooting in the nature of diagnosing computer hardware and software 
problems and maintenance of computer software in the field of application security.
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4299299    02/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487792]
Rödl Equity Partner Beteiligung GmbH & Co. KG
Äussere Sulzbacher Str. 100 90491 Nürnberg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management; business consultancy and advisory services, in particular taxation [accountancy] 
consultation and professional business consulting; presentation of and advertising for services for others via an Internet 
platform; arranging of contracts, for others, for the provision of services, in particular consultancy services in the field of 
business management, auditing, business process outsourcing and tax consultancy services, via an Internet platform; 
provision of commercial and business contacts via the Internet; collection, compilation and publication of directories of 
providers of services in electronic communications media, in particular via Internet platforms and e-mail newsletters; 
providing business information via a website.

Cl.36;Insurance consultancy; financial analyses; financial consultancy; mutual funds; property management; real 
estate appraisal; real estate agency services; real estate management; health insurance; life insurance; pension fund 
services; fiscal assessments; accident insurance; insurance brokerage; financial management; trusteeship; insurance 
services.

Cl.38;Internet and communications services, namely providing access to an online marketplace for service providers; 
providing access to and transmission of information on the Internet; providing access to a database in form of a 
computer-based market, in particular by providing access to and transmission of information on supply and demand for 
services; providing access to and online transmission of address and industry directories and information contained 
therein; transmission of information of editorial content, in particular via Internet platforms and e-mail newsletters; 
telecommunications services, in particular data transmission and transmission of messages via the Internet; providing 
access to an Internet platform for others; providing access to an online evaluation and feedback system via third parties, 
namely for contractors exchanging services via an Internet platform; leasing access time to databases.

Cl.41;Arranging, conducting and organization of seminars, conferences, training sessions, exhibitions and congresses; 
organization of entertainment and social events.
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Cl.42;Providing internet search engines with specific search functions, in particular for searching for service providers.

Cl.45;Legal services; providing information relating to legal services and legal affairs; advisory services relating to 
legal issues.
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4299313    22/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487806]
SONKAYA MAKINA ANONIM SIRKETI
Esensehir Mahallesi Necip Fazil Bulvari No:37-B Ümraniye Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, plastics and 
minerals, 3D printers; construction machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in construction, bulldozers, 
diggers (machines), excavators, road construction and road paving machines, drilling machines, rock drilling machines, 
road sweeping machines; lifting, loading and transmission machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for lifting, 
loading and transmission purposes; elevators, escalators and cranes; machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for 
use in agriculture and animal breeding, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for processing cereals, fruits, 
vegetables and food; beverage preparation machines, electromechanical; beverage processing machines; engines and 
motors, other than for land vehicles, parts and fittings therefor, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for engines and motors, 
brakes other than for vehicles, brake linings for engines, crankshafts, transmission gears for machines, cylinders for 
engines, pistons for engines, turbines, not for land vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, air and fuel filters for land 
vehicle engines, exhausts for land vehicle engines, exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, engine cylinders for land 
vehicles, engine cylinder heads for land vehicles, pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors for land vehicles, fuel 
conversion apparatus for land vehicle engines, injectors for land vehicle engines, fuel economisers for land vehicle 
engines, pumps for land vehicle engines, valves for land vehicle engines, starters for motors and engines, dynamos for 
land vehicle engines, sparking plugs for land vehicle engines; bearings (parts of machines), roller or ball bearings; 
machines for mounting and detaching tires; alternators, current generators, electric generators, current generators 
operated with solar energy; painting machines, automatic spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic 
punching machines and guns, electric adhesive tape dispensers (machines), electric guns for compressed gas or liquid 
spraying machines, electric hand drills, electric hand saws, electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, compressed air 
machines, compressors (machines), vehicle washing installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with the 
abovementioned functions; electric and gas-operated welding apparatus, electric arc welding apparatus, electric 
soldering apparatus, electric arc cutting apparatus, electrodes for welding machines, industrial robots (machines) with 
the abovementioned functions; printing machines; packaging machines, filling, plugging and sealing machines, labellers 
(machines), sorting machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions, electrical apparatus for 
sealing plastics [packaging]; machines for textile processing, sewing machines, industrial robots (machines) with the 
abovementioned functions; pumps [machines], self-regulating fuel pumps; electric kitchen machines for chopping, 
grinding, crushing, mixing and mincing foodstuff, washing machines, laundry washing machines, dishwashers, spin 
driers (not heated), electric cleaning machines for cleaning floors, carpets or floorings, vacuum cleaners and parts 
thereof; automatic vending machines; galvanizing and electroplating machines; electric door openers and closers; joints 
(parts of engines), compressors [machines], cylinders for machines, filters for machines, foil capping machines, capsule 
filling machines, capping machines, filling machines, bag sealing machines, cup sealing machines, automatic industrial 
labeling machines for applying labels to containers and bottles, tube sealing machines, electric vacuum cleaners for 
industrial purposes, vacuum sealing machines, vacuum packaging machines, shrink wrapping machines, oil hydraulic 
presses for metalworking.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; design of advertising materials; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods 
and services; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of 
statistics; rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; 
commercial consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import-export 
agencies; temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a 
variety of goods, namely, machines, machine tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, 
plastics and minerals, 3D printers, construction machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in construction, 
bulldozers, diggers (machines), excavators, road construction and road paving machines, drilling machines, rock drilling 
machines, road sweeping machines, lifting, loading and transmission machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for 
lifting, loading and transmission purposes, elevators, escalators and cranes, machines and robotic mechanisms 
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(machines) for use in agriculture and animal breeding, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for processing 
cereals, fruits, vegetables and food, beverage preparation machines, electromechanical, beverage processing machines, 
engines and motors, other than for land vehicles, parts and fittings therefor, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for engines 
and motors, brakes other than for vehicles, brake linings for engines, crankshafts, transmission gears for machines, 
cylinders for engines, pistons for engines, turbines, not for land vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, air and fuel 
filters for land vehicle engines, exhausts for land vehicle engines, exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, engine 
cylinders for land vehicles, engine cylinder heads for land vehicles, pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors for land 
vehicles, fuel conversion apparatus for land vehicle engines, injectors for land vehicle engines, starters for motors and 
engines, dynamos for land vehicle engines, sparking plugs for land vehicle engines, bearings (parts of machines), roller 
or ball bearings, machines for mounting and detaching tires, alternators, current generators, electric generators, current 
generators operated with solar energy, painting machines, automatic spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and 
pneumatic punching machines and guns, electric adhesive tape dispensers (machines), electric guns, for compressed 
gas or liquid spraying machines, electric hand drills, electric hand saws, electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, 
compressed air machines, compressors (machines), vehicle washing installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with 
the abovementioned functions, electric and gas-operated welding apparatus, electric arc welding apparatus, electric 
soldering apparatus, electric arc cutting apparatus, electrodes for welding machines, industrial robots (machines) with 
the abovementioned functions, printing machines, packaging machines, filling, plugging and sealing machines, labellers 
(machines), sorting machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions, electrical apparatus for 
sealing plastics [packaging], machines for textile processing, sewing machines, industrial robots (machines) with the 
abovementioned functions, pumps [machines], self-regulating fuel pumps, electric kitchen machines for chopping, 
grinding, crushing, mixing and mincing foodstuff, washing machines, laundry washing machines, dishwashers, spin 
driers (not heated), electric cleaning machines for cleaning floors, carpets or floorings, vacuum cleaners and parts 
thereof, automatic vending machines, galvanizing and electroplating machines, electric door openers and closers, joints 
(parts of engines), enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, such services may be provided 
by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order catalogues.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 732447 ;Switzerland 

4299326    15/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487812]
FIRMENICH SA
1 route des Jeunes, Case postale 239 CH-1211 Genève Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in the manufacture of perfumes and flavours; chemical products for use in compositions for 
perfumery, cosmetics, soaps, bath and shower preparations, shampoos, conditioners, detergents, softeners, deodorants 
for personal use and deodorants other than for personal use, cleaning preparations for household or industrial use; 
chemical products for use in the manufacture of food, food products, food supplements, beverages; chemical products 
for use as ingredients for food and beverages; chemical products for use as flavorings.

Cl.3;Perfumery; perfumes; essential oils for personal use; essential oils and perfume compositions for use in the 
manufacture of scented products; essential oils for use as cosmetic ingredients; essential oils for flavoring food and 
beverages; food flavorings in the form of essential oils; food flavorings prepared from essential oils.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : 018045999 ;European Union 

4299331    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487818]
UiPath SRL
Str. Vasile Alecsandri si Constantin Daniel, Nr. 4 si 11, Corp A, Et. 5-6, Sector 1 Bucharest Romania

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs [downloadable software]; downloadable computer utility programs; computer software 
applications, downloadable; application software for cloud computing services.

Cl.35;Assistance in management of business activities; assistance and advice regarding business management; 
management assistance in business affairs; business assistance, management and administrative services; management 
and operation assistance to commercial businesses; assistance and advice regarding business organisation and 
management; advice relating to the organisation and management of business; business management assistance for 
industrial or commercial companies; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business 
management; assistance to commercial enterprises in the management of their business; commercial assistance in 
business management; efficiency experts; business efficiency expert services; business organisation consulting; 
business organization and operation consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; business 
management and enterprise organization consultancy; business organization and management consultancy including 
personnel management; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business organization; advisory 
services for business management; business management consultancy and advisory services; business consulting; 
professional consultancy relating to business management; business information; collecting information for business; 
dissemination of business information; computer assisted business information; business advisory and information 
services; information in business matters; business information for enterprises (provision of -); business information and 
research services; computerised business information services; provision of business information; analysis of business 
information; computerised business information retrieval; business statistical information services; business advice, 
inquiries or information; provision of business and commercial information; computerised business information 
processing services; business research and information services; provision of statistical information relating to 
business; provision of business management information; provision of computerised data relating to business; 
information services relating to businesses; information services relating to business matters; providing business 
information via a web site; provision of computerised business management information; drawing up of business 
statistical information; economic information services for business purposes; business analysis, research and 
information services; compilation of business statistics and commercial information; advice and information concerning 
commercial business management; information or enquiries on business and marketing; computerised information 
services to business opportunities appraisals; provision of commercial and business contact information; provision of 
business information via global computer networks; provision of computerised information relating to business records; 
providing business information by way of computer terminals; provision of on-line business and commercial information; 
providing information about commercial business and commercial information via the global computer network; updating 
of business information on a computer data base; business consultancy relating to the administration of information 
technology; providing business information directory services, via a global computer network; information and data 
compiling and analyzing relating to business management; business management consulting services in the field of 
information technology; provision of commercial business information by means of a computer database; business 
information services provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; business information services provided 
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online from a global computer network or the internet; providing business information, also via internet, the cable 
network or other forms of data transfer; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation and 
systemization of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; compilation of business statistics; 
compilation of statistics [for business or commercial purposes]; computerized file management; data search in computer 
files for others; document reproduction; outsourcing services [business assistance]; systemization of information into 
computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; advertising, marketing and promotional 
services; distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; dissemination of advertisements; dissemination 
of advertising matter; dissemination of advertising, marketing and publicity materials; dissemination of advertising matter 
online; dissemination of advertising for others; distribution of advertisements and commercial announcements; 
dissemination of advertising material [leaflets, brochure and printed matter]; distribution of advertising material; 
distribution of prospectuses and samples for advertising purposes; distribution of flyers, brochures, printed matter and 
samples for advertising purposes; distribution of products for advertising purposes; distribution and dissemination of 
advertising materials [leaflets, prospectuses, printed material, samples]; dissemination services of advertisement matter; 
product demonstrations and product display services; arranging of displays for commercial purposes; arranging of 
displays for advertising purposes; organisation and conducting of product presentations; preparation and presentation of 
audio visual displays for advertising purposes; presentation of goods and services; demonstration of goods; advertising, 
marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; providing assistance in the field of business 
promotion; marketing assistance; consultancy regarding advertising communications strategy; consultations relating to 
business advertising; business advice relating to marketing management consultations; advice relating to marketing 
management; consultations relating to business promotion; advisory services relating to sales promotion; professional 
consultancy relating to marketing; consultancy relating to advertising and promotion services; business advice relating 
to strategic marketing; advertising and marketing consultancy; marketing advice; consultancy relating to advertising; 
business advice relating to marketing; business consultancy services relating to the marketing of fund raising 
campaigns; business consultancy services relating to the promotion of fund raising campaigns; organisation and 
management of business incentive and loyalty schemes; public relations consultancy; conducting studies in the field of 
public relations; commercial lobbying services; arranging of demonstrations for advertising purposes; organisation of 
events for commercial and advertising purposes; provision of computerised advertising services; provision of advertising 
space by electronic means and global information networks; provision of space on web-sites for advertising goods and 
services; provision of advertising space on electronic media; provision of advertising space on a global computer 
network; rental of advertising space on-line; leasing of advertising space on pamphlets; updating of advertising 
information on a computer data base; business assistance relating to business image; assistance to management in 
commercial enterprises in respect of advertising; management assistance for promoting business; market campaigns; 
collection of information relating to advertising; design of advertising logos; design of advertising materials; development 
of promotional campaigns; development of marketing strategies and concepts; estimations for marketing purposes; 
providing business marketing information; provision of information relating to advertising; affiliate marketing; trade 
marketing [other than selling]; database marketing; product marketing; arranging of presentations for advertising 
purposes; arranging and conducting of marketing events; arranging of competitions for advertising purposes; 
arrangement of advertising; planning of marketing strategies; preparation of advertising campaigns; preparing audio-
visual presentations for use in advertising; production of advertising matter and commercials; design of marketing 
surveys; computerised business promotion; promoting the goods and services of others via computer and 
communication networks; promoting the goods and services of others via a global computer network; promoting the 
goods and services of others; on-line promotion of computer networks and websites; promotion, advertising and 
marketing of on-line websites; promotion [advertising] of business; business promotion; sales promotion; publication of 
publicity materials; publication of publicity materials on-line; on-line advertising on a computer network; online 
advertising; advertising through all public communication means; radio and television advertising; advertising in the 
popular and professional press; magazine advertising; advertising and marketing; updating of advertising material; 
preparation of advertising material; production of video recordings for advertising purposes; electronic commerce 
services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales 
purposes; brand creation services (advertising and promotion); graphic advertising services; information services 
relating to advertising; merchandising; services with regard to product presentation to the public; promotion services; 
advertising services provided via the internet; advertising services provided via a data base; advertising and marketing 
services provided by means of blogging; advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media; 
advertising and promotion services and related consulting; brand strategy services; advertising services to create 
corporate and brand identity; advertising services relating to data bases; preparation of marketing plans; provision of 
marketing reports.

Cl.38;Transmission of information for business purposes; providing access to databases; providing access to online 
computer databases; providing access to and leasing access time to computer databases; providing access to databases 
in computer networks; providing access to electronic communications networks and electronic databases; 
communications by computer terminals; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; computer aided 
transmission of messages, information and images; streaming of data; transmission of digital files.

Cl.41;Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; arranging and conducting of 
conferences; arranging, conducting and organisation of conferences; arranging and conducting of commercial, trade and 
business conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops; 
arranging, conducting and organisation of seminars; programming [scheduling of programs] on a global computer 
network.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs; cloud computing; consulting in the field of 
cloud computing networks and applications; rental of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing 
network; programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; design and 
development of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; providing temporary use of on-
line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; computer programming; 
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scientific computer programming services; computer software programming services; computer programming and 
maintenance of computer programs; computer programming for data processing; computer design and programming 
services; computer programming and software design; computer programming for the internet; research relating to 
computer programming; computer programming services for data warehousing; design, development and programming 
of computer software; technical consultancy services relating to computer programming; computer programming for data 
processing and communication systems; computer programming services for commercial analysis and reporting; 
programming of computer software for reading, transmitting and organising data; programming of computer software for 
evaluation and calculation of data; advisory services relating to computer programming; computer software design; 
software design and development; computer software design and updating; design and writing of computer software; 
design and development of computer software architecture; design, maintenance and updating of computer software; 
design, drawing and commissioned writing of computer software; research, development, design and upgrading of 
computer software; design, maintenance, development and updating of computer software; design, maintenance, rental 
and updating of computer software; design and development of computer software for process control; consultancy 
relating to the design and development of computer software programs; design and development of computer software 
for reading, transmitting and organising data; design and development of computer software for evaluation and 
calculation of data; providing information about the design and development of computer software, systems and 
networks; rental of software; rental of computer database software; rental of computer software and programs; rental and 
maintenance of computer software; computer system analysis; advisory services relating to computer systems analysis; 
computer system design; advisory services relating to computer systems design; design services relating to the 
development of computerised information processing systems; computer software consultancy; professional advisory 
services relating to computer software; technical consultancy relating to the installation and maintenance of computer 
software; technical consultancy relating to the application and use of computer software; providing information, advice 
and consultancy services in the field of computer software; consultancy and information services relating to the design, 
programming and maintenance of computer software; research and consultancy services relating to computer software; 
consultancy services relating to computer networks using mixed software environments; computer technology 
consultancy; computer and information technology consultancy services; consultancy in the field of computer security; 
professional consultancy relating to computer security; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical 
conversion; electronic data storage; computer services concerning electronic data storage; compression of data for 
electronic storage; electronic data storage and data back-up services; electronic storage services for archiving 
databases; electronic storage services for archiving databases, images and other electronic data; temporary electronic 
storage of information and data; information technology [it] consultancy; providing information on computer technology 
and programming via a web site; installation of software; installation and maintenance of computer programs; installation 
and customisation of computer applications software; installation, maintenance and updating of computer software; 
installation, repair and maintenance of computer software; installation, maintenance, updating and upgrading of computer 
software; installation, setting up and maintenance of computer software; installation, maintenance, repair and servicing of 
computer software; installation, maintenance and repair of software for computer systems; maintenance of computer 
programs; development and maintenance of computer software; maintenance and updating of computer software; 
maintenance and upgrading of computer software; development and maintenance of computer database software; 
maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; updating and 
maintenance of computer software and programs; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; off-site data 
backup; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; research and development for others; 
software as a service [saas]; technological consultation services; updating of computer software; updating and upgrading 
of computer software; updating of computer software for others; updating of software databases; updating of computer 
software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; updating of computer programs.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs [downloadable software]; downloadable computer utility programs; computer software 
applications, downloadable; application software for cloud computing services.

Cl.35;Assistance in management of business activities; assistance and advice regarding business management; 
management assistance in business affairs; business assistance, management and administrative services; management 
and operation assistance to commercial businesses; assistance and advice regarding business organisation and 
management; advice relating to the organisation and management of business; business management assistance for 
industrial or commercial companies; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business 
management; assistance to commercial enterprises in the management of their business; commercial assistance in 
business management; efficiency experts; business efficiency expert services; business organisation consulting; 
business organization and operation consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; business 
management and enterprise organization consultancy; business organization and management consultancy including 
personnel management; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business organization; advisory 
services for business management; business management consultancy and advisory services; business consulting; 
professional consultancy relating to business management; business information; collecting information for business; 
dissemination of business information; computer assisted business information; business advisory and information 
services; information in business matters; business information for enterprises (provision of -); business information and 
research services; computerised business information services; provision of business information; analysis of business 
information; computerised business information retrieval; business statistical information services; business advice, 
inquiries or information; provision of business and commercial information; computerised business information 
processing services; business research and information services; provision of statistical information relating to 
business; provision of business management information; provision of computerised data relating to business; 
information services relating to businesses; information services relating to business matters; providing business 
information via a web site; provision of computerised business management information; drawing up of business 
statistical information; economic information services for business purposes; business analysis, research and 
information services; compilation of business statistics and commercial information; advice and information concerning 
commercial business management; information or enquiries on business and marketing; computerised information 
services to business opportunities appraisals; provision of commercial and business contact information; provision of 
business information via global computer networks; provision of computerised information relating to business records; 
providing business information by way of computer terminals; provision of on-line business and commercial information; 
providing information about commercial business and commercial information via the global computer network; updating 
of business information on a computer data base; business consultancy relating to the administration of information 
technology; providing business information directory services, via a global computer network; information and data 
compiling and analyzing relating to business management; business management consulting services in the field of 
information technology; provision of commercial business information by means of a computer database; business 
information services provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; business information services provided 
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online from a global computer network or the internet; providing business information, also via internet, the cable 
network or other forms of data transfer; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation and 
systemization of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; compilation of business statistics; 
compilation of statistics [for business or commercial purposes]; computerized file management; data search in computer 
files for others; document reproduction; outsourcing services [business assistance]; systemization of information into 
computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; advertising, marketing and promotional 
services; distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; dissemination of advertisements; dissemination 
of advertising matter; dissemination of advertising, marketing and publicity materials; dissemination of advertising matter 
online; dissemination of advertising for others; distribution of advertisements and commercial announcements; 
dissemination of advertising material [leaflets, brochure and printed matter]; distribution of advertising material; 
distribution of prospectuses and samples for advertising purposes; distribution of flyers, brochures, printed matter and 
samples for advertising purposes; distribution of products for advertising purposes; distribution and dissemination of 
advertising materials [leaflets, prospectuses, printed material, samples]; dissemination services of advertisement matter; 
product demonstrations and product display services; arranging of displays for commercial purposes; arranging of 
displays for advertising purposes; organisation and conducting of product presentations; preparation and presentation of 
audio visual displays for advertising purposes; presentation of goods and services; demonstration of goods; advertising, 
marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; providing assistance in the field of business 
promotion; marketing assistance; consultancy regarding advertising communications strategy; consultations relating to 
business advertising; business advice relating to marketing management consultations; advice relating to marketing 
management; consultations relating to business promotion; advisory services relating to sales promotion; professional 
consultancy relating to marketing; consultancy relating to advertising and promotion services; business advice relating 
to strategic marketing; advertising and marketing consultancy; marketing advice; consultancy relating to advertising; 
business advice relating to marketing; business consultancy services relating to the marketing of fund raising 
campaigns; business consultancy services relating to the promotion of fund raising campaigns; organisation and 
management of business incentive and loyalty schemes; public relations consultancy; conducting studies in the field of 
public relations; commercial lobbying services; arranging of demonstrations for advertising purposes; organisation of 
events for commercial and advertising purposes; provision of computerised advertising services; provision of advertising 
space by electronic means and global information networks; provision of space on web-sites for advertising goods and 
services; provision of advertising space on electronic media; provision of advertising space on a global computer 
network; rental of advertising space on-line; leasing of advertising space on pamphlets; updating of advertising 
information on a computer data base; business assistance relating to business image; assistance to management in 
commercial enterprises in respect of advertising; management assistance for promoting business; market campaigns; 
collection of information relating to advertising; design of advertising logos; design of advertising materials; development 
of promotional campaigns; development of marketing strategies and concepts; estimations for marketing purposes; 
providing business marketing information; provision of information relating to advertising; affiliate marketing; trade 
marketing [other than selling]; database marketing; product marketing; arranging of presentations for advertising 
purposes; arranging and conducting of marketing events; arranging of competitions for advertising purposes; 
arrangement of advertising; planning of marketing strategies; preparation of advertising campaigns; preparing audio-
visual presentations for use in advertising; production of advertising matter and commercials; design of marketing 
surveys; computerised business promotion; promoting the goods and services of others via computer and 
communication networks; promoting the goods and services of others via a global computer network; promoting the 
goods and services of others; on-line promotion of computer networks and websites; promotion, advertising and 
marketing of on-line websites; promotion [advertising] of business; business promotion; sales promotion; publication of 
publicity materials; publication of publicity materials on-line; on-line advertising on a computer network; online 
advertising; advertising through all public communication means; radio and television advertising; advertising in the 
popular and professional press; magazine advertising; advertising and marketing; updating of advertising material; 
preparation of advertising material; production of video recordings for advertising purposes; electronic commerce 
services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales 
purposes; brand creation services (advertising and promotion); graphic advertising services; information services 
relating to advertising; merchandising; services with regard to product presentation to the public; promotion services; 
advertising services provided via the internet; advertising services provided via a data base; advertising and marketing 
services provided by means of blogging; advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media; 
advertising and promotion services and related consulting; brand strategy services; advertising services to create 
corporate and brand identity; advertising services relating to data bases; preparation of marketing plans; provision of 
marketing reports.

Cl.38;Transmission of information for business purposes; providing access to databases; providing access to online 
computer databases; providing access to and leasing access time to computer databases; providing access to databases 
in computer networks; providing access to electronic communications networks and electronic databases; 
communications by computer terminals; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; computer aided 
transmission of messages, information and images; streaming of data; transmission of digital files.

Cl.41;Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; arranging and conducting of 
conferences; arranging, conducting and organisation of conferences; arranging and conducting of commercial, trade and 
business conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops; 
arranging, conducting and organisation of seminars; programming [scheduling of programs] on a global computer 
network.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs; cloud computing; consulting in the field of 
cloud computing networks and applications; rental of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing 
network; programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; design and 
development of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; providing temporary use of on-
line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; computer programming; 
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scientific computer programming services; computer software programming services; computer programming and 
maintenance of computer programs; computer programming for data processing; computer design and programming 
services; computer programming and software design; computer programming for the internet; research relating to 
computer programming; computer programming services for data warehousing; design, development and programming 
of computer software; technical consultancy services relating to computer programming; computer programming for data 
processing and communication systems; computer programming services for commercial analysis and reporting; 
programming of computer software for reading, transmitting and organising data; programming of computer software for 
evaluation and calculation of data; advisory services relating to computer programming; computer software design; 
software design and development; computer software design and updating; design and writing of computer software; 
design and development of computer software architecture; design, maintenance and updating of computer software; 
design, drawing and commissioned writing of computer software; research, development, design and upgrading of 
computer software; design, maintenance, development and updating of computer software; design, maintenance, rental 
and updating of computer software; design and development of computer software for process control; consultancy 
relating to the design and development of computer software programs; design and development of computer software 
for reading, transmitting and organising data; design and development of computer software for evaluation and 
calculation of data; providing information about the design and development of computer software, systems and 
networks; rental of software; rental of computer database software; rental of computer software and programs; rental and 
maintenance of computer software; computer system analysis; advisory services relating to computer systems analysis; 
computer system design; advisory services relating to computer systems design; design services relating to the 
development of computerised information processing systems; computer software consultancy; professional advisory 
services relating to computer software; technical consultancy relating to the installation and maintenance of computer 
software; technical consultancy relating to the application and use of computer software; providing information, advice 
and consultancy services in the field of computer software; consultancy and information services relating to the design, 
programming and maintenance of computer software; research and consultancy services relating to computer software; 
consultancy services relating to computer networks using mixed software environments; computer technology 
consultancy; computer and information technology consultancy services; consultancy in the field of computer security; 
professional consultancy relating to computer security; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical 
conversion; electronic data storage; computer services concerning electronic data storage; compression of data for 
electronic storage; electronic data storage and data back-up services; electronic storage services for archiving 
databases; electronic storage services for archiving databases, images and other electronic data; temporary electronic 
storage of information and data; information technology [it] consultancy; providing information on computer technology 
and programming via a web site; installation of software; installation and maintenance of computer programs; installation 
and customisation of computer applications software; installation, maintenance and updating of computer software; 
installation, repair and maintenance of computer software; installation, maintenance, updating and upgrading of computer 
software; installation, setting up and maintenance of computer software; installation, maintenance, repair and servicing of 
computer software; installation, maintenance and repair of software for computer systems; maintenance of computer 
programs; development and maintenance of computer software; maintenance and updating of computer software; 
maintenance and upgrading of computer software; development and maintenance of computer database software; 
maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; updating and 
maintenance of computer software and programs; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; off-site data 
backup; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; research and development for others; 
software as a service [saas]; technological consultation services; updating of computer software; updating and upgrading 
of computer software; updating of computer software for others; updating of software databases; updating of computer 
software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; updating of computer programs.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs [downloadable software]; downloadable computer utility programs; computer software 
applications, downloadable; application software for cloud computing services.

Cl.35;Assistance in management of business activities; assistance and advice regarding business management; 
management assistance in business affairs; business assistance, management and administrative services; management 
and operation assistance to commercial businesses; assistance and advice regarding business organisation and 
management; advice relating to the organisation and management of business; business management assistance for 
industrial or commercial companies; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business 
management; assistance to commercial enterprises in the management of their business; commercial assistance in 
business management; efficiency experts; business efficiency expert services; business organisation consulting; 
business organization and operation consultancy; business management and organization consultancy; business 
management and enterprise organization consultancy; business organization and management consultancy including 
personnel management; assistance, advisory services and consultancy with regard to business organization; advisory 
services for business management; business management consultancy and advisory services; business consulting; 
professional consultancy relating to business management; business information; collecting information for business; 
dissemination of business information; computer assisted business information; business advisory and information 
services; information in business matters; business information for enterprises (provision of -); business information and 
research services; computerised business information services; provision of business information; analysis of business 
information; computerised business information retrieval; business statistical information services; business advice, 
inquiries or information; provision of business and commercial information; computerised business information 
processing services; business research and information services; provision of statistical information relating to 
business; provision of business management information; provision of computerised data relating to business; 
information services relating to businesses; information services relating to business matters; providing business 
information via a web site; provision of computerised business management information; drawing up of business 
statistical information; economic information services for business purposes; business analysis, research and 
information services; compilation of business statistics and commercial information; advice and information concerning 
commercial business management; information or enquiries on business and marketing; computerised information 
services to business opportunities appraisals; provision of commercial and business contact information; provision of 
business information via global computer networks; provision of computerised information relating to business records; 
providing business information by way of computer terminals; provision of on-line business and commercial information; 
providing information about commercial business and commercial information via the global computer network; updating 
of business information on a computer data base; business consultancy relating to the administration of information 
technology; providing business information directory services, via a global computer network; information and data 
compiling and analyzing relating to business management; business management consulting services in the field of 
information technology; provision of commercial business information by means of a computer database; business 
information services provided on-line from a computer database or the internet; business information services provided 
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online from a global computer network or the internet; providing business information, also via internet, the cable 
network or other forms of data transfer; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation and 
systemization of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; compilation of business statistics; 
compilation of statistics [for business or commercial purposes]; computerized file management; data search in computer 
files for others; document reproduction; outsourcing services [business assistance]; systemization of information into 
computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; advertising, marketing and promotional 
services; distribution of advertising, marketing and promotional material; dissemination of advertisements; dissemination 
of advertising matter; dissemination of advertising, marketing and publicity materials; dissemination of advertising matter 
online; dissemination of advertising for others; distribution of advertisements and commercial announcements; 
dissemination of advertising material [leaflets, brochure and printed matter]; distribution of advertising material; 
distribution of prospectuses and samples for advertising purposes; distribution of flyers, brochures, printed matter and 
samples for advertising purposes; distribution of products for advertising purposes; distribution and dissemination of 
advertising materials [leaflets, prospectuses, printed material, samples]; dissemination services of advertisement matter; 
product demonstrations and product display services; arranging of displays for commercial purposes; arranging of 
displays for advertising purposes; organisation and conducting of product presentations; preparation and presentation of 
audio visual displays for advertising purposes; presentation of goods and services; demonstration of goods; advertising, 
marketing and promotional consultancy, advisory and assistance services; providing assistance in the field of business 
promotion; marketing assistance; consultancy regarding advertising communications strategy; consultations relating to 
business advertising; business advice relating to marketing management consultations; advice relating to marketing 
management; consultations relating to business promotion; advisory services relating to sales promotion; professional 
consultancy relating to marketing; consultancy relating to advertising and promotion services; business advice relating 
to strategic marketing; advertising and marketing consultancy; marketing advice; consultancy relating to advertising; 
business advice relating to marketing; business consultancy services relating to the marketing of fund raising 
campaigns; business consultancy services relating to the promotion of fund raising campaigns; organisation and 
management of business incentive and loyalty schemes; public relations consultancy; conducting studies in the field of 
public relations; commercial lobbying services; arranging of demonstrations for advertising purposes; organisation of 
events for commercial and advertising purposes; provision of computerised advertising services; provision of advertising 
space by electronic means and global information networks; provision of space on web-sites for advertising goods and 
services; provision of advertising space on electronic media; provision of advertising space on a global computer 
network; rental of advertising space on-line; leasing of advertising space on pamphlets; updating of advertising 
information on a computer data base; business assistance relating to business image; assistance to management in 
commercial enterprises in respect of advertising; management assistance for promoting business; market campaigns; 
collection of information relating to advertising; design of advertising logos; design of advertising materials; development 
of promotional campaigns; development of marketing strategies and concepts; estimations for marketing purposes; 
providing business marketing information; provision of information relating to advertising; affiliate marketing; trade 
marketing [other than selling]; database marketing; product marketing; arranging of presentations for advertising 
purposes; arranging and conducting of marketing events; arranging of competitions for advertising purposes; 
arrangement of advertising; planning of marketing strategies; preparation of advertising campaigns; preparing audio-
visual presentations for use in advertising; production of advertising matter and commercials; design of marketing 
surveys; computerised business promotion; promoting the goods and services of others via computer and 
communication networks; promoting the goods and services of others via a global computer network; promoting the 
goods and services of others; on-line promotion of computer networks and websites; promotion, advertising and 
marketing of on-line websites; promotion [advertising] of business; business promotion; sales promotion; publication of 
publicity materials; publication of publicity materials on-line; on-line advertising on a computer network; online 
advertising; advertising through all public communication means; radio and television advertising; advertising in the 
popular and professional press; magazine advertising; advertising and marketing; updating of advertising material; 
preparation of advertising material; production of video recordings for advertising purposes; electronic commerce 
services, namely, providing information about products via telecommunication networks for advertising and sales 
purposes; brand creation services (advertising and promotion); graphic advertising services; information services 
relating to advertising; merchandising; services with regard to product presentation to the public; promotion services; 
advertising services provided via the internet; advertising services provided via a data base; advertising and marketing 
services provided by means of blogging; advertising and marketing services provided by means of social media; 
advertising and promotion services and related consulting; brand strategy services; advertising services to create 
corporate and brand identity; advertising services relating to data bases; preparation of marketing plans; provision of 
marketing reports.

Cl.38;Transmission of information for business purposes; providing access to databases; providing access to online 
computer databases; providing access to and leasing access time to computer databases; providing access to databases 
in computer networks; providing access to electronic communications networks and electronic databases; 
communications by computer terminals; computer-aided transmission of messages and images; computer aided 
transmission of messages, information and images; streaming of data; transmission of digital files.

Cl.41;Teaching and training in business, industry and information technology; arranging and conducting of 
conferences; arranging, conducting and organisation of conferences; arranging and conducting of commercial, trade and 
business conferences; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops; 
arranging, conducting and organisation of seminars; programming [scheduling of programs] on a global computer 
network.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs; cloud computing; consulting in the field of 
cloud computing networks and applications; rental of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing 
network; programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; design and 
development of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; providing temporary use of on-
line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; computer programming; 
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scientific computer programming services; computer software programming services; computer programming and 
maintenance of computer programs; computer programming for data processing; computer design and programming 
services; computer programming and software design; computer programming for the internet; research relating to 
computer programming; computer programming services for data warehousing; design, development and programming 
of computer software; technical consultancy services relating to computer programming; computer programming for data 
processing and communication systems; computer programming services for commercial analysis and reporting; 
programming of computer software for reading, transmitting and organising data; programming of computer software for 
evaluation and calculation of data; advisory services relating to computer programming; computer software design; 
software design and development; computer software design and updating; design and writing of computer software; 
design and development of computer software architecture; design, maintenance and updating of computer software; 
design, drawing and commissioned writing of computer software; research, development, design and upgrading of 
computer software; design, maintenance, development and updating of computer software; design, maintenance, rental 
and updating of computer software; design and development of computer software for process control; consultancy 
relating to the design and development of computer software programs; design and development of computer software 
for reading, transmitting and organising data; design and development of computer software for evaluation and 
calculation of data; providing information about the design and development of computer software, systems and 
networks; rental of software; rental of computer database software; rental of computer software and programs; rental and 
maintenance of computer software; computer system analysis; advisory services relating to computer systems analysis; 
computer system design; advisory services relating to computer systems design; design services relating to the 
development of computerised information processing systems; computer software consultancy; professional advisory 
services relating to computer software; technical consultancy relating to the installation and maintenance of computer 
software; technical consultancy relating to the application and use of computer software; providing information, advice 
and consultancy services in the field of computer software; consultancy and information services relating to the design, 
programming and maintenance of computer software; research and consultancy services relating to computer software; 
consultancy services relating to computer networks using mixed software environments; computer technology 
consultancy; computer and information technology consultancy services; consultancy in the field of computer security; 
professional consultancy relating to computer security; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical 
conversion; electronic data storage; computer services concerning electronic data storage; compression of data for 
electronic storage; electronic data storage and data back-up services; electronic storage services for archiving 
databases; electronic storage services for archiving databases, images and other electronic data; temporary electronic 
storage of information and data; information technology [it] consultancy; providing information on computer technology 
and programming via a web site; installation of software; installation and maintenance of computer programs; installation 
and customisation of computer applications software; installation, maintenance and updating of computer software; 
installation, repair and maintenance of computer software; installation, maintenance, updating and upgrading of computer 
software; installation, setting up and maintenance of computer software; installation, maintenance, repair and servicing of 
computer software; installation, maintenance and repair of software for computer systems; maintenance of computer 
programs; development and maintenance of computer software; maintenance and updating of computer software; 
maintenance and upgrading of computer software; development and maintenance of computer database software; 
maintenance of computer software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; updating and 
maintenance of computer software and programs; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; off-site data 
backup; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; research and development for others; 
software as a service [saas]; technological consultation services; updating of computer software; updating and upgrading 
of computer software; updating of computer software for others; updating of software databases; updating of computer 
software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; updating of computer programs.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Carburetters; internal combustion engines for power generation, other than for land vehicles; turbogenerators; 
turbines, other than for land vehicles; steam engine boilers; filters for cleaning cooling air, for engines; fans for motors 
and engines; radiators [cooling] for motors and engines; fuel filters; catalytic converters for motors and engines; hangers 
[parts of machines]; crankcases for machines, motors and engines; filters [parts of machines or engines]; diesel engines 
for machines; self-regulating fuel pumps; fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion engines; catalytic 
converters; motors, other than for land vehicles; alternators; emergency power generators; high-voltage generators; 
direct current generators; gas operated power generators; current generators.

Cl.9;Electric control devices for heating management; electric control devices for energy management; regulating 
apparatus, electric; distribution boxes [electricity]; inverters [electricity]; current rectifiers; voltage surge protectors; 
converters, electric; circuit breakers; high voltage transformers; electronic power transformers; electric power supply 
units; transformers [electricity]; electric voltage transformers; battery chargers; batteries, electric; accumulators, electric; 
software for diagnostics and troubleshooting; computer programs for connecting remotely to computers or computer 
networks; application software; computer software.

Cl.11;Heating apparatus; waste disposal incinerators; gas ovens; germicidal burners; heating installations [water]; heat 
exchangers, other than parts of machines; heat accumulators; heat pumps; incinerators; stoves [heating apparatus]; 
heating installations; heating boilers; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; gas burners; steam boilers, 
other than parts of machines; steam heating apparatus; steam generating installations; sterilizers; disinfectant apparatus; 
hot water boilers.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software; computer gaming software; computer software packages; computer operating system software; 
computer software, recorded; software drivers; virtual reality software; games software; entertainment software for 
computer games; computer programs for network management; operating computer software for main frame computers; 
monitors (computer hardware); computer hardware; apparatus for recording images; monitors (computer programs); 
computer game programs; computer programs for recorded games; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; communications servers [computer hardware]; electronic components for gambling 
machines; computer application software featuring games and gaming; computer software for the administration of on-
line games and gaming; computer hardware for games and gaming; electronic components and computer software for 
gambling, gambling machines, gambling games on the internet and via telecommunication network.

Cl.28;Gaming machines for gambling; chips for gambling; mah-jong; arcade games; gambling machines operating with 
coins, notes and cards; games; electronic games; parlor games; gaming chips; gaming tables; slot machines [gaming 
machines]; LCD game machines; slot machines and gaming devices; coin-operated amusement machines; roulette chips; 
poker chips; chips and dice [gaming equipment]; equipment for casinos; roulette tables; gaming roulette wheels; casino 
games; gambling machines and amusement machines, automatic and coin-operated; coin-operated amusement machines 
and/or electronic coin-operated amusement machines with or without the possibility of gain; boxes for coin-operated 
machines, slot machines and gaming machines; electronic or electrotechnical amusement machines and apparatus, 
gaming machines, coin-operated entertainment machines; housings for coin-operated machines, gaming equipment, 
gaming machines, machines for gambling; electropneumatic and electrical slot machines (gaming machines for 
gambling).

Cl.41;Gambling; services related to gambling; gaming services for entertainment purposes; casino, gaming and 
gambling services; training in the development of software systems; provision of equipment for gambling halls; providing 
casino equipment [gambling]; gaming machine entertainment services; providing casino facilities [gambling]; gaming hall 
services; amusement arcade services; games equipment rental; rental of gaming machines; providing amusement arcade 
services; rental of gaming machines with images of fruits; editing or recording of sounds and images; sound recording 
and video entertainment services; hire of sound reproducing apparatus; provision of gaming equipment for casinos; 
providing of casino facilities; online gambling services; casino, gaming and gambling services; provision of gaming 
establishments, gaming halls, Internet casinos, online gaming services.
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Priority claimed from 11/01/2019; Application No. : 88258390 ;United States of America 

4300653    14/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487873]
Reliance Worldwide Corporation
2300 Defoor Hills Road NW Atlanta GA 30318 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal telescoping brackets for pipes, wires, cables and conduits; metal brackets and supports for pipes and 
electrical wires and conduits; metal clamps and hangers for pipes, wires, cables and conduit; extendable metal brackets 
for pipes, wires, cables and conduits; metal brackets for plumbing fixtures; metal plumbing straps; metal restraints for 
pipe joints and fittings; metal plenum supports; metal water heater supports, stands and sheds for water heaters; metal 
water heater straps and drain pans; metal suspension stands for water heaters; metal connectors for gas appliances; 
metal mounting brackets and straps for tanks; metal plumbing fittings and accessories, namely, plumbing straps and 
brackets, and supports and restraints for plumbing pipes clamps, for pipes, wires, cables and conduit clamps, hangers 
and supports for pipes, wires, cables and conduit.

Cl.8;Plumbing wrenches.

Cl.9;Non-metal, manually operated plumbing pressure testing and leak testing fittings for pipes; non-metal valves being 
for leak or pressure test fittings for pipes.

Cl.11;Non-metal drains, namely drains for sanitary installations to prevent the spread of fire; non-metal cleanout 
fittings, namely, fittings for the draining of water in sanitary installations; non-metal pans for the draining of water in 
sanitary installations.

Cl.17;Non-metal firestop seals; non-metal firestop sleeves in the nature of insulating materials; vibration dampening 
plates in the nature of insulating materials; non-metal acoustic isolators for plumbing fittings and accessories as part of 
plumbing installations; acoustic insulating materials, namely, acoustic dampening plates, riser pads and liners, not made 
of metal.

Cl.19;Non-metal flanged supports for tubes to prevent the spread of fire.

Cl.20;Acoustic dampening pipe clamps and hangers not made of metal; vibration dampening clamps and hangers not 
made of metal for supporting pipes, wires, cables and conduit; non-metal clamps, brackets and supports for pipes, wires, 
cables and conduit; non-metal flame retardant clamps, hangers and supports for pipes, wires, cables and conduits; 
plastic clamps, brackets and supports for pipes, wires, cables and conduit.
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4300663    08/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488057]
ECZACIBASI HOLDING ANONIM SIRKETI
Kanyon Ofis Büyükdere Cad. No:185levent Besiktas TR-34394 Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Ores of non-precious metal; common metals and their alloys and semi-finished products made of these materials; 
irons for construction; mats and stirrups of common metals for buildings; common metals in the form of plate, billet, 
stick, profile, sheet and sheeting; goods and materials of common metal used for storage, wrapping, packaging and 
sheltering purposes, containers of metal (storage, transport), buildings of metal, frames of metal for building, poles of 
metal for building, metal boxes, packaging containers of metal, aluminium foil, fences made of metal, guard barriers of 
metal, metal tubes, storage containers of metal, metal containers for the transportation of goods, ladders of metal; 
latticework of metal; doors, windows, shutters, jalousies and their cases and fittings of metal; non-electric cables and 
wires of metal; ironmongery; small hardware of metal; screws of metal; nails; bolts of metal; nuts of metal; pegs of metal; 
flakes of metal; pitons of metal; metal chains; furniture casters of metal; fittings of metal for furniture; industrial metal 
wheels; door handles of metal; window handles of metal; hinges of metal; metal latches; metal locks; metal keys for 
locks; metal rings; metal pulleys; ventilation ducts, vents, vent covers, pipes, chimney caps, manhole covers, grilles of 
metal for ventilation, heating, sewage, telephone, underground electricity and air conditioning installations; metal panels 
or boards (non-luminous and non-mechanical) used for signalling, route showing, publicity purposes, signboards of 
metal, advertisement columns of metal, signalling panels of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs of 
metal; pipes of metal for transportation of liquids and gas, drilling pipes of metal and their metal fittings, valves of metal, 
couplings of metal for pipes, elbows of metal for pipes, clips of metal for pipes, connectors of metal for pipes; safes 
(strong boxes) of metal; metal railway materials, metal rails, metal railway ties, railway switches; bollards of metal, 
floating docks of metal, mooring buoys of metal, anchors; metallic moulds for metal casting, other than machine parts; 
works of art made of common metals or their alloys, trophies of common metal; metal closures, bottle caps of metal; 
metal poles; metal pillars; scaffolding of metal; metal stakes, scaffolding towers of metal; metal pallets and metal ropes 
for lifting, loading and transportation purposes; metal hangers, ties, straps, tapes and bands used for load-lifting and 
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load-carrying; wheel chocks made primarily of metal; metal profile laths for vehicles for the purposes of decoration.

Cl.7;Machines, machine tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, plastics and 
minerals, 3D printers; construction machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in construction; bulldozers, 
diggers (machines), excavators, road construction and road paving machines, drilling machines, rock drilling machines, 
road sweeping machines; lifting, loading and transmission machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for lifting, 
loading and transmission purposes; elevators, escalators and cranes; machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for 
use in agriculture and animal breeding, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for processing cereals, fruits, 
vegetables and food; machines for preparing and processing beverages; engines and motors, other than for land 
vehicles, parts and fittings therefor; hydraulic and pneumatic controls for engines and motors, brakes other than for 
vehicles, brake linings for engines, crankshafts, gearboxes, other than for land vehicles, cylinders for engines, pistons for 
engines, turbines, not for land vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, air and fuel filters for land vehicle engines, 
exhausts for land vehicle engines, exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, engine cylinders for land vehicles, engine 
cylinder heads for land vehicles, pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors for land vehicles, fuel conversion 
apparatus for land vehicle engines, injectors for land vehicle engines, fuel economisers for land vehicle engines, pumps 
for land vehicle engines, valves for land vehicle engines, starter motors for land vehicles, dynamos for land vehicle 
engines, sparking plugs for land vehicle engines; bearings (parts of machines), roller or ball bearings; machines for 
mounting and detaching tires; alternators, current generators, electric generators, current generators operated with solar 
energy; painting machines, automatic spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic punching machines and 
guns, electric adhesive tape dispensers (machines), electric guns for compressed gas or liquid spraying machines, 
electric hand drills, electric hand saws, electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, compressed air machines, 
compressors (machines), vehicle washing installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with the abovementioned 
functions; electric and gas-operated welding apparatus, electric arc welding apparatus, electric soldering apparatus, 
electric arc cutting apparatus, electrodes for welding machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned 
functions; printing machines; packaging machines, filling, plugging and sealing machines, labellers (machines), sorting 
machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions, electric packing machines for plugging and 
sealing of plastics; machines for textile processing, sewing machines, industrial robots (machines) with the 
abovementioned functions; pumps for machines, fuel dispensing pumps for service stations, self-regulating fuel pumps; 
electric kitchen machines for chopping, grinding, crushing, mixing and mincing foodstuff, washing machines, laundry 
washing machines, dishwashers, spin driers (not heated), electric cleaning machines for cleaning floors, carpets or 
floorings, vacuum cleaners and parts thereof; automatic vending machines; galvanizing and electroplating machines; 
electric door openers and closers; gaskets for engines and motors.

Cl.9;Measurement apparatus and equipment including those for scientific, nautical, thopographic, meteorologic, 
industrial and laboratory purposes, thermometers, not for medical purposes, barometers, ammeters, voltmeters, 
hygrometers, testing apparatus not for medical purposes, telescopes, periscopes, directional compasses, speed 
indicators, laboratory apparatus, microscopes, magnifying glasses, stills, binoculars, ovens and furnaces for laboratory 
experiments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, cameras, photographic cameras, 
television apparatus, video recorders, CD and DVD players and recorders, MP3 players, computers, desktop computers, 
tablet computers, wearable technological devices, namely, smart watches, smart wristbands, head-mounted cameras, and 
virtual reality goggles, microphones, loudspeakers, earphones, telecommunications apparatus, apparatus for the 
reproduction of sound or images, computer peripheral devices, cell phones, covers for cell phones, telephone apparatus, 
computer printers, scanners [data processing equipment], photocopiers; magnetic and optical data carriers and computer 
software and programmes recorded thereto, downloadable and recordable electronic publications, encoded magnetic and 
optical cards, movies, tv series and video music clips recorded on magnetic, optical and electronic media; antennas, 
satellite antennas, amplifiers for antennas, parts of the aforementioned goods; ticket dispensers, automatic teller 
machines (ATM); electronic components used in the electronic parts of machines and apparatus, semi-conductors, 
electronic circuits, integrated circuits, chips [integrated circuits], diodes, transistors [electronic], magnetic heads for 
electronic apparatus, electronic locks, photocells, remote control apparatus for opening and closing doors, optical 
sensors; counters and quantity indicators for measuring the quantity of consumption, automatic time switches; clothing 
for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, safety vests and life-saving apparatus and equipment; eyeglasses, 
sunglasses, optical lenses and cases, containers, parts and components thereof; apparatus and instruments for 
conducting, transforming, accumulating or controlling electricity, electric plugs, junction boxes [electricity], electric 
switches, circuit breakers, fuses, lighting ballasts, battery starter cables, electrical circuit boards, electric resistances, 
electric sockets, transformers [electricity], electrical adapters, battery chargers, electric door bells, electric and electronic 
cables, batteries, electric accumulators, solar panels for production of electricity; alarms and anti-theft alarms, other than 
for vehicles, electric bells; signalling apparatus and instruments, luminous or mechanical signs for traffic use; fire 
extinguishing apparatus, fire engines, fire hose and fire hose nozzles; radar apparatus, sonars, night vision apparatus and 
instruments; decorative magnets; metronomes.

Cl.11;Lighting installations; lights for vehicles and interior-exterior spaces; heating installations using solid, liquid or 
gas fuels or electricity, central heating boilers, boilers for heating installations, radiators [heating], heat exchangers, not 
parts of machines, stoves, kitchen stoves, solar thermal collectors [heating]; steam, gas and fog generators, steam 
boilers, other than parts of machines, acetylene generators, oxygen generators, nitrogen generators; installations for air-
conditioning and ventilating; cooling installations and freezers; electric and gas-powered devices, installations and 
apparatus for cooking, drying and boiling: cookers, electric cooking pots, electric water heaters, barbecues, electric 
laundry driers; hair driers; hand drying apparatus; sanitary installations, taps [faucets], shower installations, toilets 
[water-closets], shower and bathing cubicles, bath tubs, toilet seats, sinks, wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary 
installations], washers for water taps; water softening apparatus; water purification apparatus; water purification 
installations; waste water purification installations; electric bed warmers and electric blankets, not for medical use; 
electric pillow warmers; electric or non-electric footwarmers; hot water bottles, electrically heated socks; filters for 
aquariums and aquarium filtration apparatus; industrial installations for cooking, drying and cooling purposes; 
pasteurizers and sterilizers.
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Cl.19;Sand, gravel, crushed stone, asphalt, bitumen, cement, gypsum, plaster, concrete, marble blocks for 
construction, included in this class; building materials (as finished products) made of concrete, gypsum, clay, potters' 
clay, stone, marble, wood, plastics and synthetic materials for building, construction, road construction purposes, 
included in this class; non-metallic buildings, non-metallic building materials, poles not of metal for power lines, barriers 
not of metal; natural and synthetic coatings in the form of panels and sheets, being building materials; bitumen cardboard 
coatings for roofing; bitumen coating for roofing; doors and windows of wood and synthetic materials; traffic signs not of 
metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical, for roads; monuments and statuettes of stone, concrete and marble; building 
glass; prefabricated swimming pools not of metal (structures); aquarium sand.

Cl.20;Furniture, made of any kind of material; mattresses; pillows; air mattresses and cushions, not for medical 
purposes, water beds; mirrors; beehives, artificial honeycombs and sections of wood for honeycombs; bouncing chairs 
for babies, playpens for babies, cradles, infant walkers; display boards, frames for pictures and paintings, identification 
plates, identification tags, nameplates, identification labels made of wood or synthetic materials; packaging containers of 
wood or plastics, casks for use in transportation or storage, barrels, storage drums, tanks, boxes, storage containers, 
transportation containers, chests, loading pallets and closures for the aforementioned goods, of wood or plastics; small 
hardware goods of wood or synthetic materials included in this class, furniture fittings, of wood or synthetic materials, 
opening and closing mechanisms of wood or synthetic materials; ornaments and decorative goods of wood, cork, reed, 
cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum, beeswax, plastic or plaster 
namely figurines, holiday ornaments for walls, sculptures, trophies; baskets, not of metal, fishing baskets; kennels, 
nesting boxes and beds for household pets; portable ladders and mobile boarding stairs of wood or synthetic materials; 
bamboo curtains, roller indoor blinds [for interiors], slatted indoor blinds, bead curtains for decoration, curtain hooks, 
curtain rings, curtain tie-backs, curtain rods; non-metal wheel chocks.

Cl.21;Hand-operated non-electric cleaning instruments and appliances, brushes, other than paintbrushes, steel wools 
for cleaning, sponges for cleaning, steel wool for cleaning, cloths of textile for cleaning, gloves for dishwashing, non-
electric polishing machines for household purposes, brooms for carpets, mops; toothbrushes, electric toothbrushes, 
dental floss, shaving brushes, hair brushes, combs; non-electric household or kitchen utensils, included in this class, 
other than forks, knives, spoons, services [dishes], pots and pans, bottle openers, flower pots, drinking straws, non-
electric cooking utensils; ironing boards and shaped covers therefor, drying racks for washing, clothes drying hangers; 
cages for household pets, indoor aquariums, vivariums and indoor terrariums for animals and plant cultivation; 
ornaments and decorative goods of glass, porcelain, earthenware or clay namely statues, figurines, vases, and trophies; 
mouse traps, insect traps, electric devices for attracting and killing flies and insects, fly catchers, fly swatters; perfume 
burners, perfume sprayers, perfume vaporizers, electric or non-electric make-up removing appliances, powder puffs, toilet 
cases; nozzles for sprinkler hose, nozzles for watering cans, watering devices, garden watering cans; unworked or semi-
worked glass, except building glass, mosaics of glass and powdered glass for decoration, except for building, glass wool 
other than for insulation or textile use.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; design for advertising; provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of statistics; 
rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for unavailable 
subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy; accounting; commercial 
consultancy services; personnel recruitment, personnel placement, employment agencies, import-export agencies; 
temporary personnel placement services; auctioneering; the bringing together, for the benefit of others, of a variety of 
goods, namely, ores of non-precious metal, common metals and their alloys and semi-finished products made of these 
materials, irons for construction, mats and stirrups of common metals for buildings, common metals in the form of plate, 
billet, stick, profile, sheet and sheeting, goods and materials of common metal used for storage, wrapping, packaging and 
sheltering purposes, containers of metal (storage, transport), buildings of metal, frames of metal for building, poles of 
metal for building, metal boxes, packaging containers of metal, aluminium foil, fences made of metal, guard barriers of 
metal, metal tubes, storage containers of metal, metal containers for the transportation of goods, ladders of metal, 
latticework of metal, doors, windows, shutters, jalousies and their cases and fittings of metal, non-electric cables and 
wires of metal, ironmongery, small hardware of metal, screws of metal, nails, bolts of metal, nuts of metal, pegs of metal, 
flakes of metal, pitons of metal, metal chains, furniture casters of metal, fittings of metal for furniture, industrial metal 
wheels, door handles of metal, window handles of metal, hinges of metal, metal latches, metal locks, metal keys for locks, 
metal rings, metal pulleys, ventilation ducts, vents, vent covers, pipes, chimney caps, manhole covers, grilles of metal for 
ventilation, heating, sewage, telephone, underground electricity and air conditioning installations, metal panels or boards 
(non-luminous and non-mechanical) used for signalling, route showing, publicity purposes, signboards of metal, 
advertisement columns of metal, signalling panels of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical traffic signs of metal, 
pipes of metal for transportation of liquids and gas, drilling pipes of metal and their metal fittings, valves of metal, 
couplings of metal for pipes, elbows of metal for pipes, clips of metal for pipes, connectors of metal for pipes, safes 
(strong boxes) of metal, metal railway materials, metal rails, metal railway ties, railway switches, bollards of metal, floating 
docks of metal, mooring buoys of metal, anchors, metallic moulds for metal casting, other than machine parts, works of 
art made of common metals or their alloys, trophies of common metal, metal closures, bottle caps of metal, metal poles, 
metal pillars, scaffolding of metal, metal stakes, scaffolding towers of metal, metal pallets and metal ropes for lifting, 
loading and transportation purposes, metal hangers, ties, straps, tapes and bands used for load-lifting and load-carrying, 
wheel chocks made primarily of metal, metal profile laths for vehicles for the purposes of decoration, machines, machine 
tools and industrial robots for processing and shaping wood, metals, glass, plastics and minerals, 3D printers, 
construction machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in construction: bulldozers, diggers (machines), 
excavators, road construction and road paving machines, drilling machines, rock drilling machines, road sweeping 
machines, lifting, loading and transmission machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for lifting, loading and 
transmission purposes: elevators, escalators and cranes, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for use in 
agriculture and animal breeding, machines and robotic mechanisms (machines) for processing cereals, fruits, vegetables 
and food, machines for preparing and processing beverages, engines and motors, other than for land vehicles, parts and 
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fittings therefor, hydraulic and pneumatic controls for engines and motors, brakes other than for vehicles, brake linings 
for engines, crankshafts, gearboxes, other than for land vehicles, cylinders for engines, pistons for engines, turbines, not 
for land vehicles, filters for engines and motors, oil, air and fuel filters for land vehicle engines, exhausts for land vehicle 
engines, exhaust manifolds for land vehicle engines, engine cylinders for land vehicles, engine cylinder heads for land 
vehicles, pistons for land vehicle engines, carburetors for land vehicles, fuel conversion apparatus for land vehicle 
engines, injectors for land vehicle engines, fuel economisers for land vehicle engines, pumps for land vehicle engines, 
valves for land vehicle engines, starter motors for land vehicles, dynamos for land vehicle engines, sparking plugs for 
land vehicle engines, bearings (parts of machines), roller or ball bearings, machines for mounting and detaching tires, 
alternators, current generators, electric generators, current generators operated with solar energy, painting machines, 
automatic spray guns for paint, electric, hydraulic and pneumatic punching machines and guns, electric adhesive tape 
dispensers (machines), electric guns for compressed gas or liquid spraying machines, electric hand drills, electric hand 
saws, electric jigsaw machines, spiral machines, compressed air machines, compressors (machines), vehicle washing 
installations, robotic mechanisms (machines) with the abovementioned functions, electric and gas-operated welding 
apparatus, electric arc welding apparatus, electric soldering apparatus, electric arc cutting apparatus, electrodes for 
welding machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions, printing machines, packaging 
machines, filling, plugging and sealing machines, labellers (machines), sorting machines, industrial robots (machines) 
with the abovementioned functions, electric packing machines for plugging and sealing of plastics, machines for textile 
processing, sewing machines, industrial robots (machines) with the abovementioned functions, pumps for machines, fuel 
dispensing pumps for service stations, self-regulating fuel pumps, electric kitchen machines for chopping, grinding, 
crushing, mixing and mincing foodstuff, washing machines, laundry washing machines, dishwashers, spin driers (not 
heated), electric cleaning machines for cleaning floors, carpets or floorings, vacuum cleaners and parts thereof, 
automatic vending machines, galvanizing and electroplating machines, electric door openers and closers, gaskets for 
engines and motors, measurement apparatus and equipment including those for scientific, nautical, thopographic, 
meteorologic, industrial and laboratory purposes, thermometers, not for medical purposes, barometers, ammeters, 
voltmeters, hygrometers, testing apparatus not for medical purposes, telescopes, periscopes, directional compasses, 
speed indicators, laboratory apparatus, microscopes, magnifying glasses, stills, binoculars, ovens and furnaces for 
laboratory experiments, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images, cameras, 
photographic cameras, television apparatus, video recorders, CD and DVD players and recorders, MP3 players, 
computers, desktop computers, tablet computers, wearable technological devices, namely, smart watches, smart 
wristbands, head-mounted cameras, and virtual reality goggles, microphones, loudspeakers, earphones, 
telecommunications apparatus, apparatus for the reproduction of sound or images, computer peripheral devices, cell 
phones, covers for cell phones, telephone apparatus, computer printers, scanners [data processing equipment], 
photocopiers, magnetic and optical data carriers and computer software and programmes recorded thereto, 
downloadable and recordable electronic publications, encoded magnetic and optical cards, movies, tv series and video 
music clips recorded on magnetic, optical and electronic media, antennas, satellite antennas, amplifiers for antennas, 
parts of the aforementioned goods, ticket dispensers, automatic teller machines (ATM), electronic components used in 
the electronic parts of machines and apparatus, semi-conductors, electronic circuits, integrated circuits, chips [integrated 
circuits], diodes, transistors [electronic], magnetic heads for electronic apparatus, electronic locks, photocells, remote 
control apparatus for opening and closing doors, optical sensors, counters and quantity indicators for measuring the 
quantity of consumption, automatic time switches, clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire, safety 
vests and life-saving apparatus and equipment, eyeglasses, sunglasses, optical lenses and cases, containers, parts and 
components thereof, apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating or controlling electricity, 
electric plugs, junction boxes [electricity], electric switches, circuit breakers, fuses, lighting ballasts, battery starter 
cables, electrical circuit boards, electric resistances, electric sockets, transformers [electricity], electrical adapters, 
battery chargers, electric door bells, electric and electronic cables, batteries, electric accumulators, solar panels for 
production of electricity, alarms and anti-theft alarms, other than for vehicles, electric bells, signalling apparatus and 
instruments, luminous or mechanical signs for traffic use, fire extinguishing apparatus, fire engines, fire hose and fire 
hose nozzles, radar apparatus, sonars, night vision apparatus and instruments, decorative magnets, metronomes, lighting 
installations, lights for vehicles and interior-exterior spaces, heating installations using solid, liquid or gas fuels or 
electricity, central heating boilers, boilers for heating installations, radiators [heating], heat exchangers, not parts of 
machines, stoves, kitchen stoves, solar thermal collectors [heating], steam, gas and fog generators, steam boilers, other 
than parts of machines, acetylene generators, oxygen generators, nitrogen generators, installations for air-conditioning 
and ventilating, cooling installations and freezers, electric and gas-powered devices, installations and apparatus for 
cooking, drying and boiling: cookers, electric cooking pots, electric water heaters, barbecues, electric laundry driers, hair 
driers, hand drying apparatus, sanitary installations, taps [faucets], shower installations, toilets [water-closets], shower 
and bathing cubicles, bath tubs, toilet seats, sinks, wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations], washers for water 
taps, water softening apparatus, water purification apparatus, water purification installations, waste water purification 
installations, electric bed warmers and electric blankets, not for medical use, electric pillow warmers, electric or non-
electric footwarmers, hot water bottles, electrically heated socks, filters for aquariums and aquarium filtration apparatus, 
industrial installations for cooking, drying and cooling purposes, pasteurizers and sterilizers, sand, gravel, crushed stone, 
asphalt, bitumen, cement, gypsum, plaster, concrete, marble blocks for construction, building materials (as finished 
products) made of concrete, gypsum, clay, potters' clay, stone, marble, wood, plastics and synthetic materials for 
building, construction, road construction purposes, non-metallic buildings, non-metallic building materials, poles not of 
metal for power lines, barriers not of metal, natural and synthetic coatings in the form of panels and sheets, being 
building materials, bitumen cardboard coatings for roofing, bitumen coating for roofing, doors and windows of wood and 
synthetic materials, traffic signs not of metal, non-luminous and non-mechanical, for roads, monuments and statuettes of 
stone, concrete and marble, building glass, prefabricated swimming pools not of metal (structures), aquarium sand, 
furniture, made of any kind of material, mattresses, pillows, air mattresses and cushions, not for medical purposes, water 
beds, mirrors, beehives, artificial honeycombs and sections of wood for honeycombs, bouncing chairs for babies, 
playpens for babies, cradles, infant walkers, display boards, frames for pictures and paintings, identification plates, 
identification tags, nameplates, identification labels made of wood or synthetic materials, packaging containers of wood 
or plastics, casks for use in transportation or storage, barrels, storage drums, tanks, boxes, storage containers, 
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transportation containers, chests, loading pallets and closures for the aforementioned goods, of wood or plastics, small 
hardware goods of wood or synthetic materials, furniture fittings, of wood or synthetic materials, opening and closing 
mechanisms of wood or synthetic materials, ornaments and decorative goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum, beeswax, plastic or plaster namely figurines, holiday 
ornaments for walls, sculptures, trophies, baskets, not of metal, fishing baskets, kennels, nesting boxes and beds for 
household pets, portable ladders and mobile boarding stairs of wood or synthetic materials, bamboo curtains, roller 
indoor blinds [for interiors], slatted indoor blinds, bead curtains for decoration, curtain hooks, curtain rings, curtain tie-
backs, curtain rods, non-metal wheel chocks, hand-operated non-electric cleaning instruments and appliances, brushes, 
other than paintbrushes, steel wools for cleaning, sponges for cleaning, steel wool for cleaning, cloths of textile for 
cleaning, gloves for dishwashing, non-electric polishing machines for household purposes, brooms for carpets, mops, 
toothbrushes, electric toothbrushes, dental floss, shaving brushes, hair brushes, combs, non-electric household or 
kitchen utensils, other than forks, knives, spoons, services [dishes], pots and pans, bottle openers, flower pots, drinking 
straws, non-electric cooking utensils, ironing boards and shaped covers therefor, drying racks for washing, clothes 
drying hangers, cages for household pets, indoor aquariums, vivariums and indoor terrariums for animals and plant 
cultivation, ornaments and decorative goods of glass, porcelain, earthenware or clay namely statues, figurines, vases, 
and trophies, mouse traps, insect traps, electric devices for attracting and killing flies and insects, fly catchers, fly 
swatters, perfume burners, perfume sprayers, perfume vaporizers, electric or non-electric make-up removing appliances, 
powder puffs, toilet cases, nozzles for sprinkler hose, nozzles for watering cans, watering devices, garden watering cans, 
unworked or semi-worked glass, except building glass, mosaics of glass and powdered glass for decoration, except for 
building, glass wool other than for insulation or textile use, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those 
goods, such services may be provided by retail stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail 
order catalogues.
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4300679    28/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488070]
Xia Quan
Room 502, Building 11, No. 390 of Huaihe Road, Luyang District, Hefei City Anhui Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Shampoos; detergent; shoe polish; ethereal oils / essential oils; hair dyes/hair colorants; cosmetics; perfumes; 
dentifrices; incense; air fragrancing preparations; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; preparations for cleaning 
dentures; breath freshening sprays; breath freshening strips; dental bleaching gels; fresh breath water; denture polishes; 
soap; cosmetics for animals; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical purposes; 
grinding preparations / sharpening preparations; sandcloth/abrasive cloth.

Cl.5;Medicines for human purposes; medicinal drinks; dietary fibre / dietary fiber; medicinal alcohol; adhesive patches 
containing pharmaceutical preparations; cooling ointment for medical purpose; disinfectants for hygiene purposes; 
therapeutic preparations for the bath; food for babies; nutritional supplements; powdered milk for babies; depuratives; air 
purifying preparations; preparations for destroying mice; pesticides; insect repellent incense; fly destroying preparations; 
mosquito-repellent incense; insecticides; sanitary napkin; babies' diapers / babies' napkins; babies' diaper-pants / babies' 
napkin-pants; medical herb stuffed pillow; menstruation belt; cachou for pharmaceutical purposes; mouthwashes for 
medical purposes; medicines for dental purposes; dental abrasives; rubber for dental purposes; teeth filling material; 
dental lacquer; dental mastics; moulding wax for dentists / molding wax for dentists; animal washes; sanitary towels / 
sanitary napkins / sanitary pads; breast-nursing pads; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; sanitary panties / 
menstruation knickers / sanitary knickers / sanitary pants; antisepsis paper; tonics [medicines]; sanitary tampons / 
menstruation tampons; napkins for incontinents / diapers for incontinents; eyepatches for medical purposes; sanitary 
towels / sanitary napkins / sanitary pads.

Cl.21;Kitchen utensils; strainers for household purposes; heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; blenders, non-
electric, for household purposes; daily glassware (including cups, plates, pots, cylinder-shaped glasses); glass flasks 
[containers]; daily porcelain (including basins, bowls, plates, kettles, tableware, urns, jars, cans); tea services [tableware]; 
ironing boards; baby baths, portable; combs; toothbrushes; cosmetic utensils; insulating flasks / vacuum bottles; 
thermally insulated containers for food; ice buckets / coolers [ice pails] / ice pails; sweeper; cloths for cleaning / rags for 
cleaning; mosquito eradicator; electric devices for attracting and killing insects; insect traps; fly traps; toothbrushes, 
electric; water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; toothbrush case; toothpick holders; floss for dental purposes; 
toothpicks; birdcages; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; shoe polisher; brushes.
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4300721    30/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488072]
THE WAREHOUSE LIMITED
26 The Warehouse Way Northcote Auckland 0627 New Zealand

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; hair and body care preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils; hair 
styling products including hair gels, waxes, mousses, creams; hair dyes and colorants; nail polish, nail polish remover; 
moisturisers; cleansers, toners; deodorants.

Cl.4;Automotive engine oils; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and illuminants; 
candles and wicks for lighting.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools including drilling machines, sanders, tape dispensing machines, air brushes, vacuum 
machines and bags therefor, saws not including hand-driven saws, cutting machines, blowing machines, alternators, 
soldering machines, floor scrubbers, exhaust fans, boring machines, clutches for machines, compressors, cyclone 
separators, drives for vacuum pumps, kitchen machines, including electric food choppers, blenders, electric graters, 
electric juicers, electric mixers, knife sharpening machines and can openers; whiteware including dishwashers, washing 
machines and dryers, disintegrators, waste disposal units, generators, lawnmowers, sewing machines, tables for 
machines; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission components (except for 
land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand operated; incubators for eggs; domestic machines; power tools; 
food processors, electric whisks; other domestic machines and machine tools in this class; power-operated mechanical 
hose reels for flexible hoses; horticultural implements; dredges; down riggers; automatic vending machines; parts and 
fittings in this class for the aforementioned goods.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); cutlery; side arms; razors.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing 
equipment; fire extinguishing apparatus; electric leads, electric power points, adaptors, electric plugs; aerials; computers, 
computer software, computer hardware and computer accessories; tablets; computer and tablet applications; computer 
games; printers; televisions, amplifiers, stereos, radios, headphones; CDs, cassettes, answering machines and 
equipment and accessories therefor; cameras; digital photo frames; phones and mobile phones including accessories, 
parts and fittings in this class; storage media including compact discs, DVDs, audio and/or video tapes, programmed and 
programmable integrated circuits; film; time recording devices; radio alarm clocks; barometers; compasses; eyewear and 
parts, fittings and accessories for eyewear in this class; binoculars; batteries; battery chargers; safety, protective and 
lifesaving apparatus and equipment; helmets; magnets; diving apparatus and equipment including instruments and 
weights; location beacons; strobe lights for indicating or warning beacons; chart plotters; fish finders; GPS devices; 
mechanisms for coin operated apparatus.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; cooking hobs.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks.

Cl.20;Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, 
bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); combs and sponges; 
brushes; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; steel wool; unworked or semi-worked glass (except 
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glass used in building); glassware, porcelain, earthenware not included in other classes.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods in this class; manchester; linen including household linen; bed sheets, throws and 
textiles and fabric materials used for cushion manufacture, bed blankets, bed clothes, bed spreads, duvet covers, quilts, 
curtains, covers for furniture and furnishings; bathroom and kitchen fabrics; table cloths; table covers, table mats, table 
napkins; towels and towelling; upholstery fabrics.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and needles; artificial flowers.

Cl.27;Carpets, rugs, mats and matting, linoleum and other materials for covering existing floors; wall hangings (non-
textile).

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesaling and retailing services; 
business and market research; mail order services; import-export agencies; marketing; sales promotion for others; retail 
and wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; providing an 
online market for buyers and sellers of goods and services; all the aforementioned services being in relation to consumer 
goods; all the foregoing also being available or accessible online or via the Internet.
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Priority claimed from 13/12/2018; Application No. : UK00003360704 ;United Kingdom 

4300727    11/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488082]
Avire Limited
Unit 1, The Switchback, Gardner Road, Maidenhead Berkshire SL6 7RJ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Safety light curtains; computer software relating to safety light curtains; telephones; telephones incorporating 
intercommunication systems; telephone terminals, adaptors, wires, cables, connectors, headsets, earpieces and 
receivers; emergency telephone systems; computer software relating to emergency telephone systems; LCDs [liquid 
crystal displays]; multimedia LCDs [liquid crystal displays]; LCD configuration software; LED [light-emitting diode] 
displays; light-emitting diodes [LEDs]; computer touchscreens; optical lanterns; signalling lanterns; audio speakers for 
elevators; alarms for elevators; intercom apparatus; video intercom apparatus; portable emergency intercoms; 
intercommunication apparatus; sensors; accelerometers; accumulators, electric; acoustic alarms; electrical adaptors; 
alarms; audio and video receivers; audio interfaces; batteries; bells [warning devices]; cables, electric; chargers for 
electric batteries; circuit closers; circuit breakers; compact discs [audio-video]; compact discs [read-only memory]; 
compact disc players; computer software; computer operating programs [recorded]; downloadable computer software 
applications; computer software platforms, recorded or downloadable; computer software relating to the installation, 
maintenance and repair of elevators; computers; electric conductors; connections for electric lines; connectors 
[electricity]; electric control panels; distribution boards and boxes [electricity]; dynamometers; electricity conduits; 
electronic notice boards; electronic publications, downloadable; electronic key fobs being remote control apparatus; 
encoded magnetic cards; flashing lights [luminous signals]; integrated circuits; inverters [electricity]; laptop computers; 
monitors [computer hardware]; printed circuit boards; projection screens; projection apparatus; reflective safety vests; 
thermostats; transmitters [telecommunication]; transformers [electricity]; transistors [electronic]; scientific, nautical, 
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; mechanisms for 
coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment; fire-extinguishing apparatus; 
security apparatus for elevators; elevator positioning systems.

Cl.37;Lift and elevator installation, maintenance and repair; telephone installation and repair; installation and repair of 
radio telephone equipment; installation, maintenance and repair of safety light curtains, computer hardware, alarms, 
intercommunication apparatus, fire extinguishers, lighting for elevators, audio equipment for elevators, sensors for 
elevators, elevator positioning systems; electrical installation services; repair and installation of electronic apparatus; 
repair and installation of display panels; repair and installation of security and safety equipment.
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4300741    12/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487393]
JEC
251 Boulevard Pereire F-75017 Paris France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Administrative management of exhibition sites for the organization of exhibitions, fairs, forums and trade shows, 
colloquiums, conferences, and congresses; organization of exhibitions, trade shows, fairs and all types of events for 
commercial or advertising purposes; organization of competitions for promotional purposes, with or without distribution 
of prizes or allocation of rewards, in particular in the field of shows, colloquiums, conferences, congresses, exhibitions, 
trade fairs; administration of exhibition sites; organization of business meetings in the context of trade shows, 
colloquiums, conferences, congresses, exhibitions, fairs, namely, putting in touch exhibitors and visitors for the purpose 
of holding business meetings; putting customers into commercial contact with service providers; dissemination and 
distribution of advertising materials (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); sales promotion for others; 
marketing services; good and service presentation and demonstration services for promotional purposes; commercial 
intermediary services; preparation and compilation of business and commercial statistics in the field of exhibitions and 
particularly in connection with organizing exhibitions; advertising; advertising by mail order, radio, television; online 
advertising on a computer network; distribution of advertisements by mail; rental of advertising time on all 
communication media; rental of advertising space; dissemination of advertising matter and classified advertisements, 
particularly for employment, including via the Internet; organization of promotional activities for developing customer 
loyalty; organization of regional and national promotional campaigns; newspaper subscription services for others; 
arranging subscriptions for others on all kinds of information media, texts, sound and/or images and especially in the 
form of electronic and digital publications; market study, market research; public relations; collection of data in a central 
file; systematization of data in a central file; computer file management services; business consultancy, information or 
inquiries; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; employment agencies; 
document reproduction; publication of advertising texts and/or images; opinion polling; activities by professional clubs in 
the context of trade shows, colloquiums, conferences, congresses, exhibitions, trade fairs.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunications via networks with respect to composites and advanced technology; 
telecommunication by national and international networks (the Internet) especially in the sector of composites and new 
technologies; communication (transmission) and dissemination (transmission) of information, images, photographs, 
music, sounds via a wireless local network, especially short-distance communication (transmission) and distribution 
(transmission) of information, images, photographs, music, sounds via a wireless local network, via a telecommunication 
network; communication (transmission) and dissemination (transmission) of information via telematic networks; 
information relating to telecommunications; discussion forum services; provision of online forums; computer, electronic, 
data messaging services; electronic mail services; dissemination, transmission of classified ads, including via the 
Internet, provision of discussion forums on the Internet, communications via computer terminals or via fiber-optic 
networks; audiovisual communications, namely, communications by methods using sound and/or images; telegraphic, 
radio, telephone and television communications; mobile radio telephony services; provision of access to a global 
computer network; rental of access time to a computer system; rental of access time to databases and to database 
servers, particularly for global communication networks such as the Internet or private or restricted access networks 
(intranets); electronic bulletin board services (telecommunication services); connection by telecommunications to a 
global computer network; news or information agencies; rental of telecommunication apparatus; radio or television 
programs (broadcasts); teleconferencing services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to a computer 
system; rental of access time to global computer networks; transmission of information accessible by access code to 
computer or data communication databases and database servers; transmission and dissemination of information on 
digital communication networks or computer networks.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; cultural activities; education, training, entertainment, sporting and cultural 
activities with respect to composites and advanced technology; publishing and publication of books, reviews and texts 
(not advertising texts); organization of lotteries; organization of exhibitions, fairs, shows and all events for cultural or 
educational purposes; provision of recreational facilities; organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences, 
congresses, seminars and symposiums; production and rental of films, phonographic recordings, short features, 
documentaries, magazines on the radio or television; editing of radio or television programs; videotape editing; rental of 
sound recordings; rental of television sets, cinema projection apparatus and theater set accessories; information relating 
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to education and entertainment; information in the field of exhibitions and particularly relating to the organization of 
exhibitions; organization and production of shows; rental of show scenery; services for booking of seats for shows; ticket 
agency services; organization of competitions in the field of education and entertainment, with or without awarding prizes 
or presenting awards, in particular in the field of shows, colloquiums, conferences, congresses, exhibitions, trade fairs; 
professional recycling services; photography services; publishing of printed matter, newspapers, magazines, journals, 
periodicals, books, index cards, manuals, albums, catalogs and pamphlets, posters, on all media including electronic 
media; publication of texts other than advertising texts on all media; electronic publication of books and journals online; 
electronic desktop publishing; book lending; organization and planning of receptions (entertainment); provision and use 
of non-downloadable electronic publications; game services provided online from a computer network; gambling service.
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Priority claimed from 16/07/2019; Application No. : 734392 ;Switzerland 

4300751    02/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488036]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG
Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical products for the treatment of seeds; soil 
fertilizers, biostimulants.

Cl.5;Products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, nematicides.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2018; Application No. : 87832431 ;United States of America 

4300755    13/09/2018
[International Registration No. : 1488098]
Swirlds, Inc.
224 W. Campbell Rd., Suite 2014 Richardson TX 75080 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software platforms for distributed consensus computing; computer application software for distributed 
ledger based platforms, namely, software for using a consensus engine incorporating distributed ledger technology for 
cryptographically securing data.

Cl.35;Online retail store services featuring computer software provided via the internet and other computer and 
electronic communication networks; business management services relating to computer networks with distributed 
ledger based platforms; promoting public awareness of distributed ledger technology.

Cl.36;Issuance of tokens of value, namely, cryptocurrency tokens, virtual currency tokens, and digital tokens.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing training in the fields of computer software and distributed ledger 
technology.

Cl.42;Design, development, and implementation of software for distributed computing platforms; design, development, 
and implementation of software for distributed ledger technology; research and development of computer software; 
software development and product development consulting in the field of distributed computing platforms; providing 
information about distributed ledger computing, via a website; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software 
for distributed ledger technology, cryptocurrency, virtual currency, and digital tokens; platform as a service featuring 
computer software platforms for distributed ledger technology and authenticating, facilitating and processing data in the 
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fields of cryptocurrency, virtual currency, and digital tokens; providing non-downloadable software for cryptocurrency, 
virtual currency, and digital tokens for use by members of an online community via a global computer network; providing 
information in the fields of computer software and distributed ledger technology.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003372038 ;United Kingdom 

4300758    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488109]
Marshall Amplification Plc
Denbigh Road, Bletchley Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio effects apparatus; audio switchgear apparatus; volume control pedals; switchgear control pedals; electronic 
effect pedals for use with sound amplifiers; switchgear pedals for use with sound amplifiers; foot pedals and foot 
switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound; switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting 
sound; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; 
switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; foot switches and 
effects pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; pedal for switching or altering signal path chains; foot switches 
and effects pedals for use with musical instruments, sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, switch pedals, all 
being electronic pedals for use with musical instruments; sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, switch pedals, 
all being electronic pedals for use with musical instruments; sound effects pedals for musical instruments; computer 
software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.15;Pedals for musical instruments; pedals for electrical and electronic musical instruments; parts and fittings for the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.28;Collectible toy figures; fantasy character toys; plastic character toys; rubber character toys; toy human 
characters; toy figurines; modelled plastic toy figurines; games relating to fictional characters; toy model hobby craft kits.
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Priority claimed from 16/01/2019; Application No. : 4020190008118 ;Republic of Korea 

4300759    03/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488111]
UPIS CO., LTD.
101-1208, 185, Mallijae-ro, Jung-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Scissors; non-electric hair clippers for personal use; electric hair clippers for personal use; chisels; portable hand 
operated multi-function hand tools; flat irons; razors; non-electric nail clippers; nail scissors; manicure sets; hand tools, 
namely, hand seamers; table cutlery, namely, knives, forks and spoons; table knives, forks and spoons of plastic; table 
knives, forks and spoons for babies; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; manicure sets, electric; hand tools, namely, 
graving tools; knives; hand tools, namely, knife sharpeners.

Cl.10;Ear picks; massaging apparatus for personal use; gloves for massage; nipple protectors; abdominal belts; 
forceps for disinfection; lactation apparatus; plastic nursing bags, disposable; fruit feeder for babies; pacifiers for babies; 
breast pumps; masks for use by medical personnel; thermometers for medical purposes; electrical snot sucker for 
medical purposes; anti-suckling devices for the weaning of animals; feeding bottles; feeding bottle valves; feeding bottle 
teats; teething rings; receptacles for applying medicines.

Cl.21;Fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; water bottles sold empty; powder puffs; cooking utensils, 
non-electric; tablemats, not of paper or textile; combs and sponges; cleaning tools and washing utensils, other than 
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electric; brushes; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; services [dishes]; thermally insulated containers for 
food and beverages; potties; baby bathtubs; drinking vessels; electric toothbrushes; cloths for cleaning baby bottles; 
kitchen utensils; toothbrushes; cosmetic utensils; mess-tins; hand-operated implements for mincing food.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003372046 ;United Kingdom 

4300766    11/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488113]
Marshall Amplification Plc
Denbigh Road, Bletchley Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio effects apparatus; audio switchgear apparatus; volume control pedals; switchgear control pedals; electronic 
effect pedals for use with sound amplifiers; switchgear pedals for use with sound amplifiers; foot pedals and foot 
switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound; switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting 
sound; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; 
switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; foot switches and 
effects pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; pedal for switching or altering signal path chains; foot switches 
and effects pedals for use with musical instruments, sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, switch pedals, all 
being electronic pedals for use with musical instruments; sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, switch pedals, 
all being electronic pedals for use with musical instruments; sound effects pedals for musical instruments; computer 
software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.15;Pedals for musical instruments; pedals for electrical and electronic musical instruments; parts and fittings for the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.28;Collectible toy figures; fantasy character toys; plastic character toys; rubber character toys; toy human 
characters; toy figurines; modelled plastic toy figurines; games relating to fictional characters; toy model hobby craft kits.
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Priority claimed from 15/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-052439 ;Japan 

4300773    18/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488120]
KOMATSU LTD.
3-6, 2-chome Akasaka, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-8414 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Installations for generating electricity using waste heat; installations for generating electricity; modules for 
generating electricity using waste heat as parts and accessories of industrial robots, apparatus for machining, electronic-
component manufacturing machines and systems, semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; modules for 
generating electricity as parts and accessories of industrial robots, apparatus for machining, electronic-component 
manufacturing machines and systems, semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems; industrial robots and parts 
and attachments thereof; welding robots and parts and attachments thereof; cutting machines; crushing machines; 
construction machines and apparatus for building or construction of roads, bridges and dams; snow ploughs and 
apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; metalworking machines and tools and parts and attachments thereof; 
mining machines and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; construction machines and apparatus and parts and 
attachments thereof; loading-unloading machines and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; mobile cranes and 
parts and attachments thereof; industrial fishing machines and instruments and parts and attachments thereof; chemical 
processing machines and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; textile machines and apparatus and parts and 
attachments thereof; lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus and parts and 
attachments thereof; pulp making, papermaking or paper-working machines and apparatus and parts and attachments 
thereof; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; agricultural machines and 
agricultural implements, other than hand-operated; machines and apparatus for use in forestry and apparatus and parts 
and attachments thereof; painting machines and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; packaging or wrapping 
machines and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; plastic processing machines and apparatus and parts and 
attachments thereof; semiconductor manufacturing machines and systems and apparatus and parts and attachments 
thereof; stone working machines and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; non-electric prime movers, not for 
land vehicles and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; parts of non-electric prime movers and attachments 
thereof; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; repairing or 
fixing machines and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; food mixing machines for commercial use; 
lawnmowers; waste compacting machines and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; waste crushing machines 
and apparatus and parts and attachments thereof; machine elements, not for land vehicles; starters for motors and 
engines; AC motors and DC motors [not including those for land vehicles but including parts for any AC motors and DC 
motors]; AC generators [alternators]; DC generators; oil coolers for motors and engines; air condensers.

Cl.11;Desiccating apparatus; recuperators; steamers; evaporators; distillation apparatus; heat exchangers; industrial 
furnaces; forage drying apparatus; boilers, other than parts of non-electric prime movers or engines; feed water heaters 
[for industrial purposes]; air conditioners; air dehumidifiers; freezing machines and apparatus; waste water treatment 
tanks for industrial purposes; solar water heaters; water purifying apparatus for industrial purposes; tap water faucets; 
level controlling valves for tanks; pipe line cocks; bath fittings; water heaters; heaters; apparatus and installations for 
cooling; temperature regulators.

Cl.12;Vessels and their parts and fittings; aircraft and their parts and fittings; railway rolling stock and their parts and 
fittings; automobiles and their parts and fittings; carts; carts [riyakah]; car dampers; car pushers; car pullers; traction 
engine; non-electric prime movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; anti-theft alarms for vehicles; machine 
elements for land vehicles; AC motors or DC motors for land vehicles, not including their parts; self-driving cars; camera 
drones; civilian drones; dump trucks; fork lift trucks.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; providing location information regarding 
metalworking machines and tools; providing operational status information regarding metalworking machines and tools; 
providing information regarding maintenance of metalworking machines and tools; providing information regarding 
location and operational status of metalworking machines and apparatus for construction; providing information 
regarding location and operational status of metalworking machines and apparatus for repair and maintenance; repair or 
maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; providing location information regarding construction machines 
and apparatus; providing operational status information regarding construction machines and apparatus; providing 
information regarding maintenance of construction machines and apparatus; providing information regarding location 
and operational status of construction machines and apparatus for construction; providing information regarding location 
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and operational status of construction machines and apparatus for repair and maintenance; repair or maintenance of 
loading-unloading machines and apparatus; providing location information regarding loading-unloading machines and 
apparatus; providing operational status information regarding loading-unloading machines and apparatus; providing 
information regarding maintenance of loading-unloading machines and apparatus; providing information regarding 
location and operational status of loading-unloading machines and apparatus for construction; providing information 
regarding location and operational status of loading-unloading machines and apparatus for repair and maintenance; 
repair or maintenance of civil engineering machines and apparatus; providing location information regarding civil 
engineering machines and apparatus; providing operational status information regarding civil engineering machines and 
apparatus; providing information regarding maintenance of civil engineering machines and apparatus; providing 
information regarding location and operational status of civil engineering machines and apparatus for construction; 
providing information regarding location and operational status of civil engineering machines and apparatus for repair 
and maintenance; repair or maintenance of mining machines and apparatus; providing location information regarding 
mining machines and apparatus; providing operational status information regarding mining machines and apparatus; 
providing information regarding maintenance of mining machines and apparatus; providing information regarding 
location and operational status of mining machines and apparatus for construction; providing information regarding 
location and operational status of mining machines and apparatus for repair and maintenance; repair or maintenance of 
machines and apparatus for use in forestry; providing location information regarding machines and apparatus for use in 
forestry; providing operational status information regarding machines and apparatus for use in forestry; providing 
information regarding maintenance of machines and apparatus for use in forestry; providing information regarding 
location and operational status of machines and apparatus for use in forestry for construction; providing information 
regarding location and operational status of machines and apparatus for use in forestry for repair and maintenance; 
repair or maintenance of agricultural machines and agricultural implements other than hand-operated; providing location 
information regarding agricultural machines and agricultural implements other than hand-operated; providing operational 
status information regarding agricultural machines and agricultural implements other than hand-operated; providing 
information regarding maintenance of agricultural machines and agricultural implements other than hand-operated; 
providing information regarding location and operational status of agricultural machines and agricultural implements 
other than hand-operated for construction; providing information regarding location and operational status of agricultural 
machines and agricultural implements other than hand- operated for repair and maintenance; repair or maintenance of 
waste compacting machines and apparatus; providing location information regarding waste compacting machines and 
apparatus; providing operational status information regarding waste compacting machines and apparatus; providing 
information regarding maintenance of waste compacting machines and apparatus; providing information regarding 
location and operational status of waste compacting machines and apparatus for construction; providing information 
regarding location and operational status of waste compacting machines and apparatus for repair and maintenance; 
repair or maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; providing location information regarding waste 
crushing machines and apparatus; providing operational status information regarding waste crushing machines and 
apparatus; providing information regarding maintenance of waste crushing machines and apparatus; providing 
information regarding location and operational status of waste crushing machines and apparatus for construction; 
providing information regarding location and operational status of waste crushing machines and apparatus for repair and 
maintenance; repair or maintenance of waste and trash separator machines; providing location information regarding 
waste and trash separator machines; providing operational status information regarding waste and trash separator 
machines; providing information regarding maintenance of waste and trash separator machines; providing information 
regarding location and operational status of waste and trash separator machines for construction; providing information 
regarding location and operational status of waste and trash separator machines for repair and maintenance; repair or 
maintenance of snow ploughs; providing location information regarding snow ploughs; providing operational status 
information regarding snow ploughs; providing information regarding maintenance of snow ploughs; providing 
information regarding location and operational status of snow ploughs for snow removal; providing information regarding 
location and operational status of snow ploughs for repair and maintenance; repair or maintenance of measuring or 
testing machines and instruments; providing location information regarding measuring or testing machines and 
instruments; providing operational status information regarding measuring or testing machines and instruments; 
providing information regarding maintenance of measuring or testing machines and instruments; providing information 
regarding location and operational status of measuring or testing machines and instruments for repair and maintenance; 
repair or maintenance of automobiles; providing location information regarding automobiles; providing operational status 
information regarding automobiles; providing information regarding maintenance of automobiles; providing information 
regarding location and operational status of automobiles for construction; providing information regarding location and 
operational status of automobiles for repair and maintenance; repair or maintenance of industrial robots; providing 
location information regarding industrial robots; providing operational status information regarding industrial robots; 
providing information regarding maintenance of industrial robots; providing information regarding location and 
operational status of industrial robots for construction; providing information regarding location and operational status of 
industrial robots for repair and maintenance; construction and providing information relating thereto; construction by 
intelligent computerised construction technology via computer communications and providing information relating 
thereto; consulting services regarding constructions to execute optimal constructions; construction consultancy; 
construction supervision; supervision of building construction, civil engineering structures and underground structures; 
operation and maintenance of building equipment and providing information relating thereto; mining and providing advice 
and information relating thereto; snow removal and providing advice and information relating thereto.

Cl.39;Providing information regarding operational control and operational status of cars and dump trucks; providing 
information regarding the location of cars and dump trucks; transport of cars and dump trucks and providing information 
relating thereto; consultancy relating to planning of operational control of cars and dump trucks in transport; providing 
information regarding the operational control and operational status of the land vehicles; providing information regarding 
the operating location of land vehicles; physical storage of electronic media containing data, drawings, texts, digital 
photographs, music, images, video and electronic data; warehousing services; advisory services relating to the storage 
and transportation of goods, freight or cargo; freighting services; rental of warehouse space; rental of land vehicles; 
providing information regarding dynamic control of cars and dump trucks.
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Cl.42;Computer software design, computer programming and maintenance of computer software; design and 
development of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; computer programming for 
information management; providing computer programs on data networks; cloud computing; rental of operating software 
for accessing and using cloud computing network; electronic data storage and data back-up services; electronic storage 
of data, drawings, texts, digital photographs, music, images, video and electronic data by cloud computing; computer 
data processing; technical data analysis; surveying and engineering services; testing, data-analysing and measuring 
regarding civil engineering and building construction; drafting of building construction, civil engineering structures and 
underground structures and consultancy relating thereto; technical project planning; testing and research services 
relating to machines, apparatus and instruments; designing of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or 
systems composed of such machines, apparatus and instruments; design and development of computer hardware, 
software and databases; technical advice relating to operation of machines; technical advice relating to operation of 
computer programs; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; analysis and 
consultancy of consumed fuel, fuel level and operating data of metalworking machines and tools, construction machines 
and apparatus, loading-unloading machines and apparatus, mining machines and apparatus, machines and apparatus for 
use in forestry, agricultural machines and agricultural implements other than hand-operated, waste compacting machines 
and apparatus, waste crushing machines and apparatus, waste and trash separator machines, snow ploughs, measuring 
or testing machines and instruments, automobiles, and industrial robots; analysis and consultancy of consumed power, 
charge level and operating data of metalworking machines and tools, construction machines and apparatus, loading-
unloading machines and apparatus, mining machines and apparatus, machines and apparatus for use in forestry, 
agricultural machines and agricultural implements other than hand-operated, waste compacting machines and apparatus, 
waste crushing machines and apparatus, waste and trash separator machines, snow ploughs, measuring or testing 
machines and instruments, automobiles, and industrial robots; energy auditing; consultancy in the field of energy 
efficiency; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; construction planning services.
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Priority claimed from 16/07/2019; Application No. : 734391 ;Switzerland 

4300780    02/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488124]
SYNGENTA CROP PROTECTION AG
Rosentalstrasse 67 CH-4058 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for agriculture, horticulture and forestry; chemical products for the treatment of seeds; soil 
fertilizers, biostimulants.

Cl.5;Products for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, insecticides, nematicides.
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Priority claimed from 25/03/2019; Application No. : 018040360 ;European Union 

4300788    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488134]
Premix Oy
Muovitie FI-05200 Rajamäki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for use in plastic products.

Cl.17;Semi-processed plastic products.
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Priority claimed from 26/07/2019; Application No. : UK00003416939 ;United Kingdom 

4300990    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488139]
Moonbug Entertainment Limited
1st Floor, 10 Parkway London NW1 7AA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, research, navigation, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, audiovisual, optical, weighing, 
measuring, signalling, detecting, testing, inspecting, life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and 
instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling the distribution or use of 
electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, reproducing or processing sound, images or data; 
recorded and downloadable media, computer software, blank digital or analogue recording and storage media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating devices; computers and computer peripheral 
devices; animation software; recorded films; recorded motion picture films; animated films; animated motion picture 
films; DVDs; CDs; videodiscs, videotapes; audio tapes; video recordings, audio recordings, audio visual recordings; 
personal computers; laptops, portable computers, tablet computers, handheld computers; memory cards, memory sticks, 
memory apparatus, memory devices; computer and application software for use on personal computers, laptops, mobile 
devices, mobile phones and tablets; virtual reality software; games software; computer games software; electronic game 
programs; mouse pads; laptop cases; spectacles, sunglasses, and cases therefor; goggles for sport; camera cases; 
portable media player cases; cases for electronic diaries; downloadable publications; downloadable publications in the 
nature of magazines; downloadable electronic publications for children; downloadable educational media; mobile 
phones; mobile phone straps and cases; mobile computer straps and portable media player straps; decorative, protective 
and carrying cases adapted for mobile phone; computer application software for mobile phones; application software for 
mobile devices; sports helmets; screen savers; computer screen saver software; downloadable image files, downloadable 
music files; talking books; electronic books for children; audio books for children; interactive video game programs; 
interactive virtual character dolls and animals, namely, downloadable virtual goods in the nature of computer programs 
featuring interactive virtual character dolls and animals for use in online virtual worlds; magnets; parts and fittings for all 
the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; stationery and office requisites, except 
furniture; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; drawing materials and materials for artists; paintbrushes; 
instructional and teaching materials; plastic sheets, films and bags for wrapping and packaging; printers' type, printing 
blocks; cartoon prints; cartoon strips; story books; colouring books; children's comics; children's storybooks; painting 
books; printed books; poster books; fiction books; educational books; picture books; drawing books; books for children; 
sticker activity books; pop-up books; children's activity books; series of fiction books; books featuring fictional stories; 
children's books incorporating an audio component; stationery; printed stationery; paper stationery; stationery and 
educational supplies; greeting cards; birthday cards; blank cards; postcards; diaries; stickers [stationery]; pencils; pen 
and pencil cases; pens; colouring pens; colouring crayons; colouring pencils; chalk; rulers; erasers; charts, wall charts; 
gift bags; paper bags; adhesive wall decorations of paper; tissues; party stationery; party invitations; paper party bags; 
paper party decorations; modelling clay for children; drawing pads; note pads; writing pads; stencils [stationery]; gift 
stationery; magazines; printed teaching activity guides; plastic gift wrap; advertising posters; advertising publications; 
printed invitations; printed stationery; printed matter; printed cartoon strips; arts and crafts paint kits; parts and fittings 
for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; outer-clothing; underclothing; belts being clothing; casual wear; leisure wear; 
exercise wear; sportswear; beach wear; swim wear; ski wear; rain wear; sleepwear; underwear; baby wear; baby 
sleepwear; infant wear; infant sleepwear; fancy dress costumes; Halloween costumes; T-shirts; sweatshirts; socks; 
hosiery; headgear; neckwear; scarves; pashminas; capes; gloves; mittens; fancy dress outfits for children; childrens' 
clothing; children's footwear; swim wear for children; children's outerclothing; trousers for children; children's headwear; 
pyjamas; bibs, not of paper; cloth bibs; plastic baby bibs; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.28;Games, toys and playthings; video game apparatus; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas 
trees; toys made of plastics; electronic activity toys; electronic action toys; stuffed toys; plush toys; toy figures; crib 
mobiles [toys]; clothing for toy figures; dolls; dolls' clothing; toy vehicles; ride-on toys; toy blocks, sets of toys blocks; 
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toy building blocks, sets of toy building blocks; stacking shape toys; toy musical instruments; toys adapted for 
educational purposes; bath toys; fantasy character toys; toy human characters; games relating to fictional characters; toy 
playsets; playthings; educational playthings; playing cards; play figures; clothing for play figures; play gyms, namely, 
baby multiple activity toys; balls for play; children's playhouses; snow globes; puppets; balloons; swings; swing sets; 
games; board games; card games; sports balls; baseball gloves; puzzles; flotation apparatus and equipment for 
swimming; inflatable swimming floats; baby rattles; baby swings; infant activity play mats; electronic activity toys; 
electronic learning toys; handheld non-electronic skill games; children's handheld electronic game units adapted for 
stand-alone use without a television or computer; wearable technology toys; paper party hats; children's multiple activity 
tables; activity seats; Halloween masks, costume masks, face masks being playthings; parts and fittings for all the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; childrens entertainment services; 
providing, arranging and/or organising games; online interactive entertainment; online games; video production; video 
library services; video entertainment services; production and/or provision of television programmes, movies, animated 
cartoons, videos, live performances, storytelling events; production of entertainment shows and interactive programs for 
distribution via television, cable, satellite, audio and video media, cartridges, laser discs, computer discs and electronic 
means; presentation of live performances; animation production; television scheduling (programming); providing 
entertainment and education via website featuring interactive educational games, animated cartoons, videos and 
literature that promote character development in children; providing online non-downloadable e-books that promote 
character development in children; publishing services; digital video, audio and multimedia entertainment publishing 
services; publishing of activity and puzzle books; publishing of printed matter; publishing of newsletters; magazine 
publishing; issue of publications; publishing of electronic books; publication services; amusement park services; 
providing recreation facilities; providing amusement arcade services; presentation of circus performances; presentation 
of live performances; presentation of variety shows; theatre productions; production of shows; holiday camp services 
[entertainment]; organisation of shows [impresario services]; entertainment services featuring fictional characters; 
information, consultancy and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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4300994    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488147]
Beijing SenseTime Technology Development Co., Ltd
Room 710-712, 7th Floor, 3rd Building, 1st Courtyard, Zhongguancun East Road, Haidian District 100084 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; computers; computer software, recorded; computer hardware; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer memory devices; monitors [computer hardware]; monitors [computer programs]; 
computer peripheral devices; electronic pocket translators; optical character readers; downloadable image files; security 
tokens [encryption devices]; smartglasses; smartwatches; downloadable mobile applications; humanoid robots with 
artificial intelligence; computer game software; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; computer software for editing 
images, sounds and videos; gesture recognition software; computer software for processing digital image; electronic 
card for processing image; electronic and magnetic ID cards for payment services; time recording apparatus; 
chronographs [time recording apparatus]; apparatus to check franking; cash registers; mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus; dictating machines; holograms; hemline markers; voting machines; face recognition device; handprints 
testing machine; punched card machines for offices; time clocks [time recording devices]; attendance machine; weighing 
apparatus and instruments; measures; naval signalling apparatus; wearable activity trackers; smartphones; navigational 
instruments; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; virtual reality headsets; baby monitors; video baby 
monitors; automatic advertising player; automobile data recorder; monitoring apparatus, other than for medical purposes; 
cameras [photography]; measuring apparatus; infrared detectors; distance recording apparatus; speed checking 
apparatus for vehicles; hydrometers; audiovisual teaching apparatus; inductors [electricity]; simulators for the steering 
and control of vehicles; computerized analyser for vehicle engine; simulator for driving or controlling vehicles; optical 
apparatus and instruments; wires, electric; semi- conductors; chips [integrated circuits]; electronic chip; variometers; 
regulating apparatus, electric; video screens; remote control apparatus; optical fibers; electric installations for the remote 
control of industrial operations; lightning arresters; electrolysers; sprinkler systems for fire protection; radiological 
apparatus for industrial purposes; protection devices for personal use against accidents; theft prevention installations, 
electric; electronic access control systems for interlocking doors; anti-theft warning apparatus; eyeglasses; 
accumulators, electric, for vehicles; slides [photography]; portable remote control car stop.

Cl.35;Organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; business management of hotels; 
consultancy regarding public relations communications strategy; commercial intermediation services; commercial 
information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; sales promotion for others; marketing; 
provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; procurement services for others 
[purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; business management of performing artists; advertising; 
publicity, business management assistance; commercial information agency services; business management and 
organization consultancy; business management consultancy; business information; personnel management; relocation 
services for businesses; office machines and equipment rental; computerized file management; systemization of 
information into computer databases; appointment scheduling services [office functions]; human resource management; 
updating and maintenance of information in registries; accounting, rental of vending machines; sponsorship search; 
rental of sales stands; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical preparations, veterinarian use preparations, 
hygienic preparations, and medical supplies; registration of written communications and data.

Cl.38;Wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting; broadcasting programs via internet; video-on-demand 
transmission; computer aided transmission of messages and images; communications by computer terminals; providing 
access to databases; providing user access to global computer networks; communications by cellular phones; 
information transmission in the field of audio-visual; transmission of sound, video and information; transmission of 
digital files; transmission service for telephone voice information; video teleconference service; network telephone 
service.

Cl.41;Recreation information; providing sports facilities; toy rental; games equipment rental; zoological garden 
services; modelling for artists; sado instruction [tea ceremony instruction]; organization of lotteries; rental of indoor 
aquaria; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; education information; coaching [training]; tutoring; 
training services provided via simulators; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-demand 
services; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of sports competitions; 
organization of shows [impresario services]; lending library services; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; on-
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line publication of electronic books and journals; providing on-line electronic publications, not downloadable; publishing 
of video tapes; radio entertainment; production of radio and television programs; television entertainment; cinema 
presentations; entertainment services; game services provided online from a computer network; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; academies [education]; teaching; educational services; instruction services.

Cl.42;Computer software design; computer programming; updating of computer software; consultancy in the design 
and development of computer hardware; recovery of computer data; monitoring of computer systems to detect 
breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized access or data breach; electronic monitoring of 
personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the Internet; electronic monitoring of credit card activity to 
detect fraud via the Internet; computer programming in the field of medical treatment; platform as a service [PaaS]; 
maintenance of computer software; computer system analysis; computer system design; conversion of data or 
documents from physical to electronic media; computer software consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; 
off-site data backup; technical research; dress designing; quality control; surveying; biological research; meteorological 
information; vehicle roadworthiness testing; industrial design; construction projects development; chemical analysis; 
software as a service [SaaS]; internet security consultancy; data encryption services; electronic data storage; data 
security consultancy; cloud computing; unlocking of mobile phones; authenticating works of art; monitoring of computer 
systems by remote access; software development in the framework of software publishing; graphic arts design; cloud 
seeding; handwriting analysis [graphology]; cartography services; invisiable asset evaluation; weighing goods for others; 
providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site.
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4301031    17/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487886]
CROSSCHEM INTERNATIONAL, SIA
Ziedleju iela 6, Marupe LV-2167 Marupes nov. Latvia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; fire extinguishing and fire prevention compositions; tempering and 
soldering preparations; substances for tanning animal skins and hides; adhesives for use in industry; putties and other 
paste fillers; compost, manures, fertilizers; biological preparations for use in industry and science.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases, wax; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels and 
illuminants; candles and wicks for lighting.
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2019; Application No. : 018015188 ;European Union 

4301036    31/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487894]
ZEN Global
Mesiniu g. 5 LT-01133 Vilnius Lithuania

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Information technology and audio-visual, multimedia and photographic devices; safety, security, protection and 
signalling devices; recorded content; electronic memory integrated circuit chips; DNA chips; chips [integrated circuits]; 
computer chips; semiconductor chips; electronic chips; multiprocessor chips; holograms; holograms for genuine 
product certification; cash cards [magnetic]; magnetic payment cards; trading cards [magnetic]; magnetically encoded 
charge cards; magnetically encoded bank cards; magnetic credit cards; printed cards [magnetic]; identity cards, 
magnetic; encoded magnetic cards; printed bank cards [magnetic]; banking cards [encoded or magnetic]; magnetic cards 
for carrying data; printed cash cards [magnetic]; electronic and magnetic id cards for use in connection with payment for 
services.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; auctioneering services; retail services in relation to computer 
software; business analysis, research and information services; business assistance, management and administrative 
services; wholesale services in relation to computer hardware; wholesale services in relation to computer software.

Cl.36;Financial and monetary services, and banking; insurance underwriting; issuance of prepaid cards and tokens of 
value; fundraising and financial sponsorship; safe deposit services.
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4301047    07/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487913]
DyStar Colours Distribution GmbH
Am Prime Parc 10-12 65479 Raunheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed material in the nature of color samples.

Cl.35;Business organisation consultancy in relation to weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with the 
aim of making processes more environmentally friendly; auditing, namely business organisation management of supply 
chains, with the aim of improving processes from a chemical and toxicological perspective and making them more 
environmentally friendly and sustainable; business consulting services in the field of selection and application of color 
communication; business organisational consultancy in relation to waste water management, energy management and 
waste management as well as to air emissions.

Cl.41;Providing of training in the field of weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with the aim of making 
processes more environmentally friendly; courses in the field of weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with 
the aim of making processes more environmentally friendly; providing of training and further training, instruction; 
provision of training courses; providing of training and courses in relation to environmental protection, toxicology and 
sustainability; organising, arranging and conducting of training courses, seminars, workshops, symposia, congresses 
and conferences, in the field of environmental protection, environment management and sustainability, in relation to the 
paper, textile and leather industry; consultancy services relating to the analysis of training requirements; production of 
training materials for distribution in technical lectures; publication of printed matter, books, handbooks, magazines and 
brochures, publication via electronic media.

Cl.42;Technical consultancy and technical analysis of weak spots in manufacturing and dyeing processes, with the aim 
of making processes more environmentally friendly; chemical analysis; quality control auditing, in particular preparation 
of technical reports relating to supply chains, with the aim of improving processes from a chemical and toxicological 
perspective and making them more environmentally friendly and sustainable; environmental impact assessment services; 
research in the fields of environmental protection and sustainability in particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing 
and finishing of paper, textiles and leather; consultancy services relating to research in the field of environmental 
protection and sustainability in particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing of paper, textiles and 
leather; preparation of technical analyses in the fields of environmental protection and sustainability, in particular in 
relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing of paper, textiles and leather; preparation of audits in the field of 
environmental protection, toxicology and sustainability, in particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing 
of paper, textiles and leather; preparation of certifications in the field of environmental protection, toxicology and 
sustainability, in particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing of paper, textiles and leather; scientific 
research services in the field of sustainability in particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing of paper, 
textiles and leather; technical consultancy in relation to energy, quality, toxicology and environmental management, in 
particular in relation to the pre-treatment, dyeing and finishing of paper, textiles and leather; research and preparation of 
technical reports relating to the paper, textile and leather industry, in particular in the fields of textile technology, textile 
chemistry, textile finishing, analysis and development of textile materials and products, textile ecology, environmental 
analysis, sustainability, social responsibility, occupational safety, product quality; quality control of clothing and textiles; 
material testing, preparation of surveys and technical reports, product certification services; development and conducting 
of material testing, technical testing procedures, evaluations, audits, product certification, including consultancy in these 
fields; certification of textile materials and products, and other consumer goods; services relating to and provided in 
textile testing and analytical laboratory being service included in this class; technical consultancy and technical analysis 
in relation to waste water management, energy management and waste management as well as to air emissions.
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4301152    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487979]
NEOVIA
Talhouët F-56250 SAINT-NOLFF France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile application for establishing a diagnosis on nutrition and health of farm animals.

Cl.42;Technical data analysis services.

Cl.44;Consulting and assistance in animal nutrition and with respect to animal health and hygiene.
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Priority claimed from 05/11/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 026 302 ;Germany 

4301168    17/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487987]
Heraeus Nexensos GmbH
Heraeusstr. 12-14 63450 Hanau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus instruments and cables for electricity; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and 
controllers; chips [integrated circuits]; contacts, electric; control apparatus [electricity]; couplings, electric / connections, 
electric; conductors, electric; switches, electric; resistance, electric; measuring devices, electric; relays, electric; printed 
circuit boards; printed circuits; flowmeters; batteries for electronic cigarettes; gasometers [measuring instruments]; 
thermostats; thermostats for vehicles; galvanic elements; galvanic cells; quantity indicators; measuring devices; 
measuring instruments; semiconductor; thermometers; connectors [electricity].

Cl.11;Regulating and safety accessories for water and gas installations; regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus; regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes; regulating and safety accessories for water apparatus; 
regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus, and for water or gas pipes; safety accessories for water or gas 
apparatus, and for water or gas pipes.

Cl.34;Smokers' articles; personal vaporizers and electronic cigarettes, and flavourings and solutions therefor; oral 
vaporizers for smokers; parts and accessories for aforementioned goods in this class.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2019; Application No. : UK00003372033 ;United Kingdom 

4301199    12/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488015]
Marshall Amplification Plc
Denbigh Road, Bletchley Milton Keynes MK1 1DQ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio effects apparatus; audio switchgear apparatus; volume control pedals; switchgear control pedals; electronic 
effect pedals for use with sound amplifiers; switchgear pedals for use with sound amplifiers; foot pedals and foot 
switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound; switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting 
sound; foot pedals and foot switches for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; 
switchgear controllers for processing, amplifying or distorting sound for use with musical instruments; foot switches and 
effects pedals for use with electrical musical instruments; pedal for switching or altering signal path chains; foot switches 
and effects pedals for use with musical instruments, sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, switch pedals, all 
being electronic pedals for use with musical instruments; sustain pedals, expression pedals, delay pedals, switch pedals, 
all being electronic pedals for use with musical instruments; sound effects pedals for musical instruments; computer 
software for use with any of the aforesaid goods; parts and fittings for the aforesaid goods.

Cl.15;Pedals for musical instruments; pedals for electrical and electronic musical instruments; parts and fittings for the 
aforesaid goods.

Cl.28;Collectible toy figures; fantasy character toys; plastic character toys; rubber character toys; toy human 
characters; toy figurines; modelled plastic toy figurines; games relating to fictional characters; toy model hobby craft kits.
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Priority claimed from 19/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-54531 ;Japan 

4301241    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488037]
SHIMANO INC.
3-77, Oimatsu-cho, Sakai-ku, Sakai City Osaka 590-8577 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Bicycles, including electric bicycles; parts, fittings and accessories for bicycles, including electric bicycles 
namely, hubs, internal gear hubs, bicycle hub which contains dynamo inside, bicycle hub which contains bicycle power 
meter inside, hub quick release levers, hub quick release devices, axles of hubs, gear release levers, gear shift levers, 
gear shifting apparatus, derailleurs, chain guides, freewheels, sprockets, pulleys adapted for use with bicycles, chains, 
shift cables, cranks, crank which contains bicycle power meter inside, crank sets, front chain wheels, pedals, pedal which 
contains bicycle power meter inside, bicycle pedal cleats, toe clips, brake levers, brakes, brake cables, brake shoes, rims, 
brake rotors, brake pads, wheels, tires, inner tubes, spokes, spoke clips, bottom brackets, seat pillars, head parts for 
frame-fork assembly, suspensions, handlebars, handlebar stems, grips for handlebars, bar ends, seat posts, saddles, 
gear position indicators for bicycles, electric motors for bicycles, switches for bicycles.

Cl.25;Footwear; shoes; boots; shoes for cyclists (cycling shoes); boots for cyclists; fishing shoes; fishing waders; 
shoes for rowing boat; sandals; sandals for cyclist; sandals for anglers; overshoes; cycling shoe covers; soles; shoe 
soles; rubber soles; soles for footwear; soles for cycling shoes; insoles; insoles for footwear; insoles for cycling shoes; 
outsoles; shoe outsoles; rubber outsoles; outsoles for footwear; outsoles for cycling shoes; heelpieces; heelpieces for 
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boots and shoes; heelpieces for cycling shoes; clothing; clothing for sports (sports uniforms); clothing for cyclists; 
bicycle racing clothing; clothing for fishing; clothing for rowing; clothing for gymnastics; outer clothing; cycling tops; 
rain protection wear; rain coats; rain suits; hats; caps; gloves; cycling gloves; bicycle racing gloves; socks; shirts; 
jackets; jerseys; vests; fishing vests; pants; tights; underwear; cycling shorts; cycling warmers; cycling toe covers; toe 
caps for waterproofing for cycling shoes; toe caps for cold weather for cycling shoes; covers for waterproofing for 
cycling shoes; covers for cold weather for cycling shoes; cycling bandanas; ankle gaiters; cleats for attachment to 
cycling shoes; cleats for attachment to sports shoes.
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4301962    01/08/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488172]
KIM EUN SOOK
(Byeollae-dong, Byeollae Switzen Apt.) 3101-1403, 81, Byeollae 5-ro, Namyangju-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.23;Silk-woolen thread and yarn; spun silk; silk thread and yarn; rayon thread and yarn; spun cotton; woollen thread 
and yarn; colored thread; chenille yarn; worsted; spun wool; synthetic fiber thread and yarn for textile use; chemical-fiber 
threads and yarns for textile use; synthetic fiber thread and yarn; silk base mixed thread and yarn; hemp base mixed 
thread and yarn; cotton base mixed thread and yarn; wool base mixed thread and yarn; mixed thread and yarn; chemical 
fiber base mixed thread and yarn.

Cl.25;Golf trousers; golf clothing, other than gloves; sports wear; school uniforms; cotton pants; knitwear [clothing]; 
sweaters; collars [clothing]; jerseys [clothing]; vests; cardigans; cuffs; tee-shirts; leg-warmers; mufflers [neck scarves]; 
ear muffs [clothing]; winter gloves; shawls; knitted caps; hoods [clothing].
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4301994    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487392]
DEWLINK SLUDGE TREATMENT LTD
Unit A1, Hortonwood 10, Shropshire Telford TF1 7ES United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Sludge pumps; sewage treatment machines; machines and machine tools for treatment of waste water and sludge; 
parts and fittings for all aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Waste water purification units; waste water treatment tanks; apparatus for waste water purification; water 
purification apparatus; water purification machines; water purification units; water purifying apparatus; parts and fittings 
for all aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 19/03/2019; Application No. : 018037268 ;European Union 

4302028    25/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488188]
Kesseböhmer Holding KG
Mindener Straße 208 49152 Bad Essen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Lockers; drawers [furniture parts]; drawers; side walls for drawers and lockers; dividers for drawers and lockers; 
compartment dividers for drawers and lockers; separating bands for drawers and lockers; separating elements for 
drawers and lockers; organizers for drawers and lockers; plastic drawer lining material.

Cl.22;Textile fibres for manufacturing side walls, dividers, compartment dividers, separating strips, separating 
elements and organizers for drawers and lockers; tie-down belts, tie-down straps, elastic and non-elastic straps for 
manufacturing side walls, dividers, compartment dividers, separating bands, separating elements and filing systems for 
drawers and lockers.

Cl.24;Bands of textile for manufacturing internal equipment for lockers in the form of side walls, dividers, compartment 
dividers, separating bands, separating elements and filing systems for drawers and lockers.
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4302048    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488205]
GUANGDONG BORDAR TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD
ROOM BCD, 9 FLOOR, NO.13 EAST HUAYUAN ROAD, 528010 FOSHAN CITY, GUANGDONG PROVINCE China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Silver solder; brazing alloys; soldering wire of metal; rods of metal for brazing; rods of metal for brazing and 
welding; rods of metal for welding; gold solder; hardware of metal; ironmongery; cable joints of metal, non-electric.

Cl.11;Toilets [water-closets]; bath tub enclosures; hydromassage bath apparatus; faucets for pipes; urinals being 
sanitary fixtures; pressure water tanks; bath tubs; bath fittings; toilet bowls; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary 
installations].

Cl.19;Mosaics for building; ceramic tiles, not of metal, for building; building materials, not of metal; buildings, not of 
metal; building glass; wooden flooring; fired bricks, fired tiles; coatings [building materials]; gypsum plasterboard; 
cement slabs.
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Priority claimed from 28/06/2019; Application No. : 88493183 ;United States of America 

4302097    02/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487738]
RIDME LLC
16914 Glacier Ridge Road Fort Wayne IN 46845 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer application software for viewing images, videos, and content relating to fashion; 
downloadable computer application software for fashion consulting services, and personal stylist services.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for viewing images, videos, and content relating to 
fashion; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for fashion consulting services, and personal 
stylist services.

Cl.45;Personal fashion consulting services; providing information in the field of personal fashion and fashion trends; 
provision of personal fashion information via a website; information relating to fashion coordination services for 
individuals; personal stylist services.
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4302203    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1472369]
ÇIÇEKSEPETI INTERNET HIZMETLERI ANONIM SIRKETI
Esentepe Mah. Büyükdere Cad. Maya Akar ¿enter B Blok No. 102 14 Sisli Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.31;Raw and unprocessed agricultural, horticultural and forestry products; raw and unprocessed grains and seeds; 
fresh fruits and vegetables, fresh herbs; natural plants and flowers; bulbs, seedlings and seed for planting; live animals, 
foodstuffs and beverages for animals; malt; cut flowers; dried flowers; flower bulbs; flower seeds; arrangements of dried 
flowers; arrangements of natural flowers; dried flower wreaths; edible fresh flowers; natural and dried plants; fresh and 
dried flowers and plants for decoration; garlands of natural flowers; seeds for growing flowers.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and public relations; organization of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial or 
advertising purposes; office functions; secretarial services; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; compilation of 
statistics; rental of office machines; systemization of information into computer databases; telephone answering for 
unavailable subscribers; business management, business administration and business consultancy services; accounting 
and commercial consultancy services; import-export agency services; business appraisal services for commercial or 
industrial products; auctioneering; provision of online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; the 
bringing together, for the benefit of others, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations for medical purposes, chemical 
preparations and chemical elements for pharmaceutical purposes, dietary supplements for medical purposes, weight loss 
products, infant formula, herbs and herbal beverages adapted for medicinal purposes, dietetic supplements for human 
and animals, non-medical dietary products, pollen as a dietary supplement, animal food additives for non-medical 
purposes, babies' bottles, babies' pacifiers, teats, teethers for babies, sanitary preparations for medical use, hygienic 
pads, hygienic tampons, plasters, materials for dressings, diapers made of paper and textiles, medical orthopaedic 
articles, bouncing chairs for babies, playpens for babies, cradles, infant walkers, vehicle seats, head restraints for seats, 
child safety seats, sun visors, baby carriages, candles, wicks, semi-finished wax, wax and paraffin for lighting purposes, 
lighting installations, lights for vehicles and interior-exterior spaces, materials and equipment for sheltering, keeping, 
preserving, covering, banding, surrounding, storing or placement purposes, frames for pictures and paintings, 
identification plates, identification tags, identification labels made of wood or synthetic materials, jewellery, imitation 
jewellery, gold, precious stones and jewellery made thereof, cufflinks, tie pins, statuettes and figurines of precious metal, 
casks for use in transportation or storage, boxes, storage containers, transportation containers, chests, small hardware 
goods of wood or synthetic materials, furniture fittings, of wood or synthetic materials, opening and closing mechanisms 
of wood or synthetic materials, kennels, nesting boxes and beds for household pets, curtains for decoration, deodorants 
other than for human or animals, air deodorising preparations, woven or non-woven textile fabrics, textile goods for 
household use including pennons, flags, handkerchiefs, clothing, underwear, outer clothing, special purpose protective 
clothing, socks, fool wear, head wear, laces and embroidery, guipure, festoons, ribbons (haberdashery), braid, fastening 
tapes for clothing, cords for clothing, letters and numerals for marking linen, embroidered emblems, badges for wear, not 
of precious metal, shoulder pads for clothing, buttons for clothing, fasteners for clothing, eyelets for clothing, zippers, 
buckles for shoes and belts, fasteners, shoe and belt buckles, pins, other than jewellery, adhesive patches for decoration 
of textile articles, laces, needles, sewing needles, needles for sewing machines, needles for knitting and embroidery, 
boxes for needles, needle cushions, fresh and/or live flowers, artificial flowers, fresh fruit, artificial fruit, wigs and hair 
accessories, carpets, rugs, mats, prayer rugs, wallpaper, wall hangings not of textile, games and toys, arcade video game 
machines, game apparatus and machines for use with an external display screen and monitor including those coin-
operated, toys for animals, toys for outdoor playgrounds, parks and game parks, gymnastic and sporting articles, 
Christmas trees of artificial material, ornaments for Christmas trees, artificial snow for Christmas trees, rattles, 
playthings, novelties for parties, party hats, works of art made of common metals or their alloys, monuments and 
statuettes of stone, concrete and marble, furniture, mattresses, pillows, air mattresses and cushions, not for medical 
purposes, sleeping bags for camping, water beds not for medical purposes, mirrors, ornaments and decorative goods of 
wood, wax, beeswax, plastic, ivory or plaster bone, printed matter, printed publications, calendars, posters, photographs, 
paintings, stickers, postage stamps, stationery, office stationery, instructional and teaching materials, eyeglasses, 
sunglasses, optical lenses and cases, containers, adult sexual aids, condoms, umbrellas, parasols, sun umbrellas, 
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walking sticks, heating and steam generating installations, installations for air-conditioning and ventilating, cooling 
installations and freezers, electric and gas-powered devices, installations and apparatus for cooking, drying and boiling, 
cookers, electric cooking pots, electric water heaters, electric laundry driers, hair driers, hand drying apparatus, water 
softening apparatus, water purification apparatus, water purification installations, electric bed warmers and electric 
blankets, not for medical use, electric pillow warmers, electric or non-electric foot warmers, hot water bottles, meal, fish, 
poultry and game, processed meat products, instant soups, bouillons, processed olives, olive paste, milk and milk 
products, butter, edible oils, dried, preserved, frozen, cooked, smoked or salted fruits and vegetables including pollen 
prepared as foodstuff, prepared nuts and dried fruits as snacks, hazelnut spreads and peanut butter, tahini (sesame seed 
paste), eggs and powdered eggs, potato chips, coffee, cocoa, coffee or cocoa based beverages, chocolate based 
beverages, pasta, stuffed dumplings, noodles, pastries and bakery products, desserts, cakes, honey, bee glue for human 
consumption, propolis for food purposes, spices and condiments for foodstuff, yeast, baking powder, flour, semolina, 
starch for food, sugar, tea, iced tea, confectionery, chocolate, biscuits, crackers, wafers, chewing gums, ice-cream, edible 
ices, salt, cereals and cereal-based foodstuff, molasses for food, agricultural and horticultural products, seeds, forestry 
products, plants, fresh flowers, fresh plants, dried plants for decoration, fresh garden herbs, fresh vegetables and fruits, 
dried garden herbs for decoration, animal foodstuffs, malt not for human consumption, beer, mineral water, spring water, 
table water, soda water, fruit and vegetable juices, fruit and vegetable concentrates and extracts for making beverages, 
non-alcoholic soft drinks, alcoholic drinks, wine, smokers' articles including pipes, mouthpieces for cigars and cigarettes, 
ashtrays, tobacco boxes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, cigarette paper, tobacco pipes, firestones, lighters for 
smokers, enabling customers to conveniently view and purchase those goods, such services may be provided by retail 
stores, wholesale outlets, by means of electronic media or through mail order catalogues.
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4302220    29/03/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487370]
ANCOR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
5th floor 86 Jermyn street London SW1Y 6AW, 64209 United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Arranging subscriptions to telecommunication services for others; import-export agency services; commercial 
information agency services; advertising agency services; cost price analysis; rental of advertising space; business 
auditing; financial auditing; business intermediary services relating to the matching of potential private investors with 
entrepreneurs needing funding; employment agency services; computerized file management; book-keeping; invoicing; 
demonstration of goods; transcription of communications [office functions]; opinion polling; market studies; business 
information; commercial information and advice for consumers in the choice of products and services; business 
investigations; business research; marketing research; personnel recruitment; business management and organization 
consultancy; business organization consultancy; business management consultancy; personnel management 
consultancy; professional business consultancy; consultancy regarding advertising communication strategies; 
consultancy regarding public relations communication strategies; layout services for advertising purposes; marketing; 
marketing in the framework of software publishing; targeted marketing; business management of performing artists; 
business management of sports people; writing of résumés for others; scriptwriting for advertising purposes; news 
clipping services; updating and maintenance of information in registries; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases; updating of advertising material; word processing; online retail services for downloadable and pre-recorded 
music and movies; online retail services for downloadable ring tones; online retail services for downloadable digital 
music; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; arranging newspaper subscriptions for 
others; organization of fashion shows for promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising 
purposes; shop window dressing; design of advertising materials; business appraisals; payroll preparation; data search 
in computer files for others; sponsorship search; administrative assistance in responding to calls for tenders; business 
management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance; providing business information via a web 
site; provision of commercial and business contact information; web indexing for commercial or advertising purposes; 
economic forecasting; auctioneering; retail services for works of art provided by art galleries; sales promotion for others; 
promotion of goods and services through sponsorship of sports events; production of teleshopping programmes; 
production of advertising films; office machines and equipment rental; rental of advertising time on communication 
media; publicity material rental; rental of billboards [advertising boards]; rental of vending machines; rental of sales 
stands; rental of photocopying machines; publication of publicity texts; radio advertising; bill-posting; distribution of 
samples; dissemination of advertising matter; direct mail advertising; registration of written communications and data; 
writing of publicity texts; advertising; online advertising on a computer network; advertising by mail order; television 
advertising; document reproduction; compilation of statistics; compilation of information into computer databases; 
business inquiries; systemization of information into computer databases; advisory services for business management; 
negotiation of business contracts for others; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third parties; 
compiling indexes of information for commercial or advertising purposes; tax preparation; drawing up of statements of 
accounts; telemarketing services; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; wholesale services for 
pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services for pharmaceutical, veterinary 
and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; interim business management; business management of hotels; 
business management for freelance service providers; business project management services for construction projects; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; business management of reimbursement 
programs for others; administration of consumer loyalty programs; administration of frequent flyer programs; 
administrative processing of purchase orders; public relations; competitive intelligence services; modelling for 
advertising or sales promotion; typing; market intelligence services; appointment reminder services [office functions]; 
web site traffic optimization; relocation services for businesses; tax filing services; search engine optimization for sales 
promotion; appointment scheduling services [office functions]; gift registry services; price comparison services; pay per 
click advertising; secretarial services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other 
businesses]; shorthand; outsourcing services [business assistance]; telephone answering for unavailable subscribers; 
photocopying services; business efficiency expert services; commercial intermediation services; outsourced 
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administrative management for companies; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; 
provision of an online marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services.

Cl.36;Credit bureau services; debt collection agency services; real estate agency services; financial analysis; rental of 
apartments; rental of offices for co-working; rental of real estate; rental of offices [real estate]; lease-purchase financing; 
savings bank services; accommodation bureau services [apartments]; rent collection; issuance of travelers' checks; 
issuance of credit cards; issuance of tokens of value; capital investment; insurance information; financial information; 
clearing, financial; insurance consultancy; financial consultancy; debt advisory services; stock exchange quotations; 
lending against security; business liquidation services, financial; brokerage; financial management; exchanging money; 
online banking; processing of debit card payments; processing of credit card payments; factoring; organization of 
monetary collections; arranging finance for construction projects; antique appraisal; jewelry appraisal; financial 
evaluation of standing timber; stamp appraisal; real estate appraisal; numismatic appraisal; art appraisal; financial 
evaluation of wool; financial evaluation [insurance, banking, real estate]; financial appraisals in responding to calls for 
tenders; repair costs evaluation [financial appraisal]; electronic funds transfer; surety services; securities brokerage; real 
estate brokerage; brokerage of carbon credits; insurance brokerage; providing rebates at participating establishments of 
others through use of a membership card; loans [financing]; pawnbrokerage; providing financial information via a web 
site; check verification; investment of funds; charitable fund raising; stocks and bonds brokerage; financial sponsorship; 
mortgage banking; instalment loans; insurance underwriting; life insurance underwriting; health insurance underwriting; 
accident insurance underwriting; marine insurance underwriting; fire insurance underwriting; apartment house 
management; real estate management; financial management of reimbursement payments for others; actuarial services; 
banking; stock brokerage services; retirement payment services; bail-bonding; trusteeship; provident fund services; 
financial customs brokerage services; mutual funds; financing services; safe deposit services; deposits of valuables; 
fiscal valuation; rental of farms.

Cl.37;Asphalting; drilling of deep oil or gas wells; drilling of wells; rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially 
destroyed; rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; renovation of clothing; retreading of tires; 
vulcanization of tires [repair]; building sealing; linen ironing; pressing of clothing; disinfecting; rat exterminating; vehicle 
battery charging; knife sharpening; building insulating; repair information; construction information; bricklaying; riveting; 
construction consultancy; varnishing; re-tinning; scaffolding; road paving; window cleaning; vehicle washing; building 
construction supervision; tuning of musical instruments; upholstering; rustproofing; anti-rust treatment for vehicles; 
sanding; pumicing; strong-room maintenance and repair; vehicle maintenance; paper hanging; painting or repair of signs; 
cleaning of buildings [exterior surface]; vehicle polishing; vehicle breakdown repair services; rental of bulldozers; rental 
of drainage pumps; rental of dish drying machines; rental of road sweeping machines; rental of cleaning machines; rental 
of cranes [construction equipment]; rental of dishwashing machines; rental of laundry washing machines; rental of 
construction equipment; rental of excavators; laying of cable; masonry; roofing services; painting, interior and exterior; 
carpentry services; underwater repair; plastering; quarrying services; repair of security locks; umbrella repair; parasol 
repair; motor vehicle maintenance and repair; burner maintenance and repair; film projector repair and maintenance; 
airplane maintenance and repair; safe maintenance and repair; clock and watch repair; repair of power lines; pump repair; 
upholstery repair; shoe repair; clothing repair; photographic apparatus repair; furniture restoration; restoration of musical 
instruments; restoration of works of art; vehicle greasing; demolition of buildings; warehouse construction and repair; 
vehicle service stations [refuelling and maintenance]; sterilization of medical instruments; washing; washing of linen; 
construction; pier breakwater building; pipeline construction and maintenance; underwater construction; harbour 
construction; factory construction; building of fair stalls and shops; shipbuilding; cleaning of buildings [interior]; street 
cleaning; vermin exterminating, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; tire balancing; pest 
control services, other than for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; hydraulic fracturing services; artificial 
snow-making services; laundering; installation of doors and windows; irrigation devices installation and repair; elevator 
installation and repair; heating equipment installation and repair; burglar alarm installation and repair; furnace installation 
and repair; telephone installation and repair; installation and repair of air-conditioning apparatus; fire alarm installation 
and repair; freezing equipment installation and repair; electric appliance installation and repair; kitchen equipment 
installation; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; machinery installation, maintenance and repair; 
office machines and equipment installation, maintenance and repair; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; 
swimming-pool maintenance; furniture maintenance; chimney sweeping; boiler cleaning and repair; cleaning of clothing; 
dry cleaning; vehicle cleaning; diaper cleaning; leather care, cleaning and repair; fur care, cleaning and repair; mining 
extraction; refilling of toner cartridges; refilling of ink cartridges; plumbing.

Cl.38;News agency services; wireless broadcasting; television broadcasting; cable television broadcasting; electronic 
bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; information about telecommunication; providing user access to 
global computer networks; providing access to databases; providing telecommunications connections to a global 
computer network; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; video-on-demand transmission; 
message sending; computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of telegrams; transmission of 
digital files; providing online forums; videoconferencing services; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of access 
time to global computer networks; rental of modems; rental of telecommunication equipment; rental of telephones; rental 
of facsimile apparatus; radio broadcasting; radio communications; transmission of electronic mail; communications by 
fiber optic networks; communications by cellular phones; communications by computer terminals; satellite transmission; 
communications by telegrams; communications by telephone; facsimile transmission; paging services [radio, telephone 
or other means of electronic communication]; teleconferencing services; telex services; voice mail services; streaming of 
data; telegraph services; telephone services; providing internet chatrooms; telecommunications routing and junction 
services; transmission of greeting cards online.

Cl.39;Air transport; motor coach rental; boat rental; garage rental; rental of vehicle roof racks; aircraft rental; parking 
place rental; rental of warehouses; rental of tractors; booking of seats for travel; travel reservation; transport reservation; 
towing; vehicle breakdown towing services; bottling services; water distribution; delivery of newspapers; message 
delivery; parcel delivery; delivery of goods; delivery of goods by mail order; flower delivery; launching of satellites for 
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others; traffic information; transportation information; storage information; transportation logistics; rescue operations 
[transport]; arranging of cruises; arranging of transportation for travel tours; armored-car transport; hauling; carting; 
transport and storage of trash; transporting furniture; lighterage services; ferry-boat transport; removal services; 
transport of travellers; guarded transport of valuables; bus transport; car transport; barge transport; boat transport; 
railway transport; marine transport; passenger transport; river transport; ambulance transport; streetcar transport; 
porterage; refloating of ships; cash replenishment of automated teller machines; shipbrokerage; transport brokerage; 
freight brokerage [forwarding (Am.)]; providing driving directions for travel purposes; car rental; railway truck rental; 
rental of diving bells; rental of diving suits; rental of motor racing cars; rental of aircraft engines; railway coach rental; 
rental of wheelchairs; rental of storage containers; horse rental; rental of freezers; rental of navigational systems; 
refrigerator rental; vehicle rental; stevedoring; unloading cargo; electricity distribution; distribution of energy; packaging 
of goods; collection of recyclable goods [transport]; ice-breaking; piloting; water supplying; escorting of travellers; 
transport by pipeline; wrapping of goods; operating canal locks; car parking; chauffeur services; pleasure boat transport; 
car sharing services; courier services [messages or merchandise]; salvaging; salvage of ships; gift wrapping; underwater 
salvage; taxi transport; transport; transport services for sightseeing tours; franking of mail; freight [shipping of goods]; 
freighting; physical storage of electronically stored data or documents; boat storage; storage of goods; storage; freight 
forwarding; rental of electric wine cellars.

Cl.40;Paper finishing; applying finishes to textiles; upcycling [waste recycling]; vulcanization [material treatment]; skin 
dressing; fruit crushing; embroidering; galvanization; electroplating; engraving; decontamination of hazardous materials; 
air deodorizing; stripping finishes; tanning; metal tempering; freezing of foods; gilding; gold plating; material treatment 
information; cadmium plating; permanent-press treatment of fabrics; food and drink preservation; food smoking; leather 
staining; fur dyeing; shoe staining; textile dyeing; cloth dyeing; laminating; lithographic printing; metal casting; fur 
glossing; tin plating; boilermaking; taxidermy; magnetization; nickel plating; abrasion; paper treating; water treating; 
woodworking; processing of cinematographic films; leather working; cloth edging; metal treating; fur conditioning; fur 
mothproofing; waste treatment [transformation]; textile mothproofing; fabric waterproofing; crease-resistant treatment for 
clothing; cloth fireproofing; textile treating; wool treating; framing of works of art; window tinting treatment, being surface 
coating; air freshening; fabric bleaching; air purification; soldering; clothing alteration; recycling of waste and trash; 
processing of oil; pattern printing; photographic printing; offset printing; metal plating; printing; burnishing by abrasion; 
flour milling; dressmaking; rental of boilers; knitting machine rental; rental of generators; rental of air-conditioning 
apparatus; rental of space heating apparatus; photographic film development; pottery firing; blacksmithing; custom 
assembling of materials for others; bookbinding; welding services; glass-blowing; saddlery working; grinding; cloth 
cutting; sawing of materials; refining services; timber felling and processing; fur satining; silver plating; incineration of 
waste and trash; laser scribing; warping [looms]; sorting of waste and recyclable material [transformation]; 
photocomposing services; quilting; planing of materials; fulling of cloth; tinting of car windows; slaughtering of animals; 
destruction of waste and trash; cloth pre-shrinking; services of a dental technician; cryopreservation services; key 
cutting; dyeing services; sandblasting services; production of energy; custom tailoring; custom fashioning of fur; 
photogravure; millworking; chromium plating; colour separation services; silkscreen printing; optical glass grinding.

Cl.41;Modelling for artists; academies [education]; rental of indoor aquaria; rental of artwork; rental of sports grounds; 
rental of tennis courts; lending library services; booking of seats for shows; videotaping; physical education; production 
of music; discotheque services; animal training; dubbing; gambling services; publication of books; education 
information; recreation information; entertainment information; movie studio services; nightclub services [entertainment]; 
layout services, other than for advertising purposes; microfilming; videotape editing; production of radio and television 
programmes; screenplay writing; religious education; aikido instruction; gymnastic instruction; correspondence courses; 
practical training [demonstration]; training services provided via simulators; organization of balls; providing recreation 
facilities; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting 
of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and 
conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of symposiums; organization of competitions [education or 
entertainment]; arranging of beauty contests; organization of cosplay entertainment events; organization of lotteries; 
organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of 
sports competitions; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; amusement park services; sign language 
interpretation; television entertainment; mobile library services; vocational retraining; providing online videos, not 
downloadable; providing online music, not downloadable; providing television programs, not downloadable, via video-on-
demand services; providing films, not downloadable, via video-on-demand services; providing golf facilities; providing 
sports facilities; providing amusement arcade services; cinema presentations; presentation of circus performances; 
presentation of variety shows; presentation of live performances; theatre productions; conducting guided climbing tours; 
conducting fitness classes; educational examination; film production, other than advertising films; rental of audio 
equipment; rental of video cameras; rental of video cassette recorders; rental of videotapes; rental of show scenery; 
rental of sound recordings; toy rental; rental of cinematographic apparatus; rental of motion pictures; games equipment 
rental; rental of stadium facilities; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; rental of radio and 
television sets; rental of skin diving equipment; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of stage scenery; 
electronic desktop publishing; online publication of electronic books and journals; publication of texts, other than 
publicity texts; radio entertainment; entertainer services; entertainment services; writing of texts; sado instruction [tea 
ceremony instruction]; zoological garden services; news reporters services; party planning [entertainment]; music 
composition services; subtitling; tutoring; holiday camp services [entertainment]; conducting guided tours; disc jockey 
services; personal trainer services [fitness training]; providing casino facilities [gambling]; calligraphy services; karaoke 
services; club services [entertainment or education]; songwriting; cultural, educational or entertainment services 
provided by art galleries; providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; teaching; educational services provided 
by schools; orchestra services; translation; scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes; ticket agency services 
[entertainment]; coaching [training]; sport camp services; recording studio services; language interpreter services; 
nursery schools; photography; photographic reporting; timing of sports events; boarding school education; production of 
shows; health club services [health and fitness training]; arranging and conducting of in-person educational forums; 
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; providing online electronic publications, not 
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downloadable; game services provided online from a computer network.

Cl.42;Water analysis; computer system analysis; handwriting analysis [graphology]; chemical analysis; energy 
auditing; recovery of computer data; industrial design; graphic arts design; computer virus protection services; oil-field 
surveys; geological surveys; engineering; installation of computer software; meteorological information; clinical trials; 
material testing; textile testing; bacteriological research; biological research; geological research; research in the field of 
environmental protection; cosmetic research; mechanical research; chemical research; research and development of new 
products for others; scientific research; analysis for oil-field exploitation; underwater exploration; calibration 
[measuring]; web site design consultancy; computer security consultancy; information technology [IT] consultancy; 
consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; architectural consultancy; internet security 
consultancy; computer software consultancy; data security consultancy; technological consultancy; oil-well testing; 
quality control; vehicle roadworthiness testing; land surveying; dress designing; updating of computer software; 
monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of computer systems for detecting unauthorized 
access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service [SaaS]; maintenance of 
computer software; authenticating works of art; design of interior decor; quality evaluation of standing timber; quality 
evaluation of wool; digitization of documents [scanning]; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic 
media; urban planning; providing search engines for the internet; conversion of computer programs and data, other than 
physical conversion; conducting technical project studies; computer system design; rental of web servers; computer 
rental; rental of computer software; unlocking of mobile phones; geological prospecting; oil prospecting; hosting 
computer sites [web sites]; construction drafting; computer software design; software development in the framework of 
software publishing; cloud seeding; server hosting; consultancy in the field of energy-saving; creating and designing 
website-based indexes of information for others [information technology services]; creating and maintaining web sites for 
others; computer programming; technical writing; copying of computer programs; cloud computing; architectural 
services; chemistry services; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; packaging design; off-
site data backup; computer technology consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; scientific laboratory 
services; weather forecasting; styling [industrial design]; cartography services; data encryption services; electronic data 
storage; surveying; electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the internet; electronic monitoring of 
personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; interior design; research in the field of physics.

Cl.43;Accommodation bureau services [hotels, boarding houses]; rental of temporary accommodation; rental of 
meeting rooms; tourist home services; hotel reservations; boarding house bookings; temporary accommodation 
reservations; hotel services; retirement home services; snack-bar services; café services; cafeteria services; motel 
services; boarding house services; boarding for animals; rental of cooking apparatus; rental of chairs, tables, table linen, 
glassware; rental of lighting apparatus; rental of tents; rental of transportable buildings; rental of drinking water 
dispensers; restaurant services; self-service restaurant services; reception services for temporary accommodation 
[management of arrivals and departures]; food sculpting; canteen services; holiday camp services [lodging]; bar 
services; providing campground facilities; food and drink catering; washoku restaurant services; udon and soba 
restaurant services; day-nursery [crèche] services.

Cl.44;Public bath services for hygiene purposes; Turkish bath services; hospital services; depilatory waxing; 
reforestation services; landscape design; health center services; nursing home services; wreath making; hair 
implantation; medical advice for individuals with disabilities; pharmacy advice; aromatherapy services; manicuring; 
chiropractic; massage; horticulture; artificial insemination services; palliative care; hairdressing; body piercing; midwife 
services; veterinary assistance; dentistry services; medical assistance; tree planting for carbon offsetting purposes; 
preparation of prescriptions by pharmacists; medical equipment rental; rental of sanitary installations; farming equipment 
rental; aerial and surface spreading of fertilizers and other agricultural chemicals; animal breeding; rehabilitation for 
substance abuse patients; gardening; landscape gardening; beauty salon services; sanatorium services; blood bank 
services; health care; health counselling; flower arranging; tattooing; weed killing; health spa services; human tissue 
bank services; aquaculture services; visagists' services; convalescent home services; rest home services; medical clinic 
services; alternative medicine services; opticians' services; orthodontic services; plant nursery services; pest control 
services for agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry; speech therapy; in vitro fertilization services; services of a 
psychologist; sauna services; solarium services; telemedicine services; therapy services; nursing, medical; lawn care; 
animal grooming; pet grooming; physical therapy; plastic surgery; tree surgery; hospice services.

Cl.45;Marriage agency services; detective agency services; night guard services; adoption agency services; arbitration 
services; leasing of internet domain names; rental of safes; embalming services; funerary undertaking; lost property 
return; releasing doves for special occasions; security screening of baggage; genealogical research; legal research; 
intellectual property consultancy; physical security consultancy; legal advice in responding to requests for proposals 
[RFPs]; monitoring intellectual property rights for legal advisory purposes; monitoring of burglar and security alarms; 
crematorium services; licensing [legal services] in the framework of software publishing; licensing of intellectual 
property; licensing of computer software [legal services]; organization of religious meetings; opening of security locks; 
planning and arranging of wedding ceremonies; missing person investigations; kimono dressing assistance; litigation 
services; babysitting; pet sitting; conducting religious ceremonies; conducting funeral ceremonies; inspection of 
factories for safety purposes; evening dress rental; rental of fire extinguishers; clothing rental; rental of fire alarms; 
registration of domain names [legal services]; personal letter writing; personal background investigations; fire-fighting; 
astrology consultancy; spiritual consultancy; personal wardrobe styling consultancy; escorting in society [chaperoning]; 
horoscope casting; copyright management; legal administration of licences; cartomancy services; dating services; guard 
services; alternative dispute resolution services; dog walking services; tracking of stolen property; legal document 
preparation services; house sitting; mediation; burial services; online social networking services; personal body 
guarding; legal services in relation to the negotiation of contracts for others; legal watching services.
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4302233    04/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487419]
WeWork Companies Inc.
115 West 18th Street New York NY 10011 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Incubation services; incubation services, namely, providing work space to emerging, start-up and existing 
companies; business operation of commercial real estate, offices and office space, business operation of commercial real 
estate, offices and office space, namely, shared office venues with conference facilities; incubation services, namely, 
providing shared office space facilities equipped with office equipment, receptionist services, meeting rooms, printing 
center, kitchen space and kitchen equipment, telecommunications equipment, and mailroom facilities; providing co-
working facilities equipped with office equipment; real estate sales management.

Cl.36;Real estate services; real estate services, namely, leasing of real property and apartments; leasing of office 
space; leasing or renting of buildings; real estate brokerage; rental of office space; rental of offices for co-working; rental 
of temporary and shared office spaces and offices.

Cl.37;Building construction; building repair and maintenance; installation services; installation services, namely, 
installation of lighting apparatus, security systems, doors, HVAC (Heating, ventilation and air conditioning), flooring, 
wiring, machinery, audiovisual equipment, fixtures and fittings for buildings, and computer hardware and 
telecommunication apparatus; construction consultancy and supervision; construction project management services; 
real estate construction services.

Cl.43;Providing food and beverage services; providing meeting room services; providing facilities for business 
meetings and business events.
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Priority claimed from 04/04/2019; Application No. : 2019-047771 ;Japan 

4302260    10/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487632]
TOYOTA JIDOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as TOYOTA MOTOR CORPORATION)
1, Toyota-cho, Toyota-shi Aichi-ken 471-8571 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs, recorded, for use with partially automated automobiles, buses and trucks; computer 
programs, recorded, for use with self-driving automobiles, buses and trucks; computer programs, recorded, for use with 
autonomous automobiles, buses and trucks; computer programs, downloadable, for use with partially automated 
automobiles, buses and trucks; computer programs, downloadable, for use with self-driving automobiles, buses and 
trucks; computer programs, downloadable, for use with autonomous automobiles, buses and trucks; computer programs, 
recorded, for automatic parking of automobiles, buses and trucks; computer programs, downloadable, for automatic 
parking of automobiles, buses and trucks; motor vehicle brake control systems for applying emergency braking at low 
vehicle speeds; electronic brake control apparatus for automobiles.

Cl.12;Driving motors for land vehicles; engine mounts for land vehicles; engines for land vehicles; jet engines for land 
vehicles; motors for land vehicles; propulsion mechanisms for land vehicles; turbines for land vehicles; automobile 
chains; connecting rods for land vehicles, other than parts of motors and engines; gear boxes for land vehicles; gearing 
for land vehicles; hydraulic circuits for vehicles; reduction gears for land vehicles; torque converters for land vehicles; 
transmission chains for land vehicles; transmission shafts for land vehicles; transmissions for land vehicles; power 
transmission belts for land vehicles; brake discs for vehicles; brake linings for vehicles; brake pads for automobiles; 
brake segments for vehicles; brake shoes for vehicles; brakes for vehicles; AC motors for land vehicles, not including 
their parts; DC motors for land vehicles, not including their parts; motors, electric, for land vehicles; electrically powered 
motor vehicles; hybrid cars; partially automated automobiles, buses and trucks; self-driving automobiles, buses and 
trucks; autonomous automobiles, buses and trucks; electric tricycles; buses; trucks; ambulances; racing cars; 
amphibious vehicles; snowmobiles; armored vehicles; fork lift trucks; camping cars; tractors; trailers; trolley buses; 
hearses; automobiles and structural parts thereof; structural parts for buses; structural parts for trucks; automobile 
bodies; automobile bonnets; automobile bumpers; automobile chassis; automobile dashboards; automobile doors; 
automobile door handles; automobile hoods; automobile horns; automobile seats; automobile seat covers; automobile 
sunroofs; automobile tires; automobile wheels; spokes for automobile wheels; inner tubes for automobile tires; 
automobile wheel rims; rearview mirrors for automobiles; automobile windows; automobile windscreens; automobile 
windshields; automobile convertible tops; safety belts for automobile seats; safety harnesses for automobile racing; 
safety harnesses for automobile seats; security harness for automobile seats; steering wheels for automobiles; steering 
wheel covers for automobiles; air bags for automobiles, buses and trucks; seat belt pre-tensioners for automobiles; brake 
pedals for land vehicles; direction signals for automobiles; leather upholstery for automobile seats; leather upholstery for 
automobiles; cigar lighters for automobiles; shaped automobile covers; mudguards for automobiles; luggage carriers for 
automobiles; spare wheel holders for automobiles; automobile roof racks; headlight wipers; windscreen wipers; 
windscreen wiper blades; two-wheeled motor vehicles; structural parts for two-wheeled motor vehicles; bicycles; 
structural parts for bicycles; motorcycles; structural parts for motorcycles.
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Priority claimed from 17/04/2019; Application No. : 88390281 ;United States of America 

4303123    21/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487746]
BackOffice Associates, LLC
75 Perseverance Way Hyannis MA 02601 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable software for data and information quality assessment, data and information management, data and 
information migration, and data and information governance.

Cl.42;Providing technical services, namely consulting in the field of software solutions that enable data and information 
quality assessment, data and information management, data and information migration, and data and information 
governance; providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software for data and information quality 
assessment, data and information management, data and information migration, and data and information governance.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2019; Application No. : 733404 ;Switzerland 

4303125    09/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487754]
F. Hoffmann-La Roche AG
Grenzacherstrasse 124 CH-4070 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for use in oncology.

Cl.41;Education and training in the medical field.

Cl.44;Medical services.
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Priority claimed from 16/10/2018; Application No. : 017969368 ;European Union 

4303129    12/04/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487762]
INDICAL BIOSCIENCE GmbH
Deutscher Platz 5b 04103 Leipzig Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical, biochemical and biotechnological products for industrial and scientific purposes and laboratory 
analysis, reagents and solvents for sample preparation, modification and manipulation of cells as well as for labelling, 
separation, isolation, purification, amplification and/or analysis of natural or synthetic biopolymers, namely nucleic acids, 
oligonucleotides, proteins, macromolecules and biologically active substances; chemicals or biochemical products used 
in industry, in particular substances for molecular biological, biochemical and immunological testing and analysis; kits 
comprising chemical products for sample preparation, modification and manipulation of samples and cells as well as for 
labelling, separation, isolation, purification, amplification and/or analysis of natural or synthetic biopolymers, namely 
nucleic acids, oligonucleotides, proteins, macromolecules and biologically active substances, namely nucleic acids from 
biological or biochemical sample material, included in this class.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary medical products as well as products for healthcare purposes, diagnostic 
preparations for medical and veterinary purposes; diagnostic agents for medical, veterinary, laboratory medical and 
forensic purposes, including agents for in-vitro diagnostics; diagnostic agents for medical and veterinary purposes, 
namely biological and preparations for testing diseases in cattle, pigs, and other animals; diagnostic preparations for 
medical and veterinary purposes; reagents, oligonucleotides, antibodies, in-vitro diagnostics and control reagents for 
medical purposes, being kit components; testing equipment for sale in kit form, for medical, veterinary, dental, legal 
medical, laboratory medical and forensic purposes; products for medical and veterinary medical purposes, namely 
diagnostic preparations, namely for sample preparation, modification and manipulation of cells as well as for labelling, 
separation, isolation, purification, amplification and/or analysis of natural or synthetic biopolymers, namely nucleic acids, 
oligonucleotides, proteins, macromolecules and biologically active substances; chemical, biochemical and 
biotechnological products, namely reagents and solvents for sample preparation, modification and manipulation of cells; 
in vitro diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; diagnostic kits for medical and veterinary purposes; kits, 
containing reagents, oligonucleotides, antibodies, in-vitro diagnostic preparations, control reagents for medical or 
veterinary use; test strips for medical use.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for molecular biological and immunological testing, kits for multiplex PCR tests 
comprising devices for removing, marking, applying and identifying biological or biochemical samples, sequencing 
apparatus, PCR cyclers, including associated hardware and software; scientific apparatus and instruments; apparatus 
and instruments for scientific research in laboratories; molecular biological and immunological testing systems, kits for 
multiplex PCR tests, including hardware and software therefor; electronic or online manuals and/or instruments for 
biochemical, molecular biological and immunological testing sold in a kit.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; medical apparatus, instruments and articles; 
scientific apparatus for diagnostic testing and analyzing biological samples.

Cl.42;Molecular biological, biochemical and immunological analysis; conducting molecular biological, biochemical and 
immunological analysis for testing diseases in cattle, pigs and other animals; scientific and technological services and 
research; scientific research for medical purposes; services for screening personal samples for antibodies or antigens 
research purposes; services for detecting or measuring selected antibodies or antigens in personal samples; laboratory 
services relating to the production of monoclonal or polyclonal antibodies; medical scientific research, including 
biological research and especially research into human monoclonal antibodies and development of pharmaceutical 
products based on human monoclonal antibodies.

Cl.44;Information services relating to veterinary pharmaceuticals; providing information relating to veterinary services; 
veterinary services (professional consultancy relating to -); laboratory analysis services relating to the treatment of 
animals.
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Priority claimed from 02/05/2018; Application No. : 18667-2018 ;Honduras 

4303131    02/11/2018
[International Registration No. : 1488042]
Bethesda Softworks LLC
1370 Piccard Drive Rockville MD 20850 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, providing on-line interactive computer games; entertainment services, namely, 
the production and provision of an ongoing television program delivered via the internet; entertainment services in the 
nature of an on-going television program set in a post-nuclear apocalyptic world; providing online information regarding 
an ongoing television program; providing a website featuring information, visual materials, and non-downloadable 
prerecorded audio and video content relating to an ongoing television program (terms too vague in the opinion of the 
International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); entertainment services, namely, providing information 
relating to electronic computer games via the Internet; providing online computer games for use with computers, 
handheld computers, wireless telephones and mobile and wireless devices; providing non-downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of books, magazines, journals and newspapers in the field of novels, comics and cartoons; 
movie film production; movie film distribution; production and rental of audio-visual works, specifically, motion pictures, 
television programming, videos, and music, for streaming or downloading in the fields of entertainment and video games; 
production of video; providing blogs in the nature of an online journal over the Internet featuring entertainment and video 
games; providing a website featuring audio-visual content, specifically, motion pictures, television programming, videos, 
and video clips, audio clips, film clips, and photographs, in the fields of entertainment and video games (terms too vague 
in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); providing a website featuring 
video and interactive games (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); fan club services (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); providing non-downloadable films and television shows via a video-on-demand transmission service.

Cl.42;Production of computer game software.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2019; Application No. : UK00003369504 ;United Kingdom 

4303145    16/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1488055]
Consort Medical Plc
Suite B, Breakspear Park, Breakspear Way, Hemel Hempstead Hertfordshire HP2 4TZ United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical preparations; active pharmaceutical ingredients.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; drug delivery devices; inhalers; metered dose inhalers; dry powder inhalers; 
inhaled drug delivery apparatus and instruments; hydrofluoralkanes (HFA) powered devices, systems, apparatus and 
instruments for use in or in relation to drug and pharmaceutical delivery devices; hydrofluoralkanes (HFA) powered 
syringes, auto-injectors and apparatus and devices for administrating pharmaceutical and drugs; hydrofluoralkanes 
(HFA) powered devices, systems, apparatus and instruments for use in or in relation to drug and pharmaceutical delivery 
devices incorporating audio, visual and/or tactile feedback mechanisms relating to drug and pharmaceutical delivery; 
hydrofluoralkanes (HFA) powered syringes, auto-injectors and apparatus and devices for administrating pharmaceutical 
and drugs incorporating audio, visual and/or tactile feedback mechanisms relating to drug and pharmaceutical delivery; 
syringes; syringe stoppers; vials; auto-injectors; medical injectors; disposable syringes and injectors; hypodermic 
syringes and injectors; apparatus and devices for administering pharmaceuticals and drugs; sterile apparatus for the 
administration of pharmaceuticals and drugs; cartridges for syringes; nozzles for syringes; drug delivery apparatus; oral 
and nasal medication dispensers; aerosol dispensers for medical purposes; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid; valves, 
pumps and actuators for dispensing aerosols and powders; valves, pumps and actuators for use in inhalers and/or drug 
dispensing and delivery devices; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; elastomer parts for valves, pumps and 
actuators, for medical apparatus and instruments and for drug delivery devices.

Cl.17;Goods made of rubber or imitation rubber; gaskets.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of medical apparatus and instruments, inhalers and drug delivery products, pharma and 
medical related products and apparatus; custom manufacture of components, parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
products; management of product lifecycles for others, in the nature of custom manufacturing of medical apparatus and 
instruments, inhalers and drug delivery products, pharma and medical related products and apparatus; provision of 
injection moulding services; custom manufacture of active pharmaceutical ingredients for others; custom manufacture of 
pharmaceuticals for others; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to all the aforesaid.

Cl.41;Provision of training, teaching and educational services; advisory, consultancy and information services relating 
to all the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Design and development of medical apparatus and instruments for others; design and development of inhalers 
and drug delivery products for others; design and development of pharmaceuticals, pharma and medical related products 
and apparatus for others; prototyping services; metrology services; laboratory services relating to analytic testing; 
quality testing services; quality control advisory services namely regulatory quality control advisory services relating to 
pharmaceuticals, active pharmaceutical ingredients, medical apparatus and instruments, inhalers and drug delivery 
products, pharma and medical related products and apparatus; management of product lifecycles for others, in the nature 
of conducting and managing clinical trials and trials of medical apparatus and instruments, inhalers and drug delivery 
products, pharma and medical related products and apparatus; advisory, consultancy and information services relating to 
all the aforesaid.
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Priority claimed from 05/04/2019; Application No. : 4540893 ;France 

4303611    06/05/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487652]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 SURESNES CEDEX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media; sound 
recording disks; digital recording media; data and information processing apparatus and equipment; software; computer 
programs; computers; data processing equipment; software recorded on magnetic media or downloaded from a remote 
computer network; downloadable computer software applications; telecommunication equipment for use with mobile 
networks; personal digital assistant; transmitters of electronic signals; connected wristbands, connected scales, 
connected watches (measuring instruments); video cameras; activity sensors; downloadable applications for mobile 
devices; digital applications; software for algorithms; artificial intelligence software; computer platforms in the nature of 
information sharing software; connected self-measuring tools; virtual reality computer programs; analysis systems based 
on artificial intelligence (software); medical image analysis systems based on artificial intelligence; electronic chips 
connected to an information system; virtual reality headsets; software for updating and exchanging data on a virtual 
exchange platform for information between patients and healthcare professionals; teleconsultation and video 
consultation software; software for managing data online in the field of computer applications and networks in the cloud 
(cloud computing); software for medical purposes, used for the collection and processing of data regarding patients and 
the control of diagnostic and therapeutic methods using medical-technical devices; medical imaging software; 
augmented reality software; pressure measuring apparatus; pressure indicators; in-ear headphones; information display 
terminals; tracking apparatus; electronic labels; personal electronic devices for displaying, measuring, recording, 
organizing, handling, analysis and reception of data, texts, images and audio files related to health and well-being; 
receivers used for the detection, storage, processing of electronic data from a sensor which records data related to 
health.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus, instruments and equipment; artificial teeth, eyes, organs and 
limbs; orthopedic articles; suture material; compression stockings, tights and socks; stockings, tights and socks for 
varicose veins; bandages for compression dressing; medical devices; diagnostic and monitoring devices for medical use; 
medical apparatus, instruments and equipment for the introduction of pharmaceutical preparations into the human body; 
infusion devices and syringes for medical use; diagnostic tools and instruments for medical use; blood analysis 
apparatus for medical use; medical endoscopy apparatus; inhalers; physiological measuring and monitoring apparatus 
for medical use; telemetry apparatus for medical use; automatic analyzers for medical use; medical imaging apparatus; 
computer-aided medical apparatus and instruments; health monitoring and testing apparatus; sensors, monitors and 
display screens in the field of health; electric or electronic sensors used for detecting, measuring, processing, collecting, 
recording and transmitting variables related to health.

Cl.35;Support services in running or managing a commercial company; business management assistance services; 
support services in entrepreneurship; database management; compilation of mathematical or statistical data; computer 
file management; compilation of information in computer databases; updating and maintenance of data in computer 
databases; business management and organization consultancy; business management consultancy; analysis of 
commercial data; market studies; information with respect to market research; commercial intermediation services in the 
context of linking potential private investors with entrepreneurs looking for funding; expert services in business 
productivity; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and hygienic preparations as well as medical, 
surgical apparatus and instruments; sales promotion services for third parties; public relations; sponsorship search; 
auctioneering; organization of events for commercial or advertising purposes; grant administration and management 
services (business management support); provision of personnel; collection of business information; data management 
and processing services, especially medical, surgical pharmacological data, on behalf of third parties.
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Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis 
and research services; scientific research services for medical purposes; design and development of computer hardware 
and software; research, design and development services for monitoring and diagnostic tools; clinical trials; scientific 
laboratory services; evaluation, scientific and technical project studies; cloud computing; rental of computer software; 
updating of software; programming for computers; research and development of new products for third parties; scientific 
research; electronic data storage; diagnostic, forecasting and analysis services; web hosting platforms, hosting of web 
portals, temporary providing of non-downloadable software applications accessible via a website; web site design 
services on the Internet, especially collaborative platforms; development of software directed at patients; platform (as a 
service) for exchange of information between patients and healthcare professionals; software as a service [SaaS]; 
biological analyses; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media.

Cl.44;Medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; advisory services 
relating to health; pharmacy advice; health services; telemedicine services; therapeutic services; medical diagnosis 
services; home healthcare services; individualized medical prescription services; online medical prescription services; 
consultancy in relation to medical treatment in the home; advice with respect to self-medication; medical information 
services for patients; remote medical examination services; advice concerning personal wellbeing [health]; medical 
monitoring of patients including remotely; providing medical support in the monitoring of patients receiving medical 
treatments.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2019; Application No. : 018016871 ;European Union 

4303759    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487527]
CONCEPT2 DEUTSCHLAND GMBH
Neumann Reichardt-Straße 27-33, Haus 4 22041 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Ergometers.

Cl.28;Stationary exercise bicycles.

Cl.41;Organising sporting events; exercise and fitness classes; conducting fitness classes.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2019; Application No. : 018017197 ;European Union 

4303768    29/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487528]
CONCEPT2 DEUTSCHLAND GMBH
Neumann Reichardt-Straße 27-33, Haus 4 22041 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Ergometers.

Cl.28;Rowing machines.

Cl.41;Organising sporting events; exercise and fitness classes; conducting fitness classes.
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Priority claimed from 07/01/2019; Application No. : 1981186 ;Australia 

4303775    04/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487549]
Envato Pty Ltd
Level 1, 121 King Street Melbourne VIC 3000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; audio recordings; video recordings; downloadable software applications; computer software 
media platforms; computer software, including software and software development tools and applications for designing, 
editing, creating, hosting, customizing, modifying, maintaining and updating websites, web pages for others and 
interactive applications, on a global computer network, mobile devices and social media sites and applications; computer 
software for designing, hosting and managing websites; downloadable electronic files, digital products and publications 
namely audio (including music tracks and sound effects), graphics, images, photographs, digital design content, text, 
videos (including video effects and footage), 3d images, animations, illustrations, fonts and icons; databases; computer 
databases; computer hardware.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management services in the field of media; consultancy, information and advisory services 
regarding the aforementioned services; retail services; online retail services; providing an online marketplace for the sale 
of electronic files, digital products and digital publications including audio (including music tracks and sound effects), 
graphics, images, photographs, digital design content, text, videos (including video effects and footage), 3d images, 
animations, illustrations, fonts and icons; business management; business administration; subscription services 
including subscription-based order fulfilment services; billing services; e-billing; providing an online searchable directory 
for the selling and buying of goods and/or services of others; compilation and systemisation of information into computer 
databases; promoting the website design and electronic message template design services of others by means of a 
website featuring website designs, website design templates and electronic message design templates submitted by 
designers.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; design of computer databases; 
computer software programming; data coding services; software troubleshooting services; cloud hosting provider 
services; updating computer software; design, creation, hosting, maintenance of websites for others; creation of website 
using hyper text markup language (html); design, creation and hosting of bill payment websites; platform as a service; 
providing information in the field of website design and architecture for use by website designers and architects via a 
website; cloud computing featuring software for use by others in designing, creating, customizing, modifying, maintaining 
and updating websites and web pages on a global computer network, mobile devices and social media sites and 
applications; providing virtual computer systems and virtual computer environments through cloud computing; 
developing and hosting a server on a global computer network for the purpose of facilitating e-commerce transactions; 
hosting an interactive website featuring technology that allows users to upload, download, share and sell custom and 
branded electronic files, digital products and digital publications, including audio (including music tracks and sound 
effects), graphics, images, photographs, design templates, digital design content, screen casts, code and code scripts, 
ebooks, text, videos (including video effects and footage), tutorials, software, graphics, 3d models, animations, fonts, 
vectors, icons, website themes and templates, plug-ins, games and music; technical and computer support services; 
storage services for electronic files, digital products and digital publications including audio (including music tracks and 
sound effects), graphics, images, photographs, design templates, digital design contents, screen casts, code and code 
scripts, ebooks, text, videos (including video effects and footage), tutorials, software, graphics, 3d models, animations, 
fonts, vectors, icons, website themes and templates, plug-ins, games and music; information, consultancy and advisory 
services relating to all the aforesaid services; software as a service; design and development of computer hardware and 
software; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for designing, creating, hosting, customizing, 
editing, modifying, maintaining and updating websites, web pages for others and interactive applications, on a global 
computer network, mobile devices and social media sites and applications; application service provider, including 
hosting, modifying, managing, developing, and maintaining applications, software, and websites of others, including on a 
global computer network, mobile devices and social media sites and applications; providing temporary use of non-
downloadable software to design the infrastructure and appearance of a web site; computer engineering.
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Priority claimed from 03/09/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 021 320 ;Germany 

4303785    15/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487551]
PUK Group GmbH & Co. KG
Nobelstrasse 45-55 12057 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal building materials; buildings, transportable, of metal; locksmith's product and small items of metal hardware; 
reinforcing elements for concrete structures, reinforcement rails, punching reinforcements, bent-up bars, reinforcement 
anchors, double-head anchors, sandwich anchors, single shear pins; anchor rails, railing fastening rails and mounting 
rails, supports for such rails and parts to be suspended therefrom, including railing posts; trapezoidal sheet metal 
fastening rails; connecting elements for concrete components, punched-through reinforcements, reinforcement 
connectors; facing brackets, mortar brackets; support leg elements, wall shoe elements, stair support bearings, in 
particular for embedding in concrete; screws, nuts, rivets, studs, hammer-head screws, toothed screws, hook-head 
screws and nuts, sliding nuts, dowels, sleeve dowels, transport anchors, double shear pins, anchors, sandwich anchors, 
support anchors, retaining anchors, retaining brackets, torsion anchors, anchor bolts, transport anchor bolts and 
retaining wedges; anchor sleeves and screw sleeves with anchors for embedding in concrete; metal cables, cable loops; 
shuttering elements, in particular made of expanded metal; load connectors, in particular plug connectors, made of metal; 
shaped boxes made of metal for use in the building industry; all aforementioned goods made of metal; fixing elements 
made of metal for cable support and cable laying systems and elements; cable trays, cable conduits, cable ladders, also 
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of lattice material, wide-span cable trays, cable support trays, cable clamps, non-electrical cable connections, fastening 
straps, support elements for cable trays, the aforementioned goods each made of metal; metal fastening material for 
cables and pipes; metal laying and fastening materials for telecommunications; expansion joint connections in form of 
fixing elements of metal for expansion joints.

Cl.9;Cable distribution boxes and cable junction boxes; apparatus for electrical safety protection, namely grounding 
bridges for concrete.

Cl.17;Sheet metal strips, sealing sheet metal strips with non-metallic coating, each for sealing concrete construction 
joints; goods made of plastic (semi-finished products); sealing, packing and insulating material; swelling tapes for sealing 
concrete joints; thermal and/or acoustic insulation panels, in particular for concrete component joints; hoses, not made of 
metal; sealing elements for sealing joints and crossing points in structural and civil engineering, in particular concrete 
construction, in the form of tapes, strips, plates, profiles, made of metal and in combination with plastic, joint tapes and 
joint sealing tapes made of plastic; surface sealing sheets made of plastic; expansion joint connections in form of sealing 
elements; hoses not of metal, namely injection hoses for concrete components.

Cl.19;Construction materials (not of metal); pipes (not of metal) for construction purposes, shuttering pipes of paper or 
cardboard; plastic pipe penetrations for concrete and/or sandwich construction elements; drain pipes of plastic for floor 
drains, roof drains and pump wells; plastic shuttering elements; non-metal loading dock shelters for construction 
purposes; mouldings, not of metal, for building; expanion joints connections in form of fixing elements (not of metal) for 
expansion joints.

Cl.20;Clips, not of metal for cable support and cable laying systems and elements; dowels, not made of metal, plastic 
anchors, in particular for embedding in concrete or for hollow wall elements; plugs, not made of metal, for anchor 
sleeves; holding brackets made of plastic, for cable support and cable laying systems and -elements.

Cl.37;Construction; repair; repair, namely locksmithery, repair of concrete, lifts, heat, exchangers, alarm systems, 
heating systems, buildings, constructions, pipes, power supply, systems and machines, electrical appliances, floor 
coverings, tiles, electrical installations, electrical earthing systems, electrical lines, telecommunication lines, electrical 
and optical data lines, building equipment, printing systems, solar power systems, fire alarm systems, lightning 
protection systems, industrial enqineerinq systems, construction equipment and machines, parts and accessories for 
buildings and cable support and laying systems and elements, repair by weldino, repair work, services and repair work on 
roofs, buildings, buildings, as well as for the modernization of buildings; installation services, namely installation of lifts, 
heat exchanges, alarm systems heating systems, pipes, power supply systems and machines, electrical appliances, floor 
coverings, tiles, electrical systems, electrical earthing systems, electrical lines, telecommunication lines, electrical and 
optical data lines, building equipment, printing systems, solar power systems, fire alarm systems, lightning protection 
systems, industrial technical systems and cable support and laying systems and elements; Installation and assembly of 
cable support and laying systems and elements, cables and telecommunications equipment.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 4510052 ;France 

4303791    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487559]
AXENS
89 boulevard Franklin Roosevelt F-92508 Rueil-Malmaison Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals intended for use in industry and in the sciences in the fields of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, 
biomass and industrial water; catalysts, catalytic agents, adsorbents, catalyst supports, chemical additives for producing 
fuels, hydrocarbons, gasoline and diesel, petrochemicals, biofuels and bio-sourced chemicals.

Cl.9;Software in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass and industrial water; industrial process 
control apparatus in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass and industrial water; laboratory 
equipment in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass and industrial water.

Cl.35;Advertising in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass and industrial water; business 
management, commercial administration, office work, assistance, advice, consultation, expertise in business 
management, all the aforesaid services being provided in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass 
and industrial water.

Cl.37;Construction in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass and industrial water; installation 
and repair of equipment and industrial units in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass and 
industrial water.

Cl.40;Fuel processing, hydrocarbon conversion, aromatic compound purification, industrial water processing, 
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petroleum products processing, catalyst processing and reprocessing; processing of gas, processing of biomass; 
material testing in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass and industrial water.

Cl.42;Programming for computers in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass and industrial 
water; technical consulting in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass and industrial water; drawing 
up of plans, technical project studies, industrial research and development, studies and engineering works, namely, 
appraisals, evaluations, estimates, research, producing reports, engineering work, appraisals, all the aforesaid services 
being provided in the field of the refining, petrochemical, gas processing, biomass and industrial water industries.

Cl.45;Technology licensing in the field of refining, petrochemicals, gas processing, biomass and industrial water.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2018; Application No. : 4510024 ;France 

4303801    06/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487560]
AXENS
89 boulevard Franklin Roosevelt F-92508 Rueil-Malmaison Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Heating apparatus; steam generating apparatus; distillation apparatus and installations; refining towers for 
distillation; equipment and installations for oil refining and in particular furnaces and distillation columns; apparatus and 
installations for processing oil residues; equipment and installations for the production of chemicals from hydrocarbons 
and in particular furnaces and distillation columns for the production of hydrogen, ethylene and synthesis gas.

Cl.37;Construction, demolition, rehabilitation, installation and repair services for industrial furnaces, permanent 
buildings, refineries, petrochemicals and hydrocarbon production plants; installation and repair of heating apparatus, 
steam production apparatus and distillation apparatus.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial research services in the fields of energy, environment, natural resources, oil and 
hydrocarbons; study of projects in the fields of energy, environment, natural resources, oil and hydrocarbons; appraisals 
(engineering works) in the fields of energy, environment, natural resources, oil and hydrocarbons; engineering in the 
fields of energy, environment, natural resources, oil and hydrocarbons; drawing up of plans for construction in the fields 
of energy, environment, natural resources, oil and hydrocarbons; construction consultancy in the fields of energy, 
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environment, natural resources, oil and hydrocarbons; research and development of new processes in the fields of 
energy, environment, natural resources, oil and hydrocarbons; industrial design in the fields of energy, environment, 
natural resources, oil and hydrocarbons; quality control in the fields of energy, environment, natural resources, oil and 
hydrocarbons.
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Priority claimed from 05/03/2019; Application No. : Z-0322/2019 ;Serbia 

4304422    20/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487611]
Bojan Radulovic
Jurija Gagarina 34a 11070 Novi Beograd Serbia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits; processed potatoes.

Cl.30;Products made from cereals, corn, semolina, potato flour, rice flour.
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Priority claimed from 24/08/2018; Application No. : VA 2018 01815 ;Denmark 

4304436    22/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487647]
Westerberg & Partners Advokatbyrå AB
Box 3101 SE-103 62 Stockholm Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Import and export agency services; procurement for others; compilation of statistics; compilation and provision 
of trade and business price and statistical information; marketing services for third parties; commercial intermediation 
services; business advisory and information services; computerised inventory control; computerised stock ordering; 
economic forecasting analysis for business purposes.

Cl.36;Financing and funding services; finance services; financial transactions and transfers; payment services.

Cl.39;Rental of storage facilities; providing information relating to the rental of warehouse space; packaging services; 
transport; transport services; advisory services relating to packaging of goods.

Cl.42;Platform as a service (PAAS) for use in production and design of clothing, footwear, headgear, interior decorating 
for homes, textiles and furniture; design services relating to clothing, footwear, headgear, interior decorating for homes, 
textiles and furniture; testing, authentication and quality control; research and development services relating to fashion 
and design.

Cl.45;Information relating to fashion coordination services for individuals; providing information relating to personal 
wardrobe styling.
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4304454    17/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487654]
Aktsionernoe obshchestvo «Kamov»
Garshina str., 26/1, office 637, Tomilino, Lyubertsy RU-140070 Moscow region Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; simulators for the steering and control of aircrafts; simulators 
for the steering and control of helicopters; teaching apparatus; computer programs, recorded; computer software 
applications, downloadable.

Cl.12;Aircraft and their parts, included in this class, rotary-wing aircraft, helicopters; air vehicles; ambulances; remote 
control vehicles, other than toys; remote control aircraft, other than toys; brakes for vehicles; torsion bars for vehicles; 
military vehicles for transport; military aircraft, military helicopters; vehicle chassis.

Cl.37;Repair information; vehicle, aircraft and helicopter maintenance; vehicle, aircraft and helicopter breakdown repair 
services [repair]; vehicle, aircraft and helicopter service stations [refuelling and maintenance].

Cl.42;Computer system analysis; technical project studies; engineering; aircraft and helicopter engineering; 
mechanical research; research and development of new products for others; technical research; scientific research; 
computer software design; technical writing; quality control; surveying; technological consultancy; styling [industrial 
design]; computer technology consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 07/02/2019; Application No. : 018019718 ;European Union 

4304456    31/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487662]
DSM IP Assets B.V.
Het Overloon 1 NL-6411 TE Heerlen Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of cosmetics; chemical products for the manufacture of 
cosmetics; raw materials [chemical] for the formulation of cosmetic products.

Cl.3;Skin care preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic preparations for body care; beauty care 
preparations; beauty care cosmetics; cosmetic sunscreen preparations; sunscreen preparations; cosmetic sun-tanning 
preparations; sun-tanning preparations.
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Priority claimed from 20/09/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 022 818 ;Germany 

4304464    19/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487683]
Wieland-Werke AG
Graf-Arco-Straße 36 89079 Ulm Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Wrought and semi-wrought common metals; alloys of common metal; sheets and plates of metal, coated sheets 
and plates of metal, pressed sheets and plates of metal, polished sheets and plates of metal, bands, coated bands, strips, 
sections, round blanks, rods, wires, profiles, tubes, pipes, sleeves, unfinished castings of all kinds and other semi-
finished products; tubes of metal or metal alloys covered with plastic, metallic ribbed tubes, metallic heat exchanging 
tubes.

Cl.7;Slide bearings, in particular turned and rolled bearing bushes and other slide elements.

Cl.11;Heat exchangers and parts of heat exchangers, all for use in heating, refrigerating and air-conditioning; floor and 
wall heating apparatus and parts for the aforesaid goods, included in class 11.

Cl.35;Business consulting, especially related to acquisitions, establishment of new companies, business management 
and organization; business analysis, research and information services; business valuation services; business 
management consulting.

Cl.36;Financial investments, corporate financing, arrangement of equity investment in companies, provision of equity 
capital for companies, consulting services relating to company funding; insurance services.

Cl.42;Providing technological information on the internet, namely on materials used in the field of common metals and 
their alloys on a website; providing technological information on the internet on common metals and their alloys, in 
particular in the field of copper and copper alloys on a website; technological consultancy in the field of sanitary, heating, 
cooling, refrigeration, air conditioning and process engineering; industrial analysis and research services.
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4304469    11/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487687]
APNIC PTY LTD
6 Cordelia Street SOUTH BRISBANE QLD 4101 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Measurement instruments; data collection and monitoring instruments; electronic publications, including those 
sold and distributed online, in the field of internet related operational, technical and policy matters.

Cl.16;Magazines, periodicals, journals and newsletters in the field of internet related operational, technical and policy 
matters.

Cl.35;Data collection and analysis of business data; business services, namely business management and 
administration connected to assistance to developing countries in relation to the internet and information technology.

Cl.41;Education and training; education and training in relation to the internet and information technology, including in 
developing countries; provision of training courses and training materials for internet address management; electronic 
publication of information on a wide range of topics related to internet and information technology.

Cl.42;Information services relating to the design, creation, hosting and maintenance of internet sites and information 
technology; analysis of technical data and technological consultancy relating to the performance of computers; advisory 
services in relation to designing and developing internet sites and information technology, including in developing 
countries; technical support, namely, monitoring of network systems; computer programming; development of software 
tools for internet resource management and related statistical reporting; internet security consultancy and digital 
certificate services through provision of resource public key infrastructure certification; research and development 
services relating to internet infrastructure, internet-protocol technology; consulting and advisory services in relation to 
the design, creation, hosting and maintenance of websites and information technology.

Cl.45;Registration of internet protocol addresses, autonomous system numbers, and reverse domain delegations; 
registration and legal transfer services in relation to internet-related resources, namely domain names, internet protocol 
addresses, autonomous system numbers, and reverse domain delegations.
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Priority claimed from 13/02/2019; Application No. : 30 2019 003 961 ;Germany 

4304476    18/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487695]
Otto Ganter GmbH & Co. KG Normteilefabrik
Triberger Straße 3 78120 Furtwangen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Ironmongery; small items of metal hardware; goods of common metal not included in other classes, namely square 
holding tubes, handrails, handrails of stainless steel for clamp mountings, structural tubes, shackles, universal joints 
[cardan joints], cardan shafts, ball joints [parts of machines], angle joints [parts of machines], fork joints, pipe clamp 
connectors, clamp holders; nuts, bolts and fasteners, of metal; control, operating and clamping elements of metal, namely 
operating handles, handles, crank handles, hand wheels, clamping levers, palm grips and star handles, knobs, screws, 
nuts, headless screws and door bolts; knobs of metal; bolts of metal, springs of metal; door bolts of metal; metal hinges; 
levelling machine feet of metal; hinged feet of metal; pipes, tubes and hoses, and fittings therefor, including valves, of 
metal; ventilation andairing caps of metal; metal clips; sensor holder made of metal; collars of metal for fastening pipes; 
covering caps for closures of metal; metal balls for bearings; standard elements for metal profile systems, namely 
telescopic rails, roller guides, roller rails, ball rails; racks of metal, included in this class.

Cl.7;Control, operating and clamping elements of metal or plastic for devices, machines and apparatus (machine parts), 
namely adjustable clamping levers, tension levers, safety clamping lever, ratchet tensioner, steel clamping lever, gear 
levers, clamping hubs, star grips, palm grips, three-star grips, winged screws of metal, wing nuts of metal, knurled 
handles, knurled screws, knurled nuts, torque handles, eccentric clamps, spiral clamps, wedge clamps, centring clamps, 
quick release clamps, pneumatic clamps, locking bolts, index plungers, spring-loaded thrust pads, operating handles, 
handles, stirrup handles, tube handles, control and locking cranks, hand cranks, hand wheels, spoke hand wheels, disc 
hand wheels with fixed or folding handle, clamping, tensioning and shifting levers, palm grips and star handles, knobs, 
screws, nuts, headless screws and door bolts (machine parts); cranks (parts of machines); hand wheels with position 
display scales (machine parts); analog, digital, mechanical and electronic position displays (machine parts); closures 
(machine parts), as far included in this class; ventilating closures (machine parts); quick-release levers (machine parts); 
pneumatic clamps (machine parts); ball-bearings; telescopic slides (machine parts); linear ball-bearings and roller guides 
(machine parts); hangers [parts of machines], as far as included in this class; shift levers (machine parts).

Cl.9;Weighing, measuring, signaling, checking apparatus and instruments; magnets; holding magnets; inspection 
windows for displaying the oil level in containers for liquids; numerical position indicating apparatus; level indicators; 
column level indicators; flow indicators; electric and electronic control, operating and clamping elements, namely electric 
hand cranks, electric switch cranks, electric and electronic hand wheels, feed wheels, gear levers, clamping levers, 
eccentric clamps, spiral clamps, control closures; closures with measuring gauges; measuring instruments in the form of 
closures with integrated measuring rods; electrical terminals.

Cl.20;Goods of plastics, parts for furniture, as far as not included in other classes, namely U-shaped handles, bow-
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shaped handles, finger handles, folding handles, tube handles, grip strips and grip shells; control, operating and 
clamping elements made of plastic, namely operating handles, hand cranks, hand wheels, clamping levers, palm grips 
and star handles, knobs, screws, nuts, headless screws; door fasteners, not of metal; apparatus feet, not of metal; hinged 
feet, not of metal; fasteners, not of metal; pipe fasteners, connectors and holders, not of metal; clip clamps, not of metal; 
collars, not of metal, for fastening pipes; screw plugs, not of metal; ventilation and airing caps, not of metal.
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Priority claimed from 12/09/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 110 157 ;Germany 

4304478    27/02/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487721]
HOCHTIEF Aktiengesellschaft
Opernplatz 2 45128 Essen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Building materials and metal construction elements; unwrought or semi-wrought common metals; metal hardware; 
doors, gates, windows and window covers made of metal; structures and transportable buildings made of metal; statues 
and works of art made of common metals; containers and transportation and packaging articles made of metal; parts and 
accessories for all the aforementioned goods, included in this class.

Cl.7;Agricultural, earthmoving, construction, oil and gas extraction and mining equipment; pumps, compressors and 
fans; industrial robots; moving and handling equipment; electric generators; machines and machine tools for material 
processing and production; motors, drives, machine parts and controls for the operation of machines and motors; 
dispensing machines; sweeping, cleaning and washing machines; parts and accessories for all the aforementioned 
goods, included in this class.

Cl.9;Data processing apparatus and computers; software; scientific, surveying, optical, weighing, signalling and 
checking apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, 
regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmitting and reproducing sound, data and images; 
microprocessors; chips [integrated circuits]; transmitting and receiving devices for electronic or optical signals; electrical 
sensors, in particular radio sensors; antennas; computer peripherals; interfaces [computer interface apparatus or 
programs]; parts of the aforementioned apparatus, included in this class.

Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; parts and accessories for vehicles as well as wheels, tyres and tracks for vehicles.

Cl.16;Paper, paperboard (cardboard) and goods made from these materials, namely bags and articles for packing, 
wrapping and storage of paper, cardboard or plastics; printed matter; bookbinding materials; photographs; stationery; 
adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists' materials; paintbrushes; typewriters and office requisites (except 
furniture); instructional and teaching materials (except apparatus).

Cl.19;Building materials and construction elements, not of metal; doors, gates, windows and window covers, not of 
metal; structures and transportable buildings, not of metal; unprocessed and partially processed materials, included in 
this class, namely pitch, tar, bitumen and asphalt, stone, rock, clay and minerals, wood and artificial wood; statues and 
works of art, included in this class; parts and accessories for all the aforementioned goods, included in this class.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; merchandising; sales promotion 
for others; provision of commercial and business contact information, including via the Internet; arranging of contracts, 
for others, for the purchase and sale of goods and services; organisation of advertising events; presentation of 
companies on the Internet and other media; business management and organization consultancy, professional business 
and organisational consultancy; conducting business cost-benefit, market and marketing analyses for companies and 
scientific institutions; business planning for others and consultancy relating to business management planning; 
organisation of business plan competitions for advertising purposes; professional business consultancy for companies 
in relation to business start-ups; business consultancy and advisory services; personnel management consulting; 
business management for franchising concepts; collection of market research and business project information in 
computer databases; compilation and systematisation of data in computer databases; maintenance of data in computer 
databases; commercial administration of the licensing of goods and services for others; advertising agency services; 
marketing for others on digital networks; market research; public relations; sponsorship in the form of advertising; 
commercial lobbying services; commercial and business management consultancy for others, in the field of transport 
infrastructure facilities, buildings and public infrastructure facilities as well as energy generation facilities; all the 
aforementioned services in particular for public private partnership projects; business and organisational advice, 
preparation and supervision for construction projects and real estate, in particular for the construction, equipping, use, 
management and operation of buildings and real estate of all kinds; business organisational and planning and 
development of construction projects; development of utilisation concepts for real estate relating to professional 
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business matters; economic forecasting for project management and project controlling; arranging, concluding and 
handling of contracts for the sale of real estate and property; business and organisational consulting in the field of 
tendering and awarding construction contracts; business planning; business consulting in the field of accounting; 
business and organisational consulting in the field of landfill management; procurement services for others; arranging of 
trade and economic contacts; arranging of commercial transactions for others; business and organisational consulting 
relating to energy consumption and energy saving; retail and wholesale services in relation to construction materials, 
building materials, construction machinery and construction equipment; real estate marketing and advertising services 
relating to real property; economic feasibility studies.

Cl.36;Finance services; real estate affairs; brokerage and management of investments in infrastructure facilities, public 
infrastructure buildings and facilities as well as in energy generation facilities; all the aforementioned services, in 
particular for public-private partnership projects; real estate management; financial consultancy for as financial 
preparation of construction projects, in particular for the construction, fit-out, use, management and operation of 
buildings and real estate of all kinds; financial planning relating to construction project planning and development; 
brokerage, rental, leasing, and management of real estate; asset management for construction projects and real estate; 
development of utilisation concepts for real estate relating to financial matters; financial consulting in the field of landfill 
operations; financial consultancy, financial analysis, financial information and financial management; financial 
consulting; insurance services; brokerage and administration of insurance; insurance consulting; financial consultancy 
relating to the purchase or sale of companies.

Cl.37;Construction; repair; installation; construction of traffic infrastructure facilities as well as buildings and public 
infrastructure facilities and energy generation facilities; all the aforementioned services in particular for public-private 
partnership projects; civil engineering construction, including tunnelling; road construction; harbour construction; 
construction and expansion of waterways; airport construction; construction of squares; construction of track-guided 
routes; construction on developed and undeveloped properties; construction, maintenance, repair, servicing, renovation 
and cleaning of real estate, in particular of buildings; maintenance, repair, servicing and cleaning of real estate equipment 
and facilities; construction engineering services [construction consultancy]; reconstruction of real estate; construction of 
facilities for supplying drinking water, sewage disposal and sewage treatment; construction of energy-generating 
installations; building renovation of landfills; building construction supervision; rental of construction equipment; 
construction information; maintenance, repair and servicing of industrial facilities; installation, maintenance and repair of 
construction machines and building material; services provided by a developer, namely construction consultancy, in 
particular construction of bridges; construction of bridges; installation and maintenance of hardware for network 
systems; building, bridges and construction demolition; rental of tools, construction machinery and equipment for 
construction and demolition work; extraction of natural resources; construction consultancy; repair and maintenance of 
traffic infrastructure and traffic facility in particular streets, tunnels, bridges and railways; maintenance of power plants; 
rental, hire and leasing in connection with the aforesaid, included in the class; advice, consultancy and information for 
the aforesaid, included in the class.

Cl.38;Telecommunications, in particular provision of access to and electronic transmission of television, radio, 
telecommunication, data and information signals via wireless and/or wired digital and analogue networks, also in online 
and offline operation in the form of interactive electronic media services and by means of computers, including the 
gathering and delivery of news via satellite, radio, fax, telex, telephone, telegram and email (news agency services); 
provision of access to network-based telecommunication services, namely internet and intranet, for the transmission and 
use of documents and services to be provided by means of the telecommunication network, namely electronic 
transmission and amplification and/or retransmission of information signals, as well as communication between the 
subscriber facilities operated on the public network, including electronic transmission of faxes, texts and graphics for 
display on visual display units, images and information for remote display, telemetry, remote switching and remote 
adjustment between these terminals; electronic transmission of messages for printing or for electronic use by the 
customer; Internet services provider [ISP] services, namely provision of access to information and its transmission as 
well as transmission of texts, drawings and images about goods and services as well as electronic transmission and 
transmission services for data, voice and video signals and telephone services, mobile radio services, value-added 
services (telecommunications services), email services, call forwarding and conference calls; collection of press releases 
(news agency services); computer-aided transmission of messages and images; email data services; provision of access 
to an address information centre, an electronic marketplace, remote security service centre or trust centre on computer 
networks via the internet; provision of access Internet platforms; provision of access to texts, graphics, documents, 
databases and computer programs on the internet; provision of internet chat lines and forums; broadcasting and 
electronic transmission of radio and television programs as well as electronic transmission of chargeable services 
provided via telecommunications networks, namely video on demand programs, near video on demand programs, online 
information services, home shopping services, video telephony services, teleworking services, tele-learning services, 
tele-teaching services, telemedicine services, video games, and interactive television and computer services; rental of 
equipment for telecommunications and for the transmission or retrieval of data and information, including fax machines, 
modems, telephones and telecommunications equipment; rental of telecommunications equipment, in particular for 
remote data transmission and retrieval; services provided by Internet and Internet providers, namely the provision of 
access to software in data networks for Internet access; all the placement of websites on the Internet or on an intranet for 
others; telecommunication services for telecommunications facilities, namely provision of telecommunications 
connections for telephone hotlines, email hotlines and fax hotlines; telecommunications and data transmission services 
between networked computer systems; telecommunications services, in particular for the operation of 
telecommunications equipment for the electronic transmission of information and data; electronic transmission of 
information through remote indication, telemetry, remote switching and remote adjustment (telecontrol information) 
between terminals operated as telecontrol control centres and a specific group of terminals operated as telecontrol 
control centres (Temex service); electronic transmission of texts and images from news agencies to newspaper 
companies, broadcasters and public authorities (transmission service for press releases); transmission of messages for 
the purposes of the alerting service (transmission services for the alerting service); paging services via radio, telephone 
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or other means of electronic communication, including the transmission of messages from a given sender from 
transmitting radio stations to receivers (radio messages to one or more receivers) and the transmission of maritime safety 
messages via coastal radio stations (maritime radio service); the rental of access time to databases [telecommunication] 
containing data, graphics, audio-visual and multimedia information and computer programs for the transmission and use 
of documents, and the rental of access time to databases.

Cl.39;Supply of electricity, heat, gas or water; distribution of energy; storage of waste in landfills; Transport; airport 
services, road services railway services and harbor services; road and railway transport services; rental of special ships 
for construction projects.

Cl.40;Material processing, namely stripping finishes, waste processing (transformation), grinding, 3D printing of 
samples, decontamination of hazardous materials, processing of oil, information on material processing, soldering, air 
freshening, air purification, air deodorizing, metal treating, metal casting, waste and refuse recycling, metal plating, 
burnishing by abrasion, refining services, grinding, blacksmithing, welding services, sorting waste and recyclable 
materials, waste and trash incineration, waste and trash destruction; custom assembling of materials for others; 
remediation of contaminated soils; recycling of residual building materials; energy generation, generation of power; air 
freshening, air purification, air deodorizing, water treatment.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training and further training; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; 
publishing services, except printing; publishing of printed matter, printed publications and musical texts, including stored 
on sound and image carriers; online publishing of electronic publications and musical texts; publication of magazines 
and books in electronic form, including on the Internet; providing non-downloadable electronic publications; online 
publication of electronic books and magazines; editing and production of film, television, radio and multimedia 
programmes or broadcasts; organisation and conducting of training courses, seminars, workshops, symposia, 
congresses and conferences; organisation of exhibitions for educational purposes; provision of educational facilities, in 
particular schools and universities; providing facilities for sports recreation; providing facilities for education purposes; 
education and training relating to nature conservation and the environment.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; scientific and industrial research; 
scientific testing services; scientific and technological advisory services; scientific surveys; technical surveying; 
technical and scientific project planning; technical measuring; development of measurement and testing methods; 
material testing; quality testing; services of a technical measurement and testing laboratory; technical development and 
research services of new products for others; computer programming services; design and development of computer 
hardware and software; maintenance and installation of software; research in databases and on the Internet for scientific 
and research purposes; technical consultancy in the field of energy saving; research and development in the fields of 
material technology and component behaviour, production technology and manufacturing technology, information and 
communication technology, microelectronics and microsystems technology, sensor systems and testing technology, 
process engineering, energy and construction technology and environmental and health research; technological 
information services, in particular specialist information for the fields of construction and regional planning; scientific 
and technological trend analyses; certification including awarding test and quality seals; quality control services for 
certification purposes; technical consultancy relating to product development; quality control testing; technical testing of 
products and installations and preparation of technical quality inspection reports; product safety testing, product 
development consultation; construction and design planning; design consultancy; architectural services; technical 
preparation, support and advice on construction projects; engineering and industrial engineering services for project 
management, project development and project controlling; development of utilisation concepts for real estate relating to 
technical research and construction; technical planning and consulting relating to the use, administration, management 
and operation of real estate; technical planning and consultancy relating to the furnishing and construction of real estate; 
technical construction project planning and development; development of computer software and Internet technologies, 
in particular for all the aforementioned services; technological consulting for landfill management; technological 
consulting for the development of real estate; design and development of computer software for evaluation and 
calculation of data; technical consulting in the field of energy saving and energy efficiency; technical analysis, consulting 
and design services in the field of occupational safety, health and environmental protection; architecture services, namely 
technical preparation of building projects.

Cl.44;Agriculture, aquaculture, horticulture and forestry services; health care services, in particular of hospitals.

Cl.45;Physical security consultancy; conducting safety and monitoring measures in the field of occupational safety, 
health, protection and security services.
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Priority claimed from 11/02/2019; Application No. : 018021640 ;European Union 

4304481    27/06/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487698]
KNORR-BREMSE AG
Moosacher Str. 80 80809 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric and pneumatic door openers and closers for vehicle doors, in particular automatically operated railway 
vehicle doors; control apparatus for electric and pneumatic door openers and closers for vehicle doors, in particular 
railway vehicle doors, and extendable and retractable boarding aids for railway vehicles, in particular ramps, sliding steps 
and folding steps.

Cl.9;Detectors and sensors for monitoring, controlling and regulating the movement of doors; door opening and closing 
detecting sensors; electric and electromechanical obstruction sensors, consisting of detectors, measuring apparatus and 
apparatus for the output of electrical signals.

Cl.12;Vehicle doors, in particular automatically operated vehicle doors for railway vehicles, in particular exterior doors, 
interior doors, connecting doors, sliding doors, driver's cab doors, pivot sliding doors, swing doors; boarding aids for 
railway vehicles, in particular ramps, sliding steps, folding steps, gap-bridging devices; trapping protection devices being 
parts of vehicle door systems; parts for the aforesaid goods; in particular the aforesaid goods for trams and urban 
railways, underground and overground railways, passenger coaches and high-speed trains.
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Priority claimed from 08/04/2019; Application No. : 88375282 ;United States of America 

4304482    18/07/2019
[International Registration No. : 1487705]
Benefitfocus.com, Inc.
100 Benefitfocus Way Charleston SC 29492 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business data analysis services, namely, data analytics and machine learning of the data at both a consumer and 
enterprise level in the fields of employee benefits, insurance and non-insurance employment benefits, utilized by 
consumers, brokers, employers, insurance companies, and other benefit and service providers for the marketing and 
enrollment of employees and affiliated individuals in benefit programs including insured and non-insured service 
providers.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS), namely, hosting software featuring artificial intelligence and natural language 
processing for use by others for use in analyzing market and business data and providing business recommendations in 
the fields of employee benefits, insurance and non-insurance employment benefits, utilized by consumers, brokers, 
employers, insurance companies, and other benefit and service providers for the marketing and enrollment of employees 
and affiliated individuals in benefit programs including insured and non-insured service providers; Software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for providing real time insights, updates and data analysis through the use of an 
artificial intelligence virtual assistant in the field of employee benefits, insurance and non-insurance employment benefits, 
utilized by consumers, brokers, employers, insurance companies, and other benefit and service providers for the 
marketing and enrollment of employees and affiliated individuals in benefit programs including insured and non-insured 
service providers; Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for analyzing business intelligence and 
suggesting business solutions in the fields of employee benefits, insurance and non-insurance employment benefits, 
utilized by consumers, brokers, employers, insurance companies, and other benefit and service providers for the 
marketing and enrollment of employees and affiliated individuals in benefit programs including insured and non-insured 
service providers.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

2915468 2915468 - (1918-0) 
LEGAL STATUS ADDED - A Corporation organized and existing 
under the laws of the State of New Jersey, U.S.A. 

2940349 2940349 - (1918-0) 
LEGAL STATUS UPDATED TO BE - A Corporation organised under the 
laws of the State of New York, United States of America 

2985080 2985080 - (1908-0 
proprietor address amended to be - 5959 Las Colinas Boulevard, Irving, Texas 75039-2298, 
U.S.A 

3200989 3200989 - (1912-0) 
LEGAL STATUS AND GOODS UPDATED AS PER TM 1 TO BE - VEHICLE SERVICE 
STATIONS; VEHICLE LUBRICATION. 

3244531 3244531 - (1913-0) 
LEGAL STATUS UPDATED AS PER TM M TO BE A LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY 
ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF DELAWARE. 

3258582 3258582 - (1898-0) APPLICANT READ AS- THE BRITISH BROADCASTING CORPORATION. 
3321466 3321466 - (1918-0) 

spelling in goods description corrected TO BE -LEATHER AND IMITATIONS OF LEATHER, 
AND GOODS MADE OF THESE MATERIALS AND NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; 
ANIMAL SKINS, HIDES; TRUNKS AND TRAVELLING BAGS; UMBRELLAS AND 
PARASOLS; WALKING STICKS; WHIPS, HARNESS AND SADDLERY. 

3337823 3337823 - (1918-0) 
ADDRESS OF PROPRIETOR AND SPELLING OF GOODS CORRECTED AS PER TM 1- B-88, 
SECTOR-132, NOIDA - 201301 AND CANDIDATE SHORT LISTING & RESUME SCREENING 
SERVICES; PROVIDING A DATABASE OF SHORTLISTED RESUMES OF PROSPECTIVE 
EMPLOYEES TO CLIENTS; SERVICES NAMELY, THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE 
EMPLOYMENT PROCESS ON-SITE, ONLINE SHORTLISTING, RESUME REVIEW, 
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION ACQUISITION, ADVERTISING FOR RECRUITMENT OF 
CLIENT JOBS, CONDUCTING OF INTERVIEWS OF RELEVANT CANDIDATES, FOLLOWING 
UP WITH SHORTLISTED CANDIDATES, ARRANGING FOR CLIENT INTERVIEWS. 

3565840 3565840 - (1911-0) Service address has been changed to read as RISHIT BHATT & CO. 602, 
Iscon Elegance, Beside Shapath 5, Prahaladnagar, S.G. Highway, Ahmedabad - 380015, 
Gujarat, India and company name has been changed to read as METEORIC 
BIOPHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED. by virtue of ROC certificate. 

4120979 4120979 - (1915-0) The applicant claims the colour combination of Dark Blue, Light Blue, 
Green and White as shown in the representation as the distinctive feature of the mark. 

4154223 4154223 - (1915-0) The applicant claims the colour combination of Yellow, Gold, Red, White 
and Black as shown in the representation as the distinctive feature of the mark. 

4154223 4154223 - (1915-0) The applicant claims the colour combination of Yellow, Gold, Red, White 
and Black as shown in the representation as the distinctive feature of the mark. 

4169966 4169966 - (1907-0) Company name has been corrected to read ESSACT PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT LLP 

4215533 4215533 - (1918-0) Address for service to be read as M/s.RAJESH RAMANATHAN, R. 
BASKAR, S.SRIRAMAN, ADVOCATES, No. 32A, Krishna Street, T. Nagar, Chennai - 600 
017. 

4247413 4247413 - (1918-0) 
COLOUR CONDITION ADDED AS PER TM A TO BE -The applicant claims the colour 
combination of Red and Blue as shown in the 
representation as the distinctive feature of the mark. 
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
555734 628150 642917 674949 745427
745787 994272 1013733 1013864 1115800
1219077 1250089 1296668 1394969 1459305
1467947 1570502 1610032 1653646 1668594
1680234 1687184 1689121 1700350 1732202
1814928 1858683 1862529 1923749 1939108
1940824 1943668 1957445 2060636 2106272
2107025 2143243 2145597 2178763 2185803
2185805 2185809 2185810 2192305 2251407
2280159 2291360 2316504 2341737 2358784
2364981 2376830 2418538 2442608 2453100
2461938 2466231 2473932 2476614 2479617
2483949 2495884 2497326 2497332 2501268
2504401 2504403 2504404 2504408 2513439
2514462 2523301 2524827 2531603 2537469
2548343 2550909 2555352 2556284 2566316
2567291 2567319 2568109 2581572 2581613
2581614 2589429 2589574 2615545 2619368
2620428 2620881 2621171 2624667 2638200
2639135 2639140 2640478 2640479 2643356
2647874 2649400 2649563 2650310 2651201
2653463 2658257 2659418 2660117 2661182
2661392 2661946 2662123 2671004 2671212
2671678 2672786 2674628 2678173 2679519
2682887 2682934 2683028 2683031 2683033
2683034 2683092 2683102 2683109 2683115
2683118 2683121 2683128 2683131 2683134
2683136 2683139 2683154 2689087 2689272
2691409 2691980 2695113 2695207 2695339
2695672 2699758 2707567 2708967 2710414
2710560 2713238 2718804 2720031 2720387
2722683 2731001 2732429 2732465 2737273
2737869 2738907 2743559 2743560 2743561
2751573 2751683 2756023 2758788 2763671
2764706 2766775 2771273 2771274 2771275
2771280 2772172 2773319 2775425 2777027
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2778659 2778773 2780039 2786861 2789391
2790880 2795266 2795684 2795704 2796706
2797122 2799437 2804695 2805530 2807945
2812382 2813023 2818942 2820593 2820854
2824599 2827340 2827924 2827944 2830345
2831012 2833763 2834100 2835615 2835884
2836754 2837464 2841306 2841553 2841991
2843678 2843767 2844509 2845301 2845766
2845838 2845850 2846900 2847533 2847627
2847694 2847696 2848046 2848599 2848773
2850336 2850825 2851640 2852273 2852275
2853396 2854145 2854441 2855158 2855338
2856614 2857259 2858129 2858631 2859991
2859992 2861224 2862015 2862292 2862294
2862354 2864910 2864912 2864914 2864918
2864920 2867462 2867859 2867860 2868242
2870009 2870367 2871113 2871179 2871251
2871837 2871838 2871839 2872269 2873524
2874325 2874570 2874652 2877070 2877076
2877656 2877965 2878619 2879149 2879746
2880778 2881337 2881350 2881460 2881467
2881496 2882183 2882813 2883198 2884833
2887523 2887556 2888138 2888187 2888647
2888890 2889320 2889546 2889561 2889885
2889894 2890480 2892263 2892264 2892742
2892907 2895392 2895619 2895638 2896687
2897054 2898028 2899550 2902713 2903816
2905826 2906984 2907721 2907950 2910322
2910326 2911355 2911359 2913467 2914259
2914440 2914996 2915143 2915717 2915720
2918612 2918783 2919103 2920195 2920862
2921282 2921292 2922999 2927817 2928723
2932622 2932707 2934168 2934451 2936059
2938163 2938165 2938166 2938310 2938317
2938474 2939873 2940344 2940348 2942452
2942506 2945581 2946818 2948102 2948578
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2948586 2949902 2953080 2953649 2954563
2955443 2955619 2955671 2955691 2955991
2956120 2957838 2962068 2962926 2965685
2965738 2969187 2969428 2969739 2970390
2971651 2973522 2974365 2974657 2976486
2978852 2983839 2983913 2984749 2986463
2986474 2986781 2987189 2988213 2990078
2990346 2991064 2991329 2992554 2992568
2993824 2993999 2995222 2996002 2996624
2998134 2999579 3000824 3002163 3003145
3004430 3004431 3005362 3009943 3009944
3009959 3014909 3016235 3017810 3019484
3020900 3021043 3022206 3022337 3026448
3026966 3027188 3027190 3028206 3028208
3028279 3028629 3028696 3031132 3031269
3031575 3033552 3035330 3035368 3035903
3035923 3035924 3035993 3036403 3037483
3037937 3038453 3038466 3038834 3043201
3043438 3043486 3043729 3043732 3044379
3044437 3044646 3044647 3044791 3044792
3044793 3044794 3044795 3045034 3045070
3045076 3045257 3045258 3045259 3045264
3045265 3045380 3045393 3045394 3045429
3045517 3045616 3045617 3045770 3046622
3047148 3047152 3047304 3047580 3047687
3047743 3047751 3047923 3047968 3048430
3048839 3048902 3048964 3049300 3049319
3049695 3050083 3050086 3050087 3050451
3050486 3050491 3050817 3051624 3051909
3051979 3052009 3052219 3052318 3052391
3052548 3052551 3052592 3052636 3052737
3052775 3052858 3052859 3053304 3053912
3053914 3053929 3054322 3054624 3054635
3054639 3054703 3054975 3054976 3054982
3055278 3055774 3055787 3056076 3056271
3056396 3056498 3056678 3056679 3056941
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3056943 3057007 3057030 3057031 3057036
3057064 3057065 3057066 3057143 3057396
3058171 3058304 3058445 3058555 3058724
3059191 3059293 3059294 3059361 3059429
3059431 3060243 3060244 3061046 3061132
3061247 3061509 3061801 3061808 3061999
3062197 3062198 3062247 3062249 3062406
3062408 3062747 3062963 3063807 3063824
3064079 3064089 3064096 3064097 3064100
3064103 3064184 3064417 3064492 3064590
3064778 3064794 3064795 3065144 3065145
3065146 3065311 3065535 3065571 3065582
3065598 3065599 3065627 3065628 3065630
3065633 3065801 3065805 3065964 3065967
3065968 3066200 3066319 3066363 3066426
3066457 3067074 3067085 3067164 3067168
3068285 3068286 3068287 3068289 3068292
3068294 3068295 3068296 3068300 3068420
3068743 3068790 3068792 3068831 3068835
3068836 3068840 3068841 3068887 3068888
3068889 3068971 3069098 3069099 3069598
3069601 3069605 3069608 3069611 3069614
3069769 3069984 3069985 3069986 3070250
3070252 3070253 3070259 3070266 3070268
3070450 3070504 3070827 3070907 3071119
3071161 3071225 3071258 3071525 3071901
3072139 3072140 3072337 3072505 3072531
3072533 3072542 3072638 3073479 3073895
3073917 3074141 3074144 3074145 3074151
3074166 3074171 3074175 3074182 3074184
3074186 3074191 3074196 3074197 3074208
3074213 3074221 3074271 3074279 3074280
3074532 3075139 3075418 3075524 3075592
3075665 3075781 3075834 3075836 3075837
3075850 3076791 3076792 3076885 3077359
3077365 3077373 3077374 3077448 3077912
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3077952 3078031 3078037 3078038 3078041
3078091 3078250 3078521 3078524 3078880
3078888 3078890 3078899 3079247 3079248
3079249 3079283 3079554 3079712 3079910
3080036 3080076 3080575 3080631 3080636
3080701 3080702 3080707 3080708 3081004
3081368 3081427 3081465 3081964 3081968
3082076 3082077 3082078 3082150 3082911
3082913 3083077 3083085 3083114 3083116
3083717 3083974 3084091 3084314 3084384
3084567 3084714 3085000 3085745 3085748
3085816 3086174 3086181 3086407 3086689
3086750 3086751 3086763 3086933 3086935
3087499 3087553 3087593 3087596 3087629
3087652 3087653 3087654 3087655 3087656
3088015 3088145 3088147 3088148 3088150
3088254 3088485 3088488 3088491 3088515
3088517 3088518 3089015 3089143 3089453
3089454 3089473 3089582 3089666 3089722
3089725 3090133 3090154 3090266 3090370
3090371 3090373 3090442 3090848 3090913
3090915 3091282 3091378 3091524 3091585
3091625 3091742 3091849 3091855 3092416
3092438 3092443 3092597 3092598 3092607
3093198 3093199 3093215 3093233 3093981
3093983 3093985 3094026 3094126 3094131
3094133 3094139 3094503 3094843 3094844
3094845 3095173 3095275 3095347 3095548
3095549 3095567 3095724 3095725 3095729
3095746 3095804 3095812 3095816 3095818
3096088 3096858 3097200 3097201 3097511
3097674 3097841 3097843 3097844 3097847
3098139 3098163 3098173 3098344 3098556
3098643 3098644 3098645 3098652 3098686
3098687 3098688 3099199 3099594 3099612
3099632 3099661 3099807 3099954 3100182
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3100615 3100638 3101014 3101074 3101075
3101081 3101111 3101549 3101801 3101878
3102054 3102059 3102060 3102228 3102442
3102443 3102444 3103078 3103084 3103102
3103103 3103106 3103121 3103122 3103347
3103348 3103349 3103350 3103352 3103354
3103358 3103359 3103360 3103363 3103367
3103368 3103369 3103373 3103374 3103375
3103381 3103391 3103393 3103550 3103552
3103554 3103581 3103772 3103777 3103957
3103980 3104877 3104925 3104926 3105325
3105596 3105899 3106235 3106458 3106758
3106759 3107058 3107177 3107201 3107222
3107223 3107234 3107241 3108127 3108128
3108129 3108408 3108433 3108454 3108474
3108478 3108479 3108481 3108482 3108485
3108489 3108506 3108511 3108519 3108532
3108533 3108534 3108535 3108538 3108547
3108563 3108564 3108576 3108577 3108581
3108584 3108589 3108610 3108612 3108619
3108625 3108628 3108639 3108642 3108646
3108721 3108794 3108913 3108980 3109277
3109349 3110125 3110129 3110166 3110198
3110692 3110693 3110708 3110771 3110943
3111122 3111488 3111531 3111567 3111915
3112002 3112003 3112007 3112011 3112014
3112015 3112017 3112020 3112238 3112393
3112395 3112408 3112409 3112425 3112427
3112439 3112444 3112445 3112452 3112467
3112587 3112591 3112671 3112672 3112673
3112674 3112689 3112691 3112820 3112822
3113312 3113911 3113914 3113915 3113917
3113932 3113989 3114041 3114611 3114612
3114796 3115064 3115066 3115369 3115578
3115580 3115581 3115583 3115585 3115596
3115597 3115601 3115606 3115607 3115608
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3115609 3115610 3115611 3115617 3115618
3115619 3115624 3115627 3115628 3115633
3117720 3118484 3123159 3129507 3131159
3136233 3137712 3139642 3143281 3154562
3155779 3155931 3164125 3164388 3166818
3168991 3169253 3171992 3173318 3182267
3183670 3185988 3185992 3187382 3188008
3188776 3188777 3190356 3191643 3196277
3198992 3202633 3206367 3210404 3220532
3223210 3223754 3226167 3226168 3226169
3226170 3226171 3226173 3226174 3226176
3226184 3226185 3226186 3226188 3226189
3227076 3228883 3229038 3236472 3237733
3237975 3239903 3244281 3244282 3244283
3244744 3244834 3244981 3245757 3247062
3247455 3247461 3252192 3252195 3252196
3254737 3256003 3256973 3257120 3259397
3259705 3259904 3264146 3268318 3273533
3274740 3275039 3277052 3278328 3282384
3283560 3284538 3285298 3290199 3291763
3293854 3294599 3295575 3295681 3296038
3297347 3298808 3300819 3301553 3303416
3303872 3304118 3305308 3306488 3306767
3306870 3307145 3307150 3307156 3307157
3307158 3307159 3307160 3307161 3307765
3307768 3310894 3313163 3313505 3313557
3316889 3317179 3317189 3318469 3319559
3319716 3320096 3323790 3323938 3324090
3325434 3327645 3328401 3329553 3329937
3332711 3333700 3333940 3334688 3336392
3340504 3341425 3341436 3342031 3343059
3343953 3344325 3347579 3347581 3348017
3349021 3351223 3351659 3352049 3352169
3355559 3358039 3362128 3364140 3364444
3365135 3367018 3370463 3370472 3372918
3373828 3374112 3374732 3375029 3375758
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3375767 3379429 3379965 3380524 3381020
3382721 3384408 3385797 3386403 3387745
3388205 3388224 3391095 3393070 3394133
3394821 3395036 3395093 3395846 3396315
3396468 3396476 3396489 3396933 3397747
3398974 3401201 3402014 3402497 3403712
3404620 3405207 3407145 3408345 3408671
3409013 3409014 3409029 3409788 3409793
3409795 3409796 3410513 3410866 3410922
3410936 3411177 3411950 3411965 3413165
3414107 3415711 3415718 3415725 3415727
3415729 3415730 3417747 3418219 3419066
3419067 3419140 3419699 3421617 3421820
3422573 3422584 3422757 3424616 3424646
3426597 3426599 3426600 3428177 3428840
3431419 3432337 3434724 3435750 3438413
3438415 3438424 3438426 3440764 3440793
3440797 3440864 3443919 3445941 3446015
3446562 3447653 3447983 3448597 3448677
3453711 3454626 3454640 3454643 3455069
3457408 3458036 3458168 3459033 3459177
3459372 3459376 3459379 3459384 3459536
3459815 3459898 3460195 3460199 3460459
3460494 3460634 3463391 3464099 3464260
3464341 3465069 3466168 3466218 3466223
3466224 3466872 3467422 3468178 3468925
3471264 3471566 3471568 3473681 3474110
3474232 3475151 3475154 3476071 3476079
3476433 3477388 3477390 3477393 3477436
3477437 3477803 3477994 3478396 3478899
3478900 3479514 3479516 3479517 3479518
3479563 3479590 3479605 3480045 3480061
3480220 3481354 3481652 3482371 3482379
3482381 3482386 3482436 3482440 3482443
3482455 3482456 3482457 3482460 3482774
3483434 3483650 3483679 3483680 3483681
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3483682 3483683 3483725 3485034 3485037
3485390 3485391 3485498 3485843 3486084
3486153 3486156 3486160 3486164 3486479
3487213 3487368 3487818 3488473 3488844
3488848 3488849 3488852 3488858 3488864
3488868 3488869 3488970 3488971 3488972
3488973 3488989 3488990 3488991 3488992
3489056 3489143 3489990 3490917 3491247
3491263 3491295 3491329 3491351 3491473
3491476 3491479 3491480 3491482 3491483
3491484 3491485 3491486 3491487 3491489
3492093 3492095 3492643 3494072 3494073
3494074 3494336 3494695 3495073 3495345
3495346 3495522 3495863 3496379 3496380
3496442 3496444 3496496 3496758 3497878
3498707 3498910 3499476 3499757 3501107
3501117 3501128 3501138 3501146 3501163
3501164 3501195 3501752 3502024 3503333
3503766 3504333 3505355 3506036 3506037
3506068 3507642 3507644 3507979 3508084
3508694 3508698 3508702 3509204 3510471
3510472 3510474 3510476 3510477 3511307
3512029 3512226 3512705 3512816 3513592
3513959 3514024 3514037 3514109 3514116
3514589 3517308 3518067 3518150 3519582
3519871 3520135 3520233 3521628 3523730
3524019 3524834 3524921 3524930 3526411
3526415 3528146 3529493 3532475 3532881
3533479 3533586 3536296 3536809 3540391
3541812 3541903 3542124 3542128 3542172
3543048 3543056 3543062 3543064 3543135
3543662 3546571 3546975 3547369 3547396
3547848 3547849 3548340 3548342 3549361
3549364 3549369 3549680 3549722 3550161
3550516 3551081 3551893 3551895 3551898
3553794 3554070 3555495 3556242 3556580
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3556608 3556991 3557635 3557915 3558987
3558990 3559780 3561600 3562051 3562964
3563073 3563507 3566078 3566428 3568529
3569698 3570890 3571628 3572509 3572806
3572995 3576001 3576601 3576602 3576604
3577400 3577756 3578931 3579631 3580488
3582759 3584008 3584294 3585847 3587144
3589053 3591506 3591718 3591720 3591885
3592680 3593138 3593230 3593926 3595871
3596695 3597798 3598931 3600222 3600263
3604339 3605509 3606352 3608679 3609435
3609996 3611445 3611694 3613476 3614411
3614731 3615324 3615479 3616027 3617750
3617765 3617932 3618214 3618454 3621621
3622075 3622185 3623736 3624157 3624535
3625396 3625589 3626073 3626227 3626340
3626845 3627455 3627973 3628744 3629249
3629397 3629575 3629700 3630649 3630664
3631208 3632209 3632343 3634085 3634163
3634164 3635727 3635789 3635916 3636322
3639261 3639414 3639715 3640834 3641664
3642018 3642592 3644142 3644151 3644156
3644708 3644999 3645024 3645638 3645695
3646081 3647151 3647636 3648090 3648558
3650359 3652645 3652849 3653967 3653987
3654467 3654760 3655066 3656734 3656852
3657068 3657152 3657224 3657655 3657919
3658142 3658338 3659461 3660718 3660721
3661544 3662020 3662021 3662022 3662664
3662686 3662730 3662781 3662910 3664040
3664144 3664826 3665023 3665871 3666660
3667158 3668563 3668587 3668591 3668676
3668680 3670674 3670754 3672242 3672481
3673450 3673760 3674341 3675545 3675958
3675960 3676473 3676852 3677068 3677475
3677747 3677855 3679721 3681430 3681640
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3681867 3682091 3682988 3682991 3683189
3683955 3684451 3684726 3685349 3685867
3686818 3690224 3690877 3692047 3693931
3695512 3695616 3696704 3696706 3696707
3696711 3696833 3696922 3697035 3697036
3697039 3697040 3697041 3697042 3697043
3697044 3697173 3697733 3697736 3697737
3697906 3697973 3697985 3698003 3698019
3698105 3698108 3698111 3698576 3698612
3699216 3699274 3699276 3699680 3699721
3699923 3700122 3700351 3700995 3702074
3702185 3702256 3702295 3702456 3702466
3702805 3702990 3703109 3703111 3703117
3703118 3703142 3703158 3703159 3703470
3703745 3703819 3703866 3704123 3704389
3704587 3704597 3704906 3705431 3705463
3705920 3706107 3706230 3706755 3706810
3707229 3707241 3707271 3707557 3707572
3707622 3707973 3708456 3709335 3709372
3709442 3710259 3710260 3710374 3710430
3710438 3710522 3710873 3710901 3710903
3711398 3711646 3711850 3711865 3711867
3712332 3712333 3712403 3713304 3713404
3713422 3713449 3713455 3713670 3714263
3714345 3714346 3714459 3714581 3714718
3714729 3714938 3715231 3715792 3715809
3716522 3716556 3716557 3716855 3717348
3718130 3718612 3718614 3718716 3718766
3719406 3719552 3720007 3720445 3721333
3721579 3721626 3722488 3722764 3723202
3723382 3723396 3725514 3725690 3727364
3727366 3727881 3727882 3728128 3729610
3729815 3729916 3730834 3731089 3731091
3731371 3731592 3731696 3732124 3732562
3732818 3733388 3733389 3734267 3734355
3734360 3734853 3734861 3735047 3736053
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3736389 3736419 3737023 3739110 3739319
3739496 3739599 3739605 3740237 3740385
3741477 3741909 3741910 3741911 3742737
3742742 3743405 3743479 3743481 3743708
3744333 3744439 3745182 3745473 3745505
3745508 3745852 3746580 3746581 3746695
3746736 3747965 3747966 3748001 3749067
3749098 3749363 3749392 3749719 3750009
3750139 3750140 3750180 3750212 3750213
3750310 3750337 3750338 3750821 3750823
3750824 3750984 3750989 3751263 3751302
3751310 3751327 3752657 3752658 3752659
3752660 3752661 3752662 3752663 3752664
3752665 3752666 3752667 3754350 3754530
3755553 3756144 3757101 3757103 3757393
3757498 3757618 3757711 3757805 3757806
3758444 3758446 3758510 3759616 3760176
3760177 3760916 3761162 3761603 3761805
3762539 3762806 3762967 3762974 3762979
3763272 3763276 3763277 3763673 3763679
3763685 3763686 3763840 3764772 3764773
3765031 3765464 3765922 3768265 3768348
3768350 3768373 3768874 3768971 3769487
3769539 3769695 3770302 3771157 3771230
3771472 3771643 3771710 3771872 3771892
3772224 3772230 3772231 3772232 3773517
3773518 3773552 3773567 3774610 3774615
3774687 3774689 3774690 3774762 3774934
3774970 3775139 3776521 3776567 3776576
3776578 3776665 3776674 3776696 3776697
3776698 3776700 3776708 3776915 3777673
3778151 3778628 3778659 3778856 3778900
3778917 3780335 3780903 3781239 3782551
3782554 3782596 3782714 3783390 3783502
3783504 3783887 3783892 3783893 3783894
3783895 3783896 3783899 3784515 3784779
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3785128 3785431 3785433 3786072 3786079
3786086 3786466 3786879 3786916 3787117
3787136 3787155 3787925 3787944 3788189
3788256 3788405 3788887 3788931 3788932
3789919 3789920 3790213 3790244 3790589
3790590 3791549 3791592 3791599 3791705
3792814 3793528 3793930 3793933 3793938
3793939 3794096 3794327 3794329 3794333
3794334 3794372 3795224 3795508 3795913
3796031 3796082 3796337 3796420 3796978
3796980 3796981 3796982 3797323 3797325
3797786 3797792 3798731 3799358 3799359
3799360 3799361 3799362 3799363 3799545
3799547 3799579 3799634 3799760 3799782
3800138 3800396 3806751 3808329 3808803
3810612 3810816 3810824 3810835 3811767
3816819 3819073 3820562 3843933 3860992
3879075 3884194 3902370 3905102 3911959
3940245 3971406 3972448 3983397 3995827
4003939 4010703 4010868 4021512 4023841
4030056 4036459 4040499 4041288 4043205
4043890 4065757 4069091 4069749 4071521
4074000 4081636 4082931 4083418 4084497
4086769 4087219 4088536 4089764 4092821
4094074 4094918 4096511 4096934 4097489
4098337 4098959 4098960 4099692 4100261
4100929 4101177 4101179 4102088 4102685
4102946 4103190 4104308 4104628 4105353
4106341 4107010 4107276 4107843 4108923
4109621 4109733 4110243 4110288 4110720
4111351 4111670 4111719 4111888 4112357
4112550 4113357 4113708 4113913 4114005
4114027 4115241 4115268 4115356 4115357
4115358 4115359 4115360 4115361 4115362
4115365 4115584 4115683 4115694 4115718
4116220 4116719 4116720 4116730 4116740
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4116744 4116746 4116787 4116963 4117015
4117037 4117038 4117047 4117065 4117166
4117191 4117209 4117210 4117252 4117258
4117280 4117318 4117430 4117432 4117433
4117435 4117445 4117502 4117504 4117507
4117510 4117518 4117519 4117520 4117536
4117599 4117631 4117633 4117634 4117639
4117646 4117672 4117673 4117674 4117675
4117683 4117766 4117772 4117778 4117859
4117861 4117863 4117869 4117870 4117871
4117872 4117877 4117879 4117881 4117887
4117888 4117903 4117928 4117929 4117935
4117936 4117941 4117946 4117986 4117989
4117994 4118000 4118002 4118010 4118056
4118123 4118155 4118160 4118207 4118216
4118237 4118248 4118331 4118342 4118345
4118350 4118363 4118364 4118376 4118393
4118514 4118515 4118613 4118621 4118734
4118735 4118738 4118739 4118740 4118771
4118772 4118773 4118780 4118781 4118790
4118794 4118800 4118803 4118807 4118823
4118857 4118860 4118875 4118876 4118879
4118887 4118897 4118898 4119024 4119089
4119097 4119099 4119100 4119101 4119103
4119107 4119108 4119112 4119131 4119143
4119274 4119294 4119301 4119304 4119324
4119334 4119388 4119502 4119731 4119821
4119844 4119910 4119985 4120004 4120021
4120040 4120063 4120079 4120088 4120115
4120117 4120162 4120175 4120202 4120203
4120204 4120218 4120219 4120220 4120225
4120264 4120272 4120282 4120288 4120292
4120295 4120334 4120348 4120357 4120358
4120364 4120374 4120376 4120380 4120381
4120597 4120611 4120657 4120681 4120694
4120703 4120730 4120733 4120748 4120750
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4120771 4120783 4120785 4120786 4120806
4120847 4120947 4120953 4120985 4120998
4121004 4121007 4121010 4121027 4121045
4121060 4121065 4121084 4121106 4121111
4121121 4121124 4121129 4121135 4121138
4121140 4121147 4121156 4121171 4121174
4121177 4121189 4121190 4121191 4121207
4121220 4121234 4121235 4121238 4121258
4121259 4121262 4121265 4121270 4121271
4121295 4121297 4121302 4121326 4121342
4121344 4121356 4121377 4121425 4121427
4121435 4121436 4121440 4121445 4121446
4121447 4121449 4121450 4121455 4121456
4121468 4121471 4121480 4121483 4121484
4121486 4121487 4121488 4121489 4121491
4121493 4121494 4121495 4121496 4121510
4121513 4121520 4121521 4121523 4121524
4121525 4121526 4121529 4121548 4121550
4121551 4121558 4121588 4121593 4121595
4121598 4121603 4121606 4121608 4121612
4121617 4121627 4121628 4121629 4121633
4121636 4121642 4121647 4121648 4121649
4121653 4121669 4121674 4121675 4121717
4121718 4121723 4121725 4121728 4121750
4121751 4121752 4121754 4121767 4121805
4121807 4121811 4121813 4121818 4121886
4121900 4121902 4122024 4122034 4122088
4122116 4122129 4122130 4122188 4122243
4122269 4122279 4122345 4122391 4122399
4122400 4122403 4122406 4122407 4122412
4122481 4122482 4122487 4122491 4122500
4122527 4122531 4122534 4122535 4122536
4122537 4122543 4122604 4122624 4122625
4122632 4122664 4122670 4122699 4122702
4122712 4122735 4122739 4122758 4122775
4122777 4122825 4122843 4122857 4122858
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4122859 4122863 4122864 4122871 4122875
4122975 4123050 4123051 4123053 4123054
4123055 4123061 4123078 4123085 4123086
4123087 4123088 4123095 4123108 4123133
4123144 4123186 4123192 4123193 4123202
4123203 4123234 4123280 4123285 4123289
4123290 4123291 4123292 4123298 4123302
4123304 4123309 4123311 4123314 4123336
4123362 4123409 4123413 4123415 4123417
4123419 4123437 4123439 4123444 4123449
4123451 4123454 4123457 4123459 4123464
4123466 4123468 4123470 4123471 4123472
4123473 4123474 4123505 4123511 4123517
4123519 4123522 4123523 4123528 4123583
4123590 4123591 4123600 4123612 4123634
4123646 4123665 4123667 4123670 4123677
4123684 4123722 4123737 4123766 4123767
4123778 4123780 4123781 4123784 4123786
4123787 4123788 4123792 4123795 4123796
4123805 4123811 4123829 4123839 4123840
4123843 4123844 4123856 4123857 4123858
4123860 4123862 4123865 4123867 4123869
4123882 4123883 4123884 4123885 4123887
4123891 4123892 4123893 4123894 4123903
4123909 4123934 4123936 4123939 4123942
4123946 4123957 4123958 4123960 4123967
4123986 4123989 4123996 4123999 4124000
4124002 4124005 4124011 4124013 4124017
4124054 4124068 4124069 4124070 4124075
4124076 4124077 4124078 4124080 4124081
4124087 4124089 4124092 4124093 4124095
4124096 4124100 4124106 4124107 4124109
4124143 4124144 4124150 4124156 4124157
4124171 4124173 4124188 4124189 4124192
4124193 4124195 4124199 4124204 4124205
4124206 4124209 4124212 4124213 4124214
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4124215 4124230 4124232 4124235 4124242
4124244 4124245 4124246 4124247 4124251
4124255 4124256 4124257 4124264 4124274
4124277 4124280 4124281 4124282 4124304
4124307 4124332 4124333 4124336 4124339
4124340 4124342 4124344 4124345 4124346
4124347 4124348 4124350 4124362 4124404
4124407 4124409 4124412 4124414 4124418
4124419 4124421 4124422 4124423 4124424
4124430 4124431 4124432 4124435 4124436
4124445 4124454 4124458 4124464 4124466
4124468 4124469 4124470 4124479 4124481
4124485 4124486 4124487 4124492 4124493
4124554 4124556 4124557 4124559 4124560
4124562 4124563 4124585 4124592 4124598
4124600 4124606 4124607 4124608 4124616
4124619 4124621 4124622 4124623 4124624
4124625 4124626 4124627 4124631 4124640
4124641 4124642 4124643 4124644 4124649
4124650 4124678 4124679 4124680 4124683
4124684 4124688 4124689 4124692 4124695
4124698 4124699 4124700 4124701 4124702
4124703 4124705 4124706 4124707 4124726
4124761 4124782 4124783 4124786 4124795
4124798 4124799 4124800 4124801 4124810
4124857 4124868 4124869 4124871 4124872
4124875 4124876 4124879 4124881 4124883
4124887 4124889 4124890 4124894 4124895
4124896 4124897 4124898 4124899 4124900
4124931 4124933 4124934 4124935 4124938
4124939 4124940 4124941 4124950 4124956
4124961 4124969 4124990 4124991 4124995
4124998 4125001 4125005 4125008 4125009
4125010 4125012 4125013 4125014 4125015
4125016 4125017 4125020 4125021 4125022
4125023 4125025 4125027 4125028 4125031
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4125051 4125054 4125071 4125077 4125078
4125079 4125080 4125084 4125085 4125087
4125088 4125104 4125105 4125112 4125124
4125128 4125137 4125151 4125155 4125156
4125157 4125158 4125163 4125164 4125166
4125174 4125175 4125207 4125225 4125230
4125233 4125239 4125240 4125242 4125245
4125246 4125247 4125249 4125251 4125252
4125254 4125255 4125256 4125266 4125270
4125276 4125277 4125278 4125284 4125285
4125286 4125287 4125288 4125289 4125290
4125291 4125292 4125295 4125297 4125298
4125299 4125300 4125324 4125325 4125327
4125328 4125329 4125331 4125332 4125337
4125341 4125342 4125355 4125361 4125363
4125365 4125366 4125368 4125372 4125374
4125376 4125378 4125389 4125398 4125399
4125400 4125414 4125415 4125433 4125436
4125454 4125476 4125491 4125492 4125493
4125496 4125498 4125499 4125507 4125509
4125510 4125515 4125518 4125522 4125523
4125524 4125525 4125526 4125527 4125530
4125532 4125541 4125545 4125546 4125549
4125558 4125574 4125577 4125600 4125620
4125624 4125625 4125629 4125632 4125635
4125638 4125639 4125645 4125646 4125647
4125648 4125649 4125650 4125670 4125672
4125675 4125677 4125688 4125689 4125690
4125691 4125699 4125702 4125703 4125704
4125705 4125718 4125722 4125723 4125727
4125728 4125730 4125734 4125735 4125746
4125749 4125751 4125752 4125754 4125755
4125756 4125757 4125758 4125761 4125762
4125763 4125769 4125778 4125779 4125793
4125795 4125797 4125798 4125801 4125806
4125822 4125825 4125831 4125832 4125846
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4125854 4125856 4125857 4125859 4125862
4125864 4125865 4125866 4125867 4125868
4125870 4125875 4125882 4125887 4125888
4125894 4125917 4125920 4125923 4125924
4125940 4125941 4125942 4125944 4125945
4125951 4125953 4125954 4125956 4125978
4125997 4126001 4126002 4126009 4126013
4126016 4126020 4126030 4126031 4126032
4126033 4126034 4126035 4126050 4126051
4126054 4126076 4126081 4126084 4126089
4126108 4126114 4126115 4126120 4126123
4126127 4126129 4126130 4126150 4126152
4126153 4126154 4126155 4126157 4126160
4126161 4126162 4126176 4126177 4126180
4126181 4126182 4126183 4126186 4126189
4126191 4126213 4126214 4126215 4126216
4126217 4126219 4126231 4126252 4126264
4126276 4126277 4126278 4126279 4126280
4126281 4126282 4126284 4126285 4126286
4126296 4126297 4126300 4126302 4126314
4126316 4126318 4126326 4126327 4126338
4126339 4126341 4126342 4126343 4126344
4126346 4126347 4126348 4126349 4126352
4126353 4126354 4126361 4126364 4126366
4126367 4126368 4126371 4126373 4126374
4126375 4126376 4126377 4126378 4126379
4126380 4126381 4126387 4126391 4126419
4126423 4126424 4126425 4126429 4126435
4126438 4126441 4126442 4126444 4126446
4126447 4126448 4126450 4126451 4126452
4126468 4126490 4126520 4126543 4126551
4126552 4126562 4126564 4126565 4126572
4126574 4126575 4126597 4126598 4126599
4126600 4126604 4126605 4126606 4126607
4126616 4126617 4126619 4126620 4126621
4126622 4126624 4126625 4126631 4126638
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4126646 4126656 4126659 4126660 4126661
4126662 4126702 4126707 4126708 4126711
4126712 4126713 4126717 4126746 4126747
4126749 4126751 4126757 4126763 4126765
4126766 4126768 4126794 4126797 4126798
4126799 4126800 4126801 4126803 4126804
4126805 4126838 4126840 4126844 4126846
4126848 4126855 4126856 4126857 4126866
4126867 4126870 4126873 4126877 4126878
4126882 4126884 4126885 4126887 4126895
4126910 4126912 4126942 4126952 4126954
4126961 4126962 4126963 4126965 4126966
4126968 4126970 4126998 4127022 4127023
4127032 4127033 4127036 4127037 4127040
4127041 4127064 4127066 4127070 4127081
4127083 4127100 4127101 4127102 4127105
4127115 4127122 4127142 4127148 4127152
4127162 4127178 4127184 4127206 4127213
4127218 4127221 4127232 4127237 4127244
4127245 4127247 4127254 4127255 4127260
4127264 4127308 4127310 4127313 4127314
4127315 4127316 4127317 4127326 4127329
4127348 4127349 4127353 4127354 4127355
4127366 4127369 4127371 4127372 4127374
4127375 4127385 4127393 4127397 4127400
4127406 4127434 4127436 4127437 4127443
4127444 4127445 4127448 4127458 4127459
4127465 4127469 4127472 4127473 4127483
4127486 4127489 4127490 4127492 4127495
4127498 4127499 4127500 4127501 4127502
4127504 4127511 4127523 4127529 4127535
4127537 4127545 4127549 4127551 4127578
4127579 4127591 4127593 4127604 4127608
4127622 4127625 4127626 4127627 4127642
4127643 4127646 4127647 4127654 4127655
4127659 4127660 4127690 4127692 4127695
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4127707 4127724 4127728 4127730 4127753
4127754 4127755 4127756 4127757 4127758
4127759 4127761 4127765 4127767 4127769
4127770 4127792 4127793 4127794 4127796
4127804 4127805 4127806 4127807 4127811
4127813 4127823 4127833 4127843 4127844
4127848 4127858 4127863 4127864 4127867
4127869 4127876 4127877 4127880 4127881
4127882 4127901 4127933 4127935 4127958
4127962 4127963 4128010 4128012 4128013
4128065 4128066 4128070 4128071 4128073
4128074 4128077 4128080 4128106 4128118
4128123 4128124 4128125 4128126 4128130
4128132 4128135 4128136 4128138 4128142
4128145 4128147 4128148 4128149 4128151
4128176 4128179 4128183 4128185 4128186
4128191 4128194 4128196 4128264 4128274
4128279 4128363 4128383 4128395 4128401
4128402 4128408 4128427 4128436 4128437
4128498 4128499 4128505 4128509 4128512
4128514 4128567 4128572 4128573 4128574
4128575 4128592 4128627 4128629 4128757
4128760 4128768 4128770 4128775 4128812
4128843 4128844 4128942 4129028 4129033
4129046 4129053 4129060 4129294 4129296
4129301 4129334 4129347 4129449 4129477
4129482 4129490 4129492 4129493 4129495
4129507 4129511 4129513 4129526 4129632
4129643 4129645 4129652 4129654 4129665
4129850 4129891 4130013 4130015 4130016
4130021 4130093 4130094 4130112 4130114
4130171 4130173 4130181 4130197 4130581
4130582 4130584 4130587 4130593 4130594
4130745 4130956 4130959 4131074 4131080
4131082 4131400 4131467 4131493 4131498
4131505 4131518 4131522 4131670 4131671
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website  
 
4131672 4131935 4131944 4131945 4131948
4131949 4131951 4131953 4131954 4132062
4132093 4132099 4132109 4132221 4132240
4203259
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
114173 12 09/10/2009
115371 29 20/11/2019
122571 34 07/06/2020
122572 34 07/06/2020
122573 34 07/06/2020
149406 3 12/06/2008
153425 5 07/04/2009
155627 1 22/09/2019
155690 30 26/09/2019
161335 1 06/11/2019
192820 4 19/10/2018
195588 34 22/04/2009
196009 34 17/05/2009
198107 7 22/09/2019
198125 23 23/09/2019
198270 5 05/10/2019
198767 5 31/10/2019
242145 34 16/05/2009
244499 7 23/09/2019
245416 7 10/11/2019
246775 12 20/01/2020
247058 12 05/02/2020
291128 7 26/09/2018
291129 11 26/09/2018
299897 5 10/10/2019
300605 9 11/11/2019
300607 9 11/11/2019
301875 8 02/01/2020
304066 7 25/03/2020
307436 5 05/08/2020
316721 25 14/07/2014
375896 29 13/05/2019
375897 30 13/05/2019
381001 34 17/09/2019
381209 9 23/09/2019
381364 25 25/09/2019
382159 7 19/10/2019
382217 24 20/10/2019
383513 30 26/11/2019
385157 12 08/01/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
385160 12 08/01/2020
385161 12 08/01/2020
385162 12 08/01/2020
385163 12 08/01/2020
385164 12 08/01/2020
385165 12 08/01/2020
385166 12 08/01/2020
385167 12 08/01/2020
389924 34 13/05/2020
394947 16 06/09/2020
407439 12 01/07/2014
455320 24 11/06/1996
461938 30 18/10/2016
481235 17 18/11/2008
481236 17 18/11/2008
487113 34 08/03/2019
495068 7 28/07/2019
497760 25 14/09/2019
498652 11 30/09/2019
498692 34 03/10/2019
499102 7 10/10/2019
499104 9 10/10/2019
499440 4 14/10/2019
499441 1 14/10/2019
499846 7 25/10/2019
500554 19 09/11/2019
500555 1 09/11/2019
501231 11 25/11/2019
501849 32 06/12/2019
501850 33 06/12/2019
501851 34 06/12/2019
502631 9 21/12/2009
503191 12 30/12/2019
507413 14 22/03/2019
507473 21 23/03/2020
507474 3 23/03/2020
507475 3 23/03/2020
509372 3 27/04/2020
509738 22 03/05/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
513261 5 11/07/2020
514235 3 01/08/2020
515694 28 25/08/2020
515695 25 25/08/2020
515823 5 28/08/2020
515962 5 30/08/2020
516071 16 01/09/2020
516072 16 01/09/2020
523743 12 01/02/2020
523744 12 01/02/2020
537053 10 17/09/2020
542696 3 31/12/2000
579904 29 26/08/2019
581389 3 21/09/2019
583901 7 02/11/2019
586159 12 03/12/2012
589400 23 27/01/2020
609245 3 12/10/2013
614173 34 17/12/2003
625088 3 13/04/2014
625088 3 13/04/2014
676222 30 09/08/2005
681398 25 25/09/2019
684030 5 17/10/2005
686421 2 13/11/2019
688621 25 29/11/2019
692625 30 28/12/2015
695467 7 23/01/2020
703420 11 27/03/2016
714480 25 15/05/2020
716034 1 26/08/2016
716034 1 26/08/2016
824719 7 27/10/2018
833121 30 21/12/2018
839108 33 01/02/2009
839235 5 01/02/2009
839236 5 01/02/2009
839237 5 01/02/2009
839238 5 01/02/2009
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
839239 5 01/02/2009
839240 5 01/02/2009
839241 5 01/02/2009
839243 5 01/02/2009
839245 5 01/02/2009
839246 5 01/02/2009
839247 5 01/02/2009
841674 5 18/02/2009
842299 16 22/02/2009
842570 23 24/02/2009
842841 26 25/02/2019
842914 20 25/02/2009
844135 9 08/03/2009
844707 21 11/03/2009
844809 25 11/03/2009
848581 3 30/03/2009
848584 3 30/03/2009
848585 3 30/03/2009
850196 23 07/04/2009
850770 19 12/04/2009
853517 19 28/04/2019
854122 30 03/05/2019
856909 16 19/05/2019
858252 24 27/05/2019
862269 1 23/06/2019
863395 5 30/06/2009
864436 25 07/07/2009
866048 19 15/07/2019
866049 2 15/07/2019
870090 1 06/08/2019
870093 6 06/08/2019
873003 12 24/08/2019
874228 24 01/09/2019
874660 31 02/09/2019
874662 31 02/09/2019
876595 11 15/09/2019
877412 5 21/09/2019
877564 9 21/09/2019
877751 5 22/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
877752 5 22/09/2019
877796 14 22/09/2019
877961 30 23/09/2019
877987 5 23/09/2019
878026 2 23/09/2019
878032 16 23/09/2019
878073 25 24/09/2019
878093 3 24/09/2019
878321 24 27/09/2019
878340 5 27/09/2019
878342 5 27/09/2019
878343 5 27/09/2019
878345 5 27/09/2019
878482 17 27/09/2019
878490 16 27/09/2019
878532 29 27/09/2019
878776 16 28/09/2019
878781 8 28/09/2019
878845 31 28/09/2019
878908 25 29/09/2019
878930 33 29/09/2019
878934 33 29/09/2019
878981 25 29/09/2019
879025 19 29/09/2019
879051 9 29/09/2019
879625 24 01/10/2019
879642 11 01/10/2019
879643 11 01/10/2019
880501 9 07/10/2019
880503 9 07/10/2019
880504 9 07/10/2019
880505 16 07/10/2019
880506 16 07/10/2019
880507 16 07/10/2019
880553 16 07/10/2019
880554 16 07/10/2019
880824 5 08/10/2019
880826 30 08/10/2019
881035 24 11/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
881338 7 12/10/2019
881339 7 12/10/2019
881340 7 12/10/2019
882388 7 18/10/2019
882421 25 18/10/2019
882660 30 21/10/2019
882661 30 21/10/2019
883064 5 25/10/2019
883946 5 28/10/2019
883948 5 28/10/2019
883949 5 28/10/2019
884460 5 01/11/2019
884510 31 01/11/2019
884892 34 02/11/2019
885294 24 04/11/2019
885295 24 04/11/2019
885320 24 04/11/2019
885783 9 08/11/2019
885784 6 08/11/2019
885785 7 08/11/2019
885892 31 08/11/2019
885893 31 08/11/2019
886240 29 11/11/2019
888862 12 29/11/2019
889431 12 02/12/2019
890488 7 08/12/2019
890489 11 08/12/2019
891777 9 14/12/2019
891778 11 14/12/2019
891805 5 15/12/2019
893166 9 21/12/2019
893167 16 21/12/2019
897845 30 14/01/2020
897927 23 14/01/2020
899296 7 21/01/2020
899760 12 25/01/2020
899761 12 25/01/2020
899762 17 25/01/2020
899764 12 25/01/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
899765 12 25/01/2020
899766 17 25/01/2020
899767 17 25/01/2020
899915 3 27/01/2020
900292 2 28/01/2020
902917 25 10/02/2020
903551 25 15/02/2020
903867 1 16/02/2020
903868 2 16/02/2020
903870 4 16/02/2020
904539 9 18/02/2020
904540 9 18/02/2020
904543 9 18/02/2020
904584 5 18/02/2020
906884 5 01/03/2020
907317 16 03/03/2020
908066 18 07/03/2020
908067 25 07/03/2020
908068 28 07/03/2020
908069 18 07/03/2020
908070 9 07/03/2020
909902 12 14/03/2020
909903 12 14/03/2020
916349 30 06/04/2020
917236 5 11/04/2020
917238 5 11/04/2020
922098 5 02/05/2020
924068 25 11/05/2020
926707 12 23/05/2020
928612 6 31/05/2020
930110 5 07/06/2020
931582 12 13/06/2020
931588 5 13/06/2020
935205 19 27/06/2020
935353 1 28/06/2020
944742 10 03/08/2020
949163 5 21/08/2020
949365 5 22/08/2020
949403 16 22/08/2020
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
949404 16 22/08/2020
951020 12 30/08/2020
955149 5 12/09/2020
955155 5 12/09/2020
955160 5 12/09/2020
955161 5 12/09/2020
955162 5 12/09/2020
955163 5 12/09/2020
955165 5 12/09/2020
957409 9 19/09/2020
957410 9 19/09/2020
957585 12 20/09/2020
1050780 5 09/10/2011
1077930 12 04/02/2012
1085782 24 08/03/2012
1123717 31 02/08/2012 15:18:41
1123718 31 02/08/2012 15:18:41
1171039 5 31/01/2013
1243084 19 14/10/2013
1289092 42 08/06/2014
1289096 42 08/06/2014
1289097 38 08/06/2014
1296108 35 15/07/2014
1296616 3 16/07/2014
1296868 29 19/07/2014
1297046 31 19/07/2014
1297049 31 19/07/2014
1297050 31 19/07/2014
1297051 31 19/07/2014
1297052 31 19/07/2014
1297054 31 19/07/2014
1297055 5 19/07/2014
1299548 10 27/07/2014
1299550 10 27/07/2014
1302693 7 16/08/2014
1307362 5 08/09/2014
1307363 5 08/09/2014
1307364 5 08/09/2014
1320746 1 17/11/2014
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1322256 5 25/11/2014
1322257 31 25/11/2014
1322259 5 25/11/2014
1326126 41 15/12/2014
1494007 99 06/10/2016
1735627 3 23/09/2018
1736318 1 24/09/2018
1736319 2 24/09/2018
1736320 17 24/09/2018
1736934 25 25/09/2018
1744839 16 17/10/2018
1744841 24 17/10/2018
1745379 32 20/10/2018
1748318 99 27/10/2018
1748798 19 29/10/2018
1750302 6 04/11/2018
1750595 10 04/11/2018
1752484 2 10/11/2018
1752738 4 11/11/2018
1757210 6 24/11/2018
1759084 7 02/12/2018
1764012 99 15/12/2018
1764577 9 17/12/2018
1764578 16 17/12/2018
1764579 41 17/12/2018
1772039 39 07/01/2019
1774729 38 16/01/2019 13:02:38
1776016 33 20/01/2019
1780021 9 02/02/2019
1787584 25 20/02/2019
1793940 3 09/03/2019
1794408 16 12/03/2019
1794409 41 12/03/2019
1797508 12 20/03/2019
1799380 43 24/03/2019
1799455 17 25/03/2019
1799991 10 26/03/2019
1802164 9 01/04/2019
1802839 33 03/04/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1803210 35 06/04/2019
1805230 31 13/04/2019
1805232 31 13/04/2019
1805234 31 13/04/2019
1807006 7 15/04/2019
1808679 43 20/04/2019
1809262 34 21/04/2019
1809483 5 21/04/2019
1815354 32 06/05/2019
1817669 24 13/05/2019
1818001 42 14/05/2019
1818146 41 14/05/2019
1821299 8 25/05/2019
1822021 21 26/05/2019
1822394 5 26/05/2019
1822396 5 26/05/2019
1822397 5 26/05/2019
1822398 5 26/05/2019
1822729 9 27/05/2019
1826051 29 05/06/2019
1826261 41 05/06/2019
1827049 44 09/06/2019
1833929 1 29/06/2019
1841790 11 20/07/2019
1842210 31 21/07/2019
1842341 5 21/07/2019
1843763 3 27/07/2019
1849461 17 11/08/2019
1849481 9 11/08/2019
1849482 9 11/08/2019
1853690 3 24/08/2019
1855918 9 28/08/2019
1855919 16 28/08/2019
1857436 41 02/09/2019
1857437 42 02/09/2019
1857524 38 02/09/2019
1857525 42 02/09/2019
1857575 20 02/09/2019 12:16:47
1857793 5 02/09/2019 15:38:47
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1860400 42 09/09/2019
1860515 32 09/09/2019
1860631 39 09/09/2019
1860902 5 10/09/2019
1860950 41 10/09/2019
1861146 17 10/09/2019
1861279 9 11/09/2019
1861284 41 11/09/2019
1861288 42 11/09/2019
1861301 42 11/09/2019
1861338 42 11/09/2019
1861372 6 11/09/2019
1861600 28 11/09/2019
1862069 35 14/09/2019
1862448 35 14/09/2019
1862462 99 14/09/2019 16:22:54
1862716 41 15/09/2019
1863062 5 16/09/2019
1863259 35 16/09/2019
1863460 6 16/09/2019
1863817 42 17/09/2019 14:24:35
1864446 5 18/09/2019
1864467 9 18/09/2019
1864526 7 18/09/2019
1864538 7 18/09/2019
1864539 7 18/09/2019
1864672 32 22/09/2019
1864758 43 22/09/2019
1864887 5 22/09/2019
1864893 5 22/09/2019
1864894 5 22/09/2019
1864896 5 22/09/2019
1864900 5 22/09/2019
1864902 5 22/09/2019
1864910 35 22/09/2019
1864920 5 22/09/2019
1864923 11 22/09/2019
1864925 5 22/09/2019
1864926 5 22/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1864989 6 22/09/2019
1865001 39 22/09/2019
1865002 39 22/09/2019
1865006 5 22/09/2019
1865007 5 22/09/2019
1865008 5 22/09/2019
1865009 5 22/09/2019
1865012 5 22/09/2019
1865013 5 22/09/2019
1865015 5 22/09/2019
1865016 5 22/09/2019
1865017 5 22/09/2019
1865019 5 22/09/2019
1865133 99 22/09/2019
1865335 7 22/09/2019
1865470 25 22/09/2019
1865481 7 22/09/2019
1865482 25 22/09/2019
1865502 12 22/09/2019
1865503 12 22/09/2019
1865566 9 22/09/2019
1865567 19 22/09/2019
1865611 35 22/09/2019
1865658 25 22/09/2019
1865661 5 22/09/2019
1865662 31 22/09/2019
1865678 31 22/09/2019
1865741 33 23/09/2019
1865773 6 23/09/2019
1865784 5 23/09/2019
1865787 5 23/09/2019
1865849 36 23/09/2019
1865852 9 23/09/2019
1865894 35 23/09/2019
1865937 35 23/09/2019
1865957 30 23/09/2019
1865963 42 23/09/2019
1865972 9 23/09/2019
1866010 30 23/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1866011 30 23/09/2019
1866013 30 23/09/2019
1866032 28 23/09/2019
1866033 25 23/09/2019
1866034 18 23/09/2019
1866276 11 23/09/2019
1866278 1 23/09/2019
1866299 12 23/09/2019
1866315 25 23/09/2019
1866317 25 23/09/2019
1866324 5 23/09/2019
1866325 5 23/09/2019
1866329 25 23/09/2019
1866340 16 24/09/2019
1866350 2 24/09/2019
1866355 14 24/09/2019
1866356 16 24/09/2019
1866357 25 24/09/2019
1866358 29 24/09/2019
1866359 30 24/09/2019
1866360 32 24/09/2019
1866361 33 24/09/2019
1866363 37 24/09/2019
1866364 38 24/09/2019
1866376 35 24/09/2019
1866380 21 24/09/2019
1866393 5 24/09/2019
1866445 5 24/09/2019
1866462 7 24/09/2019
1866469 3 24/09/2019
1866491 25 24/09/2019
1866498 32 24/09/2019
1866500 34 24/09/2019
1866502 36 24/09/2019
1866535 3 24/09/2019
1866541 44 24/09/2019
1866570 27 24/09/2019
1866583 41 24/09/2019
1866592 9 24/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1866601 99 24/09/2019
1866606 21 24/09/2019
1866616 43 24/09/2019
1866688 36 24/09/2019
1866692 6 24/09/2019
1866698 30 24/09/2019
1866706 21 24/09/2019
1866723 35 24/09/2019
1866724 36 24/09/2019
1866725 37 24/09/2019
1866735 5 24/09/2019
1866791 39 24/09/2019
1866859 17 25/09/2019
1866865 30 25/09/2019
1866866 30 25/09/2019
1866915 3 25/09/2019
1866922 5 25/09/2019
1866923 5 25/09/2019
1866968 35 25/09/2019
1866980 6 25/09/2019
1867068 35 25/09/2019
1867083 17 25/09/2019
1867093 16 25/09/2019
1867149 25 25/09/2019
1867150 21 25/09/2019
1867182 30 25/09/2019
1867194 99 25/09/2019
1867195 99 25/09/2019
1867279 35 25/09/2019
1867287 8 25/09/2019
1867288 8 25/09/2019
1867289 8 25/09/2019
1867303 11 25/09/2019
1867304 12 25/09/2019
1867307 41 25/09/2019
1867312 43 25/09/2019
1867324 3 25/09/2019
1867330 35 25/09/2019
1867343 35 25/09/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1867382 1 26/09/2019
1867383 41 26/09/2019
1867387 32 26/09/2019
1867388 43 26/09/2019
1867402 2 29/09/2019
1867708 30 29/09/2019
1867709 35 29/09/2019
1867732 3 29/09/2019
1867787 7 29/09/2019
1867788 7 29/09/2019
1867789 7 29/09/2019
1867790 7 29/09/2019
1867861 35 29/09/2019
1867877 35 29/09/2019
1867878 5 29/09/2019
1867880 3 29/09/2019
1868028 5 29/09/2019
1868029 5 29/09/2019
1868031 5 29/09/2019
1868046 7 29/09/2019
1868055 3 29/09/2019
1868056 3 29/09/2019
1868057 3 29/09/2019
1868204 20 30/09/2019
1868237 25 30/09/2019
1868321 3 30/09/2019
1868481 99 30/09/2019
1868534 9 30/09/2019
1868535 9 30/09/2019
1868559 25 30/09/2019
1868593 39 30/09/2019
1868602 99 30/09/2019
1868622 6 30/09/2019
1868623 35 30/09/2019
1868648 5 30/09/2019
1868649 5 30/09/2019
1868761 43 01/10/2019
1868895 35 01/10/2019
1868896 38 01/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1868897 16 01/10/2019
1868898 9 01/10/2019
1868982 43 01/10/2019
1868983 43 01/10/2019
1869060 9 01/10/2019
1869322 5 05/10/2019
1869323 5 05/10/2019
1869324 5 05/10/2019
1869327 5 05/10/2019
1869329 5 05/10/2019
1869337 5 05/10/2019
1869339 5 05/10/2019
1869340 5 05/10/2019
1869344 5 05/10/2019
1869345 5 05/10/2019
1869350 5 05/10/2019
1869351 5 05/10/2019
1869353 5 05/10/2019
1869354 5 05/10/2019
1869367 32 05/10/2019
1869422 9 05/10/2019
1869516 7 05/10/2019
1869549 99 05/10/2019
1869658 1 05/10/2019
1869659 5 05/10/2019
1869660 31 05/10/2019
1869661 1 05/10/2019
1869662 5 05/10/2019
1869663 7 05/10/2019
1869664 31 05/10/2019
1869667 1 05/10/2019
1869671 30 05/10/2019
1869675 5 05/10/2019
1869833 5 06/10/2019
1869952 11 06/10/2019
1869961 29 06/10/2019
1870124 5 06/10/2019
1870285 7 06/10/2019
1870317 99 06/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1870929 5 08/10/2019
1870943 3 08/10/2019
1871041 30 08/10/2019
1871042 30 08/10/2019
1871083 99 08/10/2019
1871123 7 08/10/2019
1871146 17 08/10/2019
1871296 30 08/10/2019
1871337 5 08/10/2019
1871506 43 09/10/2019
1871507 43 09/10/2019
1871520 30 09/10/2019
1871839 34 09/10/2019
1871840 34 09/10/2019
1871845 9 09/10/2019
1871846 9 09/10/2019
1872198 11 12/10/2019
1872376 99 12/10/2019
1872892 11 13/10/2019
1872893 6 13/10/2019
1872962 10 13/10/2019
1872963 10 13/10/2019
1872964 10 13/10/2019
1872965 10 13/10/2019
1872966 10 13/10/2019
1872967 10 13/10/2019
1872970 99 13/10/2019
1872973 5 13/10/2019
1872975 5 13/10/2019
1872976 5 13/10/2019
1872977 5 13/10/2019
1872980 5 13/10/2019
1872982 5 13/10/2019
1872983 5 13/10/2019
1873084 29 14/10/2019
1873086 31 14/10/2019
1873087 32 14/10/2019
1873088 32 14/10/2019
1873410 99 14/10/2019
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1873499 32 14/10/2019
1873512 5 14/10/2019
1873513 5 14/10/2019
1873515 5 14/10/2019
1873686 9 15/10/2019
1873747 99 15/10/2019
1873801 14 15/10/2019
1873802 14 15/10/2019
1873803 14 15/10/2019
1873804 14 15/10/2019
1873859 25 15/10/2019
1874214 24 16/10/2019
1874336 4 19/10/2019
1874387 22 19/10/2019
1874388 9 19/10/2019
1874389 16 19/10/2019
1874390 16 19/10/2019
1874391 41 19/10/2019
1874392 41 19/10/2019
1874574 42 20/10/2019
1874653 99 20/10/2019
1874672 35 20/10/2019
1874846 99 20/10/2019
1875039 11 21/10/2019
1875047 3 21/10/2019
1875048 3 21/10/2019
1875050 3 21/10/2019
1875115 30 21/10/2019
1875439 17 22/10/2019
1875713 35 23/10/2019
1875867 5 23/10/2019
1875868 5 23/10/2019
1875869 5 23/10/2019
1875870 5 23/10/2019
1875878 99 23/10/2019
1875889 20 23/10/2019
1875907 25 23/10/2019
1875941 25 23/10/2019
1876027 42 23/10/2019
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APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1876103 31 26/10/2019
1876341 43 26/10/2019
1876433 5 26/10/2019
1876434 5 26/10/2019
1876493 36 26/10/2019
1876792 20 27/10/2019
1877120 9 27/10/2019
1877187 20 28/10/2019
1877290 35 28/10/2019
1877302 24 28/10/2019
1877534 9 28/10/2019
1877544 30 28/10/2019
1877886 32 29/10/2019
1877888 32 29/10/2019
1877890 32 29/10/2019
1877893 32 29/10/2019
1878061 6 29/10/2019
1878203 9 29/10/2019
1878416 28 30/10/2019
1878545 11 30/10/2019
1878547 11 30/10/2019
1878606 7 30/10/2019
1878607 7 30/10/2019
1879275 19 03/11/2019
1879629 30 03/11/2019
1879630 5 03/11/2019
1879687 29 03/11/2019
1879689 12 03/11/2019
1879690 12 03/11/2019
1879691 12 03/11/2019
1879872 8 04/11/2019
1880322 25 04/11/2019
1880438 42 04/11/2019
1880759 5 05/11/2019
1880818 32 05/11/2019
1881193 35 06/11/2019
1881194 14 06/11/2019
1881260 5 06/11/2019
1881454 19 06/11/2019
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1881548 37 09/11/2019
1881618 20 09/11/2019
1881619 17 09/11/2019
1881732 6 09/11/2019
1881734 20 09/11/2019
1881735 20 09/11/2019
1881773 14 09/11/2019
1881865 45 09/11/2019
1881886 18 09/11/2019
1881895 5 09/11/2019
1881965 99 09/11/2019
1882763 99 10/11/2019
1882973 3 11/11/2019
1883563 43 12/11/2019
1883767 8 13/11/2019
1883875 11 13/11/2019
1884087 32 13/11/2019
1884088 32 13/11/2019
1884089 32 13/11/2019
1884159 99 13/11/2019
1884160 99 13/11/2019
1884431 16 16/11/2019
1884525 11 16/11/2019
1884526 11 16/11/2019
1884527 11 16/11/2019
1884528 11 16/11/2019
1884529 11 16/11/2019
1884565 11 16/11/2019
1885272 5 17/11/2019
1885422 99 17/11/2019
1885443 37 17/11/2019
1885444 36 17/11/2019
1885606 29 17/11/2019
1885607 32 17/11/2019
1885634 17 17/11/2019
1885998 99 18/11/2019
1886056 45 18/11/2019
1886292 5 19/11/2019
1886293 5 19/11/2019
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1886501 31 19/11/2019
1886511 31 19/11/2019
1886678 5 19/11/2019
1887019 45 20/11/2019
1887256 16 23/11/2019
1887310 99 23/11/2019
1887345 32 23/11/2019
1887924 5 24/11/2019
1887925 5 24/11/2019
1888018 99 24/11/2019
1888120 99 24/11/2019
1888484 25 25/11/2019
1888778 9 25/11/2019
1888779 35 25/11/2019
1888780 38 25/11/2019
1888781 41 25/11/2019
1889791 1 30/11/2019
1889792 2 30/11/2019
1890480 17 01/12/2019
1890634 42 02/12/2019
1890892 9 02/12/2019
1890893 16 02/12/2019
1890894 16 02/12/2019
1890895 41 02/12/2019
1890896 41 02/12/2019
1891283 16 03/12/2019
1892145 9 04/12/2019
1892590 19 07/12/2019
1892755 34 07/12/2019
1892756 34 07/12/2019
1892763 18 07/12/2019
1893935 39 09/12/2019
1893944 9 09/12/2019
1894081 11 09/12/2019
1894082 9 09/12/2019
1894083 11 09/12/2019
1894655 7 11/12/2019
1894656 7 11/12/2019
1894658 7 11/12/2019
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1894659 35 11/12/2019
1894660 35 11/12/2019
1894676 35 11/12/2019
1894677 35 11/12/2019
1894678 35 11/12/2019
1894703 3 11/12/2019
1894795 11 11/12/2019
1894796 11 11/12/2019
1895430 31 14/12/2019
1895431 5 14/12/2019
1895599 29 14/12/2019
1895600 29 14/12/2019
1896018 99 15/12/2019
1896531 30 16/12/2019
1896790 9 16/12/2019
1896791 35 16/12/2019
1896793 41 16/12/2019
1897977 42 18/12/2019
1897978 42 18/12/2019
1898269 25 18/12/2019
1898675 31 21/12/2019
1898676 31 21/12/2019
1898677 31 21/12/2019
1898678 31 21/12/2019
1898679 31 21/12/2019
1898680 5 21/12/2019
1898681 5 21/12/2019
1898683 5 21/12/2019
1898684 5 21/12/2019
1898685 31 21/12/2019
1899213 19 22/12/2019
1899225 43 22/12/2019
1899234 24 22/12/2019
1899235 25 22/12/2019
1899236 35 22/12/2019
1900346 30 23/12/2019
1900825 99 24/12/2019
1900826 99 24/12/2019
1901470 41 26/12/2019
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1903167 99 30/12/2019
1904314 5 01/01/2020
1904315 5 01/01/2020
1904319 5 01/01/2020
1904320 5 01/01/2020
1904321 5 01/01/2020
1904326 36 01/01/2020
1904569 5 04/01/2020
1904570 5 04/01/2020
1905906 39 06/01/2020
1906101 9 07/01/2020
1908134 30 12/01/2020
1908135 30 12/01/2020
1908136 30 12/01/2020
1908137 30 12/01/2020
1908566 9 13/01/2020
1909771 5 18/01/2020
1910208 20 18/01/2020
1910896 5 19/01/2020
1910897 5 19/01/2020
1910898 5 19/01/2020
1911106 35 20/01/2020
1911547 25 20/01/2020
1911548 25 20/01/2020
1912047 5 21/01/2020
1912473 42 22/01/2020
1913219 99 25/01/2020
1913220 31 25/01/2020
1913778 7 27/01/2020
1913846 35 27/01/2020
1913977 5 27/01/2020
1914129 39 28/01/2020
1914588 16 28/01/2020
1916841 35 04/02/2020
1917046 5 04/02/2020
1917047 5 04/02/2020
1919578 9 09/02/2020
1920881 99 10/02/2020
1921117 41 11/02/2020
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1921118 41 11/02/2020
1922128 5 15/02/2020
1923551 33 17/02/2020
1923569 3 17/02/2020
1923723 29 17/02/2020
1923902 41 18/02/2020
1924813 99 19/02/2020
1924815 99 19/02/2020
1924996 29 19/02/2020
1924997 30 19/02/2020
1925096 12 19/02/2020
1925112 12 19/02/2020
1925400 35 22/02/2020
1925542 5 22/02/2020
1926125 11 23/02/2020
1926530 99 23/02/2020
1927093 17 24/02/2020
1928230 99 26/02/2020
1928231 99 26/02/2020
1929167 3 02/03/2020
1929914 45 03/03/2020
1930132 99 04/03/2020
1932208 34 08/03/2020
1932458 4 09/03/2020
1932476 22 09/03/2020
1932761 7 09/03/2020
1933716 11 10/03/2020
1933925 42 10/03/2020
1934072 9 10/03/2020
1936046 32 15/03/2020
1936047 33 15/03/2020
1936470 7 15/03/2020
1936601 29 16/03/2020
1937328 30 17/03/2020
1938090 99 18/03/2020
1938091 99 18/03/2020
1938092 99 18/03/2020
1938093 99 18/03/2020
1938818 99 19/03/2020
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1938819 28 19/03/2020
1939687 5 22/03/2020
1939824 16 22/03/2020
1940080 3 23/03/2020
1942180 3 26/03/2020
1942181 3 26/03/2020
1942808 38 29/03/2020
1942809 38 29/03/2020
1942810 38 29/03/2020
1942937 12 29/03/2020
1943389 43 30/03/2020
1943390 30 30/03/2020
1943542 5 30/03/2020
1943543 5 30/03/2020
1943804 20 30/03/2020
1944532 30 01/04/2020
1946288 7 06/04/2020
1947441 3 08/04/2020
1949974 99 13/04/2020
1950904 45 16/04/2020
1956766 3 27/04/2020
1957626 2 29/04/2020
1958083 9 29/04/2020
1958084 11 29/04/2020
1958515 38 30/04/2020
1958762 9 30/04/2020
1959923 5 03/05/2020
1959929 5 03/05/2020
1959978 3 03/05/2020
1959980 3 03/05/2020
1963980 44 12/05/2020
1964310 41 12/05/2020
1964456 12 12/05/2020
1965378 5 14/05/2020
1967259 35 18/05/2020
1970529 41 25/05/2020
1970534 37 25/05/2020
1974859 6 03/06/2020
1975011 3 04/06/2020
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1975270 43 04/06/2020
1976999 25 08/06/2020
1978288 30 11/06/2020
1978849 5 11/06/2020
1979240 34 14/06/2020
1979243 34 14/06/2020
1979675 3 14/06/2020
1983363 9 22/06/2020
1987201 35 30/06/2020
1987202 7 30/06/2020
1987887 13 01/07/2020
1987952 41 02/07/2020
1990389 35 07/07/2020
1991163 36 09/07/2020
1991538 5 09/07/2020
1992770 5 13/07/2020
1995281 5 19/07/2020
1996864 7 21/07/2020
1999720 14 27/07/2020
2000573 1 29/07/2020
2001552 19 30/07/2020
2002125 24 02/08/2020
2005539 35 08/08/2020
2007366 9 11/08/2020
2007367 9 11/08/2020
2007509 5 11/08/2020
2007764 99 11/08/2020
2008008 7 12/08/2020
2008009 7 12/08/2020
2008475 17 13/08/2020
2010515 1 18/08/2020
2011122 9 19/08/2020
2012339 13 20/08/2020
2014449 5 26/08/2020
2014758 37 27/08/2020
2014902 5 27/08/2020
2014957 22 27/08/2020
2014958 22 27/08/2020
2015999 31 30/08/2020
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2016000 31 30/08/2020
2018195 35 03/09/2020
2019307 30 06/09/2020
2019501 5 07/09/2020
2020516 18 08/09/2020
2021412 16 10/09/2020
2023628 31 15/09/2020
2023631 31 15/09/2020
2024841 12 17/09/2020
2025829 24 20/09/2020
2026539 5 21/09/2020
2026540 5 21/09/2020
2027134 10 23/09/2020
2027728 31 23/09/2020
3240350 99 04/12/2019
4268043 99 21/02/2017
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 742094-In view AR"S order dated 11.07.2016 the specification of goods read as " 

SAREE AND DRESS MATERIAL IN CLASS 24." 
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SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
1052437 - 25, 1149467 - 25: Proprietor Altered to RAVINDER GOEL , K-76, UDYOG NAGAR 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, NANGLOI, POORAGARHI, DELHI - 110 041. , C - 82, SECTOR - 3, BAWANA 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, BAWANA, DELHI - 110039 
AMAN POLYMERS, AMAN POLYMERS, AMAN POLYMERS

1071961 - 3: Proprietor Altered to SH. ASEEM KUMAR GALHOTRA , 19/312, SHAHEZADA BAGH 
INDUSTRIAL AREA, DELHI 110035 
CHARKHA DETERGENT & SOAP ENTERPRISES PVT. LTD.

421904 - 30: Proprietor Altered to ASHOK KUMAR,SUNIL KUMAR trading as SATDEV SUNIL KUMAR 
& CO. , JANDIALA ROAD, VILLAGE KADGILL THESIL & DISTT. TARN TARAN (PUNJAB) 
MOHAN RICE MILLS

1061076 - 29: Proprietor Altered to MRS. BECTORS FOOD SPECIALTIES LTD , B-XXXIII 324 G.T. 
ROAD WEST JALADHAR BY PASS LUDHIANA 
BECTORS FOODS (P) LTD.

1061073 - 16: Proprietor Altered to MRS. BECTORS FOOD SPECIALTIES LTD , B-XXXIII 324 G.T. 
ROAD WEST JALADHAR BY PASS LUDHIANA 
BECTORS FOODS (P) LTD.

1051674 - 25: Proprietor Altered to M/S LANCER FOOTWEAR INDIA (P) LTD. , D- 3, UDYOG NAGAR, 
DELHI- 110041 
FOOTWEAR (KLICK) INDIA PVT. LTD.

1070231 - 25: Proprietor Altered to VINOD KUMAR BANSAL , T-4/56, Mangol Puri Indl. Area, Phase-I, 
Delhi-110083. 
BHAWANI PLASTIC INDUSTRIES

1061078 - 7: Proprietor Altered to MRS. BECTORS FOOD SPECIALTIES LTD , B-XXXIII 324 G.T. ROAD 
WEST JALADHAR BY PASS LUDHIANA 
BECTORS FOODS (P) LTD.

1061080 - 5: Proprietor Altered to MRS. BECTORS FOOD SPECIALTIES LTD , B-XXXIII 324 G.T. ROAD 
WEST JALADHAR BY PASS LUDHIANA 
BECTORS FOODS (P) LTD.

1040870 - 17, 1573493 - 1, 1525476 - 2, 1573494 - 1, 1040872 - 1, 1525475 - 1, 120667 - 1, 1040871 - 17, 
1574557 - 1, 1927359 - 2, 1927359 - 16, 814625 - 1, 1040869 - 1: Proprietor Altered to HUNTSMAN 
ADVANCED MATERIALS LICENSING (SWITZERLAND) GMBH , Klybeckstrasse 200, CH-4057 Basel, 
Switzerland 
HUNTSMAN ADVANCED MATERIALS (SWITZERLAND) GMBH, VANTICO AG, HUNTSMAN 
ADVANCED MATERIALS (SWITZERLAND) GMBH., VANTICO GMBH

1513321 - 5, 1513320 - 5, 1513319 - 5, 1513315 - 5, 1513318 - 5, 1513313 - 5, 1513312 - 5, 1505511 - 5: 
Proprietor Altered to M/S. ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED , NEW NO. 16, OLD NO.239, 
THIRUVENKATASAMY ROAD EAST, R.S. PURAM, COIMBATORE - 641 002, TAMIL NADU. 
ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES, ZINNIA LIFE SCIENCES

1103694 - 11: Proprietor Altered to POOJA ELECTROTECH PRIVATE LIMITED , HARYAL, POST BOX 
21, PATHANKOT - 145 001, PUNJAB. 
POOJA MACHINES PRIVATE LIMITED.

1055738 - 19, 1055739 - 19: Proprietor Altered to M/S BATRA TIMBER PVT. LTD. , SADAR BAJAR 
IMAMBARA KARNAL HARYANA 
BATRA TIMBER TRADERS

1061296 - 9, 1061297 - 16: Proprietor Altered to CHECKPOINT SYSTEMS, INC. , P.O. Box 188, 101 
Wolf Drive Thorofare NJ 08086 United States of America 
ELECTRONIC SIGNATURES INC.

1035064 - 33: Proprietor Altered to PEBBLE BEACH COMPANY , 2700 17-MILE DRIVE, PEBBLE 
BEACH, CA 93953, U.S.A. 
LOMBARD BRANDS LIMITED

449644 - 7: Proprietor Altered to BIBBLY TRANSMISSIONS LTD. , 317-319 AMPTHILL ROAD, BED 
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FORD, MK 42 9RD, UNITED KINGDOM 
TORSIFLEX LIMITED

1046866 - 11: Proprietor Altered to PRABHAT SANITARYWARE PVT LTD , D-2,SMA CO-OPERATIVE, 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE G.T. KARNAL ROAD DELHI-110033 
MUKESH KUMAR GUPTA

449645 - 7: Proprietor Altered to BIBBLY TRANSMISSIONS LTD. , 317-319 AMPTHILL ROAD, BED 
FORD, MK 42 9RD, UNITED KINGDOM 
TORSIFLEX LIMITED.

1098015 - 9: Proprietor Altered to FUJIFILM CORPORATION , 26-30, Nishiazabu 2-chome, Minato-ku, 
Tokyo, Japan, 210, NAKANUMA, MINAMIASHIGARA-SHI , KANAGAWA-KEN, JAPAN., NO. 210, 
NAKANUMA, MINAMI ASHIGARA - SHI, KANAGAWA, JAPAN.  
FUJI PHOTO FILM CO LTD., FUJI PHOTO FILM CO. LTD.

1040575 - 33: Proprietor Altered to WHYTE & MACKAY LIMITED , DALMORE HOUSE, 310 ST. 
VINCENT STREET, GLASGOW, G2 5RG. 
M/S. UNITED SPIRITIS LTD.

1468194 - 9: Proprietor Altered to ARVIND LIFESTYLE BRANDS LIMITED , 8TH FLOOR, DU PARC 
TRINITY, TRINITY CIRCLE, BENGALURU - 560001 
THE ARVIND MILLS LTD

1039931 - 12: Proprietor Altered to DINKAR DHINGRA , SHED NO 4 DSIDC, RAGHUBIR NAGAR, 
DELHI 
DINKAR PLASTIC

769300 - 30: Proprietor Altered to TEJASSVI AAHARAM LIMTED , NO: 1726, PA. PUDUPATTI, 
PADIYUR, 
DINDIGUL- 624 005, TAMILNADU. 
UNITED INDIA MARKETING ASSOCIATES

1047322 - 9: Proprietor Altered to TAIYO ELECTRIC IND.CO. LTD. , 16 - 8, YAMATECHO 2-CHOME, 
FUKUYAMA-SHI, HIROSHIMA - KEN 720 - 0092, JAPAN.  
ADVANCE TECH SEVICES.

1039487 - 3: Proprietor Altered to AMIT MANCHANDA , A-9, Naraina Industrial Area, Phase-1, New 
Delhi-110028 
BALSON LABORATORIES.

1045730 - 7: Proprietor Altered to SMT. ANU SHARMA,SMT. ANU SHARMA,KUMARI 
VAISHALI,MASTER NIKHIL,MASTER NIMESH trading as ELLORA ENGRAVING CO. , SHOP NO. 35, 
36, OPP. ESCORTS HERION, MUJESAR, SECTOR - 24, FARIDABAD. 
ELLORA ENGRAVING CO.

1048403 - 16: Proprietor Altered to JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LIMITED , Sector-128 , Noida -201304 
(U.P). 
JAYPEE GREENS LIMITED

1068868 - 30: Proprietor Altered to ALKA FOODS PVT. LTD. , 26, S.S.I. LAGHU UDYOG NAGAR, G.T. 
KARNAL ROAD, DELHI - 110033 
ALKA INTERNATIONAL.

805813 - 30, 1274798 - 30: Proprietor Altered to NARESH PAGARIYA , NO.H-1003, ETA GARDEN 
APARTMENT, MAGADI ROAD, BANGLORE,KARNATAKA INDIA 
PAGARIYA FOODS, PAGARIYA FOODS

756253 - 4, 620301 - 1, 620300 - 1: Proprietor Altered to CHEVRON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LLC , 
6001 BOLLINGER CANYON ROAD, SAN RAMON, CALIFORNIA 94583, U.S.A. 
CHEVRON U.S.A. INC., CHEVRON U.S.A. INC.

1051442 - 21, 1051443 - 21, 1449313 - 32, 1538084 - 32, 2234663 - 21, 2234665 - 42, 2234664 - 32, 
2234661 - 35, 2234662 - 40, 1505272 - 17: Proprietor Altered to MANJUSHREE TECHNOPACK 
LIMITED , NO. 60 E & F, BOMMASANDRA INDUSTRIAL AREA, HOSUR ROAD, BANGALORE - 560 099 
INDIA 
VARAHI PLASTICS PVT. LTD., V2 CORP., V2 CORP., V2 CORP., V2 CORP., V2 CORP., V2 CORP., 
VARAHI PRIVATE LTD.

1473413 - 25: Proprietor Altered to M/S. NAVAKAR TEXTILES,NITIN JAIN,SAROJA G. JAIN,R. 
VASANTHI trading as , NO.6-B, NEW RAMAKRISHNAPURAM, KANAMMAL GARDEN MAIN ROAD, 
TIRUPUR - 641 607, TAMIL NADU.  
NAVAKAR TEXTILES

1045697 - 29, 1045698 - 29: Proprietor Altered to KEDARNATH AGRAWAL,KEDARNATH 
AGRAWAL,ANIL KUMAR AGRAWAL,MANU AGRAWAL,YASH AGARAWAL,HILTON TRADING trading 
as Shree Hari Industries (Hari Oil Mills), , Malgodown Road,Bharatpur - 32l001,Rajasthan, 
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HARI OIL & GENERAL MILLS

1087565 - 24: Proprietor Altered to SHAMAL KAPOOR,SHAMAL KAPOOR,NAVAL KAPOOR trading 
as , 16/21, Old Rajinder Nagar, IInd Floor, New 
Delhi 
MISS. DEEPTI KAPOOR

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE REGISTER OF THE FORM 
ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1063721 - 20: Proprietor Name Altered to NATUZZI S.P.A, 
INDUSTRIE NATUZZI S.P.A.
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1241745 - 5, 1241742 - 5, 1241746 - 5, 1241736 - 5, 1121345 - 5, 1093770 - 5, 1093769 - 5, 1030955 - 5, 
1093769 - 5, 934996 - 5, 930136 - 5, 924898 - 5, 876393 - 5, 837174 - 5, 792916 - 5, 738831 - 5, 615939 - 
5, 613568 - 5, 546712 - 5, 1339402 - 5, 1345246 - 5, 1336354 - 5, 1261497 - 5, 1252405 - 5, 1217344 - 5, 
1164281 - 5, 870162 - 5, 1210225 - 5, 679849 - 5, 673673 - 5, 673672 - 5, 1164281 - 5, 1342756 - 5, 
1321685 - 5, 1304873 - 5, 1303311 - 5, 1261495 - 5, 1217342 - 5, 859524 - 5, 1304873 - 5, 1236956 - 5, 
1178618 - 5, 1170678 - 5, 1279633 - 5, 1164280 - 5, 1162864 - 5, 1162550 - 5, 1160385 - 5, 1151802 - 5, 
1151296 - 5, 1151294 - 5, 1151297 - 5, 1128228 - 5, 1078604 - 5, 767645 - 5, 934998 - 5, 889483 - 5, 
887064 - 5, 858862 - 5, 858863 - 5, 857168 - 5, 837172 - 5, 806733 - 5, 804017 - 5, 801197 - 5, 783648 - 5, 
767645 - 5, 887065 - 5, 765373 - 5, 736652 - 5, 1170678 - 5, 730852 - 5, 598798 - 5, 490108 - 5, 535178 - 
5, 488904 - 5, 485240 - 5, 1344701 - 5, 1212575 - 5, 768224 - 5, 736653 - 5, 730854 - 5, 730853 - 5, 
1204547 - 5, 1204534 - 5, 721248 - 5, 709362 - 5, 1241744 - 5, 1241743 - 5, 1243067 - 5, 1204535 - 5, 
1018896 - 5, 910105 - 5, 1304874 - 5, 583686 - 5, 1320451 - 5, 1320450 - 5, 1039447 - 5, 850849 - 5, 
1204549 - 5, 1312410 - 5, 1220282 - 5, 1222490 - 5, 1210224 - 5, 1204550 - 5, 1113637 - 5, 1113636 - 5, 
1091640 - 5, 1079788 - 5, 1090363 - 5, 738484 - 5, 957224 - 5, 926149 - 5, 857167 - 5, 810469 - 5, 740089 
- 5, 736654 - 5, 736651 - 5, 696575 - 5, 1321686 - 5, 1283704 - 5, 1131302 - 5, 939950 - 5, 887640 - 5, 
868901 - 5, 1279631 - 5, 747622 - 5, 738290 - 5, 720762 - 5, 1279991 - 5, 508666 - 5, 1399629 - 5, 
1204551 - 5, 1204544 - 5, 747625 - 5, 652282 - 5, 1263973 - 5, 1266705 - 5, 1217343 - 5, 1347735 - 5, 
1288906 - 5, 1266239 - 5, 894770 - 5, 887642 - 5, 837175 - 5, 768223 - 5, 662226 - 5, 531211 - 5, 1251741 
- 5, 1240483 - 5, 1240482 - 5, 1204554 - 5, 1164279 - 5, 1151295 - 5, 1164278 - 5, 1080770 - 5, 1069605 - 
5, 909053 - 5, 1296474 - 5, 860283 - 30, 1127113 - 5, 849372 - 5, 831676 - 5, 790942 - 5, 790416 - 5, 
777017 - 5, 768229 - 5, 418742 - 5, 1296472 - 5, 740436 - 5, 738836 - 5, 709082 - 5, 708633 - 5, 577906 - 
5, 970987 - 5, 490111 - 5, 410439 - 5, 1251741 - 5, 1251721 - 5, 1122482 - 5, 1122481 - 5, 1113633 - 5, 
1091639 - 5, 1076888 - 5, 1076611 - 5, 864144 - 5, 831677 - 5, 765371 - 5, 730851 - 5, 720764 - 5, 571041 
- 5, 1345245 - 5, 1275710 - 5, 1251720 - 5, 1251753 - 5, 1251723 - 5, 1241737 - 5, 1212575 - 5, 1131303 - 
5, 1151293 - 5, 1128229 - 5, 1230197 - 5, 1074237 - 5, 1052907 - 5, 986876 - 5, 984003 - 5, 958771 - 5, 
945985 - 5, 945594 - 5, 934997 - 5, 929057 - 5, 910604 - 5, 887647 - 5, 869359 - 5, 847093 - 1, 847092 - 3, 
847091 - 30, 847089 - 29, 820985 - 5, 820156 - 5, 810467 - 5, 801358 - 5, 801196 - 5, 760160 - 5, 934997 - 
5, 745193 - 5, 694438 - 5, 683905 - 5, 472188 - 5, 600351 - 5, 574307 - 5, 480783 - 5, 450456 - 5: 
Proprietor Name Altered to ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED 
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICAL LTD.

582809 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to SOLVAY SOLUTIONS UK LIMITED 
RHODIA UK LIMITED

595190 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to AVENTIS CROPSCIENCE SA 
PHONE-POULENC AGROCHIMIE

581855 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to COMPAQ INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES, LLC 
COMPAQ INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES INC.

429134 - 10: Proprietor Name Altered to PFIZER HEALTH AB 
PHARMACIA BIOSYTEMS AKTIEBOLAG

1047322 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to ADVANCE TECH SERVICES PVT.LTD 
AJAY KUMAR GUPTA

1430303 - 12, 2011349 - 12, 1627335 - 37, 1411996 - 12, 1441553 - 37, 1549528 - 12, 2212955 - 12, 
2212080 - 12, 2062363 - 99, 2254112 - 12, 1428652 - 12, 1428653 - 12, 1038254 - 9: Proprietor Name 
Altered to AIRBUS HELICOPTERS 
EUROCOPTER, S.A.S.

572996 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 12F. NO 137, SEC-2, NANJING E. RD.,ZONGSHAN 
DIST.TAIPEI CITY, 10485, TAIWAN R.O.C. 
TAIWAN ENGINEERING PLASTICS CO. LTD

572996 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 9F. NO.26, SEC-2, MIN CHUAN, E.RD.,TAIPEI, TAIWAN, 
R.O.C. 
TAIWAN ENGINEERING PLASTICS CO. LTD

1039931 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to SHED NO 4 DSIDC, RAGHUBIR NAGAR, DELHI 
DINKAR DHINGRA

595190 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to France of 55, Avenue Rene Cassin 69009, Lyon, France 
AVENTIS CROPSCIENCE SA

438312 - 2, 658921 - 2, 658920 - 2, 643177 - 2: Proprietor Address Altered to 15885 WEST SPRAGUE 
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ROAD, STRANGSVILLE, OH 44136, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
SCM CORPORATION.

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  
1090282 - 9:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'COMPUTER INTERFACES, CABLES, COMPUTER SOFTWARES, HARDWARE AND ACCESSORIES, 
HARD AND FLOPPY DISCS, DISKETTES, ELECTRONIC DATA PROCESSING APPARATUS AND 
PARTS THEREOF, ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC GOODS, ELECTRONIC GAMES, COMPUTER 
GAMES, VEDIO GAMES, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS, AUDIO, VEDIO AND 
COMPUTER TAPES AND CASSETTES, CIRCULATING APPARATUS, MAGNETIC RECORDING MEDIA 
IN THE FORM OF TAPES, CARDS, SHEETS FOR SOUND, VISUAL AND DATA PROCESSING AND 
RECORDING, ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITERS, TELEPRINTERS, PRINTERS, CONVERTORS, 
COMPUTER LASER PRINTERS, VOLTAGE STABILIZERS, REGULATORS, INVERTORS, COMPUTER 
TERMINALS AND COMPONENTS SYSTEMS, ISOLATORS, PROGRAMMES AND COMPUTER 
PERIPHERALS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9. ' of class 9 from the goods for which the trademark is 
registered. 

1113103 - 9:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'DRY CELL BATTERY LEAD, ACID BATTERY, UPS, INVERTOR, STABILIZER, VOLTAGE, 
REGULATOR, WIRE & CABLES, ELECTRIC SAFETY FUSE (CUT-OUT), SOCKET, SWITCHES AND 
PLUGS ALL BEINGS GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 9. ' of class 9 from the goods for which the 
trademark is registered. 

1090285 - 16:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the goods 
'COMPUTER PRINTCUTS, COMPUTER PROGRAMMES MANUALS OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 
BOOKS PUBLICATIONS OF ALL KINDS AND DESCRIPTION STATIONERY INCLUDING CONTINUOUS 
STATIONERY FOR COMPUTERS RIBBONS AND INKS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16, COMPUTER 
REQUISITES INCLUDED IN CLASS 16, CARDS, PENS, PENCILS, INSTRUCTIONAL & TEACHING 
MATERIALS CALENDERS, DIARIES, PHOTOGRAPHS, ALBUMS, ADVERTISEMENTS SHEETS 
CARDS OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS, MAGAZINES, PAPER COVERS, ENVELOPS, PAMPHLETS 
PICTURES PRINTS GRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS, TRANSPARENCIES, WRITTEN MATTER, PAPER 
AND PAPER ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES, PRINTED MATTER, 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, BOOKS BINDING MATERIALS, ADHESIVE MATERIALS, ARTIST 
MATERIALS, PAINT BRUSHES, PLAYING CARDS, PRINTERS TYPE & ELITCHES (STEREOTYPE) ALL 
BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 16. ' of class 16 from the goods for which the trademark is 
registered. 

1068373 - 8, 1068372 - 7: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi 
Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India,

399316 - 11: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002,

449645 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 1 SILVER OAK AVENUE, DLF PHASE-1, GURGAON - 
122002 - 01,

435706 - 12: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 
004 PUNJAB.,

449644 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 1 SILVER OAK AVENUE, DLF PHASE-1, GURGAON - 
122002 - 01,

442350 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018., 
INFO@KRISHNAANDSAURASTRI.COM

1047322 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 53, SYED AMIR ALI AVENUE, 4TH FLOOR, KOLKATA - 
700 019, WEST BENGAL.,

446837 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

1039812 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, 
CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.,

446839 - 3: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

1049019 - 30: Address for Service is altered to A-4/61, SECTOR-17, ROHINI, NEW DELHI-110089, 
ultimateipr@gmail.com

1039374 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 1 & 2/19, GANGA, SWASTIK PARK, V.N. PURAV MARG, 
CHEMBUR, MUMBAI - 400 071.,

1035064 - 33: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE, EAST KOLKATA - 700 
069., trademark@depnning.com
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1068374 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 32, RADHA MADHAV DUTTA GARDEN LANE, 
KOLKATA - 700 010.,

1039487 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005,

438312 - 2, 658920 - 2, 643177 - 2, 658921 - 2: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT 
THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA, SECTOR 27, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA.,

446838 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

403955 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW DELHI- 110 019.,

436123 - 9: Address for Service is altered to H-7, GREEN PARK EXTENSION, NEW DELHI - 110 016.,
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1039931 - 12: Address for Service is altered to HD 13, PITAM PURA, DELHI-88,

591306 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 
47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India,

1505511 - 5, 1513320 - 5, 1513312 - 5, 1513315 - 5, 1513313 - 5, 1513321 - 5, 1513318 - 5, 1513319 - 5: 
Address for Service is altered to FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO 
NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029., parameshnarayana@yahoo.co.in

1287483 - 99, 1772053 - 38: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020,

438765 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 74-F, VENUS,WORLI 
SEA FACE, MUMBAI 400 018,

413761 - 9: Address for Service is altered to T-62, LGF, BHOGAL ROAD, BHOGAL JANGPURA, NEW 
DELHI-110014 (INDIA).,

2247156 - 5, 2114169 - 5, 2031305 - 5, 1763000 - 5, 1455839 - 5, 1381995 - 5, 1318992 - 5, 1303790 - 5, 
1220974 - 5, 420307 - 5: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-
110014,

446836 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

634923 - 30, 634924 - 29, 634922 - 29, 634921 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-
41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

1042494 - 29, 1042495 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, INDIA,

444388 - 23, 444389 - 22: Address for Service is altered to 10, GOVERNMENT PLACE EAST, 
KOLKATA - 700 069, INDIA.,

1089858 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI 
POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6,
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1024308 30 30/09/2019 15:49:44
1024359 16 30/09/2019 15:50:11
1024369 32 30/09/2019 12:39:48
1024373 6 30/09/2019 12:40:16
1024375 6 30/09/2019 12:40:41
1024376 6 30/09/2019 12:41:05
1024379 5 30/09/2019 12:43:35
1024381 33 30/09/2019 12:44:10
1024385 33 30/09/2019 12:44:47
1024393 25 30/09/2019 12:45:19
1024394 9 30/09/2019 12:45:44
1024402 9 30/09/2019 12:46:06
1024407 30 30/09/2019 12:46:55
1024408 30 30/09/2019 12:48:00
1024409 11 30/09/2019 12:48:28
1024412 9 30/09/2019 12:48:51
1024414 5 30/09/2019 12:49:18
1024415 5 30/09/2019 12:50:23
1024419 5 30/09/2019 15:01:44
1024421 5 30/09/2019 15:02:16
1024422 5 30/09/2019 15:02:37
1024426 7 30/09/2019 15:03:59
1024428 5 30/09/2019 15:05:45
1024429 2 30/09/2019 15:06:13
1024444 9 30/09/2019 15:06:41
1024445 9 30/09/2019 15:07:21
1024447 9 30/09/2019 15:07:58
1024451 5 30/09/2019 15:08:24
1024454 30 30/09/2019 15:09:34
1024461 30 30/09/2019 15:09:55
1024462 29 30/09/2019 15:10:35
1024471 3 30/09/2019 15:11:19
1024474 3 30/09/2019 15:12:02
1024475 3 30/09/2019 15:51:36
1024477 30 30/09/2019 15:12:36
1024478 1 30/09/2019 15:13:00
1024498 32 30/09/2019 15:13:27
1024500 5 30/09/2019 15:14:00
1024504 17 30/09/2019 15:15:53
1024505 6 30/09/2019 15:16:23
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1024508 25 30/09/2019 15:16:46
1024509 25 30/09/2019 15:17:10
1024518 34 30/09/2019 15:17:43
1024519 5 30/09/2019 15:18:03
1024522 29 30/09/2019 15:18:29
1024531 30 30/09/2019 15:51:09
1024547 14 30/09/2019 15:52:42
1024549 7 30/09/2019 15:53:05
1024554 3 30/09/2019 15:53:29
1024555 3 30/09/2019 15:53:51
1024556 21 30/09/2019 15:54:19
1024567 9 30/09/2019 15:54:41
1024570 5 30/09/2019 15:55:10
1024573 5 30/09/2019 15:55:35
1024582 19 30/09/2019 15:56:02
1024587 19 30/09/2019 15:56:42
1024594 7 01/10/2019 10:34:04
1024611 33 01/10/2019 10:36:16
1024612 14 01/10/2019 10:36:38
1024627 11 01/10/2019 10:37:01
1024628 15 01/10/2019 10:37:24
1024630 20 01/10/2019 10:37:49
1024631 9 01/10/2019 10:38:12
1024633 30 01/10/2019 10:38:39
1024637 7 01/10/2019 10:39:30
1024639 12 01/10/2019 10:39:59
1024640 17 01/10/2019 10:40:28
1024642 7 01/10/2019 10:41:02
1024643 12 01/10/2019 10:41:30
1024644 17 01/10/2019 10:42:31
1024645 12 01/10/2019 10:42:54
1024649 16 01/10/2019 10:43:16
1024650 16 01/10/2019 10:43:40
1024651 9 01/10/2019 10:44:10
1024652 9 01/10/2019 10:44:34
1024653 25 01/10/2019 10:46:04
1024657 9 01/10/2019 10:46:31
1024660 9 01/10/2019 10:46:53
1024662 9 01/10/2019 10:47:43
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1024663 9 01/10/2019 10:48:31
1024664 9 01/10/2019 10:48:53
1024665 9 01/10/2019 10:49:19
1024672 16 01/10/2019 10:49:44
1024673 9 01/10/2019 10:50:05
1024674 9 01/10/2019 10:52:01
1024684 1 01/10/2019 10:52:47
1024685 4 01/10/2019 10:53:41
1024686 5 01/10/2019 11:00:24
1024688 7 01/10/2019 11:00:53
1024689 8 01/10/2019 11:01:17
1024691 10 01/10/2019 11:01:41
1024694 13 01/10/2019 11:02:04
1024696 15 01/10/2019 11:02:28
1024699 18 01/10/2019 11:02:51
1024700 19 01/10/2019 11:17:45
1024701 20 01/10/2019 11:18:53
1024702 21 01/10/2019 12:07:18
1024703 22 01/10/2019 12:10:37
1024704 23 01/10/2019 12:11:02
1024705 24 01/10/2019 12:11:29
1024706 25 01/10/2019 12:11:59
1024707 26 01/10/2019 12:12:36
1024708 27 01/10/2019 12:13:19
1024709 28 01/10/2019 12:42:00
1024710 29 01/10/2019 12:43:08
1024711 30 01/10/2019 12:47:06
1024713 32 01/10/2019 12:49:04
1024714 33 01/10/2019 12:49:32
1024721 19 01/10/2019 14:01:26
1024731 16 01/10/2019 14:02:04
1024732 25 01/10/2019 14:02:37
1024734 9 01/10/2019 14:03:18
1024735 16 01/10/2019 14:04:05
1024737 34 01/10/2019 14:05:56
1024738 34 01/10/2019 14:07:56
1024740 30 01/10/2019 14:09:10
1024752 31 01/10/2019 14:10:19
1024754 25 01/10/2019 14:11:27
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1024756 29 01/10/2019 14:12:39
1024758 16 01/10/2019 14:14:15
1024762 7 01/10/2019 14:14:36
1024765 28 01/10/2019 14:15:05
1024768 5 01/10/2019 14:16:04
1024769 16 01/10/2019 14:16:27
1024774 5 01/10/2019 14:16:56
1024777 25 01/10/2019 14:17:20
1024780 16 01/10/2019 14:17:47
1024783 24 01/10/2019 14:18:10
1024788 25 01/10/2019 14:18:37
1024794 16 01/10/2019 14:19:03
1024797 5 01/10/2019 14:19:35
1024802 7 01/10/2019 14:20:15
1024805 14 01/10/2019 14:20:41
1024810 9 01/10/2019 14:21:04
1024811 5 01/10/2019 14:21:27
1024812 11 01/10/2019 14:22:18
1024817 5 01/10/2019 14:37:56
1024819 5 01/10/2019 14:38:28
1024820 5 01/10/2019 14:39:24
1024821 5 01/10/2019 14:40:44
1024825 5 01/10/2019 14:48:57
1024826 5 01/10/2019 14:49:21
1024828 5 01/10/2019 14:50:09
1024834 5 01/10/2019 14:50:37
1024835 5 01/10/2019 14:51:38
1024837 5 01/10/2019 14:52:06
1024838 5 01/10/2019 14:52:30
1024840 5 01/10/2019 14:52:59
1024841 5 01/10/2019 14:53:40
1024842 5 01/10/2019 14:54:07
1024844 5 01/10/2019 14:54:37
1024845 5 01/10/2019 14:55:06
1024848 5 01/10/2019 14:55:50
1024852 5 01/10/2019 14:56:30
1024853 5 01/10/2019 14:57:32
1024854 5 01/10/2019 14:58:05
1024856 5 01/10/2019 14:58:43
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1024857 5 01/10/2019 14:59:59
1024860 5 01/10/2019 15:00:33
1024861 5 01/10/2019 15:02:53
1024862 5 01/10/2019 15:03:56
1024863 1 01/10/2019 15:04:22
1024864 1 01/10/2019 15:04:48
1024867 18 01/10/2019 15:05:27
1024868 3 01/10/2019 15:05:58
1024869 6 01/10/2019 15:06:27
1024871 5 01/10/2019 15:07:08
1024874 5 01/10/2019 15:07:35
1024878 5 01/10/2019 15:08:12
1024879 5 01/10/2019 15:08:37
1024885 5 01/10/2019 15:09:09
1024897 5 01/10/2019 15:10:31
1024898 5 01/10/2019 15:11:24
1024899 5 01/10/2019 15:15:56
1024900 5 01/10/2019 15:16:27
1024901 5 01/10/2019 15:17:02
1024902 5 01/10/2019 16:13:23
1024903 5 01/10/2019 16:13:59
1024904 5 01/10/2019 16:14:33
1024905 5 01/10/2019 16:15:05
1024906 5 01/10/2019 16:15:35
1024907 5 01/10/2019 16:16:02
1024911 5 01/10/2019 16:16:26
1024915 5 01/10/2019 16:16:49
1024916 5 01/10/2019 16:17:14
1024917 5 01/10/2019 16:17:47
1024918 5 01/10/2019 16:18:28
1024919 5 01/10/2019 16:18:51
1024923 25 01/10/2019 16:19:17
1024924 25 01/10/2019 16:20:21
1024925 25 01/10/2019 16:20:57
1024926 25 01/10/2019 16:21:41
1024928 25 01/10/2019 16:22:10
1024929 12 01/10/2019 16:22:41
1024935 5 01/10/2019 16:23:08
1024936 5 01/10/2019 16:23:36
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
1024939 5 01/10/2019 16:24:23
1024940 5 01/10/2019 16:27:12
1024946 12 01/10/2019 16:27:37
1024947 9 01/10/2019 16:28:04
1024948 21 01/10/2019 16:28:29
1024950 29 01/10/2019 16:29:46
1024975 12 01/10/2019 16:30:51
1024976 16 01/10/2019 16:31:26
1024987 9 01/10/2019 16:31:52
1024999 3 01/10/2019 16:32:16
1025002 5 01/10/2019 16:32:38
1025005 16 01/10/2019 16:33:28
1025007 5 01/10/2019 16:34:49
1025009 30 01/10/2019 16:35:19
1025013 30 01/10/2019 16:35:41
1025016 30 01/10/2019 16:36:04
1025017 30 01/10/2019 16:36:24
1025018 30 01/10/2019 16:36:46
1025019 30 01/10/2019 16:37:10
1025021 30 01/10/2019 16:37:30
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1922,   07/10/2019

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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